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COMMONWEAL,TH OF KENTUCKY 

BEFORE THE PUBLIC SERVICE C O M M I S S I O F ~ ~ ~ J ~ \ ~ :  SER\(ICE 
coMpdJlssloN 

In the Matter of the Application of Duke ) 
Energy Kentucky, Inc. For Approval of 1 

Efficiency Rider and Portfolio of Energy ) 
Efficiency Programs ) 

Energy Efficiency Plan, Including an Energy ) Case No. 2008- oDdiqs 

APPLICATION 

1 .  Duke Energy Kentiicky, Inc. (“Duke Energy Kentucky” or the “Conipany”) is a 

Icentucky corporation with its principal office and principal place of business at 1697 A 

Monrnouth Street, Newport Shopping Center, Newport, Kentucky 41 07 1. Its mailing address 

is P.O. Box 960, Cincinnati, Ohio 45201. 

2, Duke Energy Kentucky is a utility engaged in the gas and electric business. Duke 

Energy Kentucky purchases, sells, stores, and transports natural gas in Roone, Campbell, 

Gallatin, Grant, Kenton, and Pendleton Counties, Kentucky. Duke Energy Kentucky also 

generates electricity, which it distributes and sells in Northern Keiitucky. 

3. Pursuant to 807 ICAR 5:001, Section 8(3), Duke Energy Kentucky states that a 

certified copy of its Articles of Incorporation, as amended, is on file with the Commission in 

Case No. 2006-00563, 

4. In response to the rising demand for electricity and increasing concerii around 

environmciital issues such as global climate change, and to provide ctrstoniers with program 

and services that will help them inaiiage their electric bill in a rising cost environment, Duke 



Energy Kentucky proposes a new energy efficiency plan for its Kentucky retail customers that 

will produce significant energy savings for customers. Pursuant to KRS 278.285(2), Duke 

Energy Kentucky hereby requests approval of (i) a revised regulatory approach to the 

Company's energy conservation and demand response programs'; (ii) a new energy efficiency 

rider to implement the approach for Company-sponsored energy efficiency programs; and (iii) 

a portfolio of energy efficiency programs as described in this application ("the Application") 

and more fully set forth in Attachment A. The requested regulatory approach, the energy 

efficiency rider, and the portfolio of energy efficiency programs are collectively referred to as 

the Energy Efficiency Plan. 

5. Notices and coininunications in this proceeding should be directed to the following 

counsel for Duke Energy Kentucky: 

Amy Spiller 
Associate General Counsel 
Duke Energy Corporation 
Room 2500, Atrium 11 
P. 0. Box 960 
Cincinnati, Ohio 4520 1-0960 
Phone: (513) 419-1810 
Fax: (513) 419-1846 
E-mail: aniy.spiller@duke-eiiergy.com 

Rocco D' Ascenzo 
Senior Counsel 
Duke Energy Corporation 
Room 2500, Atrium I1 
P. 0. Box 960 
Cincinnati, Ohio 45201 -0960 
Phone: (513) 419-1852 
Fax: (513) 419-1846 
E-mail: rocco.d'ascenzo@duke-energy.com 

' The lerin "energy eflicicncy." as used in this Application. includes both energy conservation and demand response 
programs. and is consistent with the definition used in the 2006 National Action Plan for Energy Efficiency. 
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Catherine Heigel 
Assistant General Counsel 
Duke Energy Corporation 
P. 0. Box 1006 (Mail Code EC03T) 
Charlotte, North Carolina 28201 -1 006 
Phone: (704) 382-8123 
Fax: (704) 382-5690 
Einail: ceheigel@duke-energy.com 

Copies of all pleadings, orders, testimony, and correspondence in this proceeding should be 

served on the attorneys listed above. 

6. Pursuant to 807 KAR 5:001, Duke Energy Kentucky respectfully states the 

following in support of this Application: 

A. Duke Energy Kentucky recognizes energy efficiency as a reliable and carbon- 

free resource, that is, a “fifth fuel” that should be part of the portfolio available to meet 

customers’ need for electricity along with coal and other traditional and renewable sources of 

energy. IJnder its Energy Efficiency Plan, the Company proposes that the value of energy 

efficiency as a resource be put on more equal footing with the value of traditional iron in the 

ground assets in the Company’s resource mix. Duke Energy Kentucky’s Energy Efficiency 

Plan is comprised of energy efficiency programs that meet customers’ needs by saving watts 

instead of malcing watts. The Company’s Energy Efficiency Plan, or “save-a-watt” plan, is an 

emissions-free resource that will help custoiners meet their energy needs with less electricity, 

less cost and less environmental impact. As Governor Reshear’s recent energy policy report 

noted, “We can forestall construction of some additional generation facilities tlirougli energy 

efficiency. Therefore, our leading strategy, and our utmost advantage . , . is greater energy 
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B. The Company’s proposed new approach to energy efficiency is a shift froin the 

current “spend and recover” compensation model to a “perform and recover” incentive model. 

This change represents a natural evolution of the existing shared savings financial incentive 

model, which is a hybrid of cost-of-service and value-of-service regulation, to save-a-watt, 

which is a value-of-service financial incentive model. Duke Energy ICentuclcy’s proposed 

energy efficiency cost recovery mechanism appropriately changes both the way energy 

efficiency is perceived and the role of the Company in achieving such energy efficiency to the 

benefit of consumers, tlie Company, and tlie environment. 

C. Duke Energy Kentucky has the expertisc, infrastructure, and custoiner 

relationships to produce cost-effective energy efficiency and to male it a significant pai-t of 

the Company’s resource mix. Indeed, Duke Energy Kentucky has been offering energy 

efficiency programs to its customers for many years. Initially, the Company proposes to focus 

on offering customers programs that will help them address rising energy prices now. These 

offers are being developed with direct input from our customers. The offers will use new 

channels that are more convenient for our customers and combine individual programs to 

provide value from our ciistoiners’ perspective. IJltiniately, as part of its Energy Efficiency 

Plan, the Company intends to build energy efficiency into its service offerings to make it part 

of eveiyday life without having customers sacrifice the comfort and convenience they enjoy 

from their use of electricity. 

D. The Company believes it can significantly increase the ainount of cost- 

effective energy savings that it can achicve through thc save-a-watt approach. In fact, the 

L Governor Steven L,. Beshear, lntelligenl Energy Choices for Kentucky’s Fzitiire, Kentzrck~~‘~  7-Potnt Strateg) 
for Energy Independence, at iv (November 2008) (hereinafter, ‘‘Governor Beshear’s Report”). 
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Company projects that its Energy Efficiency Plan will result in a cumulative increase of 33% 

in energy savings over the four-year term of the Company’s Plan and an increase in 

incremental annual energy savings of 105% by the end of the four-year term. 

In order to achieve the additional savings projected by the Company, Duke Energy 

Kentucky will need to increase its investment in energy efficiency and develop innovative 

approaches and offers for consumers. This opportunity for additional cost-effective energy 

efficiency programs is consistent with the general findings of the Overland Consulting Repoi-t, 

which was accepted by the Commission on June 30, 2008.3 To coinpensate and encourage the 

Company to inalte the investments that produce such capacity and energy by “saving watts,” 

Duke Energy Kentuclty requests that it receive a compensation based on a percentage of the 

costs avoided by saving watts. Not only will this produce automatic savings for customers, 

but customers will only pay for capacity and energy savings actually realized by the Company. 

I n  other words, customers will not pay for energy savings that the Company does not achieve. 

Specifically, jurisdictional revenues recovered via an energy efficiency rider, “Rider SAW’’ 

(as more fully described in Attachment R), will be calculated under the Company’s proposal 

by combining: (1) the sum of annual avoided capacity cost savings generated by demand 

response prograrns inultiplied by 75%; and (2) the net present value (“NPV”) of avoided 

energy and capacity costs applicable to conservation prograins multiplied by 50%. Further, an 

earnings cap will be applied to ensure the Company’s returns are appropriate. These caps vary 

according to the level of avoided cost savings produced by the Company’s Energy Efficiency 

Plan as measured and verified by a third party. The caps proposed by Duke Energy Kentucky 

are: 

Overland Consulting, Review ?//I712 //7cer7/ivesfor Energy Indeper7der7ce Act of2007 Sec/io/7 SO (Case No. 2007-00477) 
(March 4, 2008) (hereinalter. the “Overland Constilting Report”). 
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Percentage Actual Target 
Achievement 

>=90% 
80% to 89% 
60% to 79% 

<6O% 

Finally, Duke Energy Kentucky proposes to continue to recover lost margins incurred for each 

ROI Cap on Program Costs 
Percentage 

15% 
12% 
9% 
5 yo 

year of each vintage of an energy conservation measure implemented for a period of three 

YEAR1 YEAR2 
Annual System MW 21 24 
Annual System MWh 17,778 37,627 
KY Retail Electric Revenue 
Requirements ($MM) 4.9 6.8 
KY Retail Gas Revenue 

years for each vintage. 

E. The Company’s Energy Efficiency Plan is a four-year plan. Duke Energy 

YEAR3 YEAR4 
29 35 

58,772 90,603 

8.7 11.8 

Kentucky proposes that it would receive compensation only for the actual verified energy 

Requirements ($MM) 
KY Total Retail Revenue 

efficiency results that the programs achieve. Duke Energy Kentucky proposes to make annual 

0.3 0.4 0.5 0.7 

filings with the Coinmission containing the capacity and energy savings produced by the 

I Requirements ($MM) 

Company’s energy efficiency programs as measured and verified by an independent third 

5.2 7.1 9.2 12.5 

party. lJpon completion of the four-year plan, Duke Energy Kentucky proposes to reconcile 

its revenue requirements based upon the difference between the projected and actual avoided 

cost savings and lost margins produced by its programs. The projected results and associated 

revenue requirements of the Company’s initial four-year plan are summarized in the following 

table: 
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F. Duke Energy Kentucky requests that the Public Service Commission of 

Kentucky (the “Commission”) approve Rider SAW as a financial incentive for the Company 

for delivering actual, verified energy efficiency results. As part of Rider SAW, the Company 

seelts approval for an electric customer charge, including the appropriate revenue-related 

taxes, of $0.001779 ltWh for residential electric customers and $0.000912 ltWh for non- 

residential electric customers. IJnder Rider SAW, the Company also seelts approval for a gas 

customer charge, including the appropriate revenue related taxes, of $0.004828 per hundred 

cubic feet for gas residential customers. There is no corresponding customer charge for non- 

residential gas customers. llnder thc Coinpany’s proposal, thc Commission will adjust Rider 

SAW in  year live, based upon the projections of results, including projected incremental 

avoided costs and lost margins, and actual results and lost margins realized by the Company. 

This process will ensure that customers only pay for capacity and energy savings actually 

realized by the Company. Therefore, for example, if the Company estimates that it will 

achieve 30 MW of energy efficiency but only achieves 15 MW of savings, Rider SAW will be 

adjusted to allow Duke Energy Ikntuclty to be compensated for the 15 MW achieved. 

G. Duke Energy Kentucky’s Energy Efficiency Plan is reasonable, necessary, and 

in the public interest. The Plan is designed to expand the number and scope of energy 

efficiency programs in the Company’s Kentucky retail service territory by providing the 

Company with appropriate financial incentives to aggressively pursue such expansion. The 

proposed Encrgy Efficiency Plan enables the Company to continue to meet customer demand 

with affordable coal-fired generation, while at the same time reducing overall greenhouse gas 

(“GHG”) emissions. Further, customers will be provided more options to manage their energy 

bills. Over the long term, the regulatory treatment proposed by the Company should 

encourage the Company to pursue additional energy efficiency initiatives, further offsetting its 
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carbon footprint. 

1-1. The Company requests flexibility to make program changes and reallocate 

approved resources among programs over the lives of the programs to optimize results. This 

flexibility is crucial to the success of the undertaking, particularly given the need to make 

timely and responsive changes as the Company gains experience working with customers and 

third party suppliers. Such flexibility would not prejudice customers in any way because the 

Company is only compensated on results achieved and not on dollars spent. 

I. In sum, the new approach to save watts will benefit Duke Energy Kentucky’s 

customers, the environment, and the Company by: 

Allowing for the treatment of energy efficiency as a “fifth fiiel”; 

Displacing a portion of the electricity otherwise needed to meet its customers’ 
energy requirements with zero air emissions, thereby reducing the risks 
associated with the regulation of GNG emissions; 

Providing more choices and options that help customers manage their bills in a 
rising energy price environment; 

Rewarding customers who participate in energy efficiency with substantially 
lower bills: 

Providing customers the opportunity to lower their eiivironmerital footprint 
through direct participation in energy efficiency; 

Creating new energy efficiency service jobs in order to implement energy 
efficiency programs; and 

Providing the Company with an appropriate financial incentive to make 
significant, sustainable investments in energy efficiency and rewarding the 
Company for results produced and risks taken. 
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DUKE ENERGY KENTUCKY’S COMMITMENT TO EXPAND THE REACH OF 
ENERGY EFFICIENCY 

J. Governor Beshear’s Report noted that Kentucky is the third largest producer of 

coal in the TJiiited States, which creates a unique challenge for Kentucky to “pragmatically 

adopt inlierently cleaner, newer energy sources” to be a leader i n  the coining energy 

r ev~ lu t ion .~  The first strategy identified by Governor Beshear to meet this challenge was for 

Kentuckians to “[clonserve and use energy more effi~iently.”~ Dike Energy Corporatioii 

CEO and President, Jim Rogers, is also a vocal proponent of energy efficiency as key part of a 

natioiial policy on energy and has publicly committed to expand the reach of energy 

efficiency. In keeping with this commitment, the Company proposes to offer the following 

portfolio of energy efficiency prograiiis: 

RESIDENTIAL, CIJSTOMER PROGRAMS 

0 Residential Energy Assessments 

e Smart $aver@ for Residential Customers 

e Home Performance 

e 

e 

e 

0 Power Manager 

Low Income Services (including Home Energy Assistance Program) 

Reach and Teach Energy Coiiservation 

Energy Efficiency Education Program for Schools 

NON-RESIDENTIAL CUSTOMER PROGRAMS 

0 Noli-Residential Energy Assessments 

e Smart $aver@ for Non-Residential Customers 

Governor Beshear’s Repoil, at i i  
Id. 

4 
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0 PowerSliare@ 

RESEARCH/PIL,OT PROGRAMS 

0 Efficiency Savings Plan 

K. The Company proposes this portfolio of programs after consulting with and 

receiving input from the Residential Collaborative and the Commercial and Industrial 

Collaborative (collectively, the “Collaborative”). The Collaborative includes a diverse group 

of customers, state agencies, and other stakeholders. Participants in the Collaborative include: 

the Boone County Fiscal Court, the Kentucky Attorney General’s Office, People Worlting 

Cooperatively, the Kcntuclty Dcpartment of Energy Devclopiiient and Independence, the 

Lcague of Women Votcrs, Nortliern Kentucky Legal Aid, Campbell Coiinty Fiscal Court, the 

Kentucky NEED Project, the Northern Kentucky Chamber of Commerce, Wiseway Supply, 

Knochelinann Heating & Air, Northern Kentucky 1 Jniversity/Small Business Development, 

Kenton County Fiscal Court, Rrighton Center, Flick’s Foods, Monohan Development 

Company, and the Northern Kentucky Cominunity Action Commission. 

L,. The Company employed a three-step process to determine the programs to be 

included in the proposed portfolio. First, it compiled a list of energy efficiency prograins that 

it is currently offering in Kentucky, as well as those offered in Ohio and Indiana by its affiliate 

utilities. Impleincnting prograins already offered by the Company’s affiliates is likely to result 

in lower costs and operationai efficiency through shared administration and best practices. 

Second, the Company solicited direct input fiom its Kentucky customers. Third, the 

Company refined these ideas, applying multiple cost-effectiveness analyses to evaluate all 

current or proposed programs. Programs deemed cost-effective were incorporated into a 

master list of program ideas, presented for review and comment to members of the 

Collaborative, and finally, consolidated into the list of energy efficiency programs included in 
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the portfolio. 

M. Duke Energy Kentucky proposes to review and ad,just programs and overall 

portfolio funding levels on an annual basis. Any changes will be based on the performance of 

tlie portfolio, market conditions, economics, and consumer demand. The Company will report 

annually to the Commission on significant portfolio changes, proposed new programs, and 

program evaluation results. The Company, however, requests authority to increase its 

investment in the portfolio with the additional spending being granted the same regulatory 

treatment as the initial investment without further Commission approval, provided the 

Company can demonstrate such additional investments will be cost-beneficial for its 

customers. Because the Company is only paid on tlie verified energy and capacity savings 

resulting from its programs, this flexibility will enable tlie Company to react to market 

information quicltly and to deliver the greatest value to its customers. Customers are assured 

under tlie save-a-watt plan of only paying for results achieved. 

THE ENERGY EFFICIENCY PLAN IS IN THE PUBLIC INTEREST 

N. The Company’s Energy Efficiency Plan will advance the interests of 

consumers in tlie Commonwealth of Kentucky consistent with the public policy of the state. 

The Kentucky General Assembly has long viewed demand-side management and energy 

efficiency as important tools for utility resource planning and managing consumption. The 

Legislature vested tlie Commission with statutory authority to approve utility-sponsored 

energy efficiency programs and incentive and cost recovery meclianisms. More recently, tlie 

General Assembly enacted I-iouse Rill 1 ,  commonly knowii as tlie 2007 Energy Act. Section 

SO of the Act directed tlie Commission to examine its statutes and regulations with respect to 

four key issues. Two of those requests are directly related to energy efficiency: “(1)  

Eliminating impediments to the consideration and adoption by utilities of cost effective 
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demand-management strategies for addressing future demand prior to Commission 

consideration of any proposal for increasing generating capacity;” and “(4) Modifying rate 

structures and cost recovery to better align the financial interests of the utility with the goals 

of achieving energy efficiency and lowest life-cycle energy costs to all classes of ratepayers.”‘ 

To date, Kentuclty’s utilities have implemented numerous demand-side management 

programs with varying levels of results. Despite the statutory authority being in effect for 

several years, challenges remain to implementing cost-effective energy efficiency programs with 

widespread customer participation. Supply-side iiivestinent incentives are more favorable than 

demand-side investrnent incentives, both from the utility’s and investor’s perspectives, because 

of the utility’s opportunity to earn a reasonable return on and of its capital investments. To 

hi-ther Kentucky’s interests in encouraging energy efficiency, a change is needed. To increase 

utility investments in energy efficiency, the perception of energy efficiency must evolve and 

incentives for utilities to invest in innovative energy efkiency programs must become 

comparable to the earnings and earnings growth potential of similar services-oriented 

businesses. Dule Energy I<entucky’s proposed Energy Efficiency Plan addresses this problem. 

lJiider the save-a-watt approach, the Company is compensated based upon avoided costs for 

actual savings achieved; therefore, customers would never be required to pay for ineffective 

programs. The Company is eiicouraged, rather than discouraged, to invest in all cost-effective 

foims of energy efficiency and to achieve widespread customer participation through innovative 

and groundbrealting program options for customers. 

0. The Energy Efficiency Plan is designed to produce energy and demand savings 

to help meet the Company’s load obligations at a low cost to customers and with no 



environiiiental impact. Duke Energy Kentucky believes that the cleanest watt is the one that 

is never produced. Recognizing that the Company’s generation portfolio serving its Kentucky 

retail customers is largely comprised of fossil-ftiel burning facilities, the Company believes an 

offsetting investment in the aggressive pursuit of energy efficiency will benefit consumers by 

providing a reliable, cost-effective, emissions-free resource that will improve the environinent 

and provide consumers an opportunity to reduce their bills. The Company estimates that its 

Eiiergy Efficiency Plan will reduce the carbon (COz) emissions over the next four years. The 

reduction of COz emissions will come from reduced Duke Energy Kentucky-owned 

generation and net purchases (after netting purchases and sales), estiinated at 14,000 MWh, 

total over the four ycar period ‘l’lie Company’s Energy Efficiency Plan is projected to reduce 

C(1Z emissions from its generation sources by approxiinately 209,899 tons over the next four 

years as a result of a generation reduction of about 204,779 MWh. The Conipany believes 

this reduction in purchases will likely lead to a reduction in emissions, but the amount of the 

reduction cannot be accurately estimated because the types of generation for the reduced 

purchases are not known. 

P. The level of avoided costs will be determined consistent with tlie electric rates 

set by the Commission in its most recent proceedings setting cogeneration rates for sinall 

power producers with demand of I00 kW or less.’ This treatment is critical to the appropriate 

arid necessary expansion of energy efficiency to offset society’s use of electricity in an 

environnientally-friendly way. 

Q. The Company assumes risk in its proposed approach to save watts. Revenues 

collected through the proposed energy efficiency rider are expected to cover program costs but 

’ See Case No 2006-00 172, Apulication of the Union Light. Ileat and Power Company D/B/A Duke Enci gy Kentucky for an 
Adiustinent of Electric Rates. Final Order. (December 2 1, 2006). 
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will be based on actual efficiency results achieved. Tlie Energy Efficiency Plan provides 

incentives to the Conipany to keep costs low and results high. The Company is encouraged to 

expand eiiergy efficiency programs by managing the costs of tliose programs and developing 

new, innovative offers that customers will value. 

R. Accordingly, Duke Energy Kentucky seelts approval to implement a rate 

recovery mechanism described more fully in Attachment R. The proposed Rider SAW will be 

applied to all Kentucky retail rate schedules, subject to tlie provisions of KRS 278.285(3). As 

described in Attachment R, Rider SAW will provide for a per ltWh charge determined 

separately for residential and non-residential customers. Further, Rider SAW will be subject 

to reconciliation and adjustment in year five - allowing for an increase or decrease depending 

on the updated projections of capacity and energy (MW and MWh) reductions and actual 

reductions for previous years as verified - thercby ensuring that customers pay only for 

verified ciiergy efficiency savings results.8 

S. Approval of Duke Energy Kentucky's Energy Efficiency Plan, including the 

proposed regulatory treatment, would encourage tlie aggressive pursuit of energy efficiency 

consistent with KRS 278.285 Demand-Side Management Plans - Review and Approval of 

Proposed Plans and Mechanisms - Assignment of Costs - Home Energy Assistance 

Programs. Specifically, KRS 278.285(2) provides, in part, that 

(2) A proposed demand-side management mechanism including: 
Recover the ftill costs of commission-approved demand -side 
management programs and revenues lost by implementing 
these programs; 
Obtain incentives designed to provide financial rewards to the 
utility for implementing cost-effective demand-side 
managcnient programs; or 
Both of the actions specified may be reviewed and approved 

' See Attachment C: for estimated tirneliames for evaluation results. The true-up of Rider SAW will be based on these 
I csults Sufficient time must elapse for any meaningful measurement and cvaluations to occur. Accordingly, true-up I esults 
may lag by about three years. 
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by the commission as part of a proceeding for approval of new 
rate schedules initiated pursuant to KRS 278.190 or in a 
separate proceeding initiated pursuant to this section which 
shall be limited to a review of demand-side management 
issues and related rate-recovery issues as set forth in 
subsection (1) of this section and in this subsection. 

Approval of this Application is within the Commission’s broad statutory rateinaking 

authority. Pursuant to KRS 278.030 and 278.040, the Cominission has general powers to 

establish “fair, just and reasonable rates.” Further, KRS 278.040(3) specifically provides that, 

“The commission may adopt, in keeping with KRS Chapter 13A, reasonable regulations to 

implement the provisions of KRS Chapter 278 and investigate the methods and practices of 

utilities to require tliem to conform to the laws of the state, and to all reasonable rules, 

regulations and orders of the commission not contraiy to law.” The Coniniission recently 

acknowledged this authority in its Electric Utility Regulation and Energy Policy in Kentucky 

Report submitted to the General Assembly on July 1,  2008. Specifically, the Commission 

stated that it “has the authority to d f e r  financial returns as incentives to encourage energy 

efficiency and DSM programs . . . ,,9 

EVALUATION AND VERIFICATION OF RESULTS 

T. The Company proposes third-party verification of the impacts achieved from 

its energy efficiency programs. The Company has developed a comprehensive plan for 

verifying megawatt and megawatt-hour savings using the services of independent third parties. 

Such evaluation will enable the Company, the Commission, and other interested stakeholders 

to quantify the energy and demand savings produced by these programs, as well as to identify 

the most effective programs and to design improvements for programs over time. 

Approximately 5% of the overall portfolio budget is earmarked for program evaluation. 

Kentticky Public Service Commission, Elecfrrc U ~ I / I W  l?egii/atroii ni7d E17el-g)~ PoI~cv 117 Keiititcly, n t?epoi-t io the Kentlichy 
Geiiercrl 4sse1id1Iv Prepored I’1ir~zicr11t to Sec/roi? 50 oftl7e 2007 E i i e r p  Ac/, at p 7 ( lu ly  I .  2008) 
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These evaluation costs are consistent with the industry standard of 3-S%. The Company's 

comprehensive plan for verifying actual megawatt and megawatt-hour savings is included as 

Attachment C. 

EXISTING PROGRAMS AND COST RIECOVERY PLAN 

In connection with the implementation of the proposed portfolio of energy 

efficiency programs, the Company requests Rider SAW be implemented by April 1,  2009. 

IJpon the implementation of Rider SAW effective April 1,  2009, Duke Energy Kentucky will 

eliminate the existing charge in customers' rates for Rider DSMR. On or before July 1,  2009, 

Duke Energy Kentucky proposes to file a final report aiid reconciliation for the period July 1, 

2008, through March 31, 2009, which represents the period that would not be covered by the 

November 17, 2008 Aiiiiual Report filing of programs under Rider DSMR. To effect a final 

true-up of Rider DSMR, Duke Energy Kentucky would seek the Conmission's approval in its 

July 1, 2009 filing to add or subtract the resulting true-up from the July 2008 - March 2009 

period to Rider SAW at that time. The resulting adjustment to Rider SAW would effect the 

close-out of Rider DSMR. 

1J. 

The energy erficiency program approved uiider Rider DSMR shall continue in effect 

until Rider SAW is approved, subject to the same annual reporting and program approval 

requirements currently in  effect under Rider DSMR. Further, the Company's proposed 

Energy Efficiency Plan includes six programs" that generate energy savings for electric aiid 

gas customers. TJpon implementation of Rider SAW, the revenue requirements related to tliese 

gas/electric programs shall be recovered by allocating' ' the revenue requirements to customers 

through separate charges for electric aiid gas customers in Rider SAW. 

l h e  six gas/electric programs are Personalized Energy Reports, Online Audit with Energy Elficiency Starter Kit, I k m c  I O  

Energy I-louse Call, and Low Income WeathcrizaLion, I-Iome Performance, and lieach CYC Teach IZnergy Conservation 
I '  lhis allocation will be equal to the ratio oigas cuslomers to total customers. 



V. The Company requests Commission approval of the save-a-watt recovery 

inechanism proposed as part of its Energy Efficiency Plan in lieu of the shared savings cost 

recovery mechanism approved by the Coinmission for past DSM programs implemented by 

the Company. 

ACCOUNTING AND IWPORTING 

W. To iinplerneiit the proposed approach to energy efficiency, Duke Energy 

I<entucl<y also requests the Coinmission grant authority for the Company, pursuant to 

applicable accounting rules and regulations, to monitor, on an on-going basis, the difference 

between financial results applicable to the save-a-watt energy efficiency programs and the 

financial results recorded on the Company’s books that result from the recovery of costs via 

Rider SAW. Duke Energy Kentucky will record a regulatory asset on its books, subject to the 

guidelines included in proinulgated accounting literature, if it appears that the level of 

revenues that will ultimately be recoverable are greater than the level of revenues billed via 

Rider SAW. On the other hand, the Company will record a regulatory liability if the level of 

revenues billed custoiners is in excess of the level of revenues that is estimated to be 

ultimately recoverable. The Company wishes to make clear that it is not proposing to 

capitalize a percentage of the avoided costs achieved by its energy efficiency programs as 

originally suggested by Duke Energy Kentucky in Case No. 2007-00477. No special 

accounting treatment is needed for the Company’s proposed Energy Efficiency Plan. 

X. To ensure the Company retains the incentive to aggressively pursue energy 

efficiency, Duke Energy Kentucky requests Coinmission approval to reflect the impacts of the 

proposed regulatory treatinent in  its quarterly income stateiiients as follows: the Company will 

include (i) revenues earned through Rider SAW, (ii) the percentage of avoided generation 

costs as calculated in Rider SAW, and (iii) the avoided cost investment on which the energy 
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efficiency revenues are based. 

information purposes as a footnote in the Income Statements. 

In all events, actual program costs will be included for 

REQUEST FOR HEARING 

Y. Dulte Energy Kentucky respectfully requests that the Commission review this 

Application and issue an order that, among other things, establishes a procedural schedule for 

testiinonics by the Office of the Attorney General and any interveners, and a hearing to be 

held as soon as possible. The Conipany welcomes an opportunity to provide any additional 

information thc Coininissioii may require. 

CONCLUSION 

Z. In summaiy, the Company’s proposal to save watts is an enhanced approach to 

energy efficiency that focuses on providing value to customers by aligning the Company’s 

compensation with the performance risks it assumes. 1 Jnder this approach, Duke Energy 

Kentucky will be rewarded only for results achieved. Duke Energy I<entuclty’s proposal is 

designed to expand energy efficiency programs in its Kentucky retail service tei-ritoiy. The 

proposed energy efficiency portfolio will enable the Company to meet customer demand for 

energy with low cost resources, and at the same time, reduce GHG emissions. It also enables 

the Company to provide custorners with niore options to niaiiage their energy bills in a rising 

cost environment. 

Duke Energy Kentucky anticipates that implementation of some of its proposed 

programs may take at least six months after approval, and therefore respectfully requests 

approval in time to allow customers to begin to benefit from the programs as soon as possible. 

As part of this Application, Duke Energy Kentucky submits the following attachments: 

Attachment A. 

Attacliment B. Detailed description of the Company’s proposed energy 

Description of the Company’s approach to the market. 
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efficiency rider mechanism. 

Attachment C. The Company’s comprehensive plan for verifying megawatt and 
megawatt-hour savings. 

WHEREFORE, Duke Energy Kentucky respectfully requests that the Commission, 

after hearing, issue an order approving: (1) the implementation of the proposed Energy 

Efficiency Plan as outlined in this Application; (2 j the portfolio of energy efficiency offerings 

as proposed in Attachment A; (3) tlie implemeiitatioii of Rider SAW as proposed in 

Attachment B, including tlie proposed charges for customers; (4) the Company’s proposed 

plan to record on the Company’s books the financial results that result from the recovery of 

costs via Rider SAW; and ( 5 )  the proposed manner of accounting for Ihe impacts of the 

Energy Efficieiicy Plan in future quarterly Income Statements. 

Respectfully submitted, 

DTJKE ENERGY KENTUCKY, INC. 

Associate General Counsel 
Room 2500, Atrium II 
P. 0. Box 960 
Cincinnati, Ohio 4520 1-0960 
Plione: (513) 419-1810 
Fax: (513) 419-1846 
E-mail: amy.spiller@dulw.energy.com 

Rocco D’Ascenzo 
Senior Counsel 
Rooin 2.500, Atrium I1 
P. 0, Box 960 
Cincinnati, Ohio 4520 1-0960 
Phone: (513) 419-1852 
Fax: (513) 419,-1846 
E-mail: rocco,d’ascenzo@dulte-energy .coiii 

ATTORNEYS FOR DIJKE ENERGY KENTUCKY, INC. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I certify that a copy of the foregoing pleading was served on the parties listed 

below by regular IJnited States mail, postage prepaid, this 1 day of December 

2008. 

r c  

Rocco D’ Ascenzo 
Senior Counsel 
Room 2.500, Atrium I1 
P. 0. Box 960 
Cincinnati, Ohio 4.5201 -0960 
Plioiie: (513) 419-1810 

Hoii. Dennis G. Howard I1 
Assistant Attorney General 
Kentucky Office of the Attorney General 
Capital Center Drive, Suite 200 
Frankfort, Kentucky 4060 1 -8204 
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ATTACHMENT A 

DUKE ENERGY KENTIJCKY’S APPROACH TO THE MARKET 

Duke Energy Kentucky intends to offer certain traditional energy conservation and 
demand response programs to its customers. Conservation results mainly from equipment 
upgrades and demand response results from controlling custoiner load during peak periods. 
To prodwe tlie results forecasted in our plan, the Company has developed a customer-focused 
approach to the market that leverages new technology and an extensive third-party vendor 
network. 

Tlie Company intends to develop and deliver offers that custoniers value. In a state 
such as Kentucky where rates are 30% below the national average, customers are unlikely to 
sacrifice comfort aiid convenience to participate in energy efficiency. In addition, the initial 
capital outlay associated with some programs could be a significant barrier to customer 
participation. The Company’s primary research, including input from focus groups aiid the 
Company’s Kentucky residential and non-residential energy efficiency Collaboratives, helped 
shape the initial portfolio of programs, which includes one research program that specifically 
addresses the customer feedback on cost barriers mentioned above. The portfolio of programs 
and tlie offers made to custoiners will change as the Company gains experience in the market. 
Learning from customers through direct market experience and adapting the Company’s 
programs in response to customer feedback are the best way to achieve the energy efficiency 
plan described in the Application. Additionally, the Company believes it can obtain greater 
participation and deliver higher-quality programs by understanding tlie customer buying cycle 
and making personal and proactive offers at the appropriate time. Ultimately, Duke Energy 
Kentucky intends to redefine the Coinpany’s standard service offer to include energy 
efficiency. 
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ATTACHMENT B 

Energy Efficiency Rider Description 

Rider SAW is a rate formula designed to provide the Company with jurisdictional revenues 
that will provide for the recovery of costs and an incentive, applicable to energy efficiency 
programs administered by the Company. Duke Energy Kentucky refers to this cost recovery 
mechanism as the “save-a-watt” model. The jurisdictional revenue level recovered under 
Rider SAW will be determined based on a fixed percentage of verified capacity and energy 
costs avoided by these programs. 

Jurisdictional revenues recovered via Rider SAW will be calculated under the Company’s 
proposal by combining: ( 1 )  the sum of annual avoided capacity cost savings generated by 
demand response programs multiplied by the Demand Response Sharing Percentage, and (2) 
the net present value (“NPV”) of avoided energy and capacity costs applicable to conservation 
programs multiplied by the Conservation Sharing Percentage. Rider SAW provides for the 
annual recovery of lost margins incurred for each year of each vintage due to the 
implementation of energy conservation measures for a period of three years for each vintage. 
Rider SAW includes a reconciliation feature (i. e., “True-up Adjustment”) that captures the 
difference between amounts billed customers based on projected avoided cost savings and 
amounts ultimately due the Company based on actual avoided cost savings realized. 

Rider SAW billing factors will be calculated separately for residential and non-residential 
customers. The residential charge will be calculated based on avoided costs applicable to 
residential customers, plus the lost margins from residential conservation measures; the non- 
residential charge, will be calculated based on the avoided costs of programs applicable to 
non-residential customers, plus the lost margins from non-residential Conservation measures. 
Although not explicitly stated in the rider, all calculations of revenue requirements may 
require adjustment for revenue-related taxes. 

The inputs used to calculate the Rider will be taken from sources that are filed with the Public 
Service Commission of ICentuclty (the “Commission”), including the information used by the 
Company to calculate avoided costs contained in Rate Schedule ICY PSC Electric No. 2, First 
Revised Sheet No. 93 for Ilulte Energy Kentucky’s qualifying facilities under the Public 
IJtilities Regulatory Policies Act of 1978 and the Company’s Integrated Resource Plan (the 
“IRP”). The inforination used by the Company to calculate Rate Schedule KY PSC Electric 
No. 2, First Revised Sheet No. 9.3 (approved by order of the Coiiirnission in Case No. 2006- 
00172 on December 21, 2006), also was used for the initial Rider SAW calculation. One 
exception for the initial Rider is the use of an alternative avoided energy cost due to the timing 
of the filing of this Application. For ftiture riders, the avoided energy cost will be calculated 
through the IRP process. 
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The portfolio of programs includes a collection of energy efficiency measures that represent 
individual efficiency technologies available to customers. Each program or measure has a 
unique set of characteristics, including cost, operational life, and capacity and energy impacts. 
Avoided Cost of Capacity (“ACC”) and Avoided Cost of Energy (“ACE”) are calculated for 
each vintage year of cacli prograni/measure separately. A vintage year is the beginning year of 
participation for a group of participants. A group that participates in a program in 2008 is in 
the 2008 “vintage year,” but will continue to produce savings due to measures installed over 
their assumed life. In the following year, results will be experienced from both the 2008 and 
2009 vintage years. With each succeeding year, a new ACC and ACE are calculated for that 
year’s capacity and energy impacts for each vintage of each prograidmeasure. 

When evaluations of programs and measures are complete, the true-up mechanism will ensure 
the Company’s revenues are adjusted such that the Company is paid only for results achieved. 
The Balance Adjustment meclianism calculates the revenues actually collected for the 
evaluated programs and lost margins and compares that to the revenue requirement that would 
have been calculated at the time if the actual results had been laiown. 

The difference is the Balance Adjustment, which can be positive or negative. The Company is 
seeking approval of the Rider, which includes the formula for calculation of the Rider as well 
as the charge to be effective for the first year of the Rider. The Rider charge is designed to 
recover the Revenue Requirement set forth on page 5 of the Application for Years 1-4. The 
Rider will be updated in Year 5 based on updated projections of results and actual results 
achieved by the Company. 

Rider SAW also includes a Home Energy Assistance Program (“HEA”) charge of $0.10 
applied monthly to residential customer bills through September 20 I I .  This charge is applied 
pursuant to the Commission’s Order in Case No. 2008-00100 and is currently included in 
Rider DSMR. 
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Attachment B-1 

RIDER SAW 
ENERGY EFFICIENCY RIDER 

APPLICABILITY 
Applicable to service rendered under the provisions of Rate RS and Rate 'IT. A non-residential customer, whose 
total aggregate load in the Company's certilicd service territory exceeds 25 MW. may opt out of the tariff. The 
customer must provide written notification which will list all of their accounts to be .'opted-out" of this tariff. 
Customers electing to opt-out of the program will not be credited foi any periods previously billed. The written 
notification can be e-mailed to the Business Scrvicc Cciitcr at I3S(~tcaiii:iiclultc-ciie~~\~,e~~iii or sent to Business 
Service Ccntei c/o Duke I-ncrgy. I' 0 Box 960. Suite EY.575. Cincinnati. 0 1 - 1  45202 

I f  the custonicr Iatcr decides to paiticipate i n  an energy efficiency program, they must pay the Ridcr DR-SAW foi 
the entire period they "opted-out" of 

CHARGES 
1-lie monthly amount computed under each of the ratc schedules to which this rider is applicable shall be increased 
or decreased by the energy Ridcr SAW Charge at a ratc per kilowatt-hour of monthly consumption and. whcre 
applicable. a rate per kilowatt of monthly billing demand, in accordance with the following formula: 

Rider SAW (residential) = 
ACDRC + ACCOE + ACCOC -t LM + TUA, as assigned to the residential class ofcustoiners 

Srcsidentinl 

Rider SAW (nonresidential) = 
ACDRC -1- ACCOE + ACCOC 4- LM + 'IUA. as assigned to the nonrcsidential class of  customers 

Wherc, 
Snonrcsidential 

Rider SAW = Energy Efliciency Ad"justnient Amount 
ACDRC = Avoided Cost 0 1  Capacity for Dcniand Response Reveii~ic Rcquiicincnt 
ACCOE = Avoided Cost of Energy for Conservation Rcvenue Requirement 
ACCOC = Avoided Cost of Capacify for Conservation Revenue Requireincnl 
LM = Lost Margins 
TUA = True-up Ad,iustincnt to bc included i n  the fourth ycar of the rider only 
S = I'iojected kWh Sales for the Ridcr Period lor the class (residential or nonresidential) of Ohio retail 
custoiners 

Ridel SAW is calculated for a 12 month pcriod, ieferrcd to as the Ridci Period 
Rider SAW will be grossed-up for applicable revenue related tascs. 

ACDRC = PDRC x ACC x X% 

Where, 
PDRC = Pro"jected Dcmantl impacts for tlie measurclprogram for thc vintage applicable to tlie Rider Period 
ACC = Annual Avoided Capacity Market-Based Rate, i n  $/year for the year of the Ridcr Pci iod 
X% = I'erccntage of avoided costs for demand rcsponse to be collected through the rider 

ACCOE = (NPV at thc altci-tax weighted average cost of capital of (I'COE x ACE) for cacli ycar for the Iitk of the 
measure/pi ogi am) x Y% 

Where, 
I'COE = Projected Encrgy inipacts for tlie ineasurdprogram by year for tlie life of the nieasure/program for the 
vintage applicable to the Ridcr Period 
ACE = Marginal energy cost rate by year for the life of tlie ineasiire/program from the IRP analysis 
Y% = Perccntage of avoided costs for conservation to be collected through the rider 
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ACCOC = (NPV at the after-tax weighted average cost of capital of(PCOC x ACC) for each year for the life of the 
measure/pi,ogrmn) x Y% 
Where, 

I’COC = Projected Demand impacts for tlie measure/program by year for the life oftlie measurc/prograni for 
the vintage applicable to the Rider Period 
ACC = Aniiiial Avoided Capacity Market-Based Rate, in $/year by year for the life of the measurc/program 
Y% = Percentage of avoided costs for conservation to be collected through the rider 

LM = PLME x I.,MR 
w I1 e re, 

PLME = Projected Energy impacts for all ineasures/programs for the vintage applicable to the Rider Period 
LMR = Average Retail $/kWh excluding fuel 

In the iiftli Rider Period, a true-up amount will be included in the Rider SAW rate as follows: 

- r u A  = ACT + LMT -1- ECT 
Wllere, 

ACT = Avoided Cost True-up 
1,MT = Lost Margins l r u e - u p  
EC r = I?ai nings Cap Trtre-tip 

A C I  := ADIICI- -t A(:OI: I -I A(:o(.-r 
Where. 

ADIIC-I = Avoided Demand Rcsponsc Capacity ‘l’rue-Lip 
ACOE-f = Avoided Conservation I h x g y  lruc-up 
ACOC-1- = Avoided Conservat i on Capacity -I rue-u p 

ADRCT = (Year I((AD1IC - PDRC) x ACC) + Year 2((ADRC - PDRC) x ACC) + Year 3((ADRC - PDRC) x 
ACC) + Year 4((ADRC - PDRC) x ACC)) x X% 
Where, 

ADRC = Actual Demand impacts for the measure/program for each vintage year 
PDRC = Pro,jccted Demand impacts for the measure/program for each vintage year as used in the Rider SAW 
calculation for each year 
ACC = Annual Avoided Capacity Market-Based Rate, in $/year for the each vintage year as wed in tlie Rider 
SAW calculation each year 
X%) = Percentage of avoided costs for demand response collected through the rider 

ACOE’I = (NPV at the after-tax weighted average cost of capital of(Ycar I((ACOE - PCOE) x ACE) for each year 
for tlie life of the iiieasureiprogram) -1- (NPV at the after-tax weighted avciage cost of capital of(Year 2((ACOl: - 
PCOE) x ACE) foi each year for the life ofthe ineasiire/program) + (NJ’V at the after-tax wcighted average cos! of 
capital of(Ycai 3((ACOI’ - PCOI:,) x ACE) fbr each year for the life of the nieasiirc/program -t- (NPV at the after- 
tax weighted average cost ofcapital of(Ycar 4((ACOIJ - I’COE) x ACII.) for each year for thc life oftlie 
nieasiirc/program) x Y%t 

Whcre. 
ACOIS = Actual I?nergy impacts for the measurc/proglam by year foI the Iilk of the measure/program for years 
1-4 and projected Energy impacts for the rncasure/program for tlic remaining years of the life of the 
ineasiirc/program by vintage year 
I T O E  = Projected Energy impacts for the nieasurelprogram by year for the life of the measure/program for 
each vintage as used in the Rider SAW calculation each year 
ACE = Marginal energy cost rate by year for the life ofthe measure/program from the IRP analysis as used in 
the Rider SAW calculalion each year 
Y% = I’erccntagc of avoided costs for conservation collected through the rider 

ACOCT= (NPV at the after-tax weighted average cost ol‘capital of(Year I((ACOC - PCOC) x ACC) for each 
year for tlie life of the measure/program) + ( N I T  at the after-tax weighted average cost of capital of(Ycar 
2((ACOC - PCOC) x ACC) for each year for the life of the measure/program) -1- (NI’V at the after-tax weighted 
average cost of capital of(Year 3((ACOC - PCOC) x ACC) for each year for the life of the mcasure/piogram) + 
(NPV at the after-tax wcighted average cost of capital of (Year 4((ACOC - I’COC) x ACC) for each year for the 
life ofthe measure/program) x Y% 
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Where. 
ACOC = Actual Demand impacts foi- the measure/program by year for the life of the measurdprogiain for 
years 1-4 and piojectcd 1)cmand impacts for the measuic/program ibr the rcmaining years in the life of the 
incastii,e/progr~iin by vintage ycai 
I’COC = I’rojectcd 1)cmand impacts for the mcasurdprogram by year for the life of the measure/program foI 
tlie vintage as used in tlie Itidcr SAW calculation each year 
ACC = Annual Avoided Capacity Market-Based Rate, in $/year by year for tlie life of the measure/prograni as 
used in the Rider SAW calculation each year 
Y% = Percentage of avoided costs for conservation to be collected through the rider 

LM’T = Year I (ALME - PLME) x L,MR + Year 2(ALME - I’LME) x LMR + Year 3(ALME - PLME) 4- Year 
4(ALME - PLME) x LMR 

Where, 
AL.ME = Actual Energy impacts for all measures/programs for thc vintage 
PLME = Projected Energy impacts foi all measuredprograms for the vintage as used i n  the Rider SAW 
calculatioii each yea1 
LMR = Average Retail $/kWh excluding fuel as used in the Rider SAW calculation each year 

ECY = NIC minus (Greater oINIC 01 CNI) grossed-up for applicable income and revenue iclatcd taxes 

Where, 
NIC = Net lncomc Cap 
CNI = Calculated Net lncomc 

NIC = P7’CP s APC 

Where. 
I’lU’ = I’crformancc Taigct Cap Percentage 
APC = Actual Progmm Costs for the Ycars 1-4 

PTCP is dciived from the following table. 

Percentage Actual 1-aiget Achievement ROI Cap on Piogram Costs I’ercentage 

PA‘I A = AACS I TACS 

Whei e,  
AACS = Actual Avoided Cost Savings 
rACS = Targeted Avoided Cost Savings 

AACS = (Sum of Years 1-4 (ACDRC + ACCOE + ACCOC)) t AC I 

CNI = AACS grossed-up for applicable revenue related taxes - Sum Years 1-4 APC - RR I - IT 

WhCl e. 
RRT = Revenue related taxes calculated as the appropriate tevcnue related tax rate x AACS 
I T  = Income taxes calculatcti as the appropriate composite income tax rate x (AACS - Sum Years 1-4 AI’C - 
IiRI-) 
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HOME ENERGY ASSISTANCE PROGRAM 
A Home Energy Assistance Program charge of$O 10 will be applied monthly to iesidential customer bills through 
September 20 1 1 

DEMAND RATCHETS 
Customer served under the provisions of Rate DS or Rate DP may be eligible to have their billing demand re- 
determined in recognition o f a  permanent change in load due to the installation of load control equipment or other 
measures taken by the customer to pcrinanently reduce the custonier’s demand. 

SERVICE REGULATIONS 
The supplying of- and billing for. service and all conditions applying thereto. are subject to the jurisdiction of the 
I<entucky Public Sci vice Commission. and to Company‘s Sorvicc Regulations currently in effect. as filed with tho 
Kentucky Public Scrvicc Commission. as providcd by law. 



ATTACHMENT C 

Plan for Evaluation, Monitoring, and Verification 

Duke Energy Kentucky, Inc. (“Duke Energy Kentucky”) believes that successfLi1, 

reliable, and cost-effective energy efficiency programs require valid monitoring and 

verification activities to: 1 ) ensure that measures are installed and tracked properly; 2) 

verify or revise energy impacts; 3) monitor and ensure customer satisfaction; and 4) 

establish independent third-party evaluations and reviews to confirm energy impacts and 

to improve program delivery, efficiency, and effectiveness. For monitoring and 

verification of standard programs (non-pilot), the following general approach will be 

used: 

Paper and Electronic Verification 

0 Paper or electronic verification will be completed on all applications for 

incentives by custoiners. As part of the application process, specific 

customer and ineasure data will be requested from applicants. Data 

requested will vary depending on the program, the ineasure, the 

equipment, and the delivery of the application. Customers and/or 

contractors will be contacted for clarification and completion of the 

application if they fail to provide necessary information. Incentives will 

be processed only once verification is complete and information is entered 

into the electronic tracking systems. Verification information and all 

applications will be held on file by Duke Energy Kentucky. 

Field Verification and Monitoring 

0 Field verification and monitoring, in most cases, will occur on customer 
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premises using randomly selected samples of approximately 5% of 

installations, On-site visits will verify the installation of tlie claimed 

equipment in  the proper application, confirm appropriate contractor or 

vendor processes and performance, and bring to light potential 

discrepancies or process iinproveineiits for tlie programs. Sample size will 

be larger for very large prqjects with significant inceiitives or energy 

impacts at risk. The size of such samples will be coiniiiensurate with the 

increased load savings as determined by nuke Energy Kentucky. Field 

training aiid support will be given to auditors performing assessments to 

ensure quality for both communications and technical capabilities. 

Custoriier Satisfaction Surveys 

Customer satisfaction surveys will be utilized to monitor satisfaction with 

program delivery and design, to seek additional improvements to the 

program, and to potentially uncover latent problem or issues with tlie 

measure/iiistallatioii. 

System Perforinance Tests 

* System performance tests for load control resources will be conducted 

periodically to ensure that operational systems are working correctly, and 

that the projected load reductions are reliably available when needed. 

Load research metering sainples and tracking also will be used to verify 

energy reductions. 

If a problem is found with the installations or operations, the contractor and 

In addition, subsequent work or projects customer will be notified for correction. 
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performed by that contractor will be monitored until Duke Energy Kentucky is satisfied 

that the installations or projects are being completed according to program specifications 

and operational standards. If the problems are not resolved to the satisfaction of Duke 

Energy Kentucky, that contractor, at the Company’s discretion, may be eliminated from 

the program. 

The Company will employ independent third parties to conduct the impact 

evaluation studies. Such third parties will complete the evaluation studies and/or review 

databases, information, verifications, or studies conipleted by Dulte Energy Kentucky to 

ensure that standard process and impact evaluation protocolsi2 are employed to 

acconiplish these tasks. 

Duke Energy Kentucky estimates that 5% of total program costs will be required 

to adequately and efficiently perform evaluations, monitoring, and verification. The 

industry standard for evaluation costs is typically 3% to 5% of’ total program spending. 

Chart 1 below generally outlines the expected timefraines and completion of evaluations, 

assuining a March 1, 2009 start date; however, final scheduling will be based on actual 

program initiation and realized participation rates, and as such, may be modified or 

revised accordingly. Evaluation studies may include methods such as loggers to capture 

appliance usage times, load research metering for hourly load analysis, statistical pre- and 

post-billing analysis using comparison control groups, engineering analysis and modeling, 

reference and comparisons to impact studies conducted in other regions for similar 

programs, phone and online interviews, and other methods reviewed within the 

l 2  Standard protocols include the International Performance Measurement and Verification Protocol and the California 
Evalrration Framework. 
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International Performance Measurement and Verification Protocols and the California 

Residential Energy Assessments - Mail-in 

Residential Energy Assessinelits - Online 

Residential Energy Assessments - In-home 

Residential Smart $aver@ 

Home Performance Plus 

Evaluation Framework. 

Process 18 24 
Impact 24 36 
Process 18 24 

Process 18 24 
Impact 24 36 
Process 12 24 

3 0 Impact 18 
Process 18 24 
Impact 18 30 

Impact 24 36 

~ 

- 

.~ 

Chart 1: 

Residential L,ow-Income Services Process 
Impact 

I<entucky Reach and Teach Energy Conservation Process 
Impact 

Energy Efficiency Education Program for Schools Process 
Impact 

Process 
Imnact 

Residential Power Manager Impact 
Non-Residential Energy Assessments - Online 

Program 

18 24 
24 36 
18 24 
24 36 
12 24 
18 24 
24 36 
18 24 
24 36 

Latest Timeframe 

after 

Non-Residential Energy Assessments - Phone 

1 V l  w11 c 1 

progra l y l J c  1 Months after 
momam start 

Process 18 24 
Imnact 24 36 

I im start 

Non-Residential Energy Assessments - On-site -~ Process 12 I8 
24 i 6 Impact 

Process 18 24 
Imnact 24 36 

~- 

Non-Residential PowerShareO 
Efficiency Savings Plan 

Impact 24 36 
Process 18 24 
Impact 24 36 
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VERIFICATION 

STATE OF OHIO 1 
1 

COUNTY OF HAMIL,TON ) 

I, JULIA S. JANSON, President of Duke Energy Ohio, Inc. and Duke Energy 

Kentucky, Inc., being first duly sworn, hereby verify that the information contained in this 

Application is true and correct to the best of my knowledge, information and belief. 

Sworn to and subscribed in my presence this m d a y  of & 2008. 

2462 I O  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

PL,EASE STATE YOUR NAME AND BUSINESS ADDRESS. 

My name is David Freeman. My business address is 139 East Fourth Street, 

Cincinnati, Ohio 45202. 

BY WHOM ARE YOU EMPL,OYED AND IN WHAT CAPACITY? 

I am employed by Duke Energy Business Services, Inc. as Midwest Integrated 

Resource Planning Director for Duke Energy Corporation’s (“Duke Energy”) 

Midwest regulated utility operating companies, including Duke Energy Kentucky, 

Inc. (“Duke Energy Kentucky” or the “Company”). 

PLEASE DESCRIBE YOlJR EDIJCATIONALJ AND PROFESSIONALJ 

BACKGROIJND. 

In 1992, I received a Masters of Business Administration from the 1 Jniversity of 

Cincinnati with a major in Quantitative Analysis and a minor in Finance. In 1985, 

I received a Bachelor of Science in Engineering from the University of Cincinnati 

with a major in Mechanical Engineering. I n  1978, I received an Associate’s 

Degree in Civil and Environmental Engineering Technology from the Tlniversity 

of Cincinnati. I have approximately thirty years of experience in the utility 

industry. I have been employed by Duke Energy Business Services since the 

merger between Duke Energy and Cinergy Corp. in 2006. Prior to that, I worked 

for Cinergy Corp. and The Cincinnati Gas & Electric Company. I was appointed 

to my current position as Midwest Integrated Resource Planning Director on July 

1, 2008. Throughout my thirty years of experience, I have held many positions of 

increasing responsibility with Duke Energy and its predecessor companies. Most 
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recently, I have held positions in Global Risk Management from January 2005 

through June 2008. Prior to that, I was a Senior Engineer involved with post- 

analysis cost evaluations, after-the-fact interchange costing, and performance 

analytics for Power Operations from October 2000 through December 2004. 

From October 1998 through October 2000, I held various trading positions related 

to power, natural gas, and transmission markets in Ciiiergy Marketing and 

Trading and Cinergy Power Marketing and Trading. I was an Analyst/Strategist 

in the Cinergy Power Marketing and Trading Group from August 1997 through 

September 1998. I was a Supervisor in Resource Planning from January 1995 

through July 1997. I am also a registered professional engineer in the state of 

Ohio. 

PLEASE DESCRIBE YOUR RESPONSIBILITIES AS DIRECTOR, 

INTEGRATED RESOURCE P1,ANNING. 

As Midwest Integrated Resource Planning Director, I am responsible for planning 

for the long-term capacity needs of the Duke Energy Indiana, Inc. and Duke 

Energy Kentucky systems by minimizing the long-run cost of providing reliable, 

economic, and efficient electrical services to meet the forecasted needs of our 

customers. My responsibilities include preparing and filing Integrated Resource 

Plans (“IWs”) in accordance with state regulations. Accordingly, I am familiar 

with the information contained in Duke Energy Kentucky’s IRP. 
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The purpose of my testimony is to explain the Company’s IRP process and how 

energy efficiency was reflected in that process. I also will discuss the economics 

of the proposed energy efficiency programs as reflected in that process. 

11. DUKE ENERGY KICNTUCKY’S 
INTEGRATED RESOURCE PLANNING PROCESS 

WHEN DID YOU FIRST BECOME INVOLVED IN LONG-TERM 

PLANNING FOR DIJKE ENERGY KENTUCKY’S CAPACITY NEEDS? 

I was involved in capacity planning from January 1995 through J U ~ Y  1997 as a 

Supervisor in Resource Planning and now am involved again in my current 

position as Midwest Integrated Resource Planning Director. 

YOU STATED ABOVE THAT YOUR CURRENT RESPONSIBILITIES 

INCLIJDE THE FI1,ING OF INTEGRATED RESOURCE PLANS. WHAT 

IS AN INTEGRATED RESOURCE PL,AN? 

An Integrated Resource Plan (“IRP”) is a formal plan for meeting future utility 

load rcquirements. The Kentucky Revised Statute Section 278.040 prescribes 

rules for regular reporting and Kentucky Public Service Commission (the 

“Commission”) review of load forecasts and resource plans of the 

Commonwealth’s electric utilities to meet future demand with an adequate and 

reliable supply of electricity at the lowest possible cost for all customers within 

their service areas and to satisfy all related state and federal laws and regulations. 

KRS 278.040(3). Kentucky electric generating utilities are required to file such 

formal plans triennially. Although the formal IRPs are a regulatory requirement, 
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the Company believes such analyses are necessary for prudent utility resource 

planning and would perform an ongoing review of its integrated resource needs 

even in the absence of this regulatory requirement. 

WHAT IS THE GOAL OF THE INTEGRATED RESOURCE PLAN 

PROCESS? 

The goal of the IRP process is to determine an optimal combination of resources 

that can be used to reliably and cost-effectively meet customers’ filture electrical 

service requirements. 

HOW DOES DUKE ENERGY KENTUCKY GO ABOUT MEETING 

THAT GOAL? 

Duke Energy Kentucky periodically develops an IRP that details how it 

anticipates meeting the electric service needs of its native load customers in the 

future. 

WHAT IS DUKE ENERGY KENTUCKY’S MOST C‘IJRRENT 

INTEGRATED RESOIJRCE PLAN? 

Duke Energy Kentucky filed its 2008 IRP on July 1, 2008, with the Commission. 

P1,EASE GIVE AN OVERVIEW OF THE INTEGRATED RESOURCE 

PLANNING PROCESS. 

Stated very simply, the IRP process involves taking a myriad of resource options, 

and, through screening and analysis, methodically funneling down to an optimal 

Combination of feasible and economic alternatives that will reliably meet the 

anticipated future customer loads. More specifically, the IRP process involves a 

number of steps: (1) development of planning objectives and assumptions; (2) 
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preparation of an electric load forecast; (3) identification and screening of 

potential electric demand response and energy efficiency options; (4) 

identification of, screening of, and performing sensitivity analysis around the 

cost-effectiveness of potential electric supply-side resources; ( 5 )  identification of, 

screening of, and performing analysis around the cost-effectiveness of potential 

environmental compliance options; (6) integration of the demand response, 

energy efficiency, supply-side, and environmental compliance options; (7) 

performance of final sensitivity and scenario analyses on the integrated resource 

alternatives; and (8) selection of an optimal plan based on quantitative and 

qualitative factors, such as risk, reliability, technical feasibility, and other 

qualitative factors. 

WHAT TYPES OF RESOIJRCE ALTERNATIVES ARE CONSIDERED IN 

DIJKE ENERGY KENTUCKY’S INTEGRATED RESOURCE PL,ANNING 

PROCESS? 

The Company coiisiders a inultitude of options and coinbinations of options, 

including energy efficiency programs’, environmental compliance alternatives 

(e.g., baghouses with Activated Carbon Injection (“ACI”) for mercury removal), 

and supply-side alternatives (e.g., peaking units, combined cycle (“CC”) units, 

coal-fired units, integrated gasification combined cycles (“IGCC”), renewable 

resources, and purchases) in  its IRP process. 

Q. 

A. 

’ The term “energy efficiency,” as used in this testimony, includes both energy efficiency/conservation and 
demand response measures. 
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PLEASE GIVE AN OVERVIEW OF THE INTEGRATION PROCESS. 

Once the individual screening processes for energy efficiency, supply-side, and 

environmental compliance resources reduce the universe of resource options to a 

inore inanageable number, the next step is to integrate the options. The goal of 

the integration process is to tale all of the pre-screened supply-side and 

environinental compliance options, along with the energy efficiency resources, 

and develop an IRP using a consistent method of evaluation. The tools used in 

this portion of the process were the Veiityx System Optimizer (“SO”) model and 

the Ventyx Plaiiniiig and Risk (“PaR’) model. 

System Optimizer is an economic optimization model that can be used to 

identify integrated resource plans that satisfy reliability criteria for any given set 

of assumptions. The model assesses the economics of various resource 

iiivestinents including conventional units (e g., combustion turbines (“CTs”), 

CCs, coal units, IGCCs, etc.), renewable resources (e.g., wind, biomass), demand 

response aiid energy efficiency resources, and environmental compliance 

alternatives (e g., scrubbers, selective catalytic reverters, baghouses, etc.). 

System Optimizer uses a linear programming optimization procedure to 

select the most economic expansion plan based oii Present Value Revenue 

Requirements (“PVRR’) for each set of assumptions. The model calculates the 

cost aiid reliability effects of modifying the load with demand response aiid 

energy efficiency programs or adding supply-side resources to the system. In 

addition, the modeling of emission-related constraints enables the user to integrate 

environmental compliaiice strategies with the supply-side, demand response and 
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energy efficiency resource options. Units with high sulfur dioxide (SOz), nitrogen 

oxide (NO,), or carbon dioxide ( 0 2 )  emission rates incur larger dispatch penalty 

cost adders than units with low or no Sol, NOy, or C02 emissions. The dispatch 

adders are calculated by the model using the projected prices of emission 

allowances and the emission rates of the generating units. 

Planning and Risk is a commercially licensed product developed by 

Ventyx. Prosym, the computational engine of Planning and Risk, also has been 

used by Duke Energy Kentucky for several years and is widely accepted 

throughout the industry. FIowever, unlilte System Optimizer, Planning and Risk 

is not a generation expansion model. I t  is principally a very detailed production 

costing model used to simulate the operation of the electric production facilities of 

an electric utility. 

Some of the key inputs for Planning and Risk include generating unit data, 

fuel data, load data, transaction data, energy efficiency data, emission and 

allowance cost data, and utility-specific system operating data. These inputs, 

along with its complex algorithms, male Planning and Risk a powerful tool for 

projecting utility electric production facility operating costs. 

Duke Energy Kentucky uses the two separate models, SO and PaR, 

because they have two different purposes, which when combined in sequence, 

provide better information to reach decisions than using only one of the models. 

First, the Company uses the capacity expansion model, SO, to optimize the 

resource mix for a given set of assumptions. Different sets of assumptions may 

include changes in technology, changes in relative fuel prices, changes in the level 
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of service area load, changes in regulatory requirements, increased environmental 

regulation or rules, and changes in the level of energy efficiency and demand 

response. For every set of assumptions, a unique resource mix is optimal. After 

significantly different resource mixes, or portfolios, are identified, the production 

costing model, PaR, is used to test the portfolios under a variety of risk 

sensitivities in order to understand the strengths and wealmesses of various 

resource configurations and to evaluate the long-term costs to customers under 

various potential outcomes. 

With SO allowing it to see optimal portfolios for a given set of 

assumptions and PaR giving it detailed analyses on the selected portfolios picked 

as a result of the SO work, Duke Energy Kentucky believes the two-step approach 

it employs is an excellent method for optimizing and analyzing resource options 

for integrated resource planning. 

111. 2008 INTEGRATED RESOURCE PLAN 

PLEASE BRIEFLY DESCRIBE DIJKE ENERGY KENTUCKY’S 

CURRENT CAPACITY AND LOAD SITIJATION. 

As demonstrated in the 2008 IRP, without any additional supply-side or 

compliance resources, Duke Energy Kentucky’s reserve margin from 2008 

through 2018 is adequate, but from 2019 forward, it is consistently below 15%. 

Duke Energy Kentucky’s 2008 IRP is attached to my testimony as Attachment 

DF-1. 
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WHAT RELIABILITY CRITERIA WAS USED IN THIS INTEGRATED 

RESOURCE PLAN? 

In the 2008 IRP, the long-term reliability criterion was a 15% reserve margin. 

WHEN WAS THE LOAD FORECAST UTILIZED IN THE 2008 

INTEGRATED RESOURCE PLAN DEVELOPED? 

The load forecast was developed in the spring of 2008. Chapter 3 of the 2008 IRP 

discusses the load forecast in detail, 

WAS ENERGY EFFICIENCY TREATED DIFFERENTLAY IN THIS 

INTEGRATED RESOURCE PLAN IN COMPARISON TO PAST 

INTEGRATED IiESOURCE PLJANS? 

Yes. The Company chose to model energy efficiency programs in “bundles” to 

allow the optimization model to select demand-side alternatives in the same way 

the model can select supply-side and environmental compliance alternatives. 

HOW ARE ENERGY EFFICIENCY IMPACTS ACCOIJNTED FOR IN 

THE INTEGRATED RESOURCE PLJANNING PROCESS? 

In the IRP,  energy efficiency prograins typically are screened for cost- 

effectiveness and those programs that are demonstrated to be cost-effective in the 

screening process arc included in the integration/optimization process. 

WHY ARE ENERGY EFFICIENCY IMPACTS RELEVANT TO THE 

INTEGRATED RESOURCE PLANNING ANALYSIS? 

Duke Energy Kentucky’s energy efficiency programs are designed to help reduce 

demand on the Duke Energy Kentucky system during times of peak load and to 

reduce consumption during peak and off-peak hours. As mentioned above, 
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demand response programs. 

programs helps reduce overall long-term supply costs and emissions. 

PLEASE DESCRIBE THE MODELING OF ENERGY EFFICIENCY IN 

THE INTEGRATED RESOURCE PL,ANNING OPTIMIZATION 

Implementing cost-effective energy efficiency 

PROCESS IN MORE DETAIL. 

The demand response programs were modeled as two separate bundles (one 

bundle of non-residential programs and one bundle of residential programs) that 

could be selected based on economics. The conservation energy efficiency 

programs were modeled as one bundle that could be selected based on economics. 

The assumption was made that these costs and impacts would continue 

throughout the planning period. 

WHAT WERE THE RESUIJTS OF THE INTEGRATED RESOURCE 

PLANNING ANALYSIS? 

No energy efficiency programs included in the 2008 IRP SO analysis were 

selected as economic because no additional resources were required until 20 19; 

however, Duke Energy Kentucky chose to develop portfolios with and without 

energy efficiency for the more detailed production cost analysis to further 

evaluate the potential benefits of energy efficiency. In  the PaR analysis, the 

portfolios that included energy efficiency were more cost-effective than the 

portfolios without energy efficiency. Specifically, the inclusion of these programs 

in the chosen plan reduces the PVRR by approximately $2.5 million when 

compared to the same plan that did not contain any conservation or demand 
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response programs. The remainder of the resources include switching to lower 

sulfur coal and installation of a baghouse with ACI on Miami Fort 6 in 2012; 

installing new 35MW CTs in 2019 and 2023; and installing 35 MW of new 

nuclear in 2027. 

IV. ENERGY EFFICIENCY ECONOMICS 

DID YOU MAKE ADDITIONAL, ENERGY EFFICIENCY PLANNING 

AND RISK MODEL, RUNS AFTER THE 2008 INTEGRATED RESOIJRCF, 

PLAN WAS FII,ED? 

Yes .  The 2008 IRP reflected continuation and modest expansion of existing 

energy efficiency programs, not the suite of new programs being proposed in this 

docket. Company Witness Dr. Richard G. Stevie provided me with updated 

revenue requirements and impacts for the proposed energy efficiency programs 

using the DSMore model, as described in his testimony. 

WHAT WERE THE RESlJLTS FROM THESE UPDATED RUNS? 

Attachments DF-2 and DF-3 show the updated Resource Plan. One of the 35  

MW CTs from the original Resource Plan was replaced with 50 MW of wind in  

2024 and the timing of all the resources are slightly different due to the updated 

energy efficiency impacts. 

WHAT DID THESE IJPDATED RIJNS SHOW WITH REGARD TO THE 

ECONOMICS OF THE COMPANY’S PROPOSED SAVE-A-WATT 

APPROACH TO ENERGY EFFICIENCY? 

The proposed energy efficiency programs produced $97 million PVRR of savings 

coinpared to a supply-side only case (Le. ,  a case without any energy efficiency 
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other than the historical impacts achieved and embedded in the load forecast). 

The proposed energy efficiency programs are also economic when compared to a 

continuation of the existing programs with the existing cost recovery 

methodology. 

WILL AGGRESSIVELY PURSUING ENERGY EFFICIENCY 

COMPLETELY MEET DUKE ENERGY KENTUCKY’S CUSTOMERS’ 

GROWING DEMAND FOR ELECTRICITY IN ITS SERVICE 

TERRITORY? 

No. As shown in Attachments DF-2 and DF-3, the Company still envisions the 

need to obtain additional resources. These are represented in Attachments DF-2 

and DF-3 as additional gas and nuclear generation, as well as cost-effective 

renewable generation, but the save-a-watt approach can play an important role in 

addressing the total need. The proposed save-a-watt regulatory treatment enables 

the Company to meet a portion of its capacity resource needs on a cost-effective 

basis, while at the same time reducing overall air emissions. Furthermore, 

customers will be provided more options to control their energy bills. Over the 

long term, the regulatory treatment proposed by the Company should encourage 

the Company to pursue additional energy efficiency initiatives, further offsetting 

future capacity needs. 
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V. CONCLUSION 

IS THE COMPANY’S ENERGY EFFICIENCY PLAN A REASONABLE 

AND ECONOMIC CHOICE FOR DUKE ENERGY KENTIJCKY’S 

CIJSTOMERS FROM AN INTEGRATED RESOTJRCE PLANNING 

PERSPECTIVE? 

Yes, it is. 

WERE ATTACHMENTS DF-1, DF-2, AND DF-3 PREPARED BY YOIJ OR 

UNDER YOUR SIJPERVISION? 

Attachment DF-1 was not prepared under my supervision but rather under my 

predecessor’s supervision before I was in  the Company’s IRP department. 

Attachments DF-2. and DF-3 were prepared under my supcrvision. 

DOES THAT CONCLUDE YOUR PRE-FILED DIRECT TESTIMONY IN 

THIS CAUSE AT THIS TIME? 

Yes, it does. 
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-. ATTACHMENT “A” 

Duke Energy Kentucky 

2008 INTEGRATED RESOURCE PLAN 

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

The undersigned states that she is the President of Duke Energy Kentucky, Inc; that she is 
duly authorized in such capacity to execute and file this Integrated Remurce Plan on 
behalf of Duke Energy Kentucky, Inc. 

A copy of the attached ‘Notice of Filing” has been made by depositing the same in the 
LJnited States mail, First Class postage prepaid to the following intervenors in Duke 
Energy Kentucky‘s last integrated resource plan review proceeding: 

Hon. L,arryCook Florence Tandy 
Assistant Attorney General 
Kentucky Office of the 

1024 Capital Center Drive, Suite 200 
Frankfort, KY 4060 1-8204 

Northern Kentucky Community 

7 17 Madison Ave. 
Covington, KY 4101 1 

Action Commission 
Attorney General 

Hon. Carl Melcher 
Northern Kentucky Legal Services 
302 Greenup Street 
Covington, KY 41014 

One copy of this Report will be kept at the principal business office of Duke Energy 
Kentucky, Inc, for public inspection during office hours. A copy of the Report will be 
provided to any person, upon request, at cost, to cover expenses incurred. 

Q L  >Lk 
S‘a‘;dra Meyer, PresidentQ 

July 1,2008 
Date 
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. .  

ATTACHMENT “B” 

NOTICE OF FILING 

Please take notice that, pursuant to 807 KAR 51058, Section 2, Part(2), Duke Energy 
K.entucky, Inc., has, this 1” day of July, 2008, filed a copy of the Duke Energy Kentucky 
2008 Integrated Resource Plan (“IRP”) with the Public Service Commission of Kentucky 
(“Commission”). 

This IRP contains Duke Energy K-entucky, Inc.’s assessment of various demand-side and 
supply-side resources to cost effectively meet jurisdictional customer electricity service 
needs. 

A copy of the IRP, as filed, will be available for review at the offices of Duke Energy 
Kentucky, Inc. during normal business hours. A copy of this IRP will be provided, at 
cost, to cover expenses incurred, upon request. 
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PREFACE 

Throughout this report, the Figures associated with each chapter or section of the 

appendix are located at the end of that chapter or section of the appendix for convenience. 
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1.  EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

A. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 

Duke Energy Kentucky, Inc. (“DE-Kentucky” or “Company”j is a wholly owned 

subsidiary of Duke Energy Ohio, Inc. (“DE-Ohio”) that provides electric and gas 

service in  the Northern Kentucky area contiguous to the Southwestern Ohio area 

served by DE-Ohio. DE-Kentucky serves approximately 134,000 customers i n  its 

500 square niile service territory. DE-Kentucky’s service territory includes the cities 

of Covington and Newport, Kentucky 

‘rhe total installed net summer generation capability owned by DE-Kentucky is 1,077 

Megawatts (“MW”j. This capacity consists of 577 MW of coal-fired steam capacity, 

and 500 MW of natural gas-fired peaking capacity. The steam capacity, located at 

two stations, is comprised of two coal-fired units. The peaking capacity consists of 

six natural gas-fired combustion turbines (“CTs”) located at one station. ‘These 

natural gas-fired units have propane as a back-up fuel. One of the coal-fired steam 

units, East Bend Unit 2, isjointly owned with Dayton Power &, L,ight. DE-Kentucky 

owns 69% of the unit and is the operator. 

DE-Kentucky owns an electric transmission system and an electric distribution system 

in portions of Kenton, Campbell, Boone, Grant, and Pendleton counties of Northern 

Kentucky. The Company also owns a gas distribution system, which selves either all 

or parts of Kenton, Campbell, Roone, Grant, Gallatin, and Pendleton counties in  
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Northern Kentucky. DE-Kentucky contracts with the Midwest Independent 

Transmission System Operator, Inc. (“Midwest ISO”) for bulk transmission service to 

transport electric power from DE-Kentucky’s plants and from outside the Duke 

Energy Midwest system through the Duke Energy Midwest transmission system to 

DE-Kentucky’s transmission and distribution system for ultimate delivery to DE- 

Kentucky’s distribution system and end-use retail customers. The numerous 

interconnections Duke Energy Midwest has with neighboring balancing authorities 

increase electric system reliability and decrease costs to the customer by permitting 

the exchange of power and energy with other baIancing authorities. DE-Kentucky is a 

member of the Midwest ISO. 

DE-Kentucky, DE-Ohio, and Duke Energy Indiana, Inc. (“DE-Indiana”) comprise the 

Duke Energy Midwest balancing authority. The Duke Energy Midwest balancing 

authority is directly interconnected with twelve other control areas (American Electric 

Power, LGE Energy, Ameren, Hoosier Energy, Indianapolis Power &. Light, Northern 

Indiana Public Service Co., Southern Indiana Gas & Electric Co., Dayton Power & 

Light, East Kentucky Power Cooperative, Ohio Valley Electric Corporation, 

Allegheny Power Wheatland, and Duke Energy Vermillion). 
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8. SIGNIFICANT CHANGES SINCE THE PREVIOUS IRP 

DE-Kentucky last liled an Integrated Resource Plan (“IRP”) on April 1, 2004. This 

section and the individual topic sections later in this cliapter discuss thc significant 

changes sincc that filing 

Duke Enerw Merger 

On May 9, 2005, Cinergy and Duke Energy announced an agreement to merge. The 

merger was conditioned upon approval by the shareholders of both companies, as well 

as a number of regulatory approvals or reviews by federal and state energy authorities. 

The merger closed on April 3, 2006, after all the approvals were received.. 

DE-Kentucky’s utility operations have not been impacted by the merger because 

Duke Energy’s operating company serving portions of North and South Carolina is 

not contiguous to DE-Kentucky’s electric service territory. The planning is 

performed separately from that of DE-Indiana or Duke Energy Carolinas, LLC (“DE- 

Carolinas”). IHowever, the planning is performed by a shared staff, which results in 

savings. In addition, the merged company has standardized many of its processes, 

resulting in the use of different software planning models than those previously uscd 

by DE-Kentucky, but this has not changed the fundamental planning process. 

Generating Resources 

As approved by the Kentucky Public Service Commission (‘‘PSC” or “Commission”). 

East Rend Unit 2, Miami Fort Unit 6, and Woodsdale I-Jnits 1-6 were transferred fioin 
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DE-Ohio to DE-Kentucky and, as a result, the wholesale Power Sales Agreement is 

no longer in effect. These resources are discussed in more detail in Chapter 5.  

Enerm Independence and Security Act 

I n  latc 2007, President Bush signed thc Encrgy Independence and Security Act, part of 

which sets new efficiency standards [or lighting staring in 2012. According to a white 

paper from the Lighting Controls Association, “New Energy Law to Phase Out Today’s 

Common Incandescent Lamps, Probe-Start Metal I-Ialide Magnetic Ballasted Fixtures” 

by Craig DiLouie, the new legislation “. I .virtually eliminates the manufacture of most 

coninion general-service incandescent lanips.. .” and “1,amps that do not cornply on or 

after the effective dates cannot be manufactured or imported.” According to the 

Association they believe that compact fluorescent light bulbs (“CFLs”) will capture the 

entire general incandescent market. Therefore, the Company estimated the impact of 

this legislation on lighting load and reduced the forecast accordingly, starting in 2,O 12. 

Tighter Environmental Regulations 

In March 2005, the IJnited States Environmental Protection Agency (“LJSEPA” or 

“EPA”) issued the Clean Air Interstate Rule (“CAIR’) that requires states to revise 

their State Implementation Plan (“SIP”) by September 2006 to address alleged 

contributions to downwind non-attainment with the revised National Ambient Air 

Quality Standards for ozone and fine particulate matter. The rule establishes a two- 

phased, regional cap and trade program for sulfur dioxide (“SOz”) and nitrogen oxides 

(“NO,”), affecting 28 states, including Kentucky. CAIR requires NO, and SO2 
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emissions to be cut by 65 percent and 70 percent, respectively, by 20 1 5, with the first 

phase of reductions by 2009 and 2010, respectively. In March 2005, the EPA issued 

the Clean Air Mercury Rule (“CAMR’) that requires the reduction of mercury 

emissions from coal-fired power plants for the first time. The CAMR adopted a t~w- 

phased cap and track program that would cut mercury emissions by 70 pel cent by  

201 8 with the first phase in  2010. However, the Circuit Court of Appeals for the 

District of Columbia vacated the CAMR on February 8, 2008. and it could take two 

or more years before EPA proposes new mercury regulations to replace CAMR 

These tighter environmental regulations are expected to result in  much higher 

emission allowance (“EA”) prices, which generally will make installing 

environmental compliance measures more economic than in  previous IRPs. These 

more stringent regulations will also affect the resource choices going forward. 

Chapters 6 and 8 contain detailed discussions of the impact of these regulations on 

this IRP. 

Energy Policy Act of 2005 

The Energy Policy Act of 2005 was signed into law on August 8,2005, and includes a 

wide range of provisions addressing many aspects of the energy industry. The 

legislation will be implemented through the development of more than 270 

rulemalcings and studies that will be prepared across the federal government. DE- 

Kentucky will be impacted by some of the provisions and is assessing the impact of 

new standards, obligations, incentives, and opportunities. 
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Increased Potential for Iienewable Portfolio Standard (‘‘!4tJ‘S’’) Legislation 

I n  2007, the Energy Bill passed by the 1.I.S. House of Representatives contained a 

15% RPS that allowed energy efficiency to provide up to 25Y0 of the requircnient, but 

the Senate version did not include such a slandard. While the final version that was 

signed into law did not include the RPS provision. there continue to be bills 

introduced in  Congress that would mandate an RPS. 

Based on these events, the eventual imposition of some kind of RPS on DE-Kentucky 

appears to be more likely than in past years, which will impact the Company’s 

resource mix and costs to serve its customers. Therefore, this IRP includes analysis 

of a sensitivity concerning the impact of thcse potential requirements. The results of 

this analysis are discussed in detail in Chapter 8. 

Increased Potential for COZ Legislation 

There are a number of proposed bills in Congress that could impose restrictions on 

future COz emissions either through a Carbon Tax or through a cap-and-trade system. 

The passage of legislation within the next four years which will impact CO;! 

emissions appears to be much more likely after the 2008 presidential election. 

Therefore, sensitivity analyses Concerning the impacts such restrictions would have 

on the DE-Kentucky resource plan and the costs to customers were performed as a 

part of this IRP. The results of these analyses are discussed in detail in Chapter 8. 
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C. PLANNING OBJECTIVES AND CRITERIA 

An IRP process gcnerally encompasses an assessment of a variety of supply-side, 

demand-side managemeilt’, and emission compliance alternatives leading to the 

formation of a diversified, long-term, cost-effective portfolio of options intended to 

satisfy icliably the electricity demands of customers located within a service territory. 

‘The purpose of this IRP is to outline a strategy to furnish electric energy services i n  a 

reliable, efficient, and economic manner while factoring in environmental 

considerations. 

The imjor ob-jectives of the IRP presented in this filing are: 

e Provide adequate, reliable, and economic service to customers while meeting 

all environmental requirements 

Maintain the flexibility and ability to alter the plan in the h ture  as 

circumstaiices change 

Choose a near-term plan that is robust over a wide variety of possible futures 

Minimize risks (such as wholesale market risks, reliability risks, etc.) 

0 

01 

e 

In this LRP, the long-term reliability criterion was a 15% minimum reserve margin. The 

reserve margin criterion represents a balance that must be struck between reliability 

needs and costs. L,ower reserves may help restrain rates, but using a reserve level that is 

too low can increase risks and potentially result in additional costs to customers. 

’ Kentucky Revised Statutes (KRS) 4 278.010 define Demand Side Management as “any conservation, load 
management, or other utility activity intended to influence the level or pattern of customer usage or demand 
including home energy assistance programs.” KY. E V  STAT. ANN. § 278.010 (Michie 2007). 
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Since the filing of‘ the last IRP, IieliabilityFirsf has enacted a Resource Planning 

Reserve Requirement Standard that the Loss of Load Expectation (“LOLE”) due to 

resouice inadequacy cannot exceed one occurrence i n  ten years (0.1 occurrence per 

year). The Midwest IS0 also has an approved Resource Adequacy requirement. 

DE-Kentucky is a member of the Midwest Planning Reserve Sharing Group 

(“PRSG”). On February 5 ,  2008, this group issued its preliminary report showing the 

required reserve margin targets for the June 2.008-May 2009 planning year. The target 

is 14.3% for the zone where DE-Kentucky is located. This  is the first year that the 

Midwest PRSG has performed this type of study, so there are inany refinements to 

assumptions and methodologies that undoubtedly will be incorporated i n  future 

studies. DE-Kentucky believes that some of the assumptions in the study tended to 

bias the results toward producing a lower reserve margin. Other RTOs that have 

routinely performed these types of studies for years produce results in the 14- 16% 

range. 

On December 28, 2007, the Midwest IS0  filed a proposal for long-term resource 

adequacy at FERC. The proposal would require load-serving entity (“LSE”) market 

participants in the Midwest I S 0  region to have and maintain access to sufficient 

planning resources. The Midwest IS0 would establish a Planning Reserve Margin 

based on an LOLE study using the 1 day in 10 year standard to align with Regional 

Entity requirements such as those of ReliabilityFint. The initial Planning Year would 
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be from June 1, 2009, through May 3 1 ,  20 10, with LSEs required to siibmit their 

specific plans for meeting the rcquirement by March 1, 2.009. FERC issued its order 

generally approving this proposal on March 26, 2008. 

DE-Kentucky anticipates that the Midwest IS0 L,OLE, study proccss will essentially 

replace the Midwest PRSG study process. Since the Midwest IS0  was the contractor 

that performed the Midwest PRSG’s LOLE study, the processes should be similar. 

However, the capacity toward reserves will be adjusted by the unit-specific 

Equivalent Forced Outage Rates exclusive of outside management control 

(“XEFORd”) as part of the Midwest IS0 tariff, which may change the amount of 

reserves each I S E  is required to carry. LJnits with better availability will be credited 

with higher capacity value cornpared to units with poorer availability. 

For the reasons described above, DE-Kentucky believes that continuing to use a 

reserve margin target of 15% in its IRPs is prudent until tlie LOLE study process 

matures. DE-Kentucky will keep this Commission informed once the result of these 

efforts becomes clearer. 

D. PLANNING PROCESS 

The analysis performed to prepare this IRP covers the period 2008-2028, although the 

primary focus is on the first ten years. This technique was used in order to 

concentrate on the near-tenn while recognizing the fact that course corrections may be 

imde along the way. The planning period was extended compared to tlie fifteen-year 
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period icquired by the IRP rules in  order to incorporate a longer period of time with 

regard to COZ restriction impacts. 

For this IRP analysis, the Base Case assumcd a COl allowance price/tax2 

majot environmental assumptions for the first ten years were as follows" 

The other 

Q All current environmental requirements will be met. 

The requirements of CAIR to reduce NO, and SO:! emissions further 

beginning in 2.009 and 2010, respectively, will be met. 

A mercury Maximum Achievable Control Technology ("MAC'T") standard 

will be enacted with a 2.0 Ib per trillion Btu emission limit.3 

No Hazardous Air Pollutant controls other than mercury will be mandated and 

implemented during the period. 

No Renewable Energy Portfolio Standard will be mandated or implemented 

during the period. 

e 

e 

e 

e 

Risks associated with potential changes to environmental regulations are discussed 

fbrther later in this report (See Chapter 8, Section E). Some of these risks are quantified 

through sensitivity analysis (see Chapter 8, Section D). Risks related to other changes 

' Despite significant uncertainty surrounding potential fkture climate change policy, DE-Kentucky has 
incorporated the potential for COz climate change regulations in its resource planning process. Inclusion of 
this assumption is not intended to reflect DE-Kentucky's 01 Duke Energy's preferences regarding future 
climate change policy. 

' The exact nature of the standard that will replace CAMR is unknown at this time. Therefore, for this IRP, 
a MACT standard similar to that proposed by the EPA in 2004 was assumed. Inclusion of this assumption 
is not intended to reflect DE-Kentucky's or Duke Energy's preferences regarding hture mercury policy. 

1 
i 
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to assumptions are addressed through sensitivity analysis and qualitative reasoning later 

i n  this report (see Chapters 5 ,  6, and 8). 

The process utilized to develop the IRI’ consisted of two major components One was 

organizational/structural, while the other was analytical. 

The organizational process involved the IRP Team which consists of experts from key 

functional areas of Duke Energy. The ‘Team approach facilitated the high level of 

communication necessary across the functional areas required to develop an IRP The 

IRP Team was responsible for examining the IKP rcquirements contained within the 

Kentucky rules and conducting the necessary analyscs to comply with them. In 

addition, i t  was important to select the best way to conduct the integration while 

incorporating interrelationships with other areas. 

The analytical process involved the following specific steps: 

1. Develop planning objectives and assumptions. 

2. Prepare the electric load forecast. 

3. Identify and screen potential demand-side management resource options. 

4. Identify, screen, and perform sensitivity analysis around the cost- 

effectiveness of potential electric supply-side resource options. 

5. Identify, screen, and perform sensitivity analysis around the cost- 

effectiveness of potential environmental compliance options. 
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6. Integrate the demand-side management, supply-side, and envir oruiiental 

compliance options. 

7. Perform final sensitivity analyses on the integrated resource alternatives 

and recommeiid a plan. 

8. Determine the best way to implemcnt the rcconimended plan. 

The resource plan presented herein represents the results of this extensive business 

planning process. 

E. LOAD FORECAST 

The electric energy and peak demand forecasts of the DE-Kentucky service territory 

are prepared each year as part of the planning process. 

The general framework of the Electric Energy and Peak Load Forecast involves a 

national economic forecast, a service area economic forecast, and the electric load 

forecast. 

The national economic forecast provides information about the prospective growth of 

the national economy. This involves prqjections of national economic and 

demographic concepts such as population, employment, industrial production, 

inflation, wage rates, and income. The national economic forecast is obtained from 

Moody’s Economy.com, a national economic consulting firm. 
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Similarly, the history anti forecast of key economic and demographic concepts for the 

service area economy is obtained from Moody’s Economy coin. The service area 

econoniic forecast is used along with the energy and peak models to produce the 

electric load forecast. 

Energy sales projections are prepared for the residential, commercial, industrial, and 

other sectors. ‘rhose components along with electric system losses are aggregated to 

produce a forecast of net energy. 

Table 1 - 1 provides information on the forecasted DE-Kentucky System annual growth 

rates (without the implementation of any new, or incremental, conservation energy 

efficiency programs but with demand response impacts included) in  energy for the 

Residential M Wh 

Commercial MWh 

Industrial MWh 

Net Energy MWh 

Summer Peak MW 

Winter Peak MW 

major customer classes as well as net energy and peak demand. 

TABLE 1-1 

DE-Ken tucky Sys tern 
ELECTRIC ENERGY AND PEAK LOAD 

FORECAST: ANNUAL GR0,WTH RATES 

2008-2028 

0.2% 

1.3% 

1.1% 

0.8% 

0.8% 

0.7% 
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The forecast of energy is graphically depicted on Figure 1 - 1 ,  and the siiimiier and winter 

peak forecasts are shown on Figure 1-2. These forecasts of energy and peak demand 

provide the starting point for the development of thc IRP. 

Actual vs. Forecast 

Table 1-2, provides infonnation comparing the actual and forecast energy and peak 

demands (after demand response program impacts) for the DE--Kentucky System. The 

table compares the actual levels for the years 2003 through 2007 to the forecast 

provided in the 2003 IRP. 

TABLE 1-2 

DE-Kentucky System 
ELECTRIC ENERGY AND PEAK LOAD 

COMPARISON: ACTUAL VS. FORECAST 

Energy - MWh Native Peak - Mw 

Year Actual Forecast Actual Forecast 

2003 4,092,800 3,907,910 81 1 848 

2004 4,2 18,533 3,982,976 817 864 

2005 4,274,518 4,06571 2 905 879 

2006 4,074,050 4,160,857 88 1 890 

2007 4,287,280 4,246,751 930 905 
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Changes I n  Methodology 

There were no significant changes to the forecast methodology. Because thc 

Company uses the latest historical data available and relies on recent economic data 

and forecasts from Moody’s Econoiny.com, the new forecast will be different from 

the one filed in 2001. Figures 1-3, 1-4, and 1-5 show the differencc in the encrgy and 

summer and winter peak forecasts, respectively. Tlie new forecast is lower mainly 

due to higher energy prices, higher efficiency levels, and changing expectations about 

economic growth. The growth in energy over the forecast period is expected to be 0.8 

percent as compared to 1.8 percent in 2003. Similarly, the summer peak demand is 

expected to grow 0.8 percent as compared to 1.5 percent. 

In  addition, the Company made changes to the calculation of heating and cooling 

degree days. See Chapter 3, Section E for further details. 

F. DEMAND-SIDE MANAGEMENT RESOURCES 

DE-Kentucky’s demand-side management (“DSM’) programs include traditional 

conservation energy efficiency (,‘E,’’) programs and demand response (“DR’) 

programs and are expected to help reduce demand on the DE-Kentucky system during 

times of peak load. 

In the previous IRP, DE-Kentucky included the following four programs: 

Program 1 : Residential Conservation and Energy Education 
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Program 2.: 

Program 3: 

Program 4: Residential New Construction 

Residential Home Energy House Call 

Residential Comprehensive Energy Education Program 

These programs plus the demand response programs Power Manager and 

Powershare@ were expected to provide approximately 15 MW of peak reduction. 

Since that time, the Company has terminated the Residential New Construction 

program. Through applications by the Company and in conjunction with the 

Company’s DSM Collaborative, the Commission approved expansions of the 

Company’s DSM efforts. The expansion of the programs has led to the implemention 

of the following set of programs: 

Program 1: 

Program 2: 

Program 3: 

Program 4: 

Program 5:  

Program 6: 

Program 7: 

Program 8: 

Program 9: 

Program 10: 

Program 1 I :  

Residential Conservation and Energy Education 

Residential Nome Energy House Call 

Residential Comprehensive Energy Education Program (“NEED”) 

Program Administration, Development & Evaluation Funds 

Payment Plus V u m e ~ I y  Nome Energy Assistance Plus) 

Power Manager 

Energy star@ Products 

Energy Efficiency Website 

Personal Ehergy Report (“PER”) 

C&I High Efficiency Incentive (for Businesses and Schools) 

Powers hare@ 
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These programs are expcctcd to provide approximately 22 MW of peak load 

reduction compared to the 2003 IRP. ‘The increase is coming primarily from the 

conservation programs. Details on each program are providcd in Chapter 4. 

In the Coniniission Order in Case No. 2003-00.389. dated Fcbniary 14, 2005, the 

Commission approved the conlinuation of and cost recovery for the Residential 

Conservation and Energy Education, Residential Home Energy House Call, and 

Residential Comprehensive Energy Education programs for a 5-year period, tluough 

Decembcr 3 1,2009 

IJndcr the currcnt DSM Agreement and prior Commission Orders, all of the programs, 

except Power Manager and PER, will cnd December 2009 unless an application is made 

to continue tliem. It is the Company’s intention to submit a filing subsequent to this 

report, requesting the approval of a set of energy efficiency and demand response 

products and services. ‘The first ten programs are involved with conservation objectives 

as well as the measurement and verification of program impacts. 

DE-Kentucky’s PowerShare@ pricing program entails an innovative approach to 

demand response. The PowerSliare@ program is a market-based program that 

provides financial incentives in the fonn of bill credits to our industrial and 

commercial customers to reduce their electric demand during periods of peak load on 

the DE-Kentucky system. Customers may choose to participate in either CallOption 

(a contractual obligation to reduce load if requested) or Quoteoption (a pure pricing 

program with no contractual obligation to reduce load). 
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The expected impacts of all the programs are incorporated into the IRP analysis and 

provided in Chapter 4. 

G. SUPPLY-SIDE RESOURCES 

A wide variety of supply-side resource options were considered in the screening 

process. These generally included existing or potential purchases from other utilities. 

now-utility generation, and new utility-built generating units (conventional, advanced 

technologies, and renewables). 

Potential equipment repairs, replacement of components, and efficiency changes at 

existing generating units are evaluated individually for their cost-effectiveness 

annually during the budgeting process. However, due to modeling limitations, the 

large number and wide-ranging impacts of these individual changes made it 

impossible to include these numerous smaller-scale changes within the context of the 

IRP integration process. The routine economic evaluation of these smaller-scale 

changes is consistent with that utilized in the overall IRP process. As a result, the 

outcome and validity of this IRP have not been affected by this approach. 

Customers make cogeneration decisions based on their particular economic situations, 

so DE-Kentucky does not attempt to forecast specific Megawatt levels of 

cogeneration activity in its service area. Cogeneration facilities built to affect 

customer energy and demand served by the utility are captured in the load forecast. 
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Cogeneration built to provide supply to the electric network represent additional 

regional supply capability. As purchase contracts are signed, the I-esulting energy and 

capacity supply will be reflected i n  future plans 

111 the 2003 IRP, a list of over one hundred supply-side resources was dcveloped as 

potential a1 ternatives €or the IW process. Experience from the 2003 analyses and 

from the many technology screening analyses performed for Duke Energy’s other 

jurisdictions allowed a more focused approach to resource screening for this IW. For 

the IRP screening analyses this year, technology types were screened within the 

categories of baseload, peaking/intermediate, and renewable using a set of relative 

dollar per kilowatt-year versus capacity factor screening curves. The ultimate goal of 

the screening was to pass the best alternatives from each of these tlvee categories to 

the optimization computer model that integrates the supply-side, DSM, and 

environmental compliance alternatives to produce a least cost plan that meets the 

prescribed reliability criteria. Sensitivity analyses were performed to determine the 

necessary data input and/or assumption changes which make a technology that is not 

economical under base case conditions become economical. 

The options passed as candidates to the final base case integration process were 

simple-cycle gas-fired CT units, gas-fired Combined Cycle (“CC”) units, 

Supercritical Pulverized Coal (L’PC”) units, Integrated Gasification Combined Cycle 

C‘IGCC’’) units, Nuclear units, Turnkey Wind projects, Poultry Waste projects, Flog 

Waste Digesters, fluidized bed biomass, and solar alteniatives. These units could 
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represent potential non-utility generating units, purchases, repowering of existing DE- 

Kentucky units, or utility-constructed units. 
1 

13. ENVIRONMENTAL COhlPLIANCE 

CAAA Phase I & Phase I1 Compliance 

A detailed description of DE-Kentucky’s Phase I and Phase I1 cornpliance planning 

processes can be found in the former Cinergy 1995, 1997, and 1999 IRPs. 

NO, Conipliance Planning 

A detailed description of DE-Kentucky’s NO, SIP Call compliance planning process 

can be found in the fonner Cinergy 1999, 2001, and 2003 IRPs. 

Clean Air Interstate Rule/CIean Air Mercury Rule Compliance Planning- Phase I 

DE-K-entucky’s CAIWCAMR Phase I compliance plan includes the upgrade of the 

existing flue gas desulphurization equipment (“FGD”) at East Rend Unit 2, and the 

installation of advanced low NO, burners with over-fire air on Miami Fort I.Jnit 6. 

Both of these projects are complete and in service. In addition, the existing East Rend 

IJnit 2 selective catalytic reduction equipment (“SCR”) will be required to operate 

annually beginning in 2009. DE-K-entucky also plans to operate the SCR additional 

time in 2008 in order to earn CAIR Annual NO, Compliance Supplement Pool 

Allowances. 
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CAIWCAMR Analysis- Phase 11 

Further analysis was pcrfornied for this IRP regarding Phase I1 compliance projects 

For this analysis, DE-Kentucky used a three-stagc analytical modeling process, 

involving the Ventyx Energy, LLC (“Ventyx”) MARKETSYM’” model, DE- 

Kentucky’s internal Engineering Screening Model, and the Ventyx System Optimizer 

and Planning and Risk models. This most recent Phase I1 analysis assumed the Phase 

I compliance actions would be executed, and thus concentrated on additional 

compliance at Miami Fort LJnit 6. Consideration was also given to the potential for a 

future mercury MACT regulation. 

Ventyx used MARI<ETSYMTM to model the final CAIR and CAMR, including 

known state-specific mercury rules (prior to the CAMR being vacated by the court), 

and an assumption for future COl regulations. They provided forecasted emission 

allowance prices (for SO2, Seasonal NO,, Annual NO,, mercury, and COz), power 

prices, and fuel prices (coal, oil, natural gas). 

The Engineering Screening Model was used to screen down to the most economic 

emission reduction options for further analysis in the System Optimizer model. 

Technology options that were screened included wet and dry FGDs for SO2 reduction; 

SCR and SNCR for NO, reduction; and ACI with baghouses for mercury control, in 

addition to FGD and FGD/SCR mercury reduction co-benefits. Fuel switch options 

to lower sulfur coals with appropriate particulate control upgrades as needed were 

also modeled. Cost and performance estimates for all of the modeled technologies 
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were reviewed and updated as appropriate prior to screening. In addition, a new 

technology, in-duct trona injection (or "in-duct dry FGD") was included in this round 

of screening. 

With its existing SCR and FGD, East Bend LJnit 2 is well placed to comply with the 

CAIR regulations. There were no additional economic compliance options identified 

for this unit. For Miami Fort Unit 6, however, there is a strong emphasis on reducing 

the SO2 emissions due the reductions brought on by CAIR. Switching to lower sulfur 

content fuels appeared to be economic in the Engineering Screening Model analysis. 

This would include projects for pai-ticulate controls uppides;  either precipitator 

upgrades with SO3 injection, or the installation of a baghouse. The installation of a 

baghouse with activated carbon injection would likely be required under a future 

mercury MACT regulation and was thus also selected as an option4. 

These Phase I1 compliance alternatives passed to the System Optimizer from the 

Engineering Screening Model were analyzed in the integration step of this IRP in 

conjunction with the DSM and supply-side alternatives. This is discussed in detail in 

Chapter 8. 

I. ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION FORECAST 

The transmission information is located in the Transmission Volume of this report. 

~~ 

This option results in a derate of approximately 1 MW due to increased auxiliary load 4 
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J. SELECTION AND IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PLAN 

Once the screening processes were completed, thc demand-side, supply-side, and 

environmental compliance options were integrated into a set of resource plans, or 

strategies, using a consistent method of cvaluation. System Optimizer and Planning 

and Risk were thc models utilized in this final integration process. From thc 

optimized plans, three portfolios were selected. The sensitivity analysis methodology 

used in this IRP performs more detailed analysis at the front-end, or screening stage, 

and less detailed analysis at the back-end, or final integration stage. The sensitivities 

addressed at the integration stage were higher gas and coal price forecasts, higher 

capital costs for unit alternatives, changes in the level of service area load, changes in 

regulatory requirements, and increased environmental regulation or rules, including a 

sensitivity with a higher COr tadallowance price and a Renewable Portfolio 

Standard. 

Based upon both the quantitative and qualitative results of the screening analyses and 

sensitivity analyses, the plan selected to be the 2008 IRF' is shown in Figure 1-6. The 

details of the plan including yearly capacity, purchases, capacity additions, 

retirements/derates, cogeneration, load, EE, DR, firm sales, and reserve margins are 

shown in Figure 1-7. 

This IRP is the plan with the lowest relative PVRR. It contains the conservation EE 

and DR programs. The supply-side resources selected consist of a two CT units ( 3 5  

MW each) added i n  2019 and 2023, and a nuclear unit (35 MW) added in 202.7. 
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Each of the supply-side resources selected should be viewed as “placeholders” for the 

types of capacity resources that are the most economical at the time decisions for 

adding capacity need to be made. In addition, the sizes of thc resources selected 

generally rcpresent “shares” of larger, more economical unit sizes. 

The IRP includes the projected SO;! and NO, compliance options described in past 

IRPs and in Chapter 6 associated with the East Bend, Miami Fort 6, and Woodsdale 

units. in addition, if the new mercury standard is MACT rather than cap-and-trade, 

switching to low su lhr  fuel and installing a baghouse with activated carbon injection 

at Miami Fort 6 will be required. The Company will continue to monitor the coining 

mercury rulemaking and will perform additional analysis prior to making any final 

decisions concerning these expenditures. Any shortfalls between the yearly allowance 

allocation from the EPA and the actual emissions will be supplied by DE-Kentucky’s 

allowance bank or by allowance purchases from the market. 

Plan Changes Compared to 2003 IRP 

The major changes include a lower level of additional resources required compared to 

the 2,003 IRP due to a lower level of forecasted load. The 2003 IRP added 260 MW 

of new resources over the period 201 3 to 2023, consisting of he1 cells and coal units. 

The 2008 IRP includes 10.5 MW of new resources consisting of new gas-fired CTs 

and a nuclear unit. The plan also includes additional environmental compliance 

resources that resulted from new regulations ( c g .  CAIR) that have been enacted after 

the 2003 IRP was filed. The changes in the mix of resources chosen also tend to be 
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lower emitting resources due to the tightened enviroiiineiital regulations and tlie 

increased potential for carbon regulations. The 2008 IRP is described in more detail 

in Chapter 8. 

Iniplementation 

I n  making decisions concerning what steps to take to begin the iinplementation of the 

2008 IW, careful consideration must be given to the rapidly changing environment in 

which utilities operate. Some of the key issues or uncertainties are: 

e Environmental regulatory cl h a t e  

e Volatility in the wholesale power market 

Volatility in the natural gas market e 

e Transmission constraints 

Because they do not appear until late in the planning horizon, the new supply-side 

resources in  the plan represent, to a large extent, “placeholders” for capacity and 

energy needs on the system. No decisions concerning additional supply-side 

resources are necessary over the next three years, so DE-Kentucky can continue to 

evaluate its resource requirements. These needs can be fulfilled by purchases fiom 

the market, cogeneration, repowering, or other capacity that may be economical at the 

time decisions to acquire new capacity are required. Decisions concerning 

coordinating the construction and operation of new units with other utilities or entities 

can also be made at tlie proper time. LJntil then, coordination will be achieved 

through participation in the Midwest IS0 market. 
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However, the existing DE-Kentucky portfolio lacks some diversity in that it contains 

two relatively large coal-fired units (compared to the overall size of the DE-Kentucky 

system). These units can pose additional risks when they are out of service for either 

planned or forced outages. The ability to offer these units into the Midwest IS0 

market and to purchase from a more diverse pool of resources from that market helps 

to mitigate some of these risks. Nevertheless, in the future, DE-Kentucky will 

continue to assess these risks and may look for opportunities to diversify the portfolio. 

Potential alternatives may include shared ownership or capacity swaps with other 

utilities. DE-Kentucky will keep this Coinmission informed of any developinelits in 

this area. 

The only environmental compliance resource identified in the chosen plan is the 

installation of a bagliouse with ACI on Miami Fort 6, along with switching to lower 

sulfkr coal. However, until the mercury rules that will replace CAMR are known, no 

final decisions will be made. The Company will continue to inonitor and study the 

need for these changes. DE-Kentucky also will be closely monitoring the SO2 and 

NO, emission allowance markets. 

In the Commission Order in Case No. 2004-00389, dated February 14,2005, the 

Commission approved the coiitiiiuatioii of and cost recovery for the Residential 

Conservation and Energy Education, Residential Home Energy House Call, and 
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Residential Comprehensive Energy Education prograins for a 5-year period, through 

December 3 1, 2,009. 

Under the current DSM Agreement and prior Commission Orders, all of these programs 

except Power Manager and PER, will end Deccnibcr 2009 unless an application is made 

to continue them. As stated earlier, it is the Company’s intention to submit a filing 

subsequent to this report, requesting the approval of a set of energy efficiency and 

demand response products and services. 

The incremental impacts going forward of the current set of EE and DR prograins are 

incorporated into the resource plan for DE-Kentucky. An analysis was also 

performed cornparing the economics of the 2008 IRP plan to a plan that did not 

contain any EE or DR programs. This analysis showed that the inclusion of these 

programs in the chosen plan reduces the PVRR of that plan by approxiinately $23 

million. 

The 2008 IRP, with its proposed implementation, is consistent with the overall 

planning objectives and goals outlined earlier. The plan selected was the least cost, 

provides reliable service to DE-Kentucky’s customers, is robust, and rnininiizes risks 

to customers. 
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2. OBJECTIVES AND PROCESS 

A. INTRODUCTIOB 

This chapter will explain the objectives of, and the process used to develop, the 2008 

Duke Energy Kentucky Intcgratcd Resource Plan In this IRP proccss, the modeling 

of DE-Kentucky includes the tinn electric loads. supply-sidc and demand-side 

resources, and environmental conipliance measures associated with thc DE-Kentucky 

service territory. 

B. OBJECTIVES 

An IRP process generally encompasses an assessment of a variety of supply-side, 

demand-side, and environmental compliance alternatives leading to the formation of a 

diversified, long-term, cost-effective portfolio of options intended to satisfy reliably 

the electricity demands of customers located within a service territory. The purpose 

of this IRP is to outline a strategy to f in i sh  electric energy services over the planning 

horizon in  a reliable, efficient, and economic manner, while factoring in 

environmental considerations. 

The planning process itself must be dynamic and constantly adaptable to changing 

conditions. The resource plan presented herein represents one possible outcome 

based upon a snapshot in time along this dynamic continuum. While i t  is the most 

appropriate resource plan at this point in  time, good business practice requires DE- 

Kentucky to continue to study the options, and make adjustments as necessary and 
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practical to reflect improved information and changing circumstances. Consequently, 

a good business planning analysis is truly an evolving process that can never be 

considered complete. 

DE-Kentucky’s long-term planning objective is to employ a dynamic planning 

process and pursue a resource strategy that consideis the costs and benefits to all 

stakeholders (customers, shareholders, employees, suppliers, and community). At 

times, this involves striking a balance between competing objectives. The ma.jor 

objectives of the plan presented in this filing are: 

e Provide adequate, reliable, and economic service to customers while meeting 

a1 1 eiivironinen tal requirements 

Maintain the flexibility and ability to alter the plan in the future as 

circumstances change 

Choose a near-tetm plan that is robust over a wide variety of possible futures 

Minimize risks (such as wholesale market risks, reliability risks, etc.) 

e 

0 

e 

G. ASSUMPTIONS 

The analysis performed to prepare this LRP covers the period 2008-2028, although the 

primary focus is on the first ten years. This technique was used in order to 

concentrate on the near-term while recognizing the fact that course corrections niay be 

made along the way. The planning period was extended coinpared to thc fifteen-year 

period required by the LRP rules in  ordcr to incorporate a longer period of time with 

regard to COz restriction impacts. 
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For this IRP analysis, the Base Case assumed a CO-, allowance pricdtax’ 

The other major environmental assumptions for the first ten years were as follows: 

* All current enviroivnental requirements will be met. 

The requirements of CAIR, which reduces NO, and SO’ emissions furthcr 

beginning in 2009 and 2010, respectively, will be met. 

A mercury MACT standard will be enacted with a 2.0 Ib. per trillion Btu 

emission limit’. 

No Iiazardous Air Pollutant controls other than mercury will be mandated and 

implemented during the period. 

No Renewable Energy Portfolio Standard will be rnandatccl or itiiplemcnted 

during the period. 

Q 

* 

Q 

* 

Risks associated with potential changes to environmental regulations are discussed 

hither later in this report (See Chapter 8, Section E). Some of these risks are 

quantified through scenario analysis (see Chapter 8, Section D). Risks related to other 

changes to assumptions are addressed through sensitivity analysis and qualitative 

reasoning later in this report (see Chapters 5,  6, and 8). 

’ Despite significant uncertainty surrounding potential kture climate change policy, DE-Kentucky has 
incorporated the potential for COz climate change regulations in its resource planning process. Inclusion of 
this assumption is not intended to reflect DE-Kentucky’s or Duke Energy’s preferences regarding future 
climate change policy. 

The CAMR was vacated by the Circuit Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia on February 8, 2008 
However, it could take two or more years before EPA proposes new mercury regulations to replace CAMR, 
so the exact nature of the new standards is unknown at this time Therefore, for this IRP, a MACT standard 
similar to that proposed by the EPA in 2004 was assumed. Inclusion of this assumption is not intended to 
reflect DE-Kentucky’s or Duke Energy’s preferences regarding future mercury policy 
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The source of the gcneral escalation assumption of 2.3% per year utilized in  the L,oad 

Forecast and in  the IRP in gcneral was Moody‘s Economy corn. In addition, an 

annual escalation rate of 3.88% was utilized as the capital cost escalation rate for new 

supply-side alternatives for the years 2008-20 1 3 to better reflect the recent incieascs 

in commodity and construction pricing. In 201 4, the escalation rate reverted to 2.3% 

per year to reflect that the recent increases are not expected to represent a permanent 

trend. DE-Kentucky’s rate and financial departments provided the after-tax effective 

discount rate of 7.33% and the AFIJDC rate of 5.45% to use for the development of 

the IRP. Plans were evaluated based on Present Value of Revenue Requirenients 

(“PVRR’)). 

The other, more detailed assumptions utilized in the development of the IRP can be 

found within the discussions of specific subject areas throughout this report. 

D. RELIABILITY CRITERIA 

From a technical standpoint, reserves should be adequate for the security of operation 

which considers a combination of weather-induced load, probability of units on 

outage, maintenance scheduling, and operating reserve obligations under 

ReliabilityFkst Corporation (“RFC”) and the Midwest ISO. 

While lower reserves may help restrain base rates, there are clearly litnits to and trade- 

offs for any gains from lower reserves, as some past suiniiiers have demonstrated. For 
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example, if using a reserve level that is too low causes a utility to increase its reliance 

on purchases from the spot market, customers could incur additional costs. These 

costs can be substantial i f  the spot market price is experiencing a spike at the time 

purchases must be made to maintain service. If shortages in the wholesale market 

occur such that load must be involuntarily cuitailed, customers incur additional costs 

such as loss of production and inconvenience. 

Current IRP 

As explained in previous IRP filings since 199.5, DE-Kentucky had used a 17% 

planning reserve margin, along with loss of load hours (“LOLH”) and expected 

uiiserved energy (“EUE”) criteria to ensure that native load needs are met under 

certain risk environments. I n  the 2003 IRP and in this IRP, the long-term reliability 

criterion was a 1.5% minimum reserve margin. 

Planning Reserve Margins are an obligation for a number of reasons. First, the 

reserve margin must cover Operating Reserves which includes both Contingency and 

Regulating Reserves. The Operating Reserve is a daily requirement to ensure that the 

real-time balancing needs of the electric system are met in accordance with NERC 

and RFC Standards. DE-Kentucky is a signatory of the Midwest Contingency 

Reserve Sharing Group (“CRSG”) Agreement as the means for DE-Kentucky to 

comply with RFC and NERC standards related to Contingency Reserves. As such, 

the resulting Contingency Reserve requirement is 1 1  MW, of which at least 4.5% must 

be Spinning Reserve that is on-line. The remainder can be Non-Spinning Reserve 
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that is capable of being supplied within ten minutes. In  addition, oil a day-ahead 

basis, Duke Encrgy Kentucky plans to maintain regulating reserves typically based 

upon 1 YO of tlie projected peak load for the next operating day to provide on-line 

generation for load and frequency regulation. 

The portion of tlie total CRSG Contingency Reserve Requirement allocated to DE- 

Kentucky will change over time as load and generating resources change. The 

Contingency Reserve as a percentage of the peak load forecast for 2008 is 

approxii-nately 1.3%, while the percentage of the niiniinum peak for 2008 is 

approximately 4.6%. For simplicity of modeling, these were averaged and then the 

1% Regulating Reserve was added, for a total Operating Reserve requirement o f  

approximately 4%. 

Upon the start of the Midwest IS0 Ancillary Service Market (“ASM”) scheduled for 

September 9, 2008, the provision of regulating reserves and contingency reserves to 

transmission custoniers of the Midwest IS0 will no longer be the responsibility of the 

individual Balancing Authorities, such as Duke Energy’s Midwest Control Area 

Operation; rather, it will be the responsibility of  the Midwest IS0 to procure such 

resources through its ASM. However, the modeling in this IRP has conservatively 

assunied that reserves will be self-provided until DE-Kentucky has more experience 

with this market. 
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Second, the rcservc margin must cover a level of unscheduled outages that incvitably 

occur. Even the best-maintained generating system will experience unit outages and 

derates, and there is always the possibility that such outages or derates will occur 

when the units are most needed DE-Kcntucky believes that 8% is a reasonable 

expcctcd margin for a normal level of outages and derates, bascd on historical outage 

rates. However, the averagc age of DE-Kentucky’s coal-fiIed generating unit fleet is 

approximately 37 years, which means that units may be more likely to experience a 

higher frequency of outagcs or longer duration outages as they continue to age. 

Third, there is always the possibility that the actual load may be different from the 

projected load forecast due to changed economic conditions, or that the weather may 

be different from thc temperature on which the load forecast was based (without being 

“extreme”). For example, DE-Kentucky’s load forecasting personilel estimate that a 1 

degree F increase i n  temperature can result in approximately a 1.1 % increase in DE- 

Kentucky’s load to be served. The load forecast is based on the expected weather at 

the time of the peak. There is a 50% chance that the weather conditions could be 

harsher and a 50% chance they could be milder Since extreme temperatures are not 

used as a basis for the load forecast (approximately 93 degrees F is used), DE- 

Kentucky considers an additional 3% reserve component a bare minimum to cover 

weather-induced load DE-Kentucky’s load forecasting personnel have also estimated 

that there is approximately a 23% cliancc that thc peak load in a year could exceed the 

forecasted peak plus a 3% reseive margin. 
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Taking these reserve considerations in the aggregate, DE-Kentucky considers 1 5% to 

be a minimum reserve margin. 

Resource Adequacy Requirements 

On April 1,  2005, the Midwest IS0  began its security-constrained economic dispatch 

of wholesale electricity (MISO Day 2). In conjunction with MISO Day 2, the 

administration of Midwest IS0  Module E required the Midwest IS0 meinbers 

formerly within ECAR to meet a day-ahead offer requirement consistent with the 

member’s forecasted load and a 4% operating reserve requirement (after outages and 

derates) froin physical capacity since ECAR did not have a standard for planning 

reserve requirements. This was a much higher standard than an installed reserve 

margin requirement since compliance with the standard is affected by outages and 

derates. 

Beginning in June 2,008, DE-Kentucky’s reserve requirements are impacted by 

ReliabilityFirsl, which has adopted a Resource Planning Reserve Requirement 

Standard that the LOLE due to resource inadequacy cannot exceed one occurrence in 

ten years (0.1 occurrence per year). DE-Kentucky is a member of the Midwest 

PRSG. On February S ,  2008, this group issued its preliminary report showing the 

required reserve margin targets for the June 2008-May 2009 planning year. The target 

is 14.3% for the zone where DE-Kentucky is located. This is the first year that the 

Midwest PRSG has performed this type of study, so there are many refinenients to 

assumptions and methodologies that undoubtedly will be incorporated in future 
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studies. DE-Kentucky believes that some of the assumptions in the study tcndcd to 

bias the results toward producing a lower reserve margin. Other RTOs that have 

routinely perfonned these types of studies for years produce results in the 14- 16% 

range. 

On December 28, 2007, the Midwest IS0 filed a proposal for long-term resource 

adequacy at FERC. The proposal would require LSE market participants in the 

Midwest IS0  region to have and maintain access to sufficient planning resources. 

The Midwest IS0  would establish a Planning Reserve Margin based on an LOLE 

study using the 1 day in 10 year standard to align with Regional Entity requirements 

such as those of ReliabilityFir-st. The initial Planning Year would be horn June 1, 

2009, through May 3 1 ,  2010, with LSEs required to submit their specific plans for 

meeting the requirement by March 1, 2009. FERC issued its order conditionally 

approving this proposal on March 26, 2008. 

With FERC’s conditional approval of the Midwest ISO’s Module E filing, DE- 

Kentucky anticipates that the functions currently performed by the Midwest PRSG 

will be transitioned to Midwest IS0 starting with the June 2009-May 2010 planning 

year as part of the Midwest IS0 tariff. Since the Midwest PRSG LOL,E study was 

performed by the Midwest IS0 as Group Administrator, the study process in the 

future should be similar. However, the capacity toward reserves will be adjusted by 

the unit-specific XEFORd as part of the Midwest IS0 tariff, which may change the 
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amount of reserves each LSE is required to carry. Units with better availability will 

be crcdited with higher capacity value compared to units with poorer availability. 

For the rcasons described above, DE-Kentucky believes that continuing to use a 

reservc margin target of 15% in its IRPs is prudent until the LOL,E study process 

matures. DE-Kentucky will keep this Commission informed once the result of these 

efforts becomes clearer. 

E. PLANNING PROCESS 

The process utilized to develop the IRP consisted of two major components. One was 

organizational/structural, while the other was analytical. Both are discussed below. 

1. Organizational Process 

Development of an IRP requires that a high level of communication exist 

across key hnctional areas. DE-Kentucky’s IRP Team, which manages this 

process, consists of experts in the following key functional areas: electric load 

forecasting, resource (supply) planning, retail marketing (DSM program 

development and evaluation), environmental compliance planning, 

environmental policy, financial, fuel planning and procurement, engineering 

and construction, and transmission and distribution planning. It is the IRP 

Team’s responsibility to examine the IRP requirements contained within the 

Kentucky rules and conduct the necessary analyses to coinply with the filing 

requirements. 
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A key ingredient in the preparation of the IRP is the integration of the electric 

load forecast, supply-side options, environniental compliance options, and 

DSM options. In addition, it is important to select the best way to conduct the 

integration while incorporating iiiterrelationsliips with other areas. 

2. Analytical Process 

The development of an IRP is a multi-step process involving the key 

hiictional planning areas mentioned above. The steps involved are listed 

below. To facilitate timely completion of this project, a number of these steps 

are performed in parallel. 

1 Develop planning objectives and assumptions. 

2. Prepare the electric load forecast. More details concerning this step of the 

process can be found in Chapter 3. 

3.  Identify arid screen potential cost-effective DSM resource options. More 

details concerning this step of the process can be found in Chapter 4. 

4. Identifjr, screen, and perform sensitivity analyses around the cost- 

effectiveness of potential electric supply-side resource options. More 

details concerning this step of the process can be found i n  Chapter 5.  
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5. Identify, screen, and perform sensitivity analyses around the cost- 

effectiveness of potential environmental compliance options. More details 

concerning this step of the process can be found in Chapter 6. 

6. Integrate the DSM, supply-side, and environmental compliance options. 

More details concerning this step of the process can be found in Chapter 8. 

7. Perform final sensitivity analyses on the integrated resource alternatives 

and recommend a plan. More details concerning this step of the process 

can be found in Chapter 8. 

8. Determine the best way to implement the recommended plan. More 

details concerning this step of the process can be found in Chapter 8. 

Many of the screening steps and the integration step mentioned above involve a 

comparison to a projected market price for electricity. The analytical 

methodology also includes the incorporation of sensitivity analysis within the 

screening stages of the overall analysis. Incorporating sensitivity analysis in the 

early stages of the analysis provides insight into what conditions must be present 

to transform a potential resource into being an economic alternative or screening 

survivor. Generally, if resource parameters must be altered beyond what is judged 

to be reasonable, the resource is excluded froin fk-ther analysis. If, however, only 
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minor resource parameter clianges from base conditions cause the potential 

resource to become an economic alternative, the resource is considered in &lure 

stages of the analysis. 

DE-Kentucky’s planners attempt to keep abreast of new techniques, industiy 

changes, and alternative models through attendance at various seminars, industry 

contacts, trade publications, and on-line via the Internet. This process may be 

niodiiied in the hture to incorporate any new approaches or changes that are 

a p pro p ri a t e. 
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3. ELECTRIC LOAD FORECAST 

A. GENERAL 

DE-Kentucky piovides electric and gas service in the Northern Kentucky area. DE- 

Kentucky serves approximately 1.34,OOO customers in its 500 square mile service 

territoiy. DE-Kcntucky's service territory includes the cities of Covington and 

Newport, Kcntucky. 

DE-Kentucky owns an electric transmission system and an electric distribution system 

in Kenton, Campbell, Boone, Grant, and Pendleton counties of Northern Kentucky 

DE-Kcntucky also owns a gas distribution system, which serves either all or parts of 

Kenton, Campbell, Boone, Grant, Gallatin, and Pendlcton counties in Northein 

Kentucky. 

The electric energy and peak demand forecasts of the DE-Kentucky service territory are 

prepared each year as part of the planning process by a staff that is shared with the other 

Duke Energy affiliated utili ties, using the same methodology. DE-Kentucky does not 

perform joint load forecasts with non-affiliated utility companies, and the forecast is 

prepared itidependeiitly of the forecasting efforts of non-affiliated utilities. 

B. FORECAST METHODOLOGY 

The forecast methodology is essentially the same as that presented in past Lntegrated 

Resource Plans filed with the Coimiiission. 
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Energy is a key commodity linked to the overall level of economic activity. As 

rcsidential, commercial, and industrial economic activity increases or decreases, the use 

of energy, or more specifically electricity, shoultl increase or decrcase, respectively. It is 

this linkage to economic activity that is important to the development of long-range 

energy forecasts. For that reason, forecasts of tlic national and local economies are key 

ingredients to energy forecasts. 

The general framework of the Electric Energy ani Peak Loa( Forecast involves a 

national economic forecast, a service area economic forecast, and the electric load 

forecast. 

The national economic forecast provides information about the prospective growth of 

the national economy. This involves projections of national economic and demographic 

concepts such as population, employment, industrial production, jnflation, wage rates, 

and income. 

a nationally recognized vendor of economic forecasts. In conjunction with the forecast 

of the national economy, the Company also obtains a forecast of the service area 

economy eon1 Moody’s Econoiny.com. The DE-Kentucky service area is located in 

Northern Kentucky adjacent to the service area of DE-Ohio. The economy of Northern 

Kentucky is contained within the Cincinnati Primary Metropolitan Statistical Area 

(“PMSA”) and is ai1 integral part of the regional economy. 

The national economic forecast is obtained fi-om Moody’s Economy.Com, 

i 
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The service area economic forecast is used along with the energy and peak tnodels to 

produce the electric load forecast. 

1. Service Area Econoniy 

Thcrc are sectors to the service aiea economy: employment, income, inflation, 

production, and population. Forecasts of employncnt ale provided by North 

American Industry Classification System (“NA ICs-’) and aggregated to major 

sectois such as commercial and industrial. Income for the local economy is 

forecasted in  several categories including wages, rents, proprietors’ income, 

personal contributions for social insurance, and transfer payments. The forecasts 

of these i t em are summed to produce the forecast of income less personal 

contributions for social insurance. Inflation is measured by changes in the 

Consumer Price Index (*’CPI”). Production is projected for each key NAICS 

g ~ o u p  by inultiplying the forecast of productivity (production per employee) by the 

forecast of employment. Population projections are aggregated from forecasts by 

agc-cohort. This infonnation serves as input into the energy and peak load 

forecast models. 

2. Electric Energy Forecast 

The forecast methodology follows economic theory in that the use of energy is 

dependent upon key economic factors such as income, production, enerLy prices, 

and the weather. The projected cnergy requirements for DE-Kentucky’s retail 

electric customers are deteiinined through econometric analysis. Econometric 
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models are a means of representing economic behavior through the use of 

statistical methods, such as regression analysis. 

Tlie DE-Kentucky forccast of energy requirements is included within the overall 

forccast of encrgy requirements of the Greater Cincinnati and Northern Kentucky 

region. Tlie DE-Kentucky sales forecast is developed by allocating percentages of 

the total regional forecast for each customer group. These groups include 

residential, commercial, industrial, governmental or other public authority, and 

street lighting energy sectors. In addition, forecasts are also prepared for three 

minor categories: interdepartmental use (Gas Department), Company use, and 

losses. Ln a similar fashion, the DE-Kentucky peak load forecast is developed by 

allocating a share fiom the regional total. Historical percentages and judgment are 

used to develop the allocations of sales and peak demands. 

The following sections provide the specifications of the econometric equations 

developed to forecast electricity sales for DE-Kentucky’s seivice territory. 

Residential Sector - There are two components to the residential sector energy 

forecast: the number of residential customers and kWh energy usage per customer. 

The forecast of total residential sales is developed by multiplying the forecasts of 

the two components. That is: 

( 1 )  licsidential Sales = 

Number of Residential Customers * Use per Residential Customer. 
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Econometric relationships are developed for each of the component pieces of total 

residential sales. 

Customers - The number of electric residential customers (households) is affected 

by real per capita income. This is represented as follocvs: 

(2) Residential Customers = 

f (Real Per Capita Income) 

Real Per Capita Licome = (Personal Licoiiie/Populatio~/CPI). Where. 

Wiile changes in population and per capita income are expected to alter the 

number of residential customers, the adjustment relating to real per capita income 

is not immediate. The number of customers will change gradually over time as a 

result of a change in  real per capita income. This adjustment process is inodeled 

using a lag structure. 

Residential Use per Customer - The key ingredients that impact energy use per 

customer are per capita income, real electricity prices and the combined impact of 

numerous other determinants. These include the saturation of air conditionels, 

electric space heating, other appliances, the efficiency of those appliances, and 

weather. 

(3) Energy usage per Customer = 

f (Real Income per Capita 4’ Efficient Appliance Stock, 

Real Electricity Price * Efficient Appliance Stock, 
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Saturation o f  Electric Heating Customers, 

Saturation of Customers with Central Air Conditioning, 

Saturation of Window Air- Conditioning Units, 

Efficiency of Space Conditioning Appliances, 

Billed Cooling and Heating Degree Days). 

The derivation of the efficient appliance stock variable and the forecast of 

appliance saturations are discussed in the data section. 

Conunercial Sector - Commercial electricity usage changes with the level of 

local commercial employment, real electricity price, and the impact of weather. 

The model is formulated as follows: 

(4) Commercial Sales = 

f (Commercial Employment, 

Marginal Electric Price/Consurner Price Index, 

Billed Cooling and Heating Degree Days). 

Industrial Sector - DE-Kentucky produces industrial sales forecasts by NAICS 

classifications. Electricity use by industrial customers is primarily dependent 

upon the level of industrial production and the impacts of real electricity prices, 

electric price relative to alternate fuels, and weather. The general model of 

industrial sales is formulated as follows: 

( 5 )  Industrial Sales = 
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f (Industrial Production, 

Real Electricity Price, 

Electricity Price/Alternate Fuel Price, 

Billed Cooling and Heating Degree Days). 

Governmental Sector - The Company uses the term Other Public Authorities 

(“OPA”) to indicate those customers involved andor affiliated with federal, state 

or local government. Two categories comprise the electricity sales in the OPA 

sector: sales to OPA water pumping customers and sales to OPA non-water 

pumping customers. 

hi the case of OPA water pumping, electricity sales are related to the number of 

residential electricity customers, real price of electricity demand, precipitation 

levels, and heating and cooling degree days. That is: 

(6) Water Pumping Sales = 

f (Residential Electricity Customers, 

Real Electricity Demand Price, 

Precipitation, 

Cooling Degree Days). 

Electricity sales to the non-water pumping component of OPA is related to 

governmental employment, the real price of electricity, the real price of natural 
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gas, and heating and cooling degree days. This relationship can be represented as 

fo 1 lows : 
s, 
i’ 

(7) Non-Water Pumping Sales = 

f(Govcniiiiental Employncnt, 

Marginal Electric Energy PricelNatural Gas Pricc, 

Billed Cooling and Heating Degree Days). 

The total OPA electricity sales forecast is the sum of the individual forecasts of 

sales to water puiiiping and non-water pumping customers. 

Street Lighting Sector - For the strect lighting sector, electricity usage varies 

with the number of street lights and the efficiency of the lighting fixtures used. 

The number of strect lights is associated with the population of the service area 

The efficiency of the street lights is related to the saturation of mercury and 

sodium vapor lights. That is: 

(8) Street Lighting Sales = 

f (Population, 

Saturation of Mercury Vapor Lights, 

Sakiration of Sodium Vapor Lights). 

Total Electric Sales - Once these separate components have been projected - 

Residential sales, Commercial sales, Industrial sales, OPA sales, and Street 
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L,ighting sales - they can be summed along with Interdepartmental sales to 

produce the projection of total electric sales. 

Total System Sendout - Upon completion of the total electric sales forecast, the 

forecast of total system sendout (net energy) can be prepared. This requires that 

the total electric sales forecast be combined with the forecasts of Coinpany use 

and system losses Afier the system sendout forecast is completed, the peak load 

forecast can be prepared. 

Peak Load - Forecasts of summer and winter peak demands are developed using 

econometric models. 

The peak forecasting model is designed to closely represent the relationship of 

weather to peak loads. Only days when the temperature equaled or exceeded 90 

degrees are included in the suinmer peak model. For the winter, only those days 

with a temperature at or below 10 degrees are included in the winter peak model. 

Summer Peak - Summer peak loads are influenced by the current level of 

economic activity and the weather conditions. The primary weather factors are 

temperature aiid humidity; however, not only are the temperature and humidity at 

the time of the peak important, but also the morning low teinperature, and high 

temperature fiom the day before. These other temperature variables are important 

to capture effect of thermal buildup. 
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Tlic summer equation can be specified as follows: 

(9) Peak = 

f (Weather Normalized Sendout, 

Weather Factors) 

- Winter Peak - Winter peak loads are also influenced by the current level of 

economic activity and the weather conditions. The selection of winter weather 

factors depends upon whether the peak occurs in the moiiiing or evening. For a 

morning peak, tlie primary weather factors are morning low temperature, wind 

speed, and the prior evening’s low temperature. For an evening peak, the piiiiary 

weather factors are tlic evening low temperature, wind speed, and the morning low 

temperature. 

The winter equation is specified in a similar fashion as the suiniiier: 

(1 0) Peak = 

f (Weather Normalized Sendout, 

Weather Factors). 

The sununer and winter peak equations are estimated separately for the respective 

seasonal periods. Peak load forecasts are produced under specific assumptions 

regarding the type of weather conditions typically expected to cause a peak. 
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Weather-Nol-malizetl Sendout - The level of peak demand is related to economic 

activity. The best indicator of the combined influences of economic variables on 

peak deniand is the level of base load demand exclusive of aberrations caused by 

non-normal weather. Thus, the first step in devcloping the peak equations is to 

weather- normalize historical monthly sendout. 

The procedure used to develop historical weather-normalized sendout data 

involves two steps. First, instead of weather norinalizing sendout in the aggregate, 

each component is weather normalized. In other wo~ds, residential, coimnercial, 

industrial, and other public authority, are individually adjusted for the difference 

between actual and noma1 weather. Street lighting sales are not weather 

nomialized because they are not weather sensitive. Using the equations 

previously discussed, the adjustment process is perfonned as follows: 

L&: KWI-IW) = f(W@))g(E) 

K W W )  = f(W(A))g(E) 

Where: K WH(N) = electric sales - nomialized 

W(N) = weather variables - normal 

E = economic variables 

KWI-QA) = electric sales - actual 

W(A) = weather variables - actual 

I<WI-I(N) = KWH(A) * f(W@))g(E)/f(W(A))g(E) 

=K.WI-I(A) * f(W(N))/f(W(A)) 

Then: 
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With this process, weather-norinalized sales are computed by scaling actual sales 

for each class by a factor froin the forecast equation that accounts for the iinpact of 

\ 

deviation from nonnal weather. Industrial sales are wcather normalized using a 

factor fi-om an aggregate industrial equation developed for that purpose. 

Second, weather-normalized sendout is computed by surnniing the weatlier- 

nonnalized sales with non-weather sensitive sector sales. This weather-adjusted 

sendout is then used as a variable in the summer and winter peak equations. 

Peak Forecast Procedure - The siunmer peak usually occurs in August in  tlie 

afternoon and the winter peak occurs in January in the morning. Since the energy 

model produces forecasts under the assumption of norrnal weather, the forecast of 

sendout is “weather normalized” by design. Thus, the forecast of sendout drives 

the forecast of the peaks. 111 the forecast, the weather variables are set to values 

determined to be nonnal peak-producing conditions. These values are derived 

using historical data on the worst weather conditions in each year (surmner and 

winter). 

C .  ASSUMPTIONS 

1. Macro 

It is generally assumed that the DE-Kentucky service territory economy will tend 

to react much like the national economy over the forecast period. DE-Kentucky 
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uses a long-term forecast of the national and service area economy prepared by 

Moody’s Econotny.coni. 

No major wars or energy embargoes are assumed to occur during the forecast 

period. Even if minor conflicts and/or energy supply disruptions, such as those 

caused by hurricanes, occur during the forecast period, the long-range path of the 

overall forecast would not be dramatically altered. 

A major risk to the regional economic forecasts and hence the electric load 

forecast is the level of continued economic growth in the US. economy. The 

national economy has been experiencing slow growth since the fourth quarter of 

2007. The ultimate outcome in the near teiin is dependent upon the success of the 

economy moving fonvxd out of this slow period. 

With extensive economic diversity, the Ciricitlllati area economy, including 

Northern Kentucky, is well structured to withstand an economic slowdown and 

make the adjustments necessary for growth. In the matiufacturing sector, its major 

industries are food products, paper, printing, chemicals, steel, fabricated metals, 

machinery, and automotive and aircraft transportation equipment. Ln the non- 

manufacturing sector, its major industries are life insurance and finance. Ln 

addition, the Cincinnati area is the headquarters for major international and 

national market-oriented retailing establishnents. 
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In late 2007, President Rush signed the Energy Independence and Security Act, 

part of which sets new efficiency standards for lighting staring in 2012. 
i 

According to a white paper from the Lighting Controls Association, “New Energy 

Law to Phase Out Today’s Coniinon Incandescent Lamps, Probe-Start Metal 

Halide Magnetic Ballasted Fixturcs” by Craig DiL,ouie. the new legislation 

“. . .virtually eliminates the manufacture of most coniinon general-service 

incandescent lamps. I . ”  and “Lamps that do not comply on or after the effective 

dates cannot be manufactured or imported.” According to the Association they 

belicve that compact CFL,s will capture the entire general incandescent market. 

Therefore, the Company estimated the impact of this legislation on lighting load 

and reduced the forecast accordingly, starting in 2,012. 

2. Local 

Forecasts of employment, local population, industrial production, and inflation are 

key indicators of economic and demographic trends for the DE-Kentucky service 

area. The majority of the employment growth over the forecast period occurs in 

the non-manufacturing sector. This reflects a continuation of the trend toward the 

service industries and the fundamental change that is occurring in manufacturing 

and other basic industries. The rate of growth in local einploynent expected over 

the forecast will be slightly above that of the nation: 1 .G percent locally versus 1.2 

percent nationally. 
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DE-Kentucky is also affected by national population trcnds. The average age of 

the iJ.S. population is rising. The primaiy reasons for this phcnomenon are 

stagnant birth rates and lengthening life expectancies. As a result, tlie portion of 

the population of the DE-Kentucky service area that is “age 65 and older” 

increases over the forecast period. Over tlie period 2008 to 2028, DE-Kentucky’s 

population is expected to increase at an annual average rate of 0.5 percent. 

Nationally, population is expected to grow at an annual rate of 0.8 percent over the 

same peiiod. 

For the forecast period, local industrial production is expected to increase at a 1.5 

percent aimual rate, wlde 1.1 percent is the cxpectcd growth rate for the nation. 

The residential sector is the largest in terms of total existirig custoiners and total 

new customcrs per year. Within the DE-Kentucky service area, many cornrnercial 

customers seive local markets. Therefore, there is a close relationship between the 

growth in local residential customers and the growth in commercial customers. 

The number of new industrial customers added per year is relatively small. 

3. Specific 

Commercial Fuels - Natural gas and oil prices are expected to increase over the 

forecast period. Regarding availability of the conventional fuels, nothing on thc 

horizon indicates any severe lirnitations in their supply, although world reserves of 

natural gas and oil are believed to be dwindling. There are unknown potential 
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impacts fi-om future changes in  legislation or a change in  the pricing or supply 

policy of oil-producing countries that might affect hiel supply. However, these 

cannot be quantified within the forecast. ‘The only non-utility information souice 

relied upon is Moody’s Economy.com 

Pricinp Policy - DE-Kentucky’s electric tariffs for residential customers have a 

seasonal pattern. hi Kentucky, an inverted rate (a block rate structure in which 

price increases as usage increases) is now mandatory for residential customers and 

a time-of-day rate has been mandated for all large commercial and industrial 

customers. 

The purpose of the seasonal characteristics of the rate schedules is to promote 

conservation during suinnier mont1is wlien denianct upon electric facilities is 

greatest. 

Year End Residential customers - In the following table, historical and 

prqjected total year-end residential customers for the entire service area are 

provided. 
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NURlRER OF YEAR-END RESIDENTIAL CUSTOMERS 

2003 
2.004 
2005 
2006 
2,007 
2008 
2009 
2010 
201 1 
2012 
2,013 
2014 
201 5 
201 6 
2017 
2,018 
2019 
202,o 
202 1 
2022 
202 3 
2024 
202s 
2026 
2027 
2028 

114,199 
I 16,524 
1 17,270 
1 18,642 
119,245 
120,293 
I 2 I ,.5 14 
122,722 
12 3,800 
124,868 
12S,92 3 
126,953 
127,976 
129,008 
170,024 
131,019 
1 3 1,993 
132,958 
133,903 
134,829 
135,737 
136,63 1 
137,s 1 1 
138,377 
139,229 
140,07 1 

Appliance Efficiencies - Trends in appliance efficiencies, saturations, and usage 

patterns have an impact on the projected use per residential customer. Overall, the 

forecast incorporates a projection of increasing saturation for niany appliances 

including heat pumps, air conditioners, electric space heating equipment, electric 

water heaters, electric clothes dryers, dish washers, a id  fi-eezers. In addition, the 

forecast embodies trends of increasing appliance efficiency consistent with 

standards established by the federal government. 
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D. DATA BASE DOCUMENTATION_ 

I n  the following sections, information on databases is provided for DE-Kentucky. 

The first step in the forecasting process is the collection of relevant information and 

data. The database discussion is brokcn into three par-ts: 

1) Economic Data, 

2) 

3) Forecast Data. 

Enerby and Peak Data, and 

1. Economic Data 

The major groups of data in the economic forecast are employment, 

demographics, income, production, inflation and prices. National and local values 

for these concepts are available from Moody’s Ecotiomy.com and company data. 

Employment - Einployment numbers are required on both a national and service 

area basis. Quarterly national and local einploynerit series by industry are 

obtained fiorn Moody’s Economy.com. 

manufacturing and non-manufacturing sectors. 

Employment series are available for 

Population - National and local values for total population and population by age- 

cohort groiips are obtained fioni Moody’s Economy.com. 
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2. 

-- Inconie - Local income data seiies are obtaincd from Moody’s Economy.com. 

The data is available on a county level and summed to a service area level. This 

includes data for personal income; dividends, interest, and rent; transfer payments; 

wage and salary disburscments plus other labor income; personal contributions for 

social insurance; and non-fann proprietoi s’ income. 

Consumer Price Index - The CPI is obtained fiorn Moody’s Economy.com. 

Electricity and Natural Gas Prices - The average price of electricity and natural 

gas is available from DE-Kentucky financial reports. Data on marginal electricity 

price (including fuel cost) is collected for each customer class. This information is 

obtained from DE-Kentucky records and rate schedules. 

Energy and Peak Models 

The majority of data required to develop the electricity sales and peak forecasts is 

obtained from the DE-Kentucky service area economic data provided by Moody’s 

Econoiny.com, from DE-Kentucky financial reports and research groups, and 

from national sources. With regard to the national sources of information, 

generally all national infoiination is obtained from Moody’s Economy.com. 

However, local weather data are obtained from the National Oceanic and 

Atmospheric Administration (“NOAA”). 
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The major groups of data that are used in developing the energy forecasts are: 

kilowatt-hour sales by customer class, number of customers, use-pet-customer, 

electricity prices, natural gas prices, appliance saturations, and local weather data. 

The following are descriptions of the adjustments performed on various groups of 

data to develop the final data series actually used in regression analysis. 

Kilowatt-hour Sales and Revenue - DE-Kentucky collects sales and revenue 

data monthly by rate class. For forecast purposes this information is aggregated 

into the following categories: residential, commercial, industrial, OPA, and the 

other sales categories. In the industrial sector, sales and revenue for each 

manufacturing NAICS are collected. From the sales and revenue information, 

average electricity prices by sector can be calculated. 

The OPA sales category is analyzed in two parts: water pumping and OPA less 

water-pumping sales. 

Number of Customers - The number of customers by class is obtained on a 

monthly basis fi-om Company records. 

i 

Use Per Customer - Average use per customer is computed on a inonthly basis 

by dividing residential sales by total customers. 



Local Weather Data ~ Local clirnatologic data are provided by NOAA for the 

Ciiiciimati/Covii7goii airport reporting station. Cooling degree days and heating 

dcg-ee days are calculated on a monthly basis using temperature data. The dcgree 

day series are required on a billing cycle basis for use in regression analysis. 

Appliance Stock - To account for the impact of appliance saturations and federal 

efficiency standards, an appliance stock variable is created. This variable is 

composed of three parts: appliance efficiencies, appliance saturations, and 

appliance energy consumption values. 

The appliance stock variable is calculated as follows: 

(1 1) Appliance Stock,= 

SLIM (K, * SATi,, * EFFi,,) for all i 

Where: t = tinie period 

i = end-use appliance 

Ki = fixed energy consumption value for appliance i, 

SATi,[= saturation of appliance i in period t, and 

EFF;,, = efficiency of appliance i in period t .  

The appliances included in the calculation of the Appliance Stock variable are: 

electric range, fkost-fiee refrigerator, manual-defrost refrigerator, food fieezer, 

dish washer, clothes washer, clothes dryer, water heater, microwave, color 
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television, black and white television, room air conditioner, central air 

conditioner, electric resistance heat, and electric heat pump. 

5 
i 

Appliance Saturation and Efficiency -- In general, information on historical 

appliance saturations for all appliances is obtained from Company Appliance 

Saturation Surveys. 

Data on historical appliance efficiency are obtained from the Association of Home 

Appliance Manufacturers (“AHAM”), Air-conditioning & Refrigeration Institute 

(“ARI”), and the Gas Appliance Manufacturers Association. Information on 

average appliance Life is obtained from Appliance Week. 

The forecast of appliance saturations and efficiencies is obtained from data 

provided by ITRON Inc., a forecast consulting firm. They have developed 

Regional Statistically Adjusted End-use (“SAE”) Models, an end-use approach to 

electric forecasting that provides forward-looking levels of appliance saturations 

and efficiencies. 

Peak Weather Data - The weather conditions associated with the monthly peak 

load are collected from the hourly and daily data recorded by NOAA. The 

weather variables which influence the s u i m e r  peak are riiaxitnum temperature on 

the peak day and the day before, morning low temperature, and humidity on the 

peak day. The weather influence on the winter peak is nieasiired by the low 
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temperatures and the associated wind speed. The variables selected are dependent 

upon whether it is a niorning or evening winter peak load. 

An average of extreme weather conditions is used as the basis for the weather 

component in  the preparation of the peak load forecast. An average extreme 

weather condition can be computed using historical data for the single worst 

sunmer weather occurrence and the single worst winter weather occurrence in 

each year. 

3. Forecast Data 

Pro,jections of exogenous variables in DE-Kentucky‘s models are required in the 

following areas: national and local employment, income, industrial production, 

and population, as well as natural gas and electricity prices. 

Employment -The forecast of employment by industry is provided by Moody’s 

Econom y.coin. 

Income -The forecast of income is provided by Moody’s Economy.com. 

Industrial Production - The forecast of industrial production is also provided by 

Moody’s Economy. coin. 
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Population - DE-Kentucky's population forecast, which is prepared by collccting 

county-level population forecasts for the counties in DE-Kentucky's service area 

and then summing, is provided by Moody's Econorny.com. 

-__ Prices - The projected change in electricity and natriral gas prices over the forecast 

interval is provided by the Company's Financial Planning and Analysis 

department and Moody's Economy.com. 

4, Load Research and Market Research Efforts 

DE-Kentucky is coimnitted to the continued development and maintenance of a 

substantive class load database of typical customer electricity consumption 

patterns and the collection of primary market research data on customers. 

Load Research - Complete load profile infoiniation, or 100% sample data, is 

maintained upon coimnercial and industrial customers whose average aimual 

denland is greater than SO0 kW. Additionally, DE-Kentucky continues to collect 

whole premise or building level electricity consumption patterns on representative 

samples of the various customer classes and rate groups whose annual demands 

are less than SO0 kW. 

Periodically, DE-Kentucky monitors selected end-uses ot systems associated with 

energy efficiency evaluations performed in  conjunction with energy efficiency 
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programs. These studies are performed as necessary and tend to be of a shorter 

duration. 

Marltet Research - Prirnary research projects continue to be conducted as part of 

the on-going efforts to gain knowledge about DE-Kentucky’s customers. Tliese 

projects include customer satisfaction studies, appliance saturation studies, end- 

use studies, studies to track competition (to inonitor customer switching 

percentages in order to forecast future utility load), and related types of marketing 

research projects. 

E. MODELS 

Specific analytical techniques have been employed for development of the forecast 

models. 

1. Specific Analytical Techniques 

Repression Analvsis - Ordinary least squares is the principle regression techtlique 

employed to estimate economicibehavioral relationships among the relevant 

variables. This econornetric technique provides a method to perform quantitative 

analysis of economic behavior. 

Ordinary least-squares techniques were used to mode1 electric sales. Based upon 

their relationship with the dependent variable, several independent vaiiables were 
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tested in the regression models. The final models were choscn based upon their 

statistical strength and logical consistency. 

Logarithmic Transformations - The projection of economic relationslips over 

time requires the use of techniques that can account €or non-linear relationships 

By transforming the dependent vat iable and independent variables into their 

“natural logarithm”, a non-linear relationship can be transformed into a linear 

relationship for model estimation purposes. 

Polvnornial Distributed Lag Structure - One method of accounting for the lag 

between a change in one variable and its ultimate impact on another variable is 

through the use of polynomial distributed lags. This technique is also referred to 

as Alinon lags. Polynomial Distributed Lag Structures derive their name fi-om the 

fact that the lag weights follow a polynomial of specified degree. That is, the lag 

weights all lie on a line, parabola, or higher order polynomial as required. 

This technique is employed in developing econometric models for most of the 

energy equations. 

- Serial Correlation - It is often the case in forecasting an economic time series 

that residual errors in one period are related to those in a previous period. This is 

known as serial correlation. By correcting for this serial correlation of the 

estimated residuals, forecast error is reduced and the estimated coefficients are 
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more efficient. Tlie Gauss-Newton technique is employed to correct for tlie 

existence of autocorrelation. 

Oualitativc Variables - hi scveral equations, qualitative variables are employed. 

In estimating an econometric relation using time series data, it is quite often tlie 

case that "outliers" are present in tlie historic data. These unusual deviations in 

the data can be the result of problems such as errors in the reporting of data by 

particular companies and agencies, labor-Inanagement disputes, severe energy 

shortages or restrictions, and other perturbations that do not repeat with 

predictability. Therefore, in  order to identifL the true underlying econoniic 

relationship between the dependent variable and the other independent variables, 

qualitative variables are employed to account for tlie impact of the outliers. 

2. Relationships Between The Specific Techniques 

Tlie manner in which specific methodologies for forecasting components of the 

total load are related is explained in  the discussion of specific analytical 

techniques above. 

3. Alternative Methodologies 

DE-Kentucky continues to use tlie current forecasting methodology as it has for 

the past several years. DE-Kentucky considers the forecasting methods currently 

utilized to be adequate. 
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4. Changes in Methodology 

There were no significant changes to the forecast methodology. DE-Kentucky 

uses the latest historical data available and relics on recent economic data and 

forecasts fiom Moody’s Economy coin. However, DE-Kentucky did make 

changes in regards to the calculation of heating degree days (“IHDD”) and cooling 

degree days (“CDD”). 

When DE-Kentucky filed its last IRP, heating and cooling degree days were 

calculated using a base temperature of 65°F. DE-Kentucky looked at the base 

temperature used to calculate IHDD because evidence indicated that customers in 

the DE-Kentucky service area started using energy for heating at a temperature 

other than 65°F. 

that the degree day calculations be consistent across both commodities. Since 

HDD and heating loads primarily impact the gas commodity, DE-Kentucky 

concenttated on gas loads in particular. 

Because DE-Kentucky is a combination utility, it is important 

DE-Kentucky analyzed historical load and temperature data by plotting gas loads 

vs. average temperature. The analyses provide visual evidence that heating loads 

begin around 59°F as opposed to 65°F. Similar evidence was found in plots of 

residential electric load and temperature. Since it was the most weather sensitive, 

DE-Kentucky further examined the resideiitial class gas data, evaluating the r- 

square values after regressing natural gas usage against HDD which were 

calculated using different base temperatures rangiiig fi-om 65°F through 55°F. 
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Results showed that the r-square value at 59°F was the largest which indicates the 

best fit. Since the visual evidence in  the plots and the r-square analysis evidence 

indicates that heating loads begin at 59”F, DE-Kentucky selected 59°F as the base 

temperature for HDD. DE-Kentucky did not make a change to the base 

temperature used to calculate CDD. 

Also, in 2003 DE-Kentucky used 30 year normal degree day data as provided by 

NOAA. The “normal” weather must be representative of current weather trends 

since it is used to predict the level of weather expected to occur in the future. 

Actual weather data for the years 197 1 through 2006 indicates that HDD have 

experienced a downward trend while CDD have experienced a slight upward 

trend. However, the 30 year NOAA normal HDD was not capturing this 

downward trend. In fact, for 1997 through 2006, there were nine out of ten years 

where actual aimual HDD were below tlie NOAA iioiinal. 

DE-Kentucky decided to analyze alternatives to the N O M  nonnals, deciding to 

use degree day normals based on a recent ten year historical period. With tlie DE- 

Kentucky ten-year normal HDD, there were five out of the ten years where actual 

annual HDD were below the ten-year normal and five out of ten years where 

actual annual HDD were above the ten-year nonnal, an even distribution around 

the normal as one would expect. Similarly, there were five out of the ten years 

where actual annual CDD were below the ten-year normal and five out of ten 

years where actual annual CDD were above the ten-year normal. Since the 



objective in  forecasting is to use a level of riorinal degrce days that provides an 

unbiased estimate of the expected weather conditions, DE-Kentucky concluded 

that i t  would be reasonable to use normal degree days derived froin the actual 

weather experienced over a recent ten-year period. 

5. Computer Software 

The computer sofiware package employed in the preparation of the forecast is 

called Eviews. It is a licensed sofiware product utilized on microcomputers. 

F. FORECASTED DEMAND AND ENERGY 

011 the following pages, the loads for DE-Kentucky are provided. Forecast data is 

provided before and after the incremental impacts of EE programs. The term “Internal” 

refers to a forecast without the impacts of either EE or DR removed. The term “Native” 

refers to the Internal forecast with the DR removed. 

1. Service Area Energy Forecasts 

Figure 3-1 contains the energy forecast for DE-Kentucky‘s service area. 

Before implementation of any new EE programs or incremental EE impacts, 

Residential use for the twenty-year period of the forecast is expected to increase 

an average of 0.2 percent per year; Commercial use, 1 . 3  percent per year; and 

Industrial use, 1.1 percent per year. The summatioil of the forecast across cach 

sector and including losses results in a growth rate forecast of 0.8 percent for Net 
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Energy for Load. Plant Auxiliary Use is added to Net Energy for Load for thc 

Total Energy column on the fonns. 

After implementation of any planned new EE programs and any increinental EE 

impacts (Figure 3-2) Residential use is expected to increase an average of0.2 

percent per year; Comiercial use, 1.3 percent per year; and Industrial use, 1 . 1  

percent per year. The summation of the forecast across each sector and including 

losses results in an after EE growth rate forecast of 0.7 percent for Net Energy for 

L,oad. 

2. System Seasonal Peak Load Forecast 

Figure 3-3 contains the forecast of sumner and winter peaks for the DE-Kentucky 

service area- As state earlier, the difference between native and internal load 

before EE reflects the impact of controllable loads (see Section F-3). 

Figure 3-4, labeled “Internal L,oad”, summarizes historical and projected growth 

of the internal peak before implementation of EE programs. The table shows the 

Summer and succeeding Winter Peaks, the Suinmer Peaks being the predominant 

ones historically. Projected growth in the s u i m e r  peak demand is 0.8 percent. 

Projected growth in the winter peak demand is 0.7 percent. 

Peak load forecasts after iinplernentation of EE programs (Figure 3-5 and Fibare 

3-6) are shown for native and internal loads after EE. Based on Figure 3-6, the 
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projected growth in the sunmer peak is 0.8 percent. Projected growth in  winter 

peak demand is 0.6 percent. 

~ 

3.  Controllable Loads 

The native peak load forecast reflects the MW impacts fiom the PowerShare@ 

demand response program and controllable loads from the Power Manager 

program. The amount of load controlled depends upon the level of operation of 

the particular customers participating in the programs. The difference between the 

internal and native peak loads consists of the impact fi-om these controllable loads. 

See Chapter 4 for a complete discussion of the impacts of DR programs. 

4. Load Factor 

The numbers on the following page represent the annual percentage load factor for 

the DE-Kentucky System before any new or incremental EE. It shows the 

relationship between Net Energy for Load, Figure 3-1, and the annual peak, Figure 

3-4, before EE. 
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YEAR 
2003 
2004 
2005 
2006 
2007 
2008 
2009 
20 10 
201 1 
2012 
201 3 
20 14 
201s 
20 I6 
2017 
2018 
2019 
2020 
202 1 
2022 
202.3 
2024 
2025 
2026 
2027 
2028 

LOAD FACTOR 
~ ~- 

57.610/0 
58.91% 
5 3.94% 
52.79% 
52.61% 
54.9 1 yo 
54.97% 
54.97% 
5 5 .00% 
54.78% 
5 4.5 6% 
54.37% 
54.36% 
54.14% 
5 4.3 2% 
54.24% 
54.18% 
54.23% 
53 98% 
5 3 .%'yo 
54.22% 
54.19% 
54.19% 
54.17% 
53.99% 
54.22% 

5. Range of Forecasts 

IJnder the assumption of normal weather, the most likely forecast of electrical 

energy demand and peak loads is generated using forecasts of economic variables. 

Moody's Economy.com provides the base economic forecast used to prepare the 

most likely energy demand and peak load forecasts. 
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hi genkrating the high and low forecasts, DE-Kentucky used the standard errors of 

the regression 6.om the econometric models used to produce the base energy 

forecast. The bands are based on an 80% confidence interval (fiom 10% to 90%) 

around the forecast which equates to 1.28 standard deviations. These calculations 

were used to adjust the base forecast up or down, thus providing high and low 

bands around the most likely forecast. 

In general, the upper band reflects relatively optimistic assumptions about the 

future growth of DE-Kentucky sales wlde the lower band depicts the impact of a 

pessimistic scenario. 

Figure 3-7 provides the high, low, arid most likely before EE forecasts of electric 

energy and peak demand for the service area. Figure 3-8 provides similar 

information after implementation of the EE programs. 

6. Monthly Forecast 

Figure 3-9 arid Figure 3-10 contain the net monthly energy forecast and the net 

monthly internal peak load forecast for the total DE-Kentucky system before EE. 

Likewise, Figure 3-1 I and 3-12 present the net monthly energy and intemaI peak 

load forecasts for the total DE-Kentucky system after EE. 
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YEAR __ 

-5 2003 
-4 2004 
-3 2005 

-1 2007 

0 2008 

1 2009 
2 2010 
3 2011 
4 2012 
5 2013 

G 2014 
7 2015 
8 2016 
9 2017 

10 2018 

11 2019 
12 2020 
13 2021 
14 2022 
15 2023 

16 2024 
17 2025 
18 2026 
19 2027 
20 2028 

-2 2006 

( 1 )  

RlJRAL AND 
RESIDENTIAL 

1,342.581 
1,371.604 
1.481.17 1 
1,404,458 
1,534,340 

1,430.223 

1,467,175 
1,477,865 
1,516,385 
1.491.708 
1,466,475 

1.440.670 
1,444,632 
1.449.948 
1,454,727 
1,457,404 

1.458.003 
1,458,171 
1,464,678 
1,470,729 
1,476,182 

1.48 1,597 
1,486,486 
1,491,434 
1,496,244 
1,500.544 

FIGURE 3-1 PART 1 

DUKE ENERGY KENTlJCKY SYSTEM 

SERVICE AREA ENERGY FORECAST (MEGAWATT HOURSNEAR) 

BEFORE EE 

(a) Sales for resale lo municipals 

( 2 )  

COMMERCIAL 

1.296.517 
1.329.565 
1,37.3.34 1 
1,371,330 
1.460.428 

1.432.927 

1.440.459 
1,468,751 
1,497.135 
1.508.521 
1.521.562 

1,535,109 
1,556.844 
1,579,345 
1,601,988 
1.624.265 

1,646,929 
1,670,107 
1,693.988 
1,717.756 
1,74 1,244 

1,764,097 
1,785.757 
1,806.6 19 
1.826.642 
1.846.246 

(3) 

INDUSTRIAL 

765,922 
768.023 
785.636 
781,003 
806,736 

7 94,7 26 

793.362 
794,791 
808.532 
821.14 1 
831,153 

841,126 
850.02 1 
859,275 
868.766 
878,637 

888.449 
898,029 
908,012 
918,519 
929,474 

940,493 
951,397 
961,630 
972,226 
983.045 

(4 )  

STREET-HWY 
LIGHTING 

19.020 
18,742 
18,776 
17,338 
15.988 

16.417 

16,625 
16,758 
16.890 

17,137 

17.268 
17,401 
17.534 
17,601 
17,617 

17.637 
17.660 
17,685 
17.719 
17,757 

17.805 
17,853 
17.909 
17,969 
18,043 

17.010 

(5) 

SALES FOR 
RESALE a 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

(6) 

OTHER 

302,556 
304.798 
316,329 
308.383 
321 236 

310.542 

312,522 
31 3.808 
317,108 
3 15.594 
314,184 

311,774 
312,472 
312,565 
3 12.16 1 
31 1,335 

309.880 
307,889 
306.290 
304.893 
303.625 

302,396 

299,644 
298.044 
296.682 

301.161 
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-5 
-4 
-3 
-2 
-1 

0 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

6 
7 
8 
9 

10 

11 
12 
13 
14 
15 

16 
17 
18 
19 
20 

YEAR __ 

2003 
2004 
2005 
2006 
2007 

2008 

2009 
2010 
201 1 
2012 
2013 

2014 
201 5 
2016 
201 7 
2018 

2019 
2020 
202 1 
2022 
2023 

2024 
2025 
2026 
2027 
2028 

FIGURE 3-1 PART 2 

DUKE ENERGY KENTUCKY SYSTEM 

SERVICE AREA ENERGY FORECAST (MEGAWATT HOIIRSNEAR) 

BEFORE EE 

(7 )  (8, ( 95 

+4+5+6) LOSSES AND (7+8) 

- 

( 1  +2+3 

TOTAL UNACCOUNTED NET ENERGY 
CONSUMPTION FOR b FOR LOAD 

3.726.596 366.204 4,092.800 
3,792 732 425.801 4,218,533 
3.975.193 299.325 4,274,518 
3.882.512 191.538 4,074,050 
4,138.728 148,552 4.287.280 

3.984.835 204.746 4.1 89,581 

4,030,143 207.047 4,237,190 
4,071,973 209.204 4,281,177 
4,156,050 213,495 4,369,545 
4,153,974 213,216 4,367,190 
4.150.511 212,828 4,363,339 

4,145,947 212.390 4,358.337 
4.1 81,370 214.179 4,395,549 
4.218,667 216,063 4,434,730 
4.255.243 217,916 4,473,159 
4,289.258 219,635 4,508.893 

4,320,898 221,233 4,542,131 
4.351.856 222.81 1 4,574,667 
4,390,653 224,809 4,615,462 
4,429,616 226,827 4,656,443 
4,468.282 228.833 4,697,115 

4506.388 230,8 19 4,737,207 
4,542,654 232,687 4,775,341 
4.577.236 234,481 4,81 1,717 
4,611,125 236.238 4,847.363 
4,644,560 237.986 4.882.546 

(b) Transmission, transformer and other losses and energy unaccounted for 
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FIGURE 3-2 PART 1 

DUKE ENERGY KENTUCKY SYSTEM 

SERVICE AREA ENERGY FORECAST (MEGAWATT HOURSIYEAR) a 

AFTER EE 

(1) 

RURAL AND 
RESIDENTIAL 

( 2 )  

COMMERCIAL 

(3) 

INDUSTRIAL 

(4 )  (5) 

SALES FOR 
RESALE b 

STREET-HWY 
LIGHTING YEAR 

____ OTHER 

-5 
-4 
-3 
-2 
- 1  

2003 
2004 
2005 
2006 
2007 

i ,342,581 

1,481,iii 
I ,404,458 

1,37 1,604 

1,534,340 

1.296.51 7 
1,329,565 
1,373,341 
1,371,330 
i ,460,428 

19,020 
18,742 
18,776 
I 7,338 
15,988 

302,556 
304,798 
3 16,329 

32 1,236 

310.479 

308.383 

0 2008 1,427.795 1,432,636 794,567 16.354 0 

2009 

2011 
2012 
2013 

2010 
1,460,230 
1,466,403 

1,472.654 
1,445.755 

1,500,395 

1,439,637 

1,495,231 
1,506,074 

1,467,385 

1,518,576 

792,907 
794,050 
807,501 
819,812 
829,536 

16,446 
16,468 

16.496 
16,513 

16,487 

312,343 

3 16,705 

3 13,560 

3 1331 a 
315,080 

6 2014 i ,418,230 

9 2017 1,428,009 
IO 2018 1,430,687 

12 2020 1,431,383 
13 2021 1,437,985 

7 2015 1,420,476 
a 2016 1,423,977 

1 1  2019 1,43 1,290 

14 2022 1,444,023 
15 2023 1,449,464 

1,531,570 
1,552,752 
i.574,682 
I ,597,073 

i,64 1.989 

1,689.0 15 

1.619.340 

1,665,134 

1.7 12,769 
1,736,245 

16.538 
16.568 
16,595 
16.625 
16,653 

3 1 1,044 
31 1,639 
3 1 1,626 

3 10,37 1 
31 1,185 

885.831 
895,407 
905,397 
9 15,902 
926,855 

16,687 

16.813 
16.867 

16.724 
16.765 

308,930 

303.987 

306,953 
305,370 

302.735 

16 2024 I ,454,798 
17 2025 1.459.778 
18 2026 1.464,732 
19 2027 1’469.55 1 
20 2028 1,473.745 

1,759,075 
1,780,739 
i,aoi.592 
1,821,607 
1 ,a4 1,193 

937,863 
948.77 1 

980,398 

959,00 1 
969,590 

16,926 

17,057 
17,132 
17,212 

16,989 
30 1,517 
300,297 

297,207 
298,792 

295,851 

(a) Includes EE Impacts. 

(b) Sales for resale to municipals 
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(c) Includes EE Impacts 
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12 
13 
14 
15 

16 
17 
18 
19 
20 

YEAR 
____ 

2003 
2004 
2005 
2006 
2007 

2008 

2009 
2010 
201 1 
2012 
2013 

2014 
2015 
2016 
2017 
2018 

2019 
2020 
202 1 
2022 
2023 

2024 
2025 
2026 
2027 
2028 

FIGURE 3-2 PART 2 

DUKE ENERGY KENTUCKY SYSTEM i 

SERVICE AREA ENERGY FORECAST (MEGAWATT HOURSNEAR) c 

AF-TEREE ~ 

(7) (8) 
( 1  +2+3 

+4+5+6) LOSSES AND 
TOTAL UNACCOlJN TED 

CONSUMPTION FOR d 
____.---___ - -__ 

3,726,596 366,204 
3,792,732 425,801 
3.975.193 299.325 
3,882,512 191,538 
4.1 38.728 148,552 

3,981,831 204,592 

4.02 1,563 206,606 
4,057,824 208,477 
4,136,319 212,481 
4,130,l 16 211,991 
4,123,940 2 1 1,466 

4.1 16,600 210,887 
4.149.255 2 12.534 
4.1 83,660 214,270 
4.219.041 216,062 
4.253.070 2 17,782 

4,284,727 219,381 
4,315,601 220,955 
4.354,532 222.960 
4,393.494 224.977 
4,432.166 226,983 

4,470,179 228,964 
4,506.574 230,839 
4,541,174 232,634 
4,575.087 234.392 
4,608,399 236.133 

(9) 

(7+8) 
NET ENERGY 

FOR LOAD 

4,092,800 
4,218.533 
4.274,518 
4,074,050 
4,287,280 

4,186,423 

4,228.169 
4,266.30 1 
4,348,800 
4,342,107 
4,335,406 

4,327,487 
4.36 1,789 
4,397,930 
4,435,103 
4.470.852 

4.504,108 
4,536,556 
4,577.492 
4,618,471 
4,659,149 

4,699,143 
4.737,413 
4,773,808 
4,809,479 
4.844.532 

(d) Transmission, transformer and other losses and energy tinaccounted for. 
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FIGURE 3-:3 

DUKEENERGYKENTUCKYSYSTEM 

SEASONAL PEAK LOAD FORECAST (MEGAWATTS) 

-5 
-4 
-3 
-2 
-1 

0 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

6 
7 
8 
9 

10 

11 
12 
13 
14 
15 

16 
1 7  
18 
19 
20 

YEAR 
I_ 

2003 
2004 
2005 
2006 
2007 

2008 

2009 
2010 
2011 
2012 
2013 

2014 
2015 
2016 
201 7 
2018 

2019 
2020 
202 1 
2022 
2023 

2024 
2025 
2026 
2027 
2028 

SUMMER 

LOAD 
__ 

81 1 
814 
892 
88 1 
91 1 

860 

868 
875 
893 
896 
899 

901 
909 
921 
926 
935 

943 
949 
962 
971 
975 

984 
992 

1.000 
1,011 
1.014 

CHANGE b 

3 
77 
-1 1 
30 

-5 1 

8 
7 
18 
3 
3 

2 
8 
12 
5 
9 

8 
6 
1 3 
9 
4 

9 
8 
8 
11 
3 

PERCENT 
CHANGE c 

0 4  
9 5  
-1 2 
3 4  

-5 6 

0 9  
0 8  
2 1  
0 3  
0 3  

0 2  
0 9  
1 3  
0 5  
1 0  

0 9  
0 6  
1 4  
0 9  
0 4  

0 9  
0 8  
0 8  
1 1  
0 3  

BEFORE EE 

NATIVE LOAD a 

LOAD 

665 
674 
692 
738 
725 

767 

773 
787 
788 
790 
79 1 

797 
804 
810 
815 
821 

826 
832 
838 
844 
850 

856 
860 
866 
871 
876 

(a) Excludes controllable load 

(b) 
(c) 
(d) 

Difference between reporling year and previous year 
Difference expressed as a percent of previous year 
Winter load reference is to peak loads which occur in the following winter 

WINTER d 

CHANGE b 
_._..._. 

10 
17 
46 
-13 

42 

6 
14 
1 
2 
1 

6 
7 
6 
5 
6 

5 
6 
6 
6 
6 

6 
4 
6 
5 
5 

PERCENT 
CHANGE c 

1 5  
2 6  
6 6  
-1 7 

5 8  

0 8  
1 8  
0 1  
0 3  
0 1  

0 8  
0.9 
0.7 
0 6  
0 7  

0 6  
0 7  
0 7  
0 7  
0 7  

0 7  
0 5  
0 7  
0 6  
0 6  
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2028 

FIGURE 3-4 

DUKE ENERGY KENTUCKY SYSTEM 

SEASONAL PEAK LOAD FORECAST (MEGAWATTS) 

LOAD 
.__.. 

81 1 
817 
905 
881 
930 

871 

880 
889 
907 
910 
913 

915 
923 
935 
940 
949 

957 
963 
9 76 
985 
989 

998 
1,006 
1,014 
1,025 
1,028 

SUMMER 

CHANGE b 

6 
87 
-24 
49 

-59 

9 
9 
18 
3 
3 

2 
8 
12 
5 
9 

8 
6 
1.3 
9 
4 

9 
8 
8 
11 
3 

BEEORE 

INTERNAL 

PERCENT 
CHANGE c 

0 8  
10 7 
-2 6 
5 6  

-6 3 

1 0  
1 0  
2 0  
0 3  
0 3  

0 2  
0 9  
1 3  
0 5  
1 0  

0 8  
0 6  
1 3  
0 9  
0 4  

0 9  
0 8  
0 8  
1 1  
0 3  

EiML 

OAD a 

LOAD 
- 

665 
674 
692 
738 
725 

767 

773 
787 
788 
790 
79 1 

797 
804 
810 
815 
821 

826 
832 
838 
844 
850 

856 
860 
866 
87 1 
876 

(a)  Excludes controllable load 

(b) 
(c) 
(d) 

Difference between reporting year and previous year 
Difference expressed a s  a percent of previous year 
Winler load reference is to peak loads which occur in the following winter 

WINTER d 

CHANGE b 

10 
17 
46 
-1 3 

42 

6 
14 
1 
2 
1 

6 
7 
6 
5 
6 

5 
6 
6 
6 
6 

6 
4 
6 
5 
5 

-___ 
PERCENT 
CHANGE c 

1 5  
2 6  
6 6  
-1 7 

5 8  

0 8  
1 8  
0 1  
0 3  
0 1  

0 8  
0 9  
0 7  
0 6  
0 7  

0 6  
0 7  
0 7  
0 7  
0 7  

0 7  
0 5  
0 7  
0 6  
0 6  
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8 
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11 
12 
13 
14 
15 

16 
17 
18 
19 
20 

YEAR 
__.. 

2003 
2004 
2005 
2006 
2007 

2008 

2009 
2010 
201 1 
2012 
2013 

2014 
2015 
2016 
201 7 
2018 

2019 
2020 
2021 
2022 
2023 

2024 
2025 
2026 
2027 
2028 

LOAD 
____. 

81 1 
814 
892 
88 1 
91 1 

859 

866 
872 
889 
891 
894 

895 
902 
914 
919 
928 

936 
942 
955 
964 
968 

977 
985 
993 

1.004 
1.007 

FIGURE 3-5 

DUKE ENERGY KENTUCKY SYSTEM 

SEASONAL PEAK LOAD FORECAST (MEGAWATTS) a 

AFTER EE 

NATIVE LOAD b 

SUMMER 

CHANGE c 

PERCENT 
CHANGE d 

3 
77 
-1 1 
30 

-5 2 

7 
6 
17 
2 
3 

1 
7 
12 
5 
9 

8 
6 
13 
9 
4 

9 
8 
8 
11 
3 

0 4  
9 5  
-1 2 
3 4  

-5 7 

0 8  
0 7  
1 9  
0 2  
0 3  

0 1  
0 8  
1 3 
0 5  
1 0  

0 9  
0 6  
1 4  
0 9  
0 4  

0 9  
0 8  
0 8  
1 1  
0 3  

- 

LOAD 
__ 

665 
674 
692 
738 
725 

766 

770 
783 
783 
785 
785 

790 
797 
802 
807 
813 

818 
824 
830 
836 
842 

848 
852 
858 
863 
868 

(a) Includes EE Impacts 
(b) Includes controllable load 

(c) 
(d) 
(e) 

Difference between reporting year and previous year 
Difference expressed as a percent of previous year 
Winter load reference is to peak loads which occur in the following winter 

WINTER e 

CHANGE c 
PERCENT 
CHANGE d 

10 
17 
46 
-13 

41 

4 
13 
0 
2 
0 

5 
7 
5 
5 
6 

5 
6 
6 
6 
6 

6 
4 
6 
5 
5 

1 5  
2 6  
6 6  
-1 7 

5 7  

0 5  
1 7  
0 0  
0 3  
0 0  

0 6  
0 9  
0 6  
0 6  
0 7  

0 6  
0 7  
0 7  
0 7  
0 7  

0 7  
0 5  
0 7  
0 6  
0 6  
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7 
8 
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13 
14 
15 
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17 
18 
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YEAR 
_- 

2003 
2004 
2005 
2006 
200 7 

2008 

2009 
2010 
2011 
2012 
2013 

2014 
2015 
2016 
2017 
2018 

2019 
2020 
2021 
2022 
2023 

2024 
2025 
2026 
2027 
2028 

~.P.- ~ 

LOAD 
__ 

81 1 
817 
905 
88 1 
930 

870 

878 
886 
903 
905 
908 

909 
916 
928 
933 
942 

950 
956 
969 
978 
982 

99 1 
999 

1,007 
1,018 
1,021 

FIGURE 3-6 

DUKE ENERGY KENTUCKY SYSTEM 

SEASONAL PEAK LOAD FORECAST (MEGAWATTS) a 

SUMMER 

- -  PAFTEREE- 

INTERNAL LOAD b 

CHANGE c 

6 3756372 
8 7.20.3 

-24 
49 

-60 

8 
8 
17 
2 
3 

1 
7 
12 
5 
9 

8 
6 
13 
9 
4 

9 
8 
8 
11 
3 

PERCENT 
CHANGE d 

0 8  
10 7 
-2 6 
5 6  

-6 4 

0 9  
0 9  
1 9  
0 2  
0 3  

0 1  
0 8  
1 3  
0 5  
1 0  

0 8  
0 6  
1 4  
0 9  
0 4  

0 9  
0 8  
0 8  
1 1  
0 3 

LOAD 
..-._ 

665 
674 
692 
738 
725 

766 

770 
78.3 
783 
785 
785 

790 
797 
802 
807 
813 

818 
824 
830 
836 
842 

848 
852 
858 
863 
868 

(a) includes EE Impacts 
(b) Excludes controllable load 

(c) 
(d) 
(e) 

Difference between reporting year and previous year 
Difference expressed as a percent of previous year 
Winter load reference is to peak loads which occur in the following winter 

WINTER e 

CHANGE c 
.. .. .___ 

9 71 
17 2.32 
45 962 
-12 534 

41 

4 
13 
0 
2 
0 

5 
7 
5 
5 
6 

5 
6 
6 
6 
6 

6 
4 
6 
5 
5 

-_I--- 

PERCENT 
CHANGE d 

1 5  
2.6 
6 6  
-1 7 

5 7  

0 5  
1 7  
0 0  
0 3  
0 0  

0 6  
0 9  
0 6  
0 6  
0.7 

0 6  
0 7  
0 7  
0 7  
0 7  

0 7  
0 5  
0 7  
0 6  
0 6  
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YEAR 

2008 

2009 

2010 

201 1 

2012 

2013 

2014 

2015 

2016 

201 7 

2018 

2019 

2020 

202 1 

2022 

2023 

2024 

2025 

2026 

2027 

2028 

FlGlJRE 3-7 

DUKE ENERGY KENTlJCKY SYSTEM 

RANGE OF FORECASTS 

~- ~- ~ ~ -_ ___ ECONOMIC BANDS 

BEFORE EE 

ENERGY FORECAST (GWHNR) 

(NET ENERGY FOR LOAD) 

LOW MOST LIKELY 

3.967 

3,984 

4.018 

4,097 

4.06 1 

4,024 

4,013 

4.053 

4,096 

4,139 

4,179 

4.217 

4,254 

4,291 

4.327 

4,364 

4,400 

4.434 

4,467 

4.499 

4,531 

4.190 

4,237 

4.28 1 

4.370 

4,367 

4.363 

4,358 

4,396 

4,435 

4,473 

4,509 

4.542 

4,575 

4,615 

4,656 

4,697 

4,737 

4,775 

4,812 

4,847 

4.883 

HIGH 

4,412 

4,492 

4,545 

4,644 

4,675 

4.704 

4,732 

4.780 

4,829 

4,878 

4,924 

4,967 

5,009 

5,045 

5,082 

5.1 18 

5,153 

5,186 

5,217 

5,246 

5.276 

LOW 

822 

830 

839 

856 

859 

862 

864 

87 1 
882 

887 

896 

903 

909 

92 1 

930 

933 

942 

949 

957 

967 

970 

PEAK LOAD FORECAST (MW) 

INTERNAL a 

MOST LIKELY 

87 1 
880 

889 

907 

910 

913 

91 5 

923 

935 

940 

949 

957 

963 

976 

985 

989 

998 

1,006 

1,014 

1,025 

1,028 

HIGH 

920 

930 

939 

958 

96 1 

964 

966 

975 

988 

993 

1,002 

1,011 

1.017 

1,031 

1,040 

1,045 

1,054 

1,063 

1.071 

1,083 

1,086 

(4 Exdudes controllable load 
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YEAR 

2008 

2009 

2010 

2011 

2012 

2013 

2014 

2015 

2016 

2017 

2018 

2019 

2020 

202 1 

2022 

2023 

2024 

2025 

2026 

2027 

2028 

(a) 

FIGURE 3-8 

DUKE ENERGY KENTUCKY SYSTEM 

RANGE OF FORECASTS a 

~ --ECONOMIC BANDS- 
~~~ 

AFTER EE 

ENERGY FORECAST (GWHNR) 

(NET ENERGY FOR LOAD) 

LOW MOST LIKELY 

3,964 

3.975 

4,004 

4,077 

4,038 

3,998 

3,984 

4,022 

4,062 

4,104 

4,144 

4,181 

4,2 19 

4,256 

4,292 

4,329 

4,364 

4,399 

4.432 

4,464 

4,495 

Includes EE Impacts 

4,186 

4.228 

4,266 

4,349 

4.342 

4,335 

4,327 

4.362 

4.398 

4,435 

4.471 

4,504 

4,537 

4,577 

4.6 18 

4,659 

4,699 

4.737 

4,774 

4,809 

4,845 

HIGH 

4,409 

4,482 

4,530 

4,622 

4,648 

4,674 

4,699 

4.743 

4,789 

4,837 

4,882 

4.925 

4,967 

5,004 

5.040 

5,076 

5,111 

5,145 

5,175 

5,205 

5,235 

LOW 

810 

81 7 
823 

839 

84 1 

84 3 

844 

851 

862 

86 7 

876 

883 

889 

90 1 

909 

913 

922 

929 

937 

947 

950 

- -  - ~- ~- 

PEAK LOAD FORECAST 

NATIVE b 

MOST LIKELY 

859 

866 

872 

889 

89 1 

894 

895 

902 

91 4 

91 9 

928 

936 

942 

955 

964 

968 

977 

985 

993 

1,004 

1,007 

HIGH 

907 

914 

92 1 

939 

94 1 
944 

945 

952 

965 

970 

980 

988 

995 

1,008 

1,018 

1,022 

1,032 

1,040 

1,049 

1,060 

1,063 

(b) Includes controllable load 
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FIGURE 3-9 

DUKE ENERGY KENTUCKY SYSTEM 

NET MONTHLY ENERGY FORECAST (MEGAWATT HOURS) 

BEFORE EE _____ 

January 
February 

March 
April 

June 
July 

September 
October 

November 
December 

May 

AUgUSt 

YEAR 1 

January 
February 

March 
April 

June 
July 

August 
September 

October 
November 
December 

May 

2008 KENTUCKY 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  

373,130 
326,392 
334,909 
300,515 
321,144 
365,468 
411,374 
414,540 
337.279 
314.255 
318,354 
372,004 

2009 

377,535 
330,647 
339,080 
303,595 
324,351 
369,430 
4 16,340 
419,919 
341.014 
317.125 
321,310 
376,224 
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FIGURE 3- 10 

DUKE ENERGY KENTUCKY SYSTEM 

NET MONTHLY INTERNAL PEAK LOAD FORECAST (MEGAWATTS) 

YEAR 0 

January 
February 

March 
April 

June 
July 

September 
October 

November 
December 

May 

August 

YEAR 1 
______  

January 
February 

March 
April 

May 
June 
July 

AUgkJSt 
September 

October 
November 
December 

2008 KENTUCKY 

759 
709 
668 
606 
677 
831 
87 1 
87 1 
782 
598 
673 
731 

2009 

767 
716 
675 
613 
684 
840 
880 
880 
790 
604 
680 
739 
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FIGIJRE 3-1 1 

DUKE ENERGY KENTUCKY SYSTEM 

NET MONTHLY ENERGY FORECAST (MEGAWATT HOURS) a 

YEAR 0 

January 
February 

March 
April 

May 
June 
July 

August 
Septem ber 

October 
Novem ber 
December 

YEAR 1 

January 
February 

March 
April 

May 
June 
July 

August 
September 

October 
November 
December 

2008 KENTUCKY 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  

373,085 
326.313 
334.792 
300,377 
320,967 
365,250 
411,102 
414,236 
336,965 
313.906 
317,946 
371.484 

2009 

376,954 
330,109 
338,495 
303.043 
323,749 
368,777 
4 15,602 
4 19,158 
340,283 
3 16.357 
320,458 
375.184 

(a) Includes EE impacts. 
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FIGtJRE 3-12 

DUKE ENERGY KENTUCKY SYSTEM 

NET MONTHLY INTERNAL PEAK LOAD FORECAST (MEGAWATTS) a 

YEAR 0 
_ _  __ --- 

January 
February 

March 
April 

May 
June 
July 

August 
September 

October 
November 

Decem her 

YEAR 1 

January 
February 

March 
April 

May 
June 
July 

September 
October 

Novem her 
December 

AtJgUSt 

(a) Includes EE impacts 

AFTER EE 

2008 

2009 

KENTUCKY 
____ 

759 
709 
668 
606 
677 
830 

870 
781 
597 
672 
730 

a70 

766 
715 
674 
612 
682 
838 
878 
878 
788 
602 
678 
737 

i 
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4. D E M A  N U-S I I) E RIA NAG EM ENT RES 0 U RC ES 

-A-;---INT ROD U6TlO N- ~ - 

Since the pievious IRP  filed i n  2004, DE-Kcntucky has dcvoted its DSM’ efforts to 

the iinplcrncntation of thc tollowing eleven progi anis that have been developed 111 

conjunction with tlic DSkl Collaboiative- 

Program 1 . Residcntial Conservation and Energy Education 

Program 2: Residential 1 Iome Energy House Call 

Program 3 :  Residential Comprehensive Energy Education Program (NEED) 

Program 4: Program Administration, Development & Evaluation Funds 

Program 5 :  Payment Plus (1otmcrIy Home Energy Assistance Plus) 

Program 6: Power Manager 

Program 7: Energy Star Products 

Program 8: Energy Efficicncy Wcbsite 

Program 9: Personal Encrgy Report (PER) 

Program 10: C&I I-Iigli Efficiency Incentive (for Businesses and Schools) 

Program 1 1 : PowerShare@ 

w 

There are two collaborative groups: a Residential DSM Collaborative and a 

Coininercial and Industrial DSM Collaborativc. Rotli contain local stakeholders as 

well as other partics interested in  the development and implementation of DSM or 

conscrvation EE and DR programs. 

Kentucky Revised Statutes (KRS) Q 278 0 10 define Deiiiand Sick Managerncnt as “any consenration, load 
management. or other utility activity intended to influence thc level or pattern ot customer usage or dcinand 

I 
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Tlie Commission has been kept appraised of thc activi tics and progress madc on 

these programs with the DSM collaborative process through aniiiial status reports 
- - - ~ -  - ~- 

filed with the Commission in the Fall of each year 

A s  a result of the Commission’s review of the 2.004 status report, the Commission 

approved an expansion of the Company’s DSM efforts. I n  the Commission‘s order 

on the Company’s 2006 status report, the Commission approved the movement of 

the Payment Plus program from pilot status to a full program. I n  the 2007 status 

report, DE-Kentucky provided detailed results on the cost effectiveness of all 

programs and evaluation reports. 

In the Commission Order in Case No. 2004-00389, dated February 14,2005, the 

Coinmission approved the continuation of and cost recovery for the Residential 

Conservation and Energy Education, Residential Home Energy Nouse Call, and 

Residential Comprehensive Energy Education prograins for a 5-year period, 

through December 3 1,2009. 

Under the current DSM Agreement and prior Comniission Orders, ail of these 

programs except Power Manager and PER, will end December 2009 unless an 

application is made to continue them. It is the Company’s intention to submit a 

including home energy assistance programs.” KY. REV STAT ANN $ 278 010 (Micliie 2007) 
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filing subsequent to this report, requesting the approval of a set of energy efficiency 

and demand responsc protiiicts and serviccs. 

B. CURRENT DSM PROGRAMS 

‘This section provides a description of each current program and a ieview of  the 

cost-bencfit analyses: 

Program 1 : Residential Conservation and Energy Education 

The Residential Conservation and Encrgy Education program is designed to hclp 

the Company’s income-qualified customers reduce their enei gy consumption and 

lower thcir energy costs. This program specifically focuses on Low Income 

Home Energy Assistance Program (“LIHEAP”) customers that meet the income 

qualification level (i e., income below 130% of the federal poverty level). This 

program uses the LINEAP intake proccss as well as othei community outreach to 

improve participation. The program piovides direct installation of weatherization 

and energy-efficiency measures and educates DE-Kentucky’s income-quali fied 

customers about their energy usage and other opportunities to reduce energy 

consumption and lower their costs. 

The Company estimates that at least 6,000 customers (number of single family 

owner occupied households with income below $2.5,000) within DE-Kentucky’s 

service area may qualify for services under this program. The program has 

provided weatherization services to 25 1 homes in 2000; 283 in 2001 ; 203 in 2002; 

252 in 2.003; 252 i n  2004; 130 in 200.5; 2.32 in 2.006; and 2.52 homes in  2.007. 
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I 
The program is structured so that the homes needing the most work and having 

Tier 1 

Tier 2 

---the highest-energy use-per-square-foot-receive-the most-fiinding.--Tlie prograin-- - ___ _-_ -- 

does this by placing each home into one of two “tiers ” This allows the 

implementing agencies to spend the limited budgets where there is the most 

significant potential for savings. 

Therm J square 

0 < i t~xmn / ft2 

1 + therms / ft’ 

kWh use/ square 

0 < 7  k W h / f t 2  

7 c kW1i / ft’ 

hives tn foot foot 
Up to $600 

All SIR 2 1.5 up to 
%4K 

The tier structure is defined as follows: 

nent Allo\ved I 

(wlierc SIR = Savings - Investment Ratio) 

For each home in Tier 2, the field auditor uses the National Energy Audit Tool 

(“NEAT”) to determine which specific measures are cost effective for that home. 

The specific services provided within each tier are described below. 

Tier 1 Services 

Tier 1 services are provided to customers by DE-Kentucky, through its 

subcontractors. Customers are considered Tier 1 if they use less than 1 therm per 

square foot per year and less than 7 kWh per square foot per year based on the last 

year of usage (weather adjusted) of Company-supplied hels, Square footage of 

the dwelling is based on conditioned space only, whether occupied or unoccupied. 

I t  does not include unconditioned or semi-conditioned space (non-heated 

basements). The total program dollars allowed pcr home for Tier I services is 
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$600.00 per home. 

Tier 1 services are as follows: 
- e 

0 

0 

e 

e 

B 

0 

e 

e 

0 

B 

0 

Euriiace_tune-up_and_cleaning- 
Furnace replacement if investnienl in  repair over $500 (through Gas WX 
program) 
Venting check 6r repair 
Water heater wrap 
Pipe wrap 
Waterbed mattress covers 
Cleaning of refrigerator coils 
Cleaning of dryer vents 
Compact Fluorescent Liglitbulbs 
Low-flow shower heads and aerators 
Weather-stripping doors & windows 
Limited structural corrections that affect health, safety, and energy up to pd. 100 
Energy education 

Tier 2 Services 

DE-Kentucky will provide Tier 2, services to a customer if they use at least 1 thenn 

and/or 7 kWh per square foot per year based on the last year of usage of DE- 

Kentucky-supplied fuels. 

Tier 2 services are as follows: 
e All Tier 1 services, plus 
B Additional cost-effective measures (with SIR 2 1.5) based upon the results of 

the NEAT audit. Through the NEAT audit, tlie utility can deteriniiie if the 
cost of energy-saving measures pay for themselves over the life of the 
measure as determined by a standard heat loss/econornic calculation (NEAT 
audit) utilizing the cost of gas and electric as provided by DE-Kentucky. Such 
items can include but are not limited to attic insulation, wall insulation, crawl 
space insulation, floor insulation and sill box insulation. Safety measures 
applying to the installed technologies can be iricluded within the scope of 
work considered in the NEAT audit as long as the SIR is greater than 1 .S  
including tlie safety changes. 

Regardless of placement in a specific tier, DE-Kentucky provides energy 

education to all customers in the program. To increase the cost-effectiveness of 
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this program and to provide more savings and bill control for the customer, the 

Collaborative and DE-Kentucky proposed i n  the September 27, 2,002 filing in 

- Case-No;- 2002-003 58-and subsequently-rcceived_appro_valto exp-aiid this program 

to include rcfiigerators as a qualified measure in  owner-occupied homes. 

Refrigerators consume a very large amount of electricity within the home. Based 

on an evaluation of the refrigerators replaced i n  2006, customers can save an 

average of 1,033 kWh per year. To determine replacement, the program 

weatherization provider performs a two-hour meter test of the existing refrigerator 

unit. if it  is a liigli-energy consumer as determined by this test, the unit is 

replaced. The program replaces 43% of the units tested. Replacement with a new 

Energy Star@ qualified refrigerator, which uses approximately 400 kWh, results in 

an overall savings to tlie average customer of 1,033 kWh per year. Refrigerators 

tested and replaced: 

2.003 = 1 16 tested and 47 replaced 
2004 = 163 tested and 73 replaced 
2005 = 11.5 tested and 39 replaced 
2006 = 116 tested and 52 replaced 
2007 = 181 tested and 101 replaced 

Q 

0 

When the existing refiigerator is replaced, it is removed from the home and 

destroyed in an environmentally-appropriate manner. These actions are taken to 

insure tlie units are not used as a second refrigerator (thereby increasing, rather 

than reducing, energy consumption) or do not elid up being resold in the 

secondary appliance market. 
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Evaluation Findings: 

Wi th-respectto tlie-weatherizatioii-and-audi ting-port ions-o f-this program,-thcre___ 

were no additional evaluations in this reporting year as thesc impacts and findings 

were reported in  the last DSM filing. However, the refrigerator program impacts 

have been updated this year, with an overall average energy savings of 1,03 3 kWh 

saved per year. 

--____ l__ 

Program 2: Residential Home Energy House Call 

The Home Energy House Call (HEHC) program, implemented by DE-Kentucky 

subcontractor Enertouch Inc. (d/b/a GoodCents Solutions), provides a 

comprehensive walk through in-home analysis by a qualified home energy 

specialist to identify energy savings opportunities i n  homes. The eneigy specialist 

analyzes the total home energy usage, checks the home for air infiltiation, 

exainines insulation levels in different areas of the home, and chccks appliances 

and heating/cooling systems. A comprehensive energy usage report specific to 

the customer’s home is then completed and mailed back to the customer within 

ten business days. The report focuses on building envelope improvernents as well 

as low-cost and no-cost iiriproveinents to save energy. At the time of the home 

audit, the custonier receives, at no cost, a kit containing several energy-saving 

measures. The measures include a low-flow showerhead, two aerators, outlet 

gaskets, two CFLs, and a motion sensor night-light. The auditors can install the 
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iiicasures so customers begin realizing an immediate savings on their electric bill, 

but customers may also opt to install the measures at a later date themselves. 

For the period of Ju ly  1, 2006, through June 30, 2007, a total of 697 audits were 

completed in Kentucky This surpasses the annual goal of 500 by 197 audits. 

From January 2007 through Dcceniber 2007, Duke Energy distributed 23,161 

direct inail brochures and received 790 responses (3.4%). More than one-third of 

the responses were through the web enrolhnent process. Of those who responded, 

599 received audits thiough December of 2007. The dollars saved in  marketing 

have allowed Duke Energy to exceed goal during the calendar year by 99 audits. 

Customer satisfaction ratings for the program to-date remain high: 4.8 on a five- 

point scale (5 being most satisfied). This score is the result of survey cards 

completed and returiicd to DE-Kentucky from customers who have received an 

audit. The survey asks them to rate five components of the program with 

comments. The survey card rate of return is approxiinately 30% Siiice prograin 

year 2000, over 4,380 custorners have participated with 48.5 in 2000; 500 in 2001; 

513 in 2002; SO7 in 2.003; 569 in 2004; 506 in 2005; 701 in 2006; and 599 in 

2007. 

i 

Evaluation Findings: 

No new evaluation studies were conducted for this program over the past 12 

months. The most recent evaluation study results from the previous year were, 
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therefore, used for this analysis. The program is scheduled to have an updated 

impact evaluation conducted during the next fiscal year period. 

Program 3: Resiciential Compi-ehcnsive Energy Education 

The Residential Comprehensive Energy Education program is operated under 

subcontract by Kentucky NEED. 

The program has provided unbiased educational information on all energy 

sources, with an einphasis on the efficient use of eiieigy. Energy education 

materials, emphasizing cooperative leanring, are provided to teachers. Leadership 

Training Workshops are structured to educate teachers and students to return to 

their schools, communities, and families to conduct similar training and to 

implement behavioral changes that reduce energy consumption. Educational 

materials and L,eadership Training Workshops are designed to address students of 

all aptitudes and have been provided for students and teachers in grades K 

through 12. 

The Kentucky NEED program not only follows national guidelines for materials 

used in teaching, but also offers additional services. These services include: 

hosting teachdstudent workshops, sponsoring teacher attendance at summer 

training conferences, sponsoring attendance at a National Youth Awards 

Confeience for award-winning teachers and students, and providing curricula, 

free of charge, to teachers. 
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Overall, the program has leached teachers and students in 57 schools in the six 

counties-served by-DE-Keiitucky.-T-liere are currently_overJ2.00_teacliers_enrolled 

in the program. At a minimum, these teachers have impacted over 5,000 students 

I n  addition, many of the teachers have multiplc classes, so the number is 

Imtentially higher. Students who attend woi ksliops are encouraged to mentor 

other students in theii schools - further spreading the message of energy 

conservation. Teams of middle school and high school students serve as 

facilitators at workshops. Through this approach, all grade levels are either 

directly or indirectly presented the energy efficiency and conservation message. 

Several of the student t e a m  have made presentations to comniunity groups, 

sharing their knowledge of energy, promoting energy conservation and 

demonstrating that the actions of each person impact energy efficiency. It is 

intended that these students will also share this information with their families and 

reduce consumption in their homes. 

The program addresses: ( 1) building energy efficiency improvements through 

retrofits financed by use of energy saving performance contracts (“EESPC”) and 

iinproved new construction; (2) school transportation practices; (3) educational 

programs; (4) procurement practices; and ( 5 )  linkages between school facilities 

and activities within the surrounding coinniunity 
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To improve and better document the energy savings associated with the program, 

a change was made in 2004, adding a new survey instrument foi use in the 

-classroomand an-.ensrg5/-savii7gs--rkitllas a teaching-tool .-A new-curriculurn- vas -- 

developed aiound this kit  and survey to allow teachers to have actual in-home 

measures assessed and implemented The result of this change has allowed the 

program to demonstrate that the kit contents provided tlvough this program are 

being installed in  the home. These kits include CFLs, low-flow shower heads, 

faucet aerators, a water temperature gauge, outlet insulation pads and a flow meter 

bag. 

The kits were tested in the spring of 2.003 and began full application in the new 

school year beginning September 2003 when the science curriculum dealt with 

these issues. The number of kits distributed from 2003-2,005 totaled 985. During 

the 2006-07 school year, 235 kits were distributed to students. In the first half of 

the 2007-08 school year, 2 15 kits were distributed to students in five schools in  

DE-Kentucky’s Northern service territory- 

Activities in the 2,006-07 school year included: six teachers from six schools in the 

service territory attended a five-day training conference for the NEED summer 

teacher training workshop; 182 teachers received NEED materials; and two 

teacher/student training workshops with 22 teachers and 1 10 students. Kentucky 

NEED works with the Kentucky Office of Renewable Energy and Energy 

Efficiency to develop and facilitate the Kentucky Energy Smart Schools programs. 
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NEED hosted the fifth annual High Performance Schools Workshop. Participants 

in the 2006-07 Youth Awards Program included: M. Ycalcy Eletiientary-Florence, 

I<Y;-Glenti-O. Swinp EleInentary-C&too,-KY; Pliillip A. Sharp Middle School- 

Butler. ICY; and Twenliofel Middlc School - Independence, KY. Students from 

Glenn 0. Swing attended the surnmcr 2007 national conference i n  Washington, 

D c. 

During the summer of 2007, Kentucky NEED staff worked with Kenton County 

Schools to develop their Energy WISE Manual. Due to the success of the 

Twenliofel NEED ‘Team, Kenton County iniplenicnted a voluntary program, 

encouraging a11 schools in  the district to fonn student energy teams. Training for 

the teams was held in September. All 18 schools in the district have energy tcarns 

this year. These teains promote energy efficiency and conservation measures in 

the schools and monitor energy consumption. 

In partnership with the Governor’s Office of Energy Policy (“GOEP”), Kentucky 

NEED is promoting student participation in the “Change a Light, Change the 

World” campaign. Using NEED’S Change a Light (‘TAL”) Teacher’s Guide, 

students are encouraged to facilitate CAL activities in their schools and 

cornniunities. GOEP and Kentucky NEED are offering $3.50 mini-grants to 

student groups facilitating Change a Light. Kentucky students ranked 23‘d in 

overall pledges during the 2006-07 campaign, in which hundreds of organizations 

participated. Kentucky NEED is also actively promoting the energy efficiency 
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incentive program for schools, coordinating a presentation at the Northet n KY 

Superintendents monthly meeting. 

Evaluation Findings: 

The results fiom the 2005 NEED impact evaluation are used for this analysis. 

However, even though the 2,005 impact estimates are used, the cost effectiveness 

results have decreased, due to increasing costs for the program related to fewer 

kits being distributed and installed within customer homes. As such, htur'e 

efforts will focus more attention on ensuring that teachers and administrators 

follow through on the energy traiiiirig and program material recommendations, 

such that program completion through kit distribution, installation and customer 

follow-up are possible. This program is scheduled for an update of impact 

evaluation findings and reporting during the 2008 fiscal year cycle. 

Program 4: Program Adnlinistration, Development, & Evaluation Funds 

This program is responsible for designing, implementing and capturing costs 

related to the administration, evaluation and support of the Collaborative and DE- 

Kentucky's overall DSM effort. Program development funds are utilized for the 

redesign of program arid for the development of new programs, or program 

enhancements, such as the refrigerator replacement portion of the Residential 

Conservation and Energy Education program. Evaluation funds are used for cost- 

effectiveness analysis and evaluation, impact evaluation and process evaluation of 

program activities . 
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Funds going forward will be used again to monitor-, evaluate and analyze these 

programs to improve cost effectiveness and program design. While more than 

half of the total funds were spent for tlie twelve-month period ending June 30. 

2007, several of the implemented impact evaluation studies were not completed 

until September and October 2007. Tlierefore, DE-Kentucky expects, and has 

planned for, tlie continuation of funding for this program to cover evaluation 

study costs for tlie current year’s activities as well as future evaluations. DE- 

Kentucky strives to optimize and balance tlie use of these program finds, such 

that program development and redesign continues, that all programs are analyzed 

every year for cost effectiveness, and that programs are generally afforded tlie 

opportunity for a full-scale impact evaluation and energy savings assessment once 

every two years. DE-Kentucky believes that it is unnecessary to spend significant 

funds on impact evaluations every year for all programs, but also understands that 

all progiams must undergo impact evaluation sciutiny and review at least once 

eveiy two years. 

-I____ _ _ _ _ _ ~  

Program 5: Payment Plus Cfortizerfy Home Energy Assistance Plus) 

From January 2,002 through June 2006, the Residential Collaborative and DE- 

Kentucky tested a home energy assistance program called Payment Plus. The 

program was designed to impact participants’ behavior (eg., encourage meeting 

utility bill payments as well as eliminate arrearages) and to generate energy 

conservation impacts. That program was extended with the Conmission‘s Order in 
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Case No. 2004-00389 to include both the early participants and new participants 

each year. 

The program has t h e e  parts: 

1. Energy and Budget Counseling - To help customcrs undcrstand how to control 
their cnergy usage and how to manage their household bills, a combined 
educatiodcounseling approach is uscd. 

2.. Weatherization - Participants in this program arc recluircd to have their homes 
weatherized as part of the normal Residential Conservation and Energy 
Education (low-income weatherization) program unless weatherized in past 
program years. 

3. Rill Assistance - To providc an incentive for thcsc customers to participate i n  
the education and weatherization, and to help them get control of their bills, 
payment assistance credits are provided to each customer when they complete 
the other aspects of the program. The credits are: $200 for participating in the 
cnergy efficiency counseling, $ 1  50 for participating in the budgeting 
counseling, and $ I  SO to participate in the Residential Conservation and Energy 
Education program. If all of the requirements are completed, a household could 
receive up to a total of $500. This allows for approximatcly 125 homes to 
participate per year as some customers do not coinplcte all three steps or have 
already had the weatherization completed prior to the program. 

This program is offered over six winter months per year starting in October. 

Customers are tracked and the program evaluated after two years to see if 

customer energy consumption dropped and changes in  bill paying habits occurred. 

Over the last five years, participants have been monitored and compared to a 

control group of customers with similar arrearages and incomes. This evaluation 

lias looked at not only energy savings, but arrearage and payment practices. It is 

the only long-term impact and process evaluation in the country looking at both 

energy savings and amearages from a single program. As a result, there is some 

evidence the program is effective at both saving energy and having a positive 
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impact on ai-rearages. The evaluation firm rccomnicnded that the prograin 

continue Copies of the evaluation report wcre included i n  the 2006 filing 

~ _ _ _  I_ ~ ^ _ _ _ l _ _ _ l l _ _ _  

Given the cvaltiation results, the Collaborative proposed, and the Conmission 

approved, i n  May 2007, continuation of tlie program at a cost ot $1 50.000 per 

year, through 2009. By expanding the program DE-Kentucky is adding an 

additionai 80 participants beginning Fall of 2007. Follow-up educational 

reinforcement for all participants began in Fall 2007 There were 168 participants 

who received energy education, 140 participants who 1 eceived financial 

management sessions and 108 homes that were weatlierized (71 homes received 

weatherization prioi to or during 2007 and 37 homes received weatherization 

fi-om the original 168 participants in 2008). 

Evaluation Findings: 

The last evaluation was done for tlie 2006 DSM filing, and these findings are used 

for energy savings for the current year cost-effectiveness results, given current 

year program iinpleinentation costs. 

Program 6: Power Manager 

The purpose of the Power Manager program is to reduce demand by controlling 

residential air conditioning usage during peak deinand conditions in the summer 

months. The program is offered to residential customers with central air 

conditioning. DE-Kentucky attaches a load control devicc to tlie customer's 

compressor to enable DE-Kentucky to cycle the air conditioner off and on wlien 
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the load on DE-Kentucky’s system reaches peak levels Customers receive 

financial incentives for participating in  this piograin based upon the cycling 

op tion-selected :-I f a-customerselec t s Qp t i on-A;-theai r eondi t ionef is cycled-to- 

achieve a 1 kW reduction in load I f  a customer selects Option B7 the air 

conditioner is cycled to achieve a 1.5 kW load reduction Incentives are provided 

at the time of installation: $25 for Option A and $35 for Option B. In addition, 

when a cycling event occurs, a Variable Daily Event Incentive based upon 

inarginal costs IS also provided. 

Cycling a customer’s air-conditioning system has shown minimal impacts on the 

customer’s comfort level. The load control device has built-in safeguards to 

prevent the “short cycling” of the air-conditioning system which results in no 

impact on the system long-term operations. Research from other programs, 

including previous DE-Ohio and DE-Kentucky programs, has shown that the 

indoor temperature should rise approximately one to two degrees for control 

Option A and approximately two to three degrees for control Option B. 

Additionally, the indoor fan will continue to run and circulate air during the 

cycling event. 

The initial design of Power Manager has been structured oil the same basic 

principles as DE-Kentucky’s innovative Powershare piograni. Power Manager 

combines direct load control with a flavor of “real-time pricing” through the 

Variable Daily Event Incentive structure as described above. By implementing 

@ .  
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the Variable Daily Event Incentive structure, DE-Kentucky custoiners become 

better infonned regarding the real-time cost of electricity. DE-Kentucky 

-continues-to-explore opportuiiities-to-cross-markgtthe-P-ower-Managei~ prograin-- 

with DE-Kentucky’s other DSM programs, thus tying both conservation and peak 

load management together as one package. 

In 2006, DE-Kentucky mailed 270,015 Power Manager marketing pieces and had 

2,587 customers enrollcd in thc program with 1,958 switch installations 

completed fiorn the enrollments The cuniulatjve installations as of the end of 

2006 total 6,888 switches. The installation rate during 2007 was intentionally less 

than projectcd originally, due to a desirc to ensure that existing switches, 

operations ami systems were operating as efficiently and effectively as possible. 

Previous quality control assessmcnts, measurements and verifications suggested 

that paging, installation, operations and signaling were not being effectively 

received within some areas. As such, significant effort during 2007 resulted in 

the successful increase in load reductions realized per l~ousehold to an average of 

1.04 kW per home. This quality management effort has provided increased 

assurance that the prograin operates as intended, and at a load reduction level that 

is clearly cost effective and worthy of further pursuit and customer promotion. 

Tei-rned the “Duke A Quality Control” (“QC”) program, the effort was 

itnplemeiited in January of 2007 to visit 3,400 switches in  the field. The program 

consisted of a geiieral inspection of the health of the aii conditioner, the switch 

installation, and retrieval of the event performance data stored inside the switch. 
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The switch intcrrogatioii equipment was cnhanced during the first quaitcr of 2007, 

which enabled DE-Kentucky to receive information stored in the switch in an 

el eC t ro3 i3-foi7i Zt-t ha t-mTab 1 es faster data review-versus- trans fer of da ta-froin a--- - 

hard copy r-cport onto a spreadsheet. For 2007, DE-Kentucky cornpletcd 2,898 

quality control inspections of the 3,400 switches planiied foi revicw. Sincc 

resources were focused on the QC efforts. DE-Kentucky completed 1,s 10 of 

projected switch installations in 2007, with 1,407 customer enrollments in 2007 

Some of the 2006 custoiner enrollments were installed in 2007.. 'The cost- 

effectiveness modeling results for Power Manager reflect this successful effort 

- 

Evaluation Findings: 

The 2007 DE-Kentucky Power Manager Impact Evaluation study reports that the 

program successfully achieves an average load reduction per home of 1.04 kW, 

with favorable cost-effectivencss results, given the program costs. To conduct the 

study as economically and efficiently as possible, existing DE-Kentucky meters, 

staff and logger equipment were used to save costs. To insure objectivity, DE- 

Kentucky contracted with Lntegral Analytics (Dr. Michael Ozog) to review the 

study design, processes, results and statistics to insure that tlie study findings are 

reasonable, accurate and can be projected for the IRP. DE-Kentucky will 

continue to rnonitor and evaluate tlie load reductions attributable for the program, 

given its projected significance to the IRP. 
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Program 7: Energy Star’ Products 

As approved in Order 2004-00.389, the Energy Star“’ Products program provides 
i 
i 

market incentives-and-market support-through-retai Iers to-buiId-niarket-shareland I__ 

-__-___- 

usage of Energy Star’ products. Special incentives to buyers and in-store support 

stimulate demand for the products and make it easier for store participation. The 

programs targets Residential customers’ purchase of specified technologies through 

retail stores and special sales events. The first year of the program focused on 

CFLs and torchiere lamps. Technologies may change over the future years of 

program operation based on new technologies and market responses. 

There are several market barriers addressed through the program. Thc first is price. 

Purcl~ase rewards are provided for customers to lower first cost of the itern and 

stirnulate interest. The second barrier is retailer participation. Through retail 

education, in-field sales support (signs, ads, etc.), and stimulated market demand, 

retailers stock more product, provide special pIoinotions and plan sales strategies 

around these Energy Star@ products. Additional support is provided through 

manufacturer relationships that often can reduce prices through special large-scale 

purchases. Coordiiiation occurs with the national Energy Star initiatives such as 

“Change a Light, Change the World” promotion. 

’. . .  . 

To stimulate the market and get customcrs to buy and install the efficient lighting, 

the program provides incentives or “customer rewards” through special in-store 

“Instant Reward” events that occur in  stores at the time of purchase or at special 
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promotional events i n  the community. Technology incentives start at $2 per bulb 

and $2.0 per torchiere. The program also provides training to sales staff of the 

retailers on the sales aids provided. DE-Kentuckv has contracted with the 

Wisconsin Energy Conservation Corporation (*‘W ECC”) to provide this service. 

WECC has been rccognized as the national leader in this program and is located 

in  the region, so DE-Kentucky is taking advantage of WECC’s current activity to 

control costs and leverage other activity. 

To reduce administrative costs and maintain cost-effectiveness of the program, a 

revised approach to the market was impleniented. Instead of year-round activities 

for the program, special campaigns are held at different times of the year and at 

different locations to promote these Energy Star@ Products. Two sales events 

took place in the 2005-06 filing period. The first event took place at Covington’s 

City Hall with the support of Covington’s Mayor Callery. Eight Do-It-Best retail 

stores participated in the sales promotion that lasted through February of 2006 and 

resulted in the sale of 24,6 16 CFLs. A second event took place during April 2006 

as part of DE-Kentucky’s promotion of Earth Day. This sales promotion targeted 

Alexandria and Ludlow. Four True Value Hardware retailers in these areas 

participated in this sales promotion. The final results of these events totaled sales 

of 3,886 CFLs through August of 2006. 

During the most current DSM filing period, a total of five promotional events 

took place. Three events in  the fall were planned in coordination with the 
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October national “Change the Light, Change the World” campaign. l’hey we1 e 

held i n  Covington, hosted by Mayor Callery’s office, in Florence, hosted by 

Mayor-Diane-Whalen”s office; and in-Newport? hosted by-Mayor-Thomas- ~- 
____I_ I___ ~ 

Guidugli’s office. Thirteen local retailers participated in the program. I n  the 

spring, in coordination with Earth Day, two events took place. One \vas held i n  

Alcxandria, hosted by Mayor Dan McGinley’s office, and the othei i n  L,udlow, 

hosted by Mayor Ed Sclroeder’s office. Four local retailers supported the sales 

events in  Alexandria and Ludlow. Sales in this filing period totaled 48,823 CFLs 

and 737 torchieres, exceeding the goals by 8,823 CFLs and 237 torchieres. With 

such a successfiil response, marketing costs were reduced which enabled these 

additional bulb incentives to be paid within the existing budget. 

During calendar year 2007, along with the two events hosted by the Mayors in 

Alexandria and Ludlow as part of their Earth Day celebrations mentioned above, 

three events were hosted in the fall in Bellevue, Ft. Mitchell, and Newport i n  

coordination with the 2007 ”Change a Light, Change the World” campaign. Total 

sales in 2007 consisted of 36,607 CFLs and 502 Torchieres. 

Evaluation Findinps: 

The latest Impact Evaluation for this program demonstrates cost-effective energy 

savings impacts for this program. Slightly more customer-reported hours of use 

were found, indicating that more energy savings will be realized for this program 

than originally expected. Continued and expanded promotions for this type of 
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program are likely to deliver additional savings Some concern has arisen relative 

to tlie maximum number of coupons or bulbs that should be permitted per home to 

--I guard against-the-possible-custoniep behavior-of~stockpilingllhulbs_(ie-,~iio~e- 

than 12) or inventorying bulbs for future use The jntent of tlic program IS to 

promote and initiate use among large segments of customers and not to subsidize 

customeis that are already using these types of energy savings devices within their 

homes. 

Program 8: 
Free Energy Efficiency Starter Kit 

Energy Efficiency Website, On-line Energy Assessment and 

As approved in Order 2004-00389, DE-Kentucky’s residential website offers 

opportunities for customers to assess their energy usage and obtain 

recornmendations for more efficient use of energy in their homes. This Kentucky 

program fits suitably into the Company’s new multi-state program design now 

referred to as the Residential Energy Assessment Program. As an expansion to 

the previous energy efficiency wcbsite model, new website pages, new content 

and new on-line tools have been added. These on-line services help accomplish 

several things by providing energy efficiency information, tips, and bill analysis. 

However, DE-Kentucky also intends to use these tools to help identify those 

customers who could benefit most by investing in new energy efficiency 

measures or practices. Those customers can then be targeted for participation in 

other DE-Kentucky prograrns. 
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In November 2,006, the Quick-e-Audit tool was upgraded to the Home Energy 

Calculator provided by Apogce. In this new, easy-to-use energy analysis tool, a 

_I_______-___I_ customer-provides-iiifoi~nation about-their-home, number-ofoccupants, aud-otlrer 

energy-related home and family characteristics. This tool allows an unlimited 

number of potentially energy-saving scenarios to be nm and charts and tables 

compare the scenarios to show energy savings. As an incentive to encourage 

customers to use the website, a free Energy Efficiency Starter Kit is offered. The 

kit is mailed directly to the customer’s service address and provides the customer 

with the following measures: 

Showerhead, 1.5 GPM . 
Kitchen Swivel Aerator, 1.5 GPM 
Bathroom Aerator, 1 .O CPM 
15 Watt CFL. 
20 Watt CFL 
Shrink Fit Window Kit  
Closed Cell Foam Weatherstrip, 17’ Roll 
Switch and outlet draft stopper gaskets 

The free kit offer was added to the DE-Kentucky website in June 2006. For 

2007, 299 kits were mailed. 

Evaluation Findings: 

The Website Audit Impact Evaluation indicates that the program savings, given 

the costs, are cost effective and successful. Future efforts for the program should 

focus on increasing the number of customers that use the website atid take 

advantage of the program. 
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Program 9: Personal Energy Report (“PER”) 

- --The PER- program w as-a-p i lo t prograni tha t-endedi n-Decembed 006 .A t-pmyid e d - .  

DE-Kentucky custorners with a customized energy report aimed at helping them 

better manage their energy costs. With rising energy costs in all aspects of daily 

life, the customer was searching for infoilnation they could use and ideas they 

could implement which would impact their monthly energy bill. The PER 

program also included the Energy Efficiency Starter K i t  containing nine easily- 

installed measures which demonstrated how easy i t  is to move towards improved 

home energy efficiency. For purposes of this pilot program, DE-Kentucky agreed 

to test the efficacy of the kit by sending it to 25% of the survey respondents. The 

program targeted single family residential customers in  the DE-Kentucky market 

that had not received measures through the Home Energy House Call energy 

efficiency audit or Residential Conservation 8t Energy Education programs within 

the prior three years. 

The program gave information on the entire home from an energy usage 

standpoint, providing energy tips and information regarding how they use energy 

and what simple, low cosvno cost measures could be undertaken to lower their 

energy bill. This program provided value because customers lack education on 

how they individually consume energy in their home and the steps which can be 

taken to lower their energy bills. This program was meant to educate the 

customer and put at their disposal information, customized tips and simple-to- 



install measures which could all lower their energy costs. 

-___- To- getthisinfomiat ion, a-cu s tomcr-cornplgted-aii-ene~g~ su we y-which-geiie~ated - - - ~  
__I_ 

the PER. Both are cxccllcnt educational tools. The survcy stimulated the 

custorner to think about how they use energy and then the PER provided them 

with tools and infonnation to lowei their energy costs. Additionally, the PER 

provided instructions on how to install the energy measures, demonstrating how 

easy it is to improve their efficiency. 

To gain customer participation, the PER program commenced with a letter to the 

customer, offering the PER i f  they would return a short, 14 question survey about 

their home. The survey asked very simple questions such as age of home, number 

of occupants, types of fuel used to cool, heat, and cook. Once the survey was 

returned, the information was used to generate a customized energy report. The 

report contained the following information: 

e Month-to Month Comparisons of electric and/or gas usage including the 
amount of the bill 
Predictions of customer's usage based on 95'" percentile weather 
conditions (extremely hot suinmer/extremely cold winter) and 5t" 
percentile weather conditions (extremely mild summdextremely mild 
winter). Also iiicluded bill amounts based on 2006 tariffs. 

amount of monthly bill 

gas rate 

e 

e Trend chart showing usage of electric and/or gas by k W c f  by month and 

e Bill comparison of DE-Kentucky vs. the average national electric and/or 

e 

e 

A disaggregation of how the customer uses electricity and/or gas 
Description of Budget E3 i I1 

e Customized energy tips. Customized tips were based upon the custo1ner.s 
specific answers to qucstions in  the survey. As an example" 
o If the age of the home was over 30 years, plastic window kits would be 

a recommended measure 



o If over 50% of the ducts were in the attic, adding duct insulatioii would 
also be a measure. 

As part of quality control and evaluation, DE-Kentucky completed a follow-up 

survey with a sub-segment of the customers who received the offer and those who 

also responded to determine what drove their responses. An additional sub- 

segment of customers who received the Energy Efficicncy Starter Kit also received 

the survey and include questions regarding installation of the measures found in the 

kit. For the 25% of customers who received The Energy Efficiency Starter Kit, the 

kit contained the following items: 

0 

0 

e 

0 

e 

0 

0 

0 

0 

e 

2- 1.5 GPM showerheads 
1 Kitchen Swivel Aerator 2.2 GPM 
1 Bathroom Aerator 1 .O GPM 
I Bath Aerator 1 .SGPM 
1 Small Roll Teflon Tape 
1 - I  5 Watt CFL Mini Spiral 
1-20 Watt CFL, Mini Spiral 
2-1 7’ Roll Door Weatherstrip 
1 Coinbination Pack SwitcldOutlet Gasket Insulators 
Installation instructions for all measures 

DE-Kentucky is using a similar kit in the Home Energy IHouse Call and NEED 

programs with significant success. For the pilot, mailings went out in three (3) 

waves: 

0 Wave 1 - May 22, 2006, to 6,250 customers; 1,417 responses = 22.7% 
(with kits) 
Wave 2 -July 5 ,  2006, to 5,489 customers; 1,393 responded = 2.5.4% 
(with kits) 
Wave 3 - August 18, 2.006, to 35,336 customer; 6,249 responded I= 17.7% 
(w/o kits) 

0 

Total mailed = 47,075; Responsc = 9,059; Kits shipped = 2,8 10, Overall response 
rate = 19%. 
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For the pilot, the hudget totaled was $ I  09,2,46; however, total expenditures were 

$67,749. The primary reason for the difference of $4 1,497 was that the number 

of customers fitting the criteria within the target was only 47,000 versus the 

72,,000 originally expected. 

Evaluation Findings: 

DE-Kentucky conducted a process and impact evaluation for the prograin as well 

as a billing analysis of the pre- and post-usage by customers. The program was 

shown to be cost-effective, given these findings. The kit measures were estimated 

to achieve 2 12 kWh of savings from engineering estimates, and the prc- and post- 

usage analysis confirmed this estimate with 204 kWh of savings observed. in 

addition, the audit recorninendations sparked additional savings recoininendations 

that the customeis could take to hrther achieve energy savings. Follow-up 

surveys of intended customer actions revealed approximately 658 kWh of 

additional intended savings. However, given that these savings were intended arid 

not actual, DE-Kentucky pro-jects that oiily 20% of these intentions are likely to 

be realized within a year. As such, the 2008 impact evaluation will target post- 

participation on-si te measurements and verifications of these intentions, and true- 

up whatever additional or decremental savings occurred, relative to this 20% 

realization assumption. 
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-, Program 10: C&I High Efficiency Incentive (Including Schools Initiative) 

The Commission's Order in  Case No. 2004-00389 approved a new program for 

install high efficiency equipment in applications involving new construction, 

retrofit, and replacement of failed equipment. In the original filing, this program 

was to be jointly implemented with the DE-Indiana territory to reduce 

administrative costs and leverage promotion. This joint program included 

expanded tcclinologies beyond what was provided in Indiana. That expanded 

program in  Indiana has not yet been approved. However, a new C&I expanded 

program is approved in  the DE-Ohio's territory for implementation in that state 

Given that approval, the prograin can now economically expand technologies in 

Kentucky to those initially proposed in the Kentucky filing and include the 

following: 

Wigh-Efficiency Incentive Lighting 
0 T-8 with Electric Ballasts replacing T-12 
e LED Exit Signs NewiElectronic 
e CFL Fixture 

CFL Screw in 

T-5 High Output with Elec. Ballast replacing T-12 
e T-5 with Elec. Ballast replacing T-12 

T-5 High Output High Bay 
0 

0 

e Tubular Skylight 
e Hi Bay Fluorescent 
e 

e LED Traffic Signals 
320 Metal Halide Pulse Start 

e Controls/Occupancy Sensors 

High Efficiency Incentive HVAC 
e Packaged Terniinal AC 
e Unitary AC Sr. Meat Pump 

Rooftop IHP Csi AC 
0 Ground Source HP - Closed L,oop 
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0 Air Coolcd Chillers 
8 Water Cooled Chillers 
e Window AC 
0 I-IP Water Hcatcr 
0 Therinostats/Controls 

I __--__ ___I_-_____ __I__ 

I-IigIi Efficiency Incentive Primps, Motors & Drives 
0 NEMA Premium Motors 1 to 250 HP with grcatcr than 1 SO0 hours per 

year 
High Efficiency Pumps 1-2.0 I-IP 
Variable Frequency Drives 1 -SO HP 

0 

0 

Refrigeration 

BD Energy cfficiency Ice Machines 
B, Head Pressure Controls 
e Night Covcrs for displays 
e Efficient Refrigeration Condensers 
e Anti-sweat Heater Controls 

e Energy Star’@ Refrigerators and Frcezers 

e Vending Machine Con t ro 1 s 

Other Misc. Technologies 
Injection Molder Barrel Wraps 

e Engineered Air Compressor Nozzles 
e Pellet Dryer Duct Iiisulation 

Energy Star@ Clothes Washers for Commercial Applications 

Timing of the expansion will be dependent on the budget availability and market 

response to the existing technologies within the program. Incentives are provided 

through the market providers (contractors and retail stores) based on DE- 

Kentucky’s cost-effectiveness modeling but with a high-end limit of 50% of 

measure cost. Using the DE-Kentucky cost-effectiveness model assures cost- 

effectiveness over the life of the measure. Primary delivery of the program is 

through the existing market channels, equipment providers and contractors. DE- 

Kentucky is using its current DSM team to manage and support the program. 

Additional outside technical assistance is being provided by Good Cents Solutions 
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to analyze teciiiiical applications and provide customer/market provider assistance 

as necessary. DE-Kentucky also will provide education and training to 1 ts market 

- 
_ I I ~  - providers t o-unders tand thc-p rogaii21id the2ppropri at e appli cat 1 o iis foL!?e - ~- -- - ~ - _ _  ___- ~ 

technologies. 

Full program operations began in the last quarter of 200.5. Results to date were 

beyond expectation. In the first nine months of the program, 36 applications were 

processed totaling $3 13,350 in incentives. DE-Kentucky attributes this to high 

installation rates of T-8, T-5 High Output, and Nigh Bay Lighting technologies as 

well as to a pent-up demand in the marketplace. To rcspond to the market, the 

following adjustments were made to the program in order to serve inore 

custoiners and remain cost effective: 

Iiiceiitives for T-8, T-5 and High Bay fixtures are 110 longer eligible in a 
“new consti-uction” application, only retrofit applications. The new 
construction market is utilizing tliese technologies as a nonnal practice so 
incentives are not needed now. 
The incentive levels for T-8 Higli Bay and T-5 High Output IHigh Bay 
fixtures were adjusted to align with price changes in the market. 
A cap of $50,000 per facility per calendar year was irnpleinented in an 
effort to serve more customers. 
A reservation system was instituted during the proposal stage, to ensure 
that customers will receive their incentives once the project is complete. 

Even given these changes, the program still ran out of fimds in April of 2007. 

There were seven applications waiting to get paid in the amount totaling $8 1,248 

and DE-Kentucky received four reservation applications totaling $83,279 for 

projects scheduled to be completed in July-September. In the Fall of 2006, DE- 

Kentucky filed with the Commission a request for a 100%) increase in funding 
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along with an additional $451,885 for a Kentucky Schools program to respond to 

market demand and customer opportunities - providing schools funding for 

__ -I- -___ -facili4_assessiaels, custom and prescriptive measures rebates and energy 

efticiency education from the NEED organization On May 15, 2007, the 

C o m in i s s i o n approved D E- K en t u c k y ' s a p p I i cation to expand the program - 

During the current DSM filing period, 12,742 light fixtures have been installed of 

which 30% were T8 High Bay six-lamp and TS High Output High Bay four-lamp 

fixtures. Twenty HVAC units were installed, four motors and no pumps. 

Activity for the 2007 12 month calendar year included the following total 

installations by measure type: 

* 
* Motors-4 
* Pumps-0 
e HVAC (cooling) - 2.8 

Lighting - 10,7 13 fixtures 

To date, Kenton County Schools are the only schools who have taken advantage 

of the Schools Progani in Northern Kentucky to date. They will begin more 

extensive school renovations beginning this summer and are building a NET 

ZERO school in DE-Kentucky's service territory. Given that the Commission's 

Order was issued May 15'" and the filing period ended June 30'*', it was unlikely 

to see significant impact for the first year to 18 months. 

In May of 2008, letters went out to all eligible Kentucky customers and 

participating vendors announcing the current program has been expanded in each 

of the existing technologies (Ligliting, I-IVAC and Motors/Pumps) to include 

more measures eligible for incentives, as well as adding tluee new tecluiology 

i 
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categories (explained above) - Energy Star@ Commercial Clothes Washers, 

Eva 1 ua t i o n Findings : 

Energy and demand savings from the most recent evaluation exceeded the 

tracking system estimates and the program planning estiniates used by DE- 

Kentucky. The differences are due to a combination of original data entry set up 

errors within the tracking system and differenccs in  the methods used to estimate 

savings between the original program design period and the time of the inore 

robust and rigorous impact evaluation study. The impact evaluation analysis was 

affected by several factors that could be improved in the future, as well: 

1 .  Uncertainty in lighting measure baseline. The tracking system 
contained iiifonnation on lighting fixtures installed, but no data were 
available on the type of lighting fixtures removed. AEC and TechMarket 
Works made assumptions on the type of fixture removed based on a 
review of the program engineering documentation. Recording the number 
and type of fixtures removed within the tracking system removes this 
uncertainty. This infonnation is iiot always readily available or reliable, 
but applying some effort in this regard should improve the overall impact 
estimates in the future. 

2. Anibiguity in measure descriptions. The lighting measure descriptions 
in the tracking system for T-8 fluorescent lamps were somewhat 
ambiguous. Although the lamp type, length and number of lamps per 
fixture were recorded, the lamp watts were not. Several styles of T-8 
lamps with varying input watts are available, arid adding a lamp wattage 
description will better define the specific type of the installed measure. 

3. I x k  of building type information. Lighting and IHVAC ineasiite 
savings calculations rely on an understanding of the building type. It was 
possible to identify the building type fiom the customer name i n  most 
cases, but an additional field indicating the building type or customer SIC 
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or NAICS code would be helphi1 in making this determination in  tlie 
future. 

-- Program I I: PowerSliare* 
_________________I ___-_ I I _ ~  

Powershare* is the brand name given to DE-Kentucky's Peak Load Management 

Program (Rider PLM, Peak L,oad Managcincnt Propiin KY.P.S.C. Electric No. 

4, Sheet No. 77). The PL,M Program is voluntary and offers customers the 

opportunity to reduce their electric costs by managing theii electric usage during 

the Company's peak load periods. Customers and the Company will enter into a 

service agreement under this Rider, specifying the tcrms anti conditions under 

which the customer agrees to reduce usage. There arc two product options 

offered for PowerSliare' called Calloption and QuoteOption: 

0 Calloption - A customer served under a CallOptioii product agrees, upon 
notification by the Company, to reduce its demand or provide generation 
for purchase by the Company- Each time the Company exercises its 
option under the agreement, the Company will provide the customer a 
credit for the energy reduced or generation provided. If available, the 
customer may elect to buy through the reduction at a market-based price. 
In addition to the energy credit, customers on the Calloption will receive 
an option premium credit. Only customers able to provide a minimum of 
100 kW load response qualify for Calloption. 

0 Quoteoption- tinder the Quoteoption products, the customer and the 
Company agree that when the average wholesale market price for energy 
during tlie notification period is greater than a pre-determined strike price, 
the Company may notify the customer of a Quoteoption event and 
provide a Price Quote to the customer for each event hour. The customer 
will decide whether to reduce demand or provide generation during the 
event period. If they decide to do so, the customer will notify the 
Company and provide the Company an estimate of the customer's 
projected load reduction or generation. Each time the Company exercises 
the option, the Company will provide the customer an energy credit. 
There is no option premium for the QuoteOption product since customer 
load reductions are voluntary. Only customers able to provide a minimum 
of 100 kW load response qualify for Quoteoption. 
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The customer participation goal for 2007 was to 1 etain all QuoteOptioii customers 

that currently participate and to get as many of these customers as possiblc to 

migrate to the CallOption program This would provide additional dcmarid 

response that may delay the need for new generation 

During tlie suininer of 2007, CallOption and QuoteOption events occurred on 

August 8 and August 9. The average hourly potential load curtailed during these 

two events was I ,72,2 kW. Even though the temperatures on these two event days 

were cxtreme, a special note should be made regarding the Midwest IS0 market 

prices for energy. The wholesale market prices were relatively low and therefoi e 

did not encouIage a large QuoteOption participation. This situatioii occurred due 

to the mild temperatures in thc northern areas of the Midwest IS0  which allowed 

wholesale market prices for eiieigy to remain relatively low even though thc 

southein areas of tlie Midwest IS0 experienced extreme heat. 

Integral Analytics time series regression based impact evaluation analysis 

confirmed 1,144 KW of peak load impact, consistent with a peak nornial 93.5 

degree summer weekday. In addition, given the buy-through option observed 

fiom one of the customers, averaging 578 kW, the sum total peak load capability 

for the PowerSliare@ program overall is 1,722 kW. 

C. DSM SCREENING AND COST-EFFECTIVENESS 

DE-Kentucky evaluates the cost-effcctiveness of DSM measures when making 
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decisions about inclusion in  DSM programs The net present value of the financial 

stream of costs vs. benefits IS  assessed, i e , the costs to implement the ineasiires are 
i 

_______- - - --- ------valued against-the savings or-avoidedcosts using-t~cD-SMoreinodel. ‘The resultant 

benefit/cost ratios, or tests, provide a summary of the measure’s cost-eflectiveness 

relative to the benefits of its projected load ~mpacts 

The main criteria DE-Kentucky uses for screening DSM measures are the Utility 

Cost Test (“LJCT”), the Total Resource Cost Tcst (‘*TRC”), and the Ratepayer 

Impact Test (“RIM’.). A Participant Test is also reviewed to make sure the program 

makes sense for the individual consumer The IJCT conipares utility benefits to 

utility costs and does not consider other benefits such as participant savings or 

societal impacts. This test compares the cost (to the utility) to iinplement the 

measures with the savings or avoided costs (to the utility) resulting fiom the change 

in magnitude and/or the pattern of electricity consumption caused by 

implementation of the program. Avoided costs are considered in the evaluation of 

cost-effectiveness based on the projected market price of power including the 

projected cost of environmental compliance. With the expected increase in the cost 

of compliance for controlling $ 0 2 ,  NO,, and Hg emissions, the benefits of 

conservation have increased. The cost-effectiveness analyses also incorporate 

avoided transmission and distribution costs, load (line) losses, and avoided anciIlary 

services. 
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The TRC test compares the total benefits to the utility and to participants relative to 

the costs to the utility to implement tlie program and the costs to the participant 

The benefits to tlie utility arc the samc as tliosc computed under the IJCT test. The 

RIM test, or non-participants test, indicates ifniaiket prices and rates increase or 

decrease over the long-run as a result of implcimenting tlie program. 

The costs associated with implementing measures in DSM programs include 

incentives offered to consiimers to encourage participation and vendor del ivery and 

installation costs (if applicable). The costs to market tlie program (including direct 

inail and/or channel fees) and the expenses for program administration are not 

directly included in the calculation of the UCT due to the difficulty of allocating 

them to the individual measures. Rather, measures are considered cost-effective as 

long as the LJCT is more than 30% above 1 .0 in order to allow for the additional 

program costs. 

The cost-effkctiveness test results for the Company’s current programs are provided 

in the table below. 
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Cost Effectiveness Test Results 
Program 

Residential Conservation and Energy Education 
Refrigerator Replacement ----___ _--__--___ ~ . _ _ _ _ ^  -~ 

12esidential Ifoine Energy I-louse Call 
Rcsidcntial Comprehensive Energy Education Program (NEED) 
P o w  r Ma 11 agcr 
Energy Star Producis 
Energy Etficiency Website 
Personal Energy Report (PER) 
C&I Iiigh Efficiency Incentive (for Businesses and Schools) 

L.1ght Iilg 
IiVAC 
Motors 

PowerS hare 

UCT TRC 
0 93 0 93 
I 03 1 0 3  

---3-~ 8- - - - ~ ~  * 
I 57 I 57 
3 32 3 98 
9 75 7 92 
I 95 2.49 
5 7 8  1076 

RIM Participant 
0 45 NA 
0.46 NA 

0.64 NA 
3.32 NA 
0 66 18.13 
0 57 NA 
0.71 N A 

02 

4 73 2 6 9  0 8 4  3 6  
2.17 1.32 0 7 9  1 67 
1.39 1.23 0.61 2.03 
2 16 261.94 1 86 NA 

D. DSR’I PROGRAMS AND THE IRP 

The projected impacts of the DSM programs discussed above have been included 

in the least-cost supply plan for DE-Kentucky. The conservation DSM programs 

are projected to reduce energy consumption by approximately 35,000 MWh and 7 

MW by 201 7. At the same time, the direct load control program is projected to 

reduce peak demand by 13 MW and the PowerShareO program another 2 MW 

This brings the total peak reduction across all programs to approximately 22 MW 

by 201 7. The following table summarizes the projected load management 

impacts included in this IRP analysis. 
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Pernand Respcnse Pingram Irnpccts MY$ Total M\:i 
P w w S h a r e  Poner Lkiiager Total Impacts 

I t :  9 6  1 1  1 122 

1 8  
1:: 
1 8  
1 6  
1 6  
1 8  
1 6  
1 9  
1 6  
1 E  
1 8  
1 E  

12 6 
12 6 

1 8  12 6 
1 8  12 6 
1 6  12 6 
1 2  12 6 
1 8  12 6 
1E 12 6 
1 s  12 6 
1 6  12 6 
1 6  12 6 
1 8  12 6 

126  1 4 4  l 8E  
126 1 4 1  191 
126 14J 13: 
126 1 4 4  203 
126 1 1 4  210 
126 1 4 4  2 1 t  
126 1 1 4  217 
126 14: 21! 
126 144 21! 
126 1J-l 21 7 

11J 21 ? 
134 217 
143 217 
1 4 J  217 
1 21 7 
144 217 
134 21 ? 
1 1 4  217 
1 1 4  217 
113 21 7 
144 217 
1 4 1  21 7 

Note: the conservation M W program impacts represent the monthly seasonal maximum 
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5 .  P P L A  1’-S I 1) E RES 0 U RC ES 

A. INTRODUCTION 

Tlie phrase “supply-side resources-’ encompasses a wide variety of options that DE- 

Kentucky uses to meet the energy needs of its customers, both reliably and 

economically. These options can include existing generating units, repowering 

options for these units, existing or potential power purchases from other utilities, IPPs 

and cogenerators, and new utility-built generating units (conventional, advanced 

technologies, and renewables). Tlie IRP process assesses the possible supply-side 

resource options that would be appropriate to meet the system needs by considering 

their technical feasibility, fuel availability and price, length of the contract or life of 

the resource, construction or implementation lead time, capital cost, O&M cost, 

reliability, and environniental effects. This chapter will discuss in detail the specific 

options considered, the screening processes utilized, and the results of the screening 

processes. 

B. EXISTING UNITS 

1. Description 

Tlie total installed net suininer generation capability owned by DE-Kentucky is 

1,077 Megawatts (MW). This capacity consists of 577 MW of coal-fired steam 

capacity, and 500 MW of natural gas-fired peaking capacity. 
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Information concerning the existing generating units as of the date of this filing 

is containcd in  Figure 5-1. This table lists the name and location of each station, 

unit  number,- t-~e-of-uiiit,.iiistallatioil-date, tentative retirement_yeq.net 

dependable suniiner and winter capability (DE-Kentucky share), and current 

environmental protection measures. The steam capacity, located at two stations, 

is coinprised of two coal-fired units. The peaking capacity consists of six 

natural gas-fired CTs located at one station. These natural gas-fired units have 

propane as a back-up fuel. East Rcnd Unit 2, one of the coal-fired steam units, 

is jointly owned with Dayton Power & Light (see Figure 5-2). DE-Kentucky 

owns 69% of the unit and is the operator. The approximate fuel storage capacity 

at each of the generating stations is shown in  Figure 5-3. 

2. Availability 

The unplanned outage rates of the units used for planning purposes were derived 

from the historical Generating Availability Data System (“GADS”) data on 

these units. Planned outages were based on maintenance requirement 

projections as discussed below. This IRP assumes that these generating units 

generally will continue to operate at their present availability and efficiency 

(heat rate) levels. 

3. Maintenance Requirements 

A comprehensive maintenance program is inipoi-tant in providing reliable low 

cost service. The following tabulation outlines the general guidelines governing 
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the preparation of a maintenance schcdulc for existing units owncd by DE- 

Kentucky. It is anticipatctl that future units will be governed by similar 

Schedulinp Guidelines for DE-Kentucky Units 

1. Major maintenance on baseload units 400 MW and larger is to be 

performed at about six to ten year intervals (East Bend 2,). 

Major maintenance on intermediate-duty units between I40 MW and 

400 MW is to be performed at about six to twelve ycar intervals (Miami 

Fort 6). 

Due to the more limited run-time of other units, judgmcnt and predictive 

maintenance will be used to determine the necd for major maintenance 

(Woodsdale 1-6). 

2. 

3. 

In addition to the regularly scheduled maintenance outages, beginning in 1999, a 

program of “availability outages” was instituted. These are unplanned, 

opportunistic, proactive short duration outages aimed at addressing potential 

summer reliability. At appropriate times, when it is economic to do so, units 

may be taken out of service for short periods of time (i.e., less than nine days) to 

perform maintenance activities. This enhancement in maintenance philosophy 

reflects DE-Kentucky’s focus on having generation available during peak 

periods (e.g., the summer months). Genelating station performance is now 

nieasured primarily by reference to hours of availability for the peak hours of the 
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day. Moreover, targeted, plant-by-plant assessments of the causes of all forced 

outages that occurred have been performed annually to further focus actions 

\ 

i 

-.I------ I _--_._---___-____- d u ri n g ma inteina7xxTaii-d -avai 1 ab i 1 it.ty-outage~~r;inally,-sys t em=w ide-and- plant- 

specific contingency planning wcrc institutcd to ensure a n  adequate supply of 

labor and materials whcn needed, with the goal of reducing the length of any 

forced outages. 

The general maintenance requirements for all of the existing generating units 

were entered into the models (described in  Chapter 8) which were used to 

develop the IRP. 

4. Fuel Supply 

Coa) 

The goal of DE-Kentucky’s Fuels Department is to provide a reliable supply of 

fuel in quantities sufficient to meet generating requirements, of the quality 

required to meet environmental regulations, at the lowest reasonable cost. The 

“cost” of the coal is the evaluated cost which includes the purchase price of the 

coal FOB the shipping point, transportation to the station, the cost of emissions 

based on the sulfiir content, and the effects of the coal quality on boiler 

operation and station operation. 

DE-Kentucky has set broad fuel procurernent policies such as contract/spot 

ratios and inventory levels that aid in contract negotiations. The policies are 
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then combined with economic and market forecasts and probabilistic dispatch 

models to provide a five-year strategy for bel  purchasing. The strategy 

To provide fuel supply reliability. DE-Kentucky purcliascs coal from a widcly 

dispersed supply area, uses a mix of tcrni contract and spot market purcliascs. 

and purchases %ani a variety of proven suppliers. DE-Kentucky also maintains 

stockpiles of coal at each station to guard against short-term supply disruptions. 

In general, disruptions that could affect the coal supply are cvaluatcd, along with 

their potential duration and the probability that they will occur. Sufficient coal 

is then kept on hand to meet those potential supply disruptions. 

Coal supplied to DE-Kentucky currently comes primarily froin the states of 

Ohio, Kentucky, and Illinois. These states are rich in coal reserves with decades 

of remaining economically recoverable reserves. 

East Bend customady receives approximately 70% to 80% of its annual coal 

requirenients under long-terni coal supply agreements. Contract commitments 

offer greater reliability than spot market purchases. The financial stability, 

managerial integrity, and overall reliability of the suppliers is evaluated prior to 

entering into a contractual commitment. Dedicated, proven reserves assurc coal 

supply of the specified quantity and quality. Specified pricing, delivery 

schedules, and length of contract provide suppliers with the financial stability 
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for capital investinent and labor requirements and guard DE-Kentucky against 

primarily upward price fluctuations in the market. This is accomplished using a 
i 

- ____ ___- -- ~ _ _ _  
combination of low fixed-escalation, market price r e - o p e n e m  T5iitTiZt---p-- 

ex t cns ion options and vo I u ni e flex i b i I i t i  es. 

The remainder of the fuel need at East Rend is filled with spot coal purchases. 

Spot coal purchases are used to 1 )  take advantage of low priced incremental 

tonnage, 2) test new coal supplies, and 3) supplement coal during peak periods 

or during contract delivery disruptions. 

For Miami Fort Unit 6, coal is procured via long-term contracts and spot market 

purchases. Approximately 7.5% of its annual coal requirements are under lorig- 

tenn coal supply agreements. Utilizing both the long-term contract purchase 

and the spot market purchase allows the Company to secure the benefits of long- 

term contracts and maintain the flexibility provided by spot purchases to absorb 

the changes in its coal requirements. The fuels group focuses on coal qualities 

that are acceptable to the generating plant. Once those coals are identified, 

suppliers are evaluated based on credit worthiness, SO2 and Btu ad.justed 

delivered price, coal production basin/ transportation diversity, and supplier 

diversity. The inventory target for coal inventory at Miami Fort is to provide 

between 20 to 30 days of coal inventory (running at full  load). 
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I Natural Gas 

DE-Kcntucky‘s use of natural gas for electric gcnerating purposes has been 

___ --__ I___- - __- __ __ __ I___ 1 i mi t ed-t o-pea ki ii g-a p pl ica t I o ns?Th i s-na tu ral-gas 1 s-curren t 1y- pu rchased-i n the 

spot market and is transported (delivered) using inteiniptible transportation 

tanff‘s. The high hourly demand combined with the low capacity factor 

associated with this type of application make contracting for finn gas and 

transportation non-cconoinic. 

The gas supply for Woodsdale is managed under a Fuel Supply and 

Management Agreement with a third party supplier, Eagle Energy Partners I, 

L.P. (“Eagle”). Eagle supplies the full requirements of natural gas needed by 

Woodsdale either by purchasing gas from third parties as an agent or by selling 

the gas from supplies owned or controlled by Eagle. Eagle nominates the 

appropriate quantity of gas for transportation on pipelines, either under 

transportation contracts owned by DE-Kentucky and released to Eagle or on 

transportation contracts owned by Eagle. The price paid for the gas by DE- 

Kentucky is equal to the pi ice paid by Eagle, plus a small administrative fee 

paid to Eagle for these services. The Fuel Supply and Management Agreement 

allows Woodsdale to obtain natural gas more economically by using Eagle for 

these services. 
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Propane 

At Woodsdale, propane is used as the back-up &el in case natural gas is 

I ~ ~ -__I_-... una-va-i-kab le-oi--as--a--hedge-aga i-nst--h igh-ii atLt-1 r-a-l-gas-pFi eca--A-P~o palie-S eir\.iaw--------- 

Agreement with TEPPCO LLC (“TEPPCO”) provides DE-K.cntucky the ability 

to purchase propane at market prices. Woodsdale can pull propane froin storage 

owned by DE-Kentucky, where 48,000 barrels of propane storage space is 

available or use up to 40,000 bai-rels of propane froin TEPPCO on loan for 

replacement within 4.5 days. 

Oil 

At East Rend and Miami Fort 6, DE-Kentucky uses fuel oil for starting coal- 

fired boilers and for flame stabilization during low load periods. Oil supplies 

are expected to be sufficient to meet these relatively low volume needs for the 

foreseeab 1 e f i ~  t ure. 

- 

Opportunity Fuels 

Duke Energy uses available non-conventional hels where feasible to reduce 

generation costs. Examples of opportunity hels include petroleum coke, 

“synfuels” derived from coal, waste paper, railroad ties and agricultural wastes. 

Duke Energy has actively pursued the use of opportuni ty fuels for many years, 

having used or tested petroleum coke, synfiiels, waste tires, cellulose derived 

from municipal solid waste, and paper pellets in various plants, always i n  a 

blend with coal. 
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Renewable/Alternate Fuels 

--____-.___-_l_____ ~ ~ ~ 

Duke Energy continues to research the economics of co-firing biomass in its 

existing generating units. Historically, Duke Energy has supported the Electric 

Power Research Institute (“EPRI”) and various other research organizations in 

developing new economically-competi tive, enviroimental ly-conscious sources 

of energy. 

DE-Kentucky will continue to explore h c l s  that can compete with coal for the 

lowest cost production of electricity. Technologies being considered are 

Refuse-Derived Fuel (“RDF”), Tire-Derived Fuel (“TDF”), and advanced coal 

sluny. 

DE-Kentucky’s Fuels Department monitors potential changes i n  the fuel 

industry including mining methodologies, and the availability of different hels. 

To the extent that any of these potential changes has an influence on the IW, 

they have been incorporated. 

The focus of DE-Kentucky’s bel-related R&D efforts is to develop leading- 

edge technologies and provide information, assessments, and decision-making 

tools to support fossil power plants in reducing their costs for fuel utilization 

and managing environmental risk. 
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5 .  Fuel Prices 

The coal and gas prices for both existing and new units utilized in this IRP were 

---devel opcd-us in ga-combi nat i on-o Fconsu 1 tan t s-and-i n-house-expert i se+and---- 

judgment. Long-term coal and gas piices were provided by Ventyx. DE- 

Kentucky’s and Vcntyx’s projected fuel piices are consideied by both DE- 

Kentucky and Ventyx to be trade secrets and proprietary competitive 

i n format i on. 

-- -- -- - __ - _ _ ~  -.-__^--. 

6. Condition Assessment 

DE-Kentucky continues to implement its engineering condition assessment 

programs. The intent is to maintain the generating units, where economically 

feasible, at their current levels of efficiency and reliability. East Rend has made 

improvements to the Flue Gas Desulfurization system that increased its SO2 

removal ability along with enhancing controllability and maintainability. 

7. Efficiency 

DE-Kentucky evaluates the cost-effectiveness of maintenance options on 

various individual components of the existing generating units. If the potential 

maintenance options prove to be cost-justified, they are budgeted and generally 

undertaken during a future scheduled unit maintenance outage. However, duc to 

modeling limitations, the large number and wide-ranging impacts of these 

individual options made it impossible to include these numerous smaller-scale 

options within the context of the IRP integration process. The routine economic 
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evaluation of these smaller-scale options IS consistent with that utilized i n  the 

overall IRP process As a restilt, the outcome and validily of this plan have not 

3een a f f e ~ t ~ ’ b ~ i ~ o ~ i - - - - - - - - - -  -- - -- - 
_ _ _ l _ - _ ^ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ l l _ l _ _ l _ - -  ~ 

DE-Kentucky routinely monitors thc efficiency and availability of its generating 

tinits. Based on those observations, projects that are intended to maintain the 

long-term performance of the units are planned: evaluated, selected, budgeted, 

and executed. Such routine periodic projects include combustion and steam 

turbine-generator overhauls; condenser cleanings and condenser system repairs, 

such as cooling tower rebuilds and vacuum and circulating water pump rebuilds; 

burner replacements, coal pulverizer overhauls, and combustion system tuning; 

secondary air heater basket material replacements; boiler tube section 

replacements; and pollution control equipmcnt maintenance, such as SCR 

catalyst replacement and FGD slurry pump rebuilds. In addition, DE-Kentucky 

looks for opportunities to improve the overall performance of the units, 

including targeted projects for generating unit efficiency iiqxoveinents. 

Duke Energy has also initiated an internal, voluntary greenhouse gas reduction 

initiative. This involves additional targeted efficiency improvement projects at 

the various generating units across the Duke Energy system, including those in 

Kentucky and Ohio. Examples include circulating water pump and condenser 

system improvements, improvemcnts in  steam cycle isolation, reductions in 

boiler system air in-leakage, and combustion system advanced controls tuning. 
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j 
However, any plans to increase fossil fuel generation efficiency must be viewed 

- .  -----------------------------i.~-l-i.~~t-~-~r~~Ia t o r y - q u  i-r-a17ents,-speci.~ caIl~-~iie-EEAis..ne~~..source..reYi 

(“NSR”) rules. These regulatory requirements are subject to interpretation and 

change over the years. Within the context of such requirements, DE-K-entucky 

plans routine maintenance projects, which may maintain or increase the 

efficiency of its generating units. All of these plans are subject to change 

depending on the changing reghtory  enviroi-irnent and rules related to NSR. 

8. Environmental Regulations 

The technology available to meet environmental regulations adds constraints to 

the power plant fuel cycle and also requires energy to operate. The net result is 

a reduction in the load capability and a lower overall efficiency- This loss in  

capability must be replaced by newly acquired resources, by off-system 

purchased power, or by the increased operation of less efficient units. On either 

a system or regional basis, lost capacity ultimately translates into a cost for iiew 

resources to replace the reduction in capacity. 

Likewise, one potential effect of meeting environinerital regulations can be to 

degrade the reliability (Le“, the availability) of each generating unit by increasing 

the complexity of the overall system. This could translate into a cost to replace 

the unavailable capacity in terms of new resource acquisitions. 

i 
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The technology to meet cnvironmental regulations foi fossil-fileled generation 

generally includes: 1 )  flue gas scrubbers for SO2 control; 2) larger or upgraded 

electrostatic precipitators t\ i th flue gas conditioning, baghouses or wet------------------- 

electrostatic precipitators for particulatc rcrnoval, 3) selective non-catalytic 

ieduction (“SNCR”) technology, SCR technology, boiler optimization 

-- - - -- -- ~ 

- - - I_ -- _ _ _ - ~  - - 

technology, and low NO, burners (or modifications of existing combustion 

systems) for NO, control; 4) sorbent injection (such as activated carbon and 

trona) and baghouses for mercury control and SO2 control; and 5 )  cooling 

towers or other closed-cycle cooling systems for reducing the potential impact 

of theimal discharges and fish eiitrainincnt/impiiigenieint fiom water intake 

systems. In addition to these emissioilJenvironimenta1-sp~ci~c control 

technologies, there are some synergistic emission control benefits across 

technologies. For example, an SCR for NO, control together with a flue gas 

scrubber for SO2 control can be an effective combination in reducing mercury 

emissions as well for many units. Similarly, baghouses for particulate control 

are also effective in reducing rnercuiy emissions when carbon injection is added. 

East Rend Unit 2 was constructed originally incorporating a flue gas scrubbing 

system. This unit has been in comniercial operation since 1981. The flue gas 

scrubber reduces the net output capacity of the unit by about 1.2% to I .6%. An 

SCR was also added in 2002 for compliance with the NO, SIP Call. An 

approximate 0.6% capacity and cfficiciicy impact is caused by this equipment 

currently during the ozone season. This effect will be annualized due to the new 
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CAlR Annual NO, program which will require annual operation of the SCR 

beginning in 2,009. 

The environmental standaids limiting the stack discharge of particulates have 

necessitated retrofitting and/or upgrading precipitators on both existing 

generating units. The upgraded precipitators will gcncrally require more 

auxiliary power. The projected effect of these precipitators on the efficiency of 

the he1 cycle is a decrease in the efficiency of approximately 0.75% to 1 .OO%. 

While detailed studies are required to determine the specific impacts of new 

retrofitted control technologies on generating unit output and the efficiency of 

the he1 cycle, Table 5- I shows the approximate impacts. 

ESTIMATED IMPACTS OF NEW CONTROL TECHNOLOGIES 
Impact on tnipact on 

TECHNOLOGY Abbreviation Output Efficiency* 

Selective Catalytic Reduction 
System 

Selective Non- Catalytic 
Reduction System 

Flue Gas Desulhrizatioii 
S ys tern 

SCR -0.6Y0 

SNCR -0.1 Yo 

FGD -4.0% 

ACI plus -0.5% Activated Carbon Iiij ec t ion 
plus Raghouse BH 

Baghouse Filtration Product 
no ACI BH -0.5% 

-0.6% 

-0.1 % 

-0.5% 

-0.5% 

Negative values indicate a reduction in the output or efficiency. 
*A decrease in efficiency translates to an increase in heat rate. 
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The W oodsd a 1 e si i n  p 1 e- c yc I c co nib us t i on turbines req ui 1 e w a t er i 1-1 j ec t i on to 

control NO, emissions Additional capital expenditures were required foi wells 

_ __- - ______- __ or-other-~~atcr-soui ccs,-water-treatiiient,-storage,-irijection-systems, and controls.- 

The addition of these system also reduces unit efficiency and reliability. Any 

hture simple-cycle combustion turbine additions may require similar water 

injection systems, or additional special dry low NO, combustors, SCR 

technology, or a combination of these tecluiologies. Specific changes to DE- 

Kentucky’s existing coal-fired units as a result of recent SO*, NO,, and rnercury 

regulations are discussed in Chapter 6. 

Tlie capital cost required for the construction of closed-cycle thermal pollution 

control equipment in niodern steam-cycle power plants has increased over tlie 

conventional methods for generating plants sited on major inland waterways 

(e.g., once-through cooling). East Bend Unit 2 was constructed with such a 

closed-cycle cooling-tower system. Tlie closed-cycle cooling systems cause an 

overall reduction in the efficiency of the energy cycle of about 2% in the 

summer season and 1 % in the winter season. For a system wliicli has its greatest 

generation capacity requirement in the summer, the 2% reduction in available 

output at peak load must be replaced by additional capacity, and the cfficiency 

reduction must be replaced by the purchase and burning of additional fuel. 

Compliance with tlie Clean Air Act Aniendinents of 1990 and the NO, SIP Call 

has increased, and will continue to increase, tlie cost of producing electricity. 
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Implementation of CAIR Phase 1 projccts, and other hturc regulations or 

legislation to reduce air emissions (such as a potential mercury MACT 

regula t i on)-w i 1 1-also-i ncrease-the -cost.o f-el ectricity~~roductioi~(see_(=~apt ea-6- 

and 8). In addition, depending on the schedules and timetables associated with 

the implementation of any new emission control regulations, equipment 

availability, construction, and cut-in may adversely impact both reliability and 

electricity prices during compliance implementation. 

------I---- 

DE-Kentucky generally supports R&D efforts concerning products and 

processes that cover: 1) air toxics nieasurement and control; 2) NO,, SO;! and 

particulate (including PM2.5) control; 3) heat rate improvement; 4) waste and 

effluent management; 5 )  pollution prevention; 6) greenhouse gas reduction, 

capture, and sequestration; 7) combustion by-product use; and 8) mercury 

reduction. 

For DE-Kentucky, the solid waste streams of significance are the coal 

combustion by-products. These include the fly ash, bottom ash, and the fixated 

sludge from the scrubbers. Historically, DE-Kentucky has disposed of the fly 

and bottom ash in mono-purpose solid waste disposal facilities. Scrubber 

sludge is also landfilled in a mono-purpose facility. These materials are non- 

hazardous and can be safely disposed of in  this manner. Of importance is DE- 

Kentucky’s continued commitment to pollution prevention This effort will lead 

to a continued search for alternative reuses of thcse materials. Duke Energy 
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Midwest has cxperience with selling fly ash as a component othuilding 

materials and will continue to explore the potential for this i n  the future In 

--______^ ~- -- 
addition, Duke Energy Midwest has experience selling gypsuin, a by-product of 

the wet forced-oxidation FGD process, to the wallboard industry and will 

continue to explore this potential. 

As is common with most industrial operations, some DE-Kentucky facilities 

generate small quantities of hazardous wastes. These wastes are gencrally 

related to basic equipment maintenance activities, rather than being specifically 

related to the process of energy generation or delivery Examples of such wastes 

include spent solvents from parts cleaning, paint-related wastes, ctc. DE- 

Kentucky facilities iionnally operate as either Conditionally Exempt Sniall 

Quantity Generators (-4 00 kg in  a month), or as Small Quantity Generators 

(<lo00 kg in a month). Only on rare occasions will any DE-Kentucky facility 

generate enough hazardous waste to be classified as a Large Quantity Generator 

(>lo00 kg in a month). All hazardous wastes generated by DE-Kentucky are 

properly characterized prior to disposal at appropriately permitted disposal 

facilities. The specific disposal facility chosen for a given waste will depend 011 

the nature of that particular waste. DE-Kentucky's largest volume waste 

streams are byproducts from the coinbustion of coal (fly ash, bottom ash, 

scrubber sludge, etc.). These wastes have been extensively studied by the EPA 

and their reports to Congress have concluded that coal combustion byproducts 
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do not present threats to the environment adequate to merit management as 

harardous waste. 

9. Age of Units 

As part of Administrative Casc No. 2005-00090, the Commission required that 

each of the jurisdictional generating utilities address issues relating to their older 

generating units in  their next scheduled IRP filing. The oldest units on DE- 

Kentucky’s system are Miami Fort Unit 6, which is 48 years old, and East Bend 

Unit 2, which is 27 years old. DE-Kentucky does not have any current plans to 

retire either of these units within the 20 year timefiame of this IRP. 

Generating unit age alone is not the sole identifier for the likelihood of 

equipment failure. It is generally true that older generating units have increased 

probability of failure of any given component due to wear-and-tear over its 

lifetime. It is also generally true, however, that newer units, while having less 

equipment wear-and-tear, are more complex (such units are generally larger and 

thus have more components, and are more commonly equipped with modern 

environmental controls such as cooling towers, and FGD and SCR systems). 

How generating units are operated (ie., operation within manufacturers 

recommended specifications; cycling duty; ramp rate, etc.) and maintained 

throughout their economic lifetime also helps to determine the likelihood of a 

failure event. Thus, how a generating unit is initially designed, constructed, as 
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well as operated, and maintained during its lifetime, all play a role i n  the 

As discussed earlier, DE-Kentucky routinely monitors the efficiency and 

availability of its gencrating units. Rased on those observations, projects that 

are intended to maintain the long-term performance of the units are planncd, 

evaluated, selected, budgeted, and executed. DE-Kentucky performs routine 

mainteiiance activities on its generating units to maintain the efficiency and 

reliability of those units at current levels. Using standard industry practices, 

generating unit support and auxiliary equipment and/or sub-systems that are 

nearing their normal usehl lives are identified and repaired, prior to failure and 

the resultant loss of overall unit availability. Examples of such practices might 

include: vibration monitoring, lube oil analyses, visual inspections, including 

boroscopic inspection of difficult-to-access arcas; non-destructive examination 

(“NDE”) such as boiler tube thickness measurement surveys, dye-penetrate 

crack testing, eddy-current thickness testing, and nuclear matesial analysis; and 

sometimes even destructive examinations such as taking boiler tube samples or 

liigli-energy piping “boat” samples. All of these methods of moni toring are 

intended to identify equipment condition so that equipment failure can be 

predicted and avoided. 

I.Jsing such monitoring and testing methods, along with nianufacturer- 

recommended operating practices, and diligent maintenance practices, a given 
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gencrating unit inay continue operating reliably and efficiently for many years 

Even under such conditions, however, instances of unanticipated equipment 
/ 

- -_-___--__ failure-still occur.--NoniialIly,-tliough,-such eventsdoaotxsul t in  a signifscant--_ ____I__- -___ 

loss of unit availability (more than two weeks of unit outage). Rarely in the 

industry does a catastrophic failure result in thc pelmianent complete loss of a 

gciici ating asset 

Finally, few technological breakthroughs have occurred relating to coal-fired 

stcam units since the early- 1950s, before which times the efficiency of the 

generally much smaller units (less than 100 MW) without re-heat steam cycles 

inay have forced generating units into technological obsolescence. Supercritical 

steam cycles offered some increnierital improveinents to unit efficiencies since 

the 1950s, but because coal costs are lower and historically less volatile than 

inore premium fucl types, these changes wcre not enough to force technological 

obsolescence. 

C. EXISTING NON-UTILITY GENERATION 

DE-Kentucky does not currently have any contracts with non-utility generators. 

Some of DE-Kentucky’s customers have electric production facilities for self- 

generation, peak shaving, 01 emergency back-up. Now-emergency self-generation 

facilities are normally of the baseload type and are generally sized for reasons other 

than electric demand (cg., steam or other thermal demands of industrial processes or 
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heating). Peak shaving equipment is typically oil- or gas-fired and generally is used 

only to reduce the customer’s peak billing demand. Depending on whether it is 

operated at peak, this capacity can reduce the load otherwise r e q u i Z l 5 f i ~ l T ~  

DE-Kentucky which, like DSM programs, also reduces the need for new capacity. 

Some of these custoiners are participants in DE-Kentucky’s PowerShare@ program 

- - -__I 

which was discussed in Chapter 4 

D. EXISTING POOLING AND BULK POWER AGREEMENTS 

At present, DE-Kentucky does not participate in any formal type of power pooling. 

However, DE-Kentucky participates in the Midwest IS0 Energy Markets as discussed 

in Chapter 2. DE-Kentucky co-owns East Rend Unit 2 with Dayton Power & Light. 

Miami Fort Unit 6 is located at the Miami Fort Station, at which Duke Energy Ohio 

owns additional coal-fired units and several CTs. 

Duke Energy Midwest is interconnected directly with East Kentucky Power 

Cooperative, Inc., LGE EnergyKentucky Utilities, American Electric Power, The 

Dayton Power and Light Company, Ohio Valley Electric Corporation, Atneren, 

Hoosier Energy, Indianapolis Power and Light, Northern Indiana Public Seivice, and 

Southern Indiana Gas and Electric, and indirectly with the Tennessee Valley 

Authority. 

As a matter oE routine operation, DE-Kentucky contacts neighboring utilities, utilities 

beyond them, power inarlteters, and power brokers on a daily basis in the interest of 
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promoting opportunistic purchases and sales. DE-Kentucky also routinely meets with 

utilities in the region generally to discuss the daily interconnection operations, 

-- --- ___I o p p o r t u i i i t i e s - f o r - s I i o ~ ~ t e r m - e f t e r 6 y -  - -- -- - - -_-- -___ 

parties, and the long term purchase/sale of capacity as an alternative to the 

conslruction/opcration of additional genelation facilities. 

E. NON-UTILITY GENERATION AS FUTURE RESOURCE OPTIONS 

It is DE-Kentucky’s practice to cooperate with potential cogenerators and independent 

power producers. A inajor concern, howevei, exists in situations where either 

customers would be subsidizing generation projects through higher than avoided cost 

buyback rates, or the safety or reliability of the electric system would be jeopardized. 

DE-Kentucky typically receives several requests a year for independent/small power 

production and cogeneration buyback rates. DE-Kentucky does not currently have 

any contracts for cogeneration. However, DE-Kentucky has two cogeneration tariffs 

available to customers. DE-Kentucky will supply any customer interested in 

cogeneration with a copy of these tariffs and will discuss options with that customer. 

A customer’s decision to self-generate or cogenerate is, of course, based on 

economics. Customers luiow their costs, profit goals, and competitive positions. The 

cost of electricity is just one of the many costs associated with the successful 

operation of their business. If customers believe they can lower their overall costs by 

self-generating, they will investigate this possibilitp on theii own. There is 110 way 

that a utility can know all of the projected costs and/or savings associated with a 
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customer’s sclf-gcncratioii. However, dui ing a customer’s investigation into self- 

generation, the customer usually will contact the utility for an estirnatc of electricity 

@ b X Z Z K  ~ ~ ~ t ~ ~ s c o m p a r a t ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ t y  rates aniTKidG3 - 

cost buyback rates, cogeneration and small power production arc generally 

uneconomical for most customers. 

I -___ . I__ 

For these rcasons, DE-Kentucky does not attempt to forecast specific megawatt levels 

of this activity. Cogeneration facilities built to affect customer energy and demand 

served by the utility are captured in the load forecast. Cogeneration built to provide 

supply to the elect1 ic network represents additional regional supply capability. As 

purchase contracts are signed, the resulting energy and capacity supply will be 

reflected in future plans. The electric load forecasts discussed in Chapter 3 do 

coiisidei the impacts on electricity consumption caused by the relative price 

differences between alternatc fiiels (such as oil and natural gas) and electricity. If the 

relative price gap favors alternate fuels, electricity is displaced, lowering the 

forecasted use of electricity and increasing the use of the alternate fuels. Some of the 

decrease in forecasted electricity consumption may be due to self-generation/ 

cogeneration projects, but the exact composition cannot be determined. 

Duke Energy has direct involvement in  the cogeneration area. Dukc Energy 

Generation Serviccs, an unregulated affiliate of DE-Kentucky, builds, owns, and 

operates cogeneration and trigeneration facilitics for industrial plants, office 
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buildings, shopping centers, hospitals, universities, and other major cncrgy users that 

can benefit froin cornbined heatinglcooling and power pioduction economies. 

Other supply-side options such as s i ~ I e - c y c I ~ ~ T ~ ~ C ~ ~ t ~ l = ~ ~ ~ ~ t ~ ~ ~ / 6 r -  

reiiewables (all discussed later in this chapter) could repiesent potential non-utility 

i 

~-~ - 

generating units, power purchases, or utility-constructed units At the time that DE- 

Kentucky initiates the acquisition of new capacity, a decision will bc made as to the 

best source. 

F. SUPPLY-SIDE RESOURCE SCREENING 

Experience from the many technology screening analyses performed for all of Duke 

Energy’s jurisdictions allowed a more focused approach to resource screening for this 

IRP. A diverse range of technology choices utilizing a variety of different fbels 

was considered including pulverized coal units, IGCC, CTs, CC units, and nuclear 

units. I n  addition, relative to previous filings, renewable technologies such as wind, 

biomass, hydro, animal waste, and solar received a greater focus in this year’s 

screening analysis. 

For the 2,008 IRP screening analyses, technology types were screened within their 

own general category of baseload, peaking/intermediate, and renewable, with the 

ultimate goal of screening being to pass the best alternatives froin each of these three 

categories to the integration process, as opposed to, for instance, having all renewable 

technologies screened out because they didn’t fare well against the more conventional 

technologies on the final screening curve. As i n  past years, the reason for performing 
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these initial screening analyses is to determine the most viable and cost-effective 

resources for fiirthcr evaluation This is necessary because of tlie size of tlie problem 

t o-be-so 1 ved-and-.com pu t er-ex ecu t io 11-4 me1 im i t a t ions-o f-theS ys t em-@ p t im i zeil--- - - 

integration model (described in detail i n  Chapter 8). 

__-- -__I_ 

1 .  Process Description 

In forma tion Sources 

The cost arid performance data for each tecliiiology being screened are based on 

research and information from several sources. These sources include, but may 

not be limited to the following: Duke Energy’s New Generation Team, Duke 

Energy Analytical and Investment Engineering group, the EPRI Technology 

Assessment Guide (TAG@), studies performed by and/or information gathered 

fi-om entities such as tlie DOE, L,aCapra, Navigant, Fibrowatt, and others. I11 

addition, he1 and operating cost estimates are developed internally by Company 

personnel, or Eroin other sources such as those mentioned above, or a 

combination of tlie two. The EPRI infomation along with any information or 

estimates from external studies are not site-specific, but generally reflect tlie 

costs and operating parameters for installation in tlie Midwest. 

Finally, every effort is made to ensure, as much as possible, that the cost and 

other parameters arc current, on a common basis, and include similar scope 

across the technology types being screened. Wliile this has always been 

important, keeping cost estimates across a variety of technology types consistent 
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in today’s construction material, manufactured equipment, and commodity 

markets, is getting very difficult. The rapidly esc;alating prices i n  these markets 

often h a k e  cost estimates and other pncdcost information ouf-of-date in  as 

little as six months. I n  addition, vendor quotes and/or other estimates once 

relied upon as being a good indicator of, or basis for, the cost o f a  generating 

pmject, may have lives as short as 30 clays. 

y: 

- - - - .-..l-__.___-_ll_____.-. l_l_ll.l 
----_--__-_I__ 

Technical Screening 

The first step in the supply-side screening piocess was a technical screening of 

the technologies to eliminate those that have technical limitations, coinmercial 

availability issues, or are not feasible in  the DE-Kentucky service territory. A 

brief explanation of the technologies excluded at this point and the logic for 

their exclusion follows: 

Q Geothennal was eliminated because there are no suitable geothermal 

resources in the region to develop into a power genet ation project. 

Advanced Battery storage technologies remain relatively expensive and are 

generally suitable for small-scale emergency back-up and/or power quality 

applications with short-term duty cycles of t ime hours or less. In addition, 

the current energy storage capability is generally 100 MWh or less. 

Research, development, and demonstration continue, but this technology is 

generally not coininercially available on a larger utility scale. 

Compressed Air Energy Storage (“CAES”), although demonstrated on a 

utility scale and generally commercially availablc, is not a widely applied 

Q 

8 

i 
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technology. This is due to the fact that suitable sites that possess the proper 

geological formations and conditions necessary for the compressed air 

storage reservoir are relatively scarce. 

Coal-fired Circulating Fluidized Bed combustion is a conventional 

commercially-proven technology in utility use. However, boiler size 

remains generally limited to 300-350 MW, typically reducing any 

advantages i n  lowering the installed capital cost per kilowatt for large scale 

baseload unit sizes. In addition, the new source perfonnance standards 

(“NSPS”) generally dictate that post-boiler flue gas clean-up equipment 

must be installed to meet the standards when burning coal, which 

effectively eliminates one of the advantages of this technology. Both of 

these issues cause it to be one of the higher-cost baseload alternatives 

available on a utility scale. Nevertheless, it is still a viable teclmology on a 

utility scale to burn low-gade or “waste” coals and may be economic if 

long-term supplies of relatively low cost h e l s  of this type can be secured- 

Fuel Cells, although originally envisioned as being a competitor for 

combustion turbines and central power plants, are now targeted to mostly 

distributed power generation systems. The size of the distributed 

generation applications ranges from a few kilowatts to tens of megawatts in 

the long-term. Cost and performance issues have generally limited their 

application to niche markets and/or subsidized installations. While a 

medium level of research and tievelopinent continues, this teclmology is 

not corninercially available for utility-scale application. 

---- - -’- ~ .. --____ -.----___-__-_ ~~ 

* 

* 
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The recent interest in adopting RPS in  several states has led to a deepei 

invest i ga t 1 o n-i 11 to renew ab I e-tec hno log1 es-_ -Xis includeciaifiilit idcornpila tion 

of information from over a d o m i  sources on eight broad categories of 

renewable technologies and SIX subcategories within these cight I n  addition to 

this, information fi-om five specific wind projects was included within this 

compilation. Based on this information, the renewable technologies that were 

added to the screening analyses for this IRP include: 

Poultry Waste 

Fluidized Bed Biomass 

* Solar Photovoltaic 

* Solar Thermal Gas Hybrid 

* Hog Waste Digester 

e Wind 

- Economic_ Screening 

In the supply-side screening analysis, the he1 prices for coal and gas, and 

emission allowance prices were the same as those utilized downstream in the 

System Optimizer analysis (discussed in Chapter 8). The biomass he1 price 

was derived from various vendor fuel and delivery prices. The biomass fuel 

price may vary in the future as more utilities begin to use biomass fuel to eo- 

fire. 
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‘The technologies were screcned using relative dollar per kilowatt-ycar versus 

capacity factor screening curves. The screening within each general class as 

we l l -  fTii5l-s creel11 ng a cross t h ~ e ~ l T l ~ s ~ -  a spread3hXFb-d 

screening curve model developed by Duke Energy This model is considered 

confidential and competitive information by Duke Energy. 

----__I____ - __ - 

This screening curve analysis model calculates the fixed costs associated with 

owning and maintaining a technology type over its lifetime and computes a 

levelized fixed $/kW-year value. This value represents the cost of operating the 

technology at a zero capacity factor or not at all, Le., the Y-intercept on the 

graph (see the General Appendix for individual graphs). Then the variable 

costs, such as fuel, variable O&M, and emission costs associated with operating 

the technology at 100% capacity factor, or at full load, over its lifetime are 

calculated and the present worth is computed back to the start year. This 

levelized operating $/kW-year is added to the levelized fixed $/kW-year value 

to arrive at a total owning and operating value at 100% utilization in $/kW-year. 

Then a straight line is drawn connecting the two points. This line represents the 

t echo1 og y ’ s “screening curve”. 

This process is repeated for each supply technology to be screened resulting in a 

faniily of lines (curves). The lower envelope along the curves represents the 

least costly supply options for various capacity factors or unit utilizations. 

Some of the renewable resources that have known limited energy output, such 



as wind and solar, have screening curves limited to their expected operating 

range on the individual graphs. In addition, although the Solar Thermal Gas 
i 

---H_ybri~can__operate-at-~e~~gh-capacity_factors_ on natural-gas fuel, the I l_l ___ 

screening curves include only the solat-fueled portion, with the remainder of the 

curve being similar to a simple-cycle CT curvc's slope. 

Lines that never beconie part of the lower envelope, or those that become part of 

the lower envelope only at capacity factors outside of their relevant operating 

ranges, have a very low probability of being part of the least cost solution, and 

geiierally can be eliminated from fiirther analysis. 

2. Screening Results 

The results of the screening within each category are discussed in more detail 

below'. The technologies were screened with consideration of COz emissions. 

Baseload Technologies 

Figure GA-5-4 in the General Appendix shows the screening curves for the 

baseload category of screening. Nuclear becomes economic compared to 

Pulverized Coal at about 70% capacity factor The two coal technologies are 

' While these estimated levelizcd screening curves provide a reasonable basis for initial screening of 
technologies, simple levelized screening has limitations. In isolation, levelized cost information has limited 
applicability in decision-making because it is highly dependent on the circumstances being considered. A 
complete analysis of feasible tcchnologies must include consideration of the interdependence of the 
technologies and DE-Kentucky's cxisting generation portfolio, as is perfomied within the System Optimizer 
and Planning and Risk analyses 
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slio\vn without any COZ capture technologies installed. The capital and 

operating costs for carbon capture technology arc still the subjects of ongoing 

i nd cs t rys  t ad i es-and research;-a 1 ongwi t h-t hc-fcasib i 1 it  y-and-costs-o f-geologieal- --- -11-- - -- - 

sequestration of COZ once i t  is captured 

- __--I__ - -~ - 

Peak / lnterniediate TcchnoloPies 

Figure GA-5-5 shows the screening curves for the peak / inteiinediate category. 

The siniple-cycle CT unit makes up the lower envelope of the curves up to about 

15% capacity factor, where the Unfircd (duct firing Of9  is the most economic 

over the rest of tlie capacity factor range. 

Duct firing in  a CC unit is a process to introduce more fuel (heat) directly into 

the combustion turbine exhaust (waste heat) stream, by way of a duct burner, to 

increase the ternperature of the exhaust gases entering the Heat Recovery Steam 

Generator ("HRSG"). This additional heat allows the production of additional 

steam to produce inore electricity in the steam (bottoming) cycle of a CC 

unit. It is a low cost ($/kW installed cost) way to increase power (MW) output 

during times of very high electrical demands and/or system emergencies. 

However, it adversely impacts the efficiency (raises the heat rate) and thereby 

dramatically increases the operating cost of a CC unit (notice the much steeper 

slope of the duct firing "On" cases in the screening curve figures). Duct firing 

also incrcases emissions, genet ally resulting in a very limited number of hours 

per year that duct firing is allowed within operating permits. 
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Within the screening curves, the estimated capital cost for a combined cycle unit  

always includes the duct buiner and related e q u i p i n e n ~ - T i i ~ t ~ n / e s ,  one 

"On," and one "Off," are intended to show the efficiency loss ( s t e e p  slope) 

when the duct burner is "On", but also show that even with the duct burner "On" 

the efficiency (slope) is still better than a simple-cycle CT unit (much steeper 

slope). The duct burner "Off" curve is where the combined cycle unit will 

operate most of the time, and this is the one best compared with all other 

candidate technologies. 

-I I- I_ 

-~ -- 

Renewable Technologies 

Figure GA-5-6 shows the screening curves for the renewable category of 

screening. One must remember that busbar charts comparisons involving some 

renewable resources, particularly wind and solar resources, can be somewhat 

misleading because these resources do not contribute their full installed capacity 

at the time of the system peak2. Since busbar charts attempt to levelize and 

compare costs on an iiistalled kW basis, wind and solar resources appear to be 

more economic than they would be if the comparison was performed on a peak 

kW basis. 

' For purposes of this IRP, wind resources are assumed to contribute 15% of installed capacity at the time of 
peak and solar resources are assumed to contribute 70% of installed capacity at the time of peak 
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Since these renewable technologies either have no COZ emissions or are deemed 

to be carbon neutral, the cost of COz emissions does riot impact their operating 

cost” Wind appears to bc the least cost r e n ~ l ~ ~ ~ ~ l ~ l ~ ~ t ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - - ~ - ~ - - ~ - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  

maximum practical capacity factor range.. Next, Poultry Waste and Solar 

Thermal Gas Hybrid are relatively close with Poultry Waste more economic 

than Solar Thermal Gas Hybrid in all cases but a very small band ofcapacity 

factors from about 2.5% to about 30%, where the Solar Thermal Gas Hybrid 

appears to be lower cost by a very small margin (recall that at capacity factors 

above 30% the slope of the Solar Gas Hybrid curve would follow the relatively 

steep path of a simple-cycle CT). The Fluidized Bed Biomass is generally the 

next least costly alternative up to the 85% capacity factor range where the Hog 

Waste Digester appears to be the more economic of the two. 

Renewable Technologies - Further Discussion and Coilsiderations 

There is a gradual emergence of renewable and alternative resource tecluiologies 

in the Duke Energy Midwest service territory. Commercial wind developers are 

currently investigating the more promising wind resource regions in 

Northwestern Indiana.. Typically, wind resoiirces are greater at higher heights 

above ground level, usually in the 80 to 100 meter heights. At these heights, the 

Midwest Low Level Jet stream enhances a phenomenon known as “wind shear”. 

This plienomenon provides for a better wind resource the higher wind turbine 

rotors are placed, which leads to improved capacity-utilization factors for the 

wind turbines. The higher location of wind resources requires the center of the 
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wind turbine rotor (Le. the nacelle and hub) to be located 011 80 meter towers. 

These higher towers require additional capital costs for tower material and 
,I 

~ a ~ ~ w ~ ~ d ~ t - i ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . - -  l.-___-_l_l_._ __ ..___ll___l___l_____.. . 

In  addition, the actual capacity that would be available from wind resources 

generally does not coincide well with BE-Kentucky's power supply system 

requirements. At the time of suinmer peak (when the capacity is needed the 

most), the available wind resource is significantly less or not available at all. 

This means that considerably more capacity (at a correspondingly higher capital 

cost) would need to be installed for the wind capacity to be equivalent to the 

dispatchable capacity of a conventional teclmology resource. Even then, there is 

no guarantee that the wind power resources will be available when needed. 

Solar energy continues to grow in popularity throughout the world in areas with 

either government mandates, such as RPS, or good solar power density 

(insolation). Duke Energy Midwest is continuing its work with solar energy to 

study the supply curve shape of solar power and to use demonstration projects to 

promote and raise awareness of solar technology. The two types of solar 

included in the renewable category, the Solar Photovoltaic and the Solar 

Thermal Gas Hybrid, can be considered as placeholders for solar technology in 

general. However, when considering current costs, solar power is still not cost- 

competitive for bulk power production in the Midwest as is generally indicated 
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on the renewable screening curves even when only cornpared to other rcnewable 

resources. 

Landfill gas is another source of alternative energy that generally has high levels 

of contaminants and a low heat content resulting in an overall quality fa1 below 

that required for pipeline-quality natural gas. It is preferrcd to collect and 

transport this low-Btu gas short distances where it can be used in various 

manufacturing processes. This “landfill to boiler” activity is generally best 

suited to private enterprise ventures, not utility-scale projects. To Duke Energy 

Midwest’s knowledge, only a small number of private companies currently 

utilize landfill gas within Duke Energy Midwest’s service territory. Generally, 

landfill gas is consumed as boiler fuel, or to generate power on a small scale 

which is introduced into the grid at the distribution voltage level. 

Biogas generally represents a he1 that is associated with waste water treatment 

plants or anaerobic digesters at very large livestock operations ( cg .  large dairy 

or hog operations). This type of power generation is complementary to the 

primary operation of waste treatment. The environmental benefits resulting 

fi-om a reduction in the land application of manure also include an ancillary 

benefit of power generation. A dairy farm operation in Northwest Indiana is a 

prime example of this application. The Hog Waste Digester considered in the 

renewablcs screening analysis is generally a placeholder for this type of 

resource, with Poultry Waste as a related technology. 
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i 
Combustion of Municipal solid waste (“MSW”) is rarely done solely to ptoduce 

_ .  . . .  
------------cner-g-y:l General l~,--wlieirconimunxties-resortto_MS-W-coi~us tion Itis-to-ofiseL __- __ ___-- _I______ I_____- 

land filling, not to generate low-cost energy. In most instances, however, the 

energy sales do help to offset some of the costs associated with MSW 

combustion. Siting a MSW combustion facility is usually a challenge as local 

opposition can be great. In addition, most states and national green energy 

certifying organizations do not consider combustion of MS W a renewable 

source of energy eligible to meet RPS. 

Dedicated biomass energy production facilities are generally limited by the 

availability of fuel, which, due to low heat content, can be cost-prohibitive if 

transported greatcr than about SO miles. The Fluidized Bed Biomass technology 

in the renewable categoiy is a placeholder for this. Also, the use of this fuel in 

an existing pulverized coal power plant can result in material handling and 

storage problems and additional expense can be incurred at high blend ratios 

due to upgrading he1 handling and feed systems designed for pulverized coal, 

and unit derates due to low heat content. These limitations negatively impact 

both the size and economics of biomass energy production in existing power 

plants. However, in areas where biomass is availabfe and is close to existing 

power plants, co-firing biomass in existing coal-fired boilers in relatively low 

blend ratios of about 10% 01 less (exact blend ratios that can be tolerated by 

existing equiprimit bepaid on thc specific unit) may be one of the most 
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economical ways for utilities to meet RPS requireinents for veiy high levels of 

renewable energy cornpared to other renewable alternatives, or wheie othcr 

renewable sources arc not availablc. 
~ --- -_I-- -_II - --- ___ --- ~- 

Despite the fact that Alternative Technologies are generally not economic i n  

comparison to more traditional technologies, with the heightened interest in 

renewables as they relate to global climate change, and with many states 

adopting requirements or goals related to renewable energy production and use, 

they were included as part of the screening process to allow an economic 

comparison between the different technologies and to allow sensitivity analysis 

around base assumptions to be performed. In addition, since the exact levels 

(MW capacity, and MWh energy potential) of each of the renewable resources 

considered in the screening is not known, all of the technologies in the 

renewable categoiy included in the screening curves were passed on to the 

System Optimizer portion of the IRP analyses. 

3. Other Technologies Considered 

Other Hydro Resources 

New hydro resources tend to be very site-specific; therefore, DE-Kentucky 

normally evaluates both pumped storage capacity and run-of-river energy 

resources on a project-specific basis. In addition, even though hydro is a 

renewable resource that does not emit COZ, some states and other organizations 

do not consider it  as such within the context of meeting RPS. 
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Repowering; Resources 
------_-I__-_- ~ 

repoweri~s~~ai-~t~~l l -e--~---- .~-------- - - - - - -~~-----  

cost o f a  new CC plant, the characteristics of the new plant can act as a proxy 

for repowering i n  the planning analysis. If this technology is consistently 

selected as an economic alternative in the final integration process, repowering 

any feasible existing sites will be investigated prior to initiating construction of 

a CC facility at a new site. 

4. Final Supply-Side Alternatives 

Figure GA-5-7 in the General Appendix shows the final screening curves 

containing the curves from all three of the general categories on a single graph. 

It is within this graph that all technologies reveal their relative costs against the 

conipcting technologies. 

The simple-cycle CT is least cost in the low capacity factor region below 10%. 

The next least cost alternative is the CC IJnit with the duct firing off, followed 

by Wind (assuming wind can achieve capacity factors above about 20%). After 

Wind, the Combined Cycle Unit is economic up to about 70% capacity factor. 

Above 70% capacity factor, the Nuclear unit appears to be economic. 

As a result of the learning and experience from past screening analyses, together 

with the increased focus on renewable resources within this IRP screening 
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process, the following supply technologies were selected to be candidate supply- 

side resources in the System Optimizer dynamic integration computer runs3- 

----I_-.- ~ 

1) 100 MW Wind (reiiewable) 

2.) 80 MW Solar Thermal Gas 1-iybrid (renewable) 

3)  2.x 1,1 17 MW Nuclear 

4) 4x 160 MW Simple-Cycle CT 

5 )  800 MW Supercritical Coal 

6 )  10 x 5 MW Solar Photovoltaic - Fixed Flat Plate (renewable) 

7) 75 MW Fluidized Red Biomass (renewable) 

8) Hog Waste Digester (renewable) 

9) Poultry Waste (renewable) 

10) 460 MW 1-Jnfired + 120 MW Duct Fired + 40 MW Inlet Chilling CC 

(620MW total) 

11) 460 MW Unfired + 40 MW Inlet Chilling CC (SO0 MW total) 

12) 630 MW Class IGCC Coal 

More detailed information on the final supply side technologies screened can be 

found in Figure GA-5-8. Since the emissions of each of these potential 

resources will be modeled in the integration process, their effects on compliance 

with air emission rules and/or regulations will be factored into the analysis. 

Due to the relatively sinall size of the DE-Kentucky system and the small amount of additional capacity 3 

needed over the study period, some of the generic supply-side options were modeled in blocks smaller 
than the nomial sizes of these units See Chapter 8 for additional discussion 
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5. S c rec 11 i 11 g Sen s i t i v i t i cs 
I 

The screening mociel also can provide useful information concerning how much 

certain input parainct~rs-~oi~ld-ireed-t.o- chanf;e-tomake-a-tecliiiology-that-i s-not-- ---- - 

in the lower envelope. or part of a least cost solution, under base assumptions, 

become part of that solution. 

--- ~~ ~ - 

This methodology using the screening model (rather than performing all 

sensitivities within System Optimizer at the end of the analysis) is more 

cfficient and provides a better understanding of the magnitude of changes in 

input variables such as: fuel prices, capital costs, etc., that will affect resource 

decisions. 

Gas-Fired vs. Coal-Fired Capacity 

A sensitivity study showed a reduction in gas prices of 45% is iiecessary before 

the coal-fired units and nuclear are no longer competitive at baseload capacity 

factors (see Figure GA-5-9). Similarly, an increase of45% in coal prices is 

necessary before the combined cycle unit dominates the coal-fired units at both 

baseload and peak/interinediate capacity factors (see Figure GA-5-10). 

Wind 

As discussed earlier, the screening curve analysis greatly overstates the value of 

Wind due to the reduced level of capacity actually available on peak. Therefore, 

performing sensitivity analysis on wind alternatives during the screening stage 
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would not yield any useful information. Instead, the Wind alternative was 

inclucled i n  the System Optimizer integration stage of the IRP, where additional 

__._I-_ ~- ~ - - - - I - - - -  ~ ~- 
sensitivity analysis was performed (see Chapter 8 for more dctails). 

Solar 

For solar to he economical in a relevant capacity factor range, the estimated 

capital cost must be reduced by 70% to compete with Wind and Combined 

Cycle units (see Figure GA-5-1 I), and, even then, the insolation is liniited in the 

Midwest. Because of the high capital cost of solar units, even if gas prices were 

four times their base case levels, the technology would not be competitive (see 

Figure GA-5- 12). 

Biomass 

For the Bioniass unit to become competitive with a CC unit, an 80% decrease in 

biomass fuel would be necessary (see Figure GA-5- 13). Alternatively, gas 

prices would have to be double their base case levels for the Biomass unit to be 

competitive (see Figure GA-5-14). 

Summary of Screening Sensitivities 

All technologies contained in the final screening curves were ultimately passed 

to the System Optimizer integration portion of the analysis. However, the 

semi tivity exercises indicate the magnitude of changes in input parameters 
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necessary to make some of the less economic, or non-economic, resource 
) 

alteniatives part of an economic solution. 

II ll__l--_l I 
I -_____-I____ ... 

6. CJnit Size 

Various unit sizcs wcre scrcened for niost of the techiiology classcs The unit 

sizes selected for planning purposes generally are the la1 gest technologies 

available today because they generally offer lowe1 $/kW installed capital costs 

due to economies of scale. However, the true test of whether a resource is 

economic depends on the economics of an overall resource plan that contains 

that resource (including fuel costs, O&M costs, emission costs, etc.), not merely 

on the $/kW cost. In the case of very large unit sizes such as those utilized for 

the Nuclear and/or Supercritical Coal technology types, if these are routinely 

selected as part of a least cost plan, joint ownership can and may be pursued. 

7. Cost, Availability, and Performance Uncertainty 

Supply-side alternative project scope and estimated costs used for planning 

purposes for conventional technology types such as simple-cycle CT units and 

CC units are relatively well known and are estimated in the TAG@ arid can be 

obtained fi-om architect and engineering (“A&E’’) firms and/or equipment 

vendors. Duke Energy’s experience is also used to confirm their reasonability. 

The cost estimates include step-up transformers and a substation to connect with 

the transmission system. Since any additional transmission costs would be site- 

specific and since specific sites requiring additional transmission are unknown 
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at this time, typical values lor additional transmission costs were added to the 

alternatives. A listing of the projected generating facility estimated costs (in 

----- ~ -_____--- 2008-do I lars,i ncl ud i ng-A EU D G)-fro m-t he-screen i 119-cuwes-can-be-found-i ii-------- -- 

Figure GA-5-8. The unit  availability and performance of conventional supply- 

side options is also relatively well known and the TAG@, A&E firms and/or 

equipment vendors are sources of estimates of these parameters. However, as 

noted earlier, keeping cost estimates consistent across a variety of technology 

ty-pes in  today’s construction cost market environment is becoming very 

difficult. 

8. L,ead Time for Construction 

The estimated construction lead time and the lead time used for modeling 

purposes for the proposed simple-cycle CT units is about two years. For the CC 

units, the estimated lead time is about two to three years. For coal units, the 

lead time is approximately five years. However, the time required to obtairi 

regulatory approvals and environmental permits adds uncertainty to the process, 

so judgment is used also. 

9. RD&D Efforts and Technology Advances 

New energy and tecllnology alternatives are needed to ensure a long-term 

sustainable electric future. Duke Energy Midwest’s research, development, and 

delivery (‘cRD&D’7) activities enable Duke Energy Midwest to track new options 

including modular and potentially dispersed generation systems, CTs, and 
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advanced fossil tcclinologies. Emphasis is placed on providing information, 

assessment tools, validated technology, demotistratiorr/cieployr??cIlt support, and 

RD&,D investment opportunities for planning and imptemcntrng projects 

i 

-~ - - -__I_ __ ___I_ __-__ ~ 

~ _ _ _  - 

utilizing new fossil power generation technology to assure ;I strategic advantage 

i n  electricity supply and delivery. Duke Energy is also a member of EPIII. 

Within the horizon of this forecast, i t  is expected that significant advances will 

continue to be made in CT technology. Advances in stationary industrial CT 

tecluiology should result from ongoing 1 esearch and development efforts to 

improve both commercial and military aircraft engine efficiency and power 

density, as well as expanding research efforts to burn more hydrogen-rich fuels. 

The ability to burn hydrogen-rich fuels will enable very high levels of COz 

removal and shifting in the syngas utilized in IGCC technology, thereby 

enabling a major portion of the advancernent necessary for a significant 

reduction in the carbon footprint of this coal-based technology. 

10. Coordination With Other Utilities 

Decisions concerning coordinating the construction and operation of new units 

with other utilities or entities are dependent on a nuinber of factors including the 

size of the unit versus each utility’s capacity requirement and whether the timing 

of the need for facilities is the same. To the extent that units that are larger than 

needed for DE-Kentucky’s requirements become economically viable in a plan, 
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co-ownership can be considered at that time. Coordination with other utilities 

can also be achieved through purchases and sales in the bulk power market 
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Figure 5- I 

S U M M A R Y  OF EXISTING FLECTRIC GENERATING FACILITIES 
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OFA = Overfin: Air 

SCR = Sclcctive Catalytic Reduction 
1 RO = Trona Injection Systeni 

GI-‘ = Natural Gas Fircd 
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FOOTNOlES: (A) Unit 2 is coininonly owned by Duke Energy Kentucky (69% - Opentor) and 

(0) Unit Ratings arc at Ambient Telnpenturc Conditions of. Surnmcr - 90 de@; W’inter - 20  degF and include inlet misting capability 
Tlic Dayton Power and L ight Company (3 1%). Earlier vintage L N R  installed 
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Figure 5-2 

Maxinium Net Demonstrated Capaility of Jointly Owned Gcnerating Units 

Station Name Unit Installation Total h4W D E K  Sharc DP&L. Share 
and Location Number Date Summer Winter Summcr Winter Suinrner Winter 

East Bend 2 3-19SI 600 600 4 14 414  1 S6 1 so 
Boone County, K Y  

NOIE.  Totals may not add due to rounding to whole numbers 
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Figure 5-3 

APPROXIMATE FUEL STORAGE CAPACITY 
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0. ENVIRONMENTAL COR‘IPLIANCE 

_ - _ _ _ . ~ _ _ _ _ _ h , _  

The purpose of the cn\/ii-onniental compliance planning process is to develop an 

integratcd resoui-ce/compliance plan thal ineets the future resource needs of DE- 

Kentucky while a( the same time meeting environmental requirements in  a reliable 

and economic manner. Compliance planning associated with existing laws and 

regulations is discussed i n  this chapter. Risks associated with anticipated and 

potential changes to environmental I egulations are discussed in Chapter 8, Section E. 

B. CLEAN AIR 4c .T  AMMENDMENTS (“CAAA”) PHASE I COMPLIANCE 

A detailed description of Duke Energy’s Phase I coinpliance planning process can be 

found in the fonner Cinergy 1995, 1997, and 1999 IRPs. 

C. CAAA PHASE I1 COMPLIANCE 

A detailed description of Duke Energy’s Phase 11 compliance planning process can be 

found in the former Cinerby 1995, 1997, and 1999 IRPs. 

D. NO, SIP CALL COMPLIANCE PLANNING 

A detailed description of Duke Energy‘s NO, SIP Call compliance planniiig process 

can be found in the former Cinergy 1999, 2001, and 2003 IRPs. 
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E. CLEAN AIR INTERSTATE RULE AND CLEAN AIR MERCURY RULE 
i 

Y 
1. Final CAIR Regulations 

_ _ _ _ _ . ~  - - - ~ ~  
In March 2 005, the E P A I ssu cJ-CATR - w ~ i ~ h ~ ~ d ~ t ~ t ~ s - t o e v i  se3b cir-51 P s-by- -- 

September 2006 to address alleged contributions to downwind non-attainment 

with the ievised National Ambient Air Quality Standards foi omne and fine 

particulate matter The rule, which was first proposed in 2004, establishes a tcvo- 

phased, regional cap-and-trade progam for sulfur dioxide and nitrogen oxides, 

affecting 28 states, including Kentucky and Ohio. CAIR requires NO, and SO2 

emissions to be cut by 65 peIcent and 70 percent, respectively, by 201 5 ,  with the 

first pliasc of reductions by 2009 and 2010, respectively. CAIR contains a model 

cap-and-trade rule that states may include in  their SIPS, but, regardless, states 

inust coniply with the prescribed reduction levels under CAIR. Undei CAIR, 

companies have flexible compliance options including installation of pollution 

controls on large plants where such controls are particularly efficient and 

utilization of emission allowances foi smaller plants where controls are not cost 

effective. States also have flexibility in development of their SIPs within the 

model cap-and-trade rule, such as allowance allocation processes. 

- I - 

In the final rule, EPA set the NO, compliance deadline for the annual program to 

2009, versus 201 0 which was in the 2004 proposed rule. The 2.009 deadline more 

closely matches the dates by which many ozone non-attainment areas have to be 

in compliance. In addition, in EPA’s opinion, due to the large existing basc of 
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SCRs resulting fi-om the NO, SIP Call, there would not be any reliability 

problems caused by moving the deadline forward one yea1 

Although the CAIR rule adds an annual NO, emission cap, EI’A also retaiiicd the 

requirement for a separate ozone season cap. The new CAIli ozone season 

program will replace the NO, SIP Call ozone season program starting 2009. The 

Phase I provisions of the programs are very similar, however. 

EPA assigns NO, emission budgets for the annual and ozone season programs to 

each state. EPA has developed a niodel rule which is suggested for use by the 

states when allocating NO, allowances in  the states’ final implementation rules. 

EPA calculated each state’s share of the total CAIR caps in 2009 and 201 5.  When 

EPA calculated each state’s cap in  the final rulc, i t  included adjustment factors 

based on whether a unit burns coal, oil or gas, since those fiiels give off differing 

amounts ofNO,. IHowever, it did not change the size of the total NO, cap, but 

only the amounts each state received. Thus, economic theory would suggest that 

there should be IIO change in the price of allowances in competitive markets. 

K.entucky’s share of the annual NO, cap is 83,205 tons and 69,337 tons for 2009- 

2014 arid 2015 and beyond, respectively. Ohio’s share (Miami Fort Unit 6 is 

physically located in Ohio) ofthe annual NO, cap is 108,667 tons and 90,556 tons 

for 2009-2014 and 2.01 5 and beyond, respectively. 
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EI’A recornmends to tlie states that NO, emission allowance allocations should bc 

based on each unit’s prorated share of the state cap reflecting the average of the 

-- 
lii$E37liree years of h ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 1 ~ p e ~ ~ d - 2 . 0 0 0 - t h r o n g h - - - 2 0 0 4 - l - f o w c v e r ; - . - - -  - -- - 

states are free to develop alternative methodologies In tlie case of Kentucky. the 

state SIP baseline period is 2001 -2005, and in Ohio the baseline period is 1998- 

2005 

Also, similar to the NO, SIP Call, a pool of annual NO, allowances (totaling 

200,000 tons) was created and apportioned to each of the affected CAIR states. 

This Compliance Supplement Pool (also known as early reduction credits) is 

earmarked for companies that choose to operate NO, control equipment outside of 

the ozone season prior to 2009, and thus generate early NO, reductions. This pool 

of 200,000 allowances essentially raises the Phase I annual NO, cap by the same 

number of tons, which makes it slightly easier to comply with the Phase I 

requirernents. I n  the case of Kentucky and Ohio, this works out to 14,935 and 

25,037 allowances, respectively, that the States can distribute to companies that 

reduce aimual NO, emissions during 2007 or 2008. 

For SOz, there were not any changes made in the Acid Rain SO? requirements in 

the final CAIR. EPA cannot change the statutory elements of that program. DE- 

Kentucky’s SO2 allowance allocations did not change under the new CAIR, since 

the Federal Acid Rain program established by Congress is still in effect EPA has 

imposed, instead, that holders of vintage 2010 to 2014 SO2 Acid Rain EAs will be 
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required to surrender two EAs for every ton of SO2 emitted I Lolders of vintage 

201 5 and beyond EAs would need to surrender 2.86 EAs to emit one ton of Sol. 

- -- - -- - l___l_l -- -- I 
-- --_--___- 

LJpon signature of the final rule, the states had 18 months to ~mplement the new 

requirements. Kentucky’s and Ohio’s SIPS were both approvcd in  October 2007 

2. Final CAMR Regulations 

In March 200.5, the EPA issued CAMR which required the reduction of mercury 

emissions froin coal-fired power plants for the Gist time. The CAMR adopted a 

two-phase cap-and-trade progmn that would have cut mercury emissions by 70 

percent by 2018 with the first phase in 2010. Under the cap-and-trade program, 

companies had flexible compliance options including installation of pollution 

controls on large plants where such controls are particularly efficient and 

utilization of emission allowances for smaller plants wliere controls are not cost 

effective. States also had flexibility in develop~nent of their SIPS within the 

model cap-and-trade rule, such as allowance allocation processes. The states 

could also choose to not participate in the cap-and-trade program and instead 

prescribe more stringent rules. Both Kentucky and Ohio have cleveloped state SIP 

rules that mirror the federal model cap-and-trade rule. 

In EPA’s proposed regulations, i t  offered two alternate approaches to reduce 

mercury emissions: ( 1 )  a traditional MACT cornma~id-and-control emissions 

standard; or (2) a cap-and-trade program for mercury similar to the SO2 and NO, 



programs for coal-fired power plants. In the final rule, EPA established a mercuiy 

cap-and-trade progmni under Section 1 1 1 of the Clean Air Act versus requiring 
3 
.i 
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I-etluctions would be accomplished through a two step reduction. Phase 1 capped 

emissions at 38 tons otmercuiy emissions in 2010, while the Phase I1 cap was 15 

tons starting in 201 8. The Phase I cap was set based on the expected mercuiy co- 

benefits achieved by the CAIR program. 

Similar to the CAIR iule, EPA provided a mercury emission budget to each state 

and 1 ecommended methods for allocating the state budgets to the CAMR-affected 

units. I-Iowever, states were fiee to develop altemative mcthodologies of 

allocating allowances, and, as was experienced with the NO, SIP Call rulemaking, 

most states developed alternative approaches that ultiniately gave existing sources 

fewer allowances Several states, including the neighboring state of Illinois, opted 

out of the cap-and-trade program and instead required MACT-standard 

compliance. 

3. The Vacatur of CAMR 

On February 8, 2008, a 3-judge panel of the Circuit Court of Appeals for the 

District of Columbia ruled that EPA incorrectly “de-listed” coal-fired generating 

units from requiring mercury regulation under Section 1 12 of the Clean Air Act. 

Following this ruling, the entire Clean Air Mercury Rule, which was based on a 

cap-and-trade compliance mechanism under Section 1 1  1 of the CAA, was 
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completely vacated by the court. These actions have left a huge veil of 

uncertainty regarding future mercury emission coinpliance requirements. I t  is 

now-reasonabl y-li kel y-that-any-ne-w-EPA-regul a tion-regard1 ng-mercuq-em issiom- ._- ____ - - ___ __ _- ___- _- __ 

will be a MACT standard. This could require compliance on a unit-specific or 

faci 1 it  y- w i d e basis, and res u 1 t in additional emission control ins t a1 1 at ions be yo nd 

that expected under the original CAMII. It could be several niore years before the 

final requirements of the CAMR are known. 

~~ 

4. CAIWCAMR Compliance Plan .- Phase I 

As part of the transfer of assets into Kentucky, two environmental compliance 

projects, upgrade of the original FGD system at East Bend Unit 2, and installation 

of advanced low NO, burners with over-fire air at Miami Fort Unit 6, were 

included in the costs transferred to DE-Kentucky. These projects were previously 

analyzed and found to be economic and necessary under the new CAIR rules, 

which require significant reductions in  both SO2 and NO, emissions. Both of 

these Phase I projects are complete and in-service. 

In addition, the East Bend Unit 2 SCR equipment, originally installed to comply 

with the NO, SIP Call, will be required to operate ailnually beginning on January 

1, 2009. DE-Kentucky also plans to operate the SCR additional time in 2008 in 

order to earn CAlR Annual NO, Compliance Supplement Pool Allowances. 
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17. CLEAN AIR INTERSTATE RULE AND MERCURY CORIPLIANCE - 
PIIASE I 1  

For the curi cnt planning cycle, analysis w a s  pcrformccl to cletcrniine if  there are 

additional econornic environmental compliance projects available on the DE- 

Kentucky units. In addition, some consideration was given to the potential impacts of 

the CAMR should EPA issue mercury MACT regulations 

1 .  Conipliance Planning Process 

For this analysis, DE-Kentucky used a three-stage analytical modeling process, 

involving the Ventyx MARKETSY Mm' model, LIE-Kentucky's internal 

Engineering Screening Model, and the Ventyx System Optimizer and Planning 

and Risk motlels (see Chapter 8 for a detailed dcscription of these models). 

Ventyx used MARKETSYMTM to niodcl the final CAIR and CAMR, including 

known state-specific mercury rules (prior to CAMR being vacatcd by the court), 

and an assuinption for Cuttire COZ replations. They provided to DE-Kcntucky 

forecasted EA prices (for SOz, Seasonal NO,, Annual NO,, mercury, and COz), 

power prices, and ftiel prices (coal, oil, natural gas). 

2. Engineering Screening Model Results 

The Engineering Screening Model was used to screen down to the most economic 

emission reduction options for further analysis in  the System Optimizer model. 

Technology options that were screened included wet and (fry FGDs and in-duct 

trona injection for SO2 reduction; SCR and SNCR for NO, reduction; and 
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activated carbon injection (“ACI”) with baghouses for mercury control, in  

addition to FGD and FGl)/SCR mercury reduction co-benefits. Also modeled 

-vereiuel-s wi t ch options-tcr--lower-s~~lfur-co.als-Miili-approp~a~e-~~~r~ i c u  la te-con t ro 

upgrades as needcd. 

New Tecltiiokogies 

DE-Kentucky continuously evaluates new technologies for potential application to 

its generating units.. This includes involvement with EPRI and the ‘CIS 

Department of Energy (“DOE”), meeting with vendors and reviewing developing 

technologies, performing data searches, and maintaining a database of developed 

and developing technologies that have future potential for application to Duke 

Energy units. For example, Duke Energy is a partner in  three of DOE’S Regional 

Carbon Sequestration Partnerships and is hosting a Phase I1 demonstration project 

at the East Bend Station as part of the Midwest Regional Carbon Sequestration 

Partnership. During this demonstration prqject approxiinately 2,000 tons of COz 

will be purchased, transported to and sequestered in a Class V injection well at 

East Bend Station. 

In this round of investigation, a new technology, duct sorbent injection, or 3 n -  

duct dry FGD” was modeled. Research of this technology has revealed its 

applicability and its limitations. This involves the injection of the iniiieral trona 

(or other similar reagents) in powdered form into the flue gas ductwork upstream 

of the particulate control device. Trona injection acts to capture acid gases, 
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including SO3, Sol, and NO,. With a baghouse, SO? removals of u p  to 60% may 
‘h. 1 

be possible. This technology has potential applicability to Miami Fort Unit  6. 

--.------.-.--__.___ll____l_l ~ 

-- 

However, the technology only works well i n  coii.junction with lower sulfiir content 

coals, as the SO-, removal capability is limited by the capacity of tlie particulate 

control device to remove thc additional soIids created from the flue gas stream. 

Overall, this technology has low initial capital costs (similar to activated carbon 

injection equipment), but high ongoing variable O&M costs for reagent (trona) 

and solid waste disposal. In addition, there is a supply risk for the trona material 

itself, as i t  is a naturally occurring mineral that is mined i n  Wyoming. It  shares 

the same long-distance transportation logistical risks as Powder River Basin 

(“PRB”) coal. 

Capital Cost Estiitrates 

Prior to screening out technologies for Phase 11, the capital cost estimates used in 

the Engineering Screening Model for tlie various emission control technologies 

were reviewed based on the experience to date across the Duke Energy system. 

Generally, the capital costs for all of the technologies are increasing with time, as 

tlie cost of construction commodities, such as steel, concrete, and copper, are 

escalating at a rate faster than inflation. Also, the remaining units in the country 

without environmental controls also tend to be the smaller, older units that have a 

higher construction retrofit difficulty, again driving up the costs relative to past 

installations. 
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Considerations j o r  a Mescrrry M A  CT Fit firre 

W-i t 11-t lie-court-mcat 1 iig-CA M R-(-w i tkdtic. considcratioii_gi~ei~~o-o~goi~g--__-~-____ 

appeals), i t  is now possible that EPA will promulgate a new mercury compliance 

regulation based on a MACT stanclard. It is theiefore reasonably prudent to at 

least considci tlic impact of such a regulation on the DE-Kentucky units, 

However, the exact requirements and timing of compliance are unpredictable at 

this time. 

Foi units equipped with both SCR and FGD technology, DE-Kentucky has 

assuincd that, on average over an operating year, 85% of the mercury in the in- 

coining coal will be removed prior to final emission in the flue gas stack. This 

would have been sufficient to comply with the original MACT standard proposed 

by EI’A prior to the finalization of the cap-and-trade CAMII. For East Rend, 

which is equipped with both an SCR and an FGD, it is assumed that the unit will 

likely comply with the new regulation and no additional actions are assunied to be 

necessary at this time. This will have to be re-evaluated once the provisions of the 

revised CAMR are known. 

For Miami Fort IJnit 6, however, i t  is much more likely that additional emission 

controls will be required to comply with a new mercury rule. This depends highly 

on the level of compliance required, arid the way in which compliance is 

measured (unit-by-unit, or generating facility/station-wide). If compliaiice is 
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deteniiincd on a facility-wide basis. then i t  IS possible that the unit could be 

averaged in with the other units at Miami Fort Station, two of which have an SCR 

a i r d - ~ - F e B , - a ~ ~ a ~ h i e v e - t  he-coni pl inneestandardA 1-the-average-cm 1 ssion-1 s-s t i 1 

too high, or if unit-specific conipliatic*c IS  required, then i t  is very likely that 

Miami Fort Unit 6 will iequirc additional en-~ission controls 

/ 

- - 

Additional mercury control at Miami Fort Unit 6 would most likely come in the 

form of a baghouse with ACI. A baghouse (or fabric filter) uses a filter niedia to 

physically capture particulates fi-om the flue gas stream. This is a similar concept 

to a vacuum cleaner with a HEYA filter As solid material builds up on the 

surface of the filters (also called bags), i t  can also become effective at absorbing 

vapor compounds. This is due to tlie increased surface contact of the flue gas 

having to pass through the built-up filter cake. Then, when an absorbing agent, 

such as powdered activated carbon, is injected into the flue gas upstream of the 

baghouse and collects on tlie bag surface, i t  becomes a highly effective ineans of 

removing tlie mercuiy. 

Techizokogy Options Passed to Systerit Optimizer 

With its existing SCR and FGD, East Bend Unit 2 is well placed to comply with 

the CAIR regulations. There were no additional economic cornpliaiice options 

identified for this unit. For Miami Fort Unit  6, however, there is a strong 

emphasis on reducing the SO2 emissions due the reductions brought on by CAIR. 
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Switching to lower sulfur contcnt fuels appeared to be economic in the 

Enginecring Screening Model analysis. 

___ ~ _ _ _ - _ _ ~  _l-..--____-ll_-..----.. 

To make this fuel switch, however, the particuiatc controls on the unit require 

enhancenient. This could be accomplished through a precipitator upgade project 

with the addition of a flue gas conditioning system (SO, injection), or tlrrough the 

installation of a baghouse. Since the baghouse installation is linked to the 

potential for mercury MACT regulations, both particulate upgrade options were 

passed to the System Optimizer with the low sulfur fuel switch option. Thus, the 

two distinct options passed on to the System Optiinizcr for Miami Fort Unit 6 

were: 

* Switch to Low Sulhr  Fuel, Precipitator Upgrades, SO3 Injection 

Switch to Low Sulfur Fuel, Raghouse, Activated Carbon Injection' * 

Lastly, given the installation of a baghouse and a switch to lower sulfhr content 

fuel, the addition of trona injection on Miami Fort Unit 6 also appears economic. 

However, this is still a developing technology, and its economics depend on the 

existence of the baghouse. Duke Energy is considering testing this technology at 

another unit in  the Duke Energy system that already has a baghouse installed. If 

that testing is performed and is successful, then this technology will be given due 

consideration for DE-Kentucky in future analyses. 

1 This option results in a derate ot approximately 1 M W  due to incrcascd auxiliary load 
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3. System Optimizer Results 

The Phase 2 alternatives passed to the System Optimizer from the Engineering 

Sereeiii ng-Modc+-wm+anal yzed-i n-t h e i  nte@at ioiistepo f-this-IR P-iii-rouj uu~ctio~i-- -_____- - 

with the DSM and supply-side altcinativcs. This is discussed in detail i n  Cliaptei 

8. 

G. EMISSION ALLOWANCE MANAGEMENT 

Figure 6-1 shows the number of SO2 allowances allotted by the EPA for East Bend, 

Miami Fort 6, and Woodsdale. Figures 6-2 and 6-3 show the projected number of 

Seasonal and Annual NO, allowances respectively that will be allotted to these units. 

The emission allowance markets impact tlic compliance strategies. The projected 

allowance market pice is the basis against whicli tlic costs of compliance options are 

compared to determine whether the options are economic (Le., a “market-based” 

compliance planning process). 

Duke Energy has maintained an interdepartmental group to perform SO2 and NO, 

emission allowance management. DE-Kentucky plans to manage emissions risk by 

utilizing a mixture of purchasing allowances, installing equipment and, when 

applicable, purchasing power. The most economic decision is dependent upon the 

current and forecasted market price of allowaiices, tlie cost and lead-time to install 

control equipment, and the current and forecasted market price of power. These 
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factors will be reviewed as thc markets chaiige and the most economic emission 

compliance strategy will be employed. 
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Figure 6- 1 

SO1 AL,LOWANCES ALLOCATED TO EAST BEND, MIAMI FORT 6, AND WOODSDALE 

ALLOWANCES ALLOCATED 
Plant Unit/ Pe re en t 2000- 2010 
Nanie Boiler No. Owncrship & after 

Miami Fort 
East Bend 
Woodsdale 
Woodsdale 
Woodsdale 
Woodsdale 
Woodsdale 
Woodsdale 

100.00 
69.00 

100.00 
100.00 
100.00 
100.00 
100.00 
100.00 

4,908 
12,642. 

294 
294 
2.94 
294 
294 
294 

4,9 17 
12,664 

295 
295 
295 
295 
295 
295 

I9,3 14 19,35 1 Total 

Note” Number of allowances shown are DE-Kentucky’s portion for jointly owned units 
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f-igure 6-2 

Miami Fort 
East Bend 
Woodsdale 
Woodsdal e 
\Voodstlale 
Woodsdale 
Woodsdale 
Woodsdale 

100 00 
69 00 

100 00 
100 00 
100 00 
100 00 
100 00 
100 00 

396 
976 

I 2  
I 2  
14 
14 
15 
14 

354 
S28 

1 1  
1 1  
13 
13 
13 
1 i 

Total I :173 1,453 1.256 

Note. 

Nuniber of allowances shown are DE-Kentucky's portion for jointly owned units Year 2009 transitions from the NOx SIP 
Call to the CAlR NOx Ozone Season Program. Year 20 I5 allocations are an estimate, thcy will be derermined though a 
future reallocation 
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Figure 6-3 

ANNUAL NO, ALLOWANCES AL.LOCATED 1'0 EAS l' BEND, MlAMI I -ORP 6. N) WOOL7SDAL.E 

Miami Fort 
East Bend 
Woodsdale 
Woodsdale 
Woodsdale 
Woodsdale 
Woodsdale 
Woodsdale 

100.00 
69 00 

100 00 
100 00 
100.00 
100 00 
100.00 
100 00 

966 822 
2.4 14 2,011 

20 17 
20 17 
-- ?-7 18 
23 19 
24 2 0 
23 19 

Total 3.512 2,943 

Note. 
Number of allowances shown are DE-Kentucky's portion for jointly o u m d  units Year 201 5 
allocations are an estimate, they will be determined through a h t u r e  reallocation 
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7. ELECTRIC TRANSRllSSION FORECAST 

- ~ _ _ _ _ ~ _ - ~  -l__l___l_l__-l___-. ~ I I _  ~- 

The transmission infonnation is located in the Transmission Volume of this report. 
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8. SELECTION ANI) IMPLEMENTATION OF TIIE PLAN 

?.  A. INTROIIUC 1 ION I -___ -________ --_I____ ~ ~~ 

0 nce t hc i titi i v id ua I screen i n g p roc esscs for de ti1 and -s i d c ~ su p p I y - s i tie, and 

cn\  irnnmental conipliancc resoiirces reduced the universe of options to a manrigcable 

number, thc nest step was to integrate the options This chapter uill describe the 

integration process, the sensitivity analyses. the selection of the 2008 Integrated 

Resorircc Plan (‘‘IrW”), and its general implementation. 

1:igiiie 8-1 shows DE-Kentucky’s supply versus demand balance with esisting DSM 

programs but without any additional supply-side 01 compliance 1 esources DE- 

Kentucky’s reserve margin from 20 19 forward is consistently below 1 S% 

B. RESOURCE INTEGRATION PROCESS 

The goal of the integration process was to take all of the pre-scieened DSM, supply- 

side, and the environniental compliance options, and develop an integrated resource 

plan using a consistent method of evaluation. The tools iised in this portion of the 

process were the Ventyx System Optimizer model and the Ventyx Planning and Risk 

model. Thc models utilized to develop the power market price forecast and to screen 

the environmental compliance alternatives are also dcsci ibed below. 
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1. NIoricl Descriptions 

Sjstenr Optimizer 

Skstcn-Opt i nii~~r-is-~i-stat~-of-tlis-ait-soiiiputsr-tiiod~l-lis~nsed-froi~~-V~~~ty~~~---------- - ------ - 

Sqstcni Opttniim IS comniefcially licensed to many utilities and CEM (its 

p i  edeccssor progt ani) has been used by DF-Carolinas (an affiliate of 1313- 

Kentucky) lor several years 

; 

System Optimizer is an economic optimi~ation model that can be used to develop 

integrated resource plans Lvhilc satisfying ieliability criteria. The model assesses 

the economics of various resource investments including conventional units (e g., 

C‘fs, CCs. coal units, IGCCs, etc ), renewable Iesources (e g., wind, biomass), 

DSM resources, and environmental compliance alternatives (e.g., scrubbers, 

SCRs. baghouses, etc ). 

System Optimizer iises a linear piogramining optimization procedure to select the 

most ccononiic expansion plan based on Present Value Revenue Requirements 

(“PVRR”). The model calculates the cost and reliability effects of modifying the 

load with demand-side management programs or adding supply-side resources to 

the system. I n  addition, the modeling of emission-related constraints enables the 

tiser to integrate environmental compliance strategies with the supply-side and 

demand-side resource options. 1Jni ts with high S 0 2 ,  NO,. or CO2 emission rates 

incur large1 dispatch penalty cost adders than units with lo\% or no SOZ. NO,, or 

CO? cniissions The dispatch adders are calculated by the model rising the 
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projected prices of emission allowances and the emission rates of the generating 

units 

Platitiitig nttd Risk 

Planning and Risk is a commcicially licensed product developed by Ventyx. 

t’rosym. the computational engine of Planning and Risk. has also been used by 

DE-Carolinas for seveial years and is widely accepted throughout thc industry 

However, unlike System Optimizer, Planning and Risk is not a generation 

expansion model.. It is principally a very detailed production costing model used 

to simulate the operation of the electric production facilities of an electric utility 

Some of the key inputs include generating unit data, fuel data, load data, 

transaction data, DSM data, emission and allowance cost data, and utility-specific 

system operating data. These inputs, along with its complex algorithms. make 

Planning and Risk a powerfill tool for projecting utility electric prodiictioii facility 

operating costs. 

MARKETS Y W R ’  

The power niarltet price forecast utilized in this IRP was developed by Ventyx 

using their proprietary MARKETSYMTM system. The operation of individual 

generators, utilities, and contiol areas are simulated by the model in  hourly detail 

to meet the loads within thc region. Smaller zones within the region are modelecl 

so that CI  itical transmission constraints are tal<en into account Thc objective of 
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the niotiel is to niinimire the cost of serving load within the region. Individual unit  

forced outages are taken into account using Monte Carlo analysis The outputs 

from the model inclutie emission allouance prices, fuel prices, and a long-term 

price forecast siifficicnt li)r  cuisting and lieu generators to recover their costs 

lion1 the niarkct. 

Etigiiieeritig Screetiiiig Model 

Dulw Energy’s in-house Engineering Environmental Compliance Planning and 

Scieening Modcl (“13igineering Screening Model”) is a Microsoft Excel-based 

spreadsheet program that is used to screen environmental compliance technology 

options clown to thosc that are most economic fool further consideration in the 

System Optimizer model. The model incorporates the operating characteristics of 

the DE-Kentucky units (net MW, heat rates, emission rates, emission control 

equipment removal rates, availabilities, variable O&M expenses. elc.), and market 

information (energy prices in the form of a price duration curve, emission 

allowance prices, he1 prices), calculates the dispatch costs of tlie units, and 

dispatches them independently against the energy price curve. The model 

calculates generation, einissions, operating margin, and, ultimately, free cash flow 

with the inclusion of capital costs. 

The Engineering Screening Model also contains costs and operating 

charactci istics of emission control equipment This includes wet and dry flue gas 

desulfurization equipment (“FGD” or “scrubber“) and in-duct trona injection for 
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SO? remocal; selective and non-selective catalytic reduction (“SCR” and 

‘.SNCR’-) and low NO, burners (“I ,NB”) for NO, renioval, baghouses with ACI 

for mercury 1 emoval, anti various fuel switching options with related capital costs 

(such as a switch to lower sulfur content coal with required elect1 ostatic 

prccipitator iipgradcs) 

co-benetits. such as ~ncreased niercuiy removal with the combination of SCIi and 

FGD 

The model also appropiiately treats emission reduction 

The sci eening operation of the Engiiieering Screening Model involves testing the 

economics of the many various combinations of emission control equipment on 

each w i t  individually by calculating the present value of the change in free cash 

flow (“NPV”) due to adding an emission control technology or fuel switch The 

model ranks the alternatives by NPV. This model is considered proprietary 

confidcntial and competitive information by Duke Energy. 

2. Process 

The first step i n  the integration process was to update the database with the most 

current forecasts and assumptions. Once this was completed, output reports were 

examined to determine the reasonableness of the model results by examining 

selected variables such as i in i  t capacity factors and emission rates. Througliout 

the IRP process the modeling was reviewed for accuracy. Also, system load 

reports were ievietved to maltc sure forecasted peak and energy values. as well as 

DSM impacts. uete  modeled coirectly. The projected inarlcet prices for electricity 
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from Vcntys lor the Duke I:iicrgy Midwest modeling region were inclucled in the 

database to simulntc the interactions between DE-Kentucky’s system and the 

who I esa I e ni a I k e t 

0 lice the s 11 pp 1 y - s i d e. de 111 a t i  d -si de. and en v i i o nine t i  t a i coni p 1 i a ncc scrce n i n g 

processes were completed, the options shown below were modeled in  Systeni 

0 p t i ni ize r I 

Demand-Side M a n a g e m  

Conservation EE Rundle 2008 

Demand Res - R  

Demand Response Bundle - Non-Residential 2.008 

Notes: 1 ) The impacts of these programs continued or increased 
throughout the study period 

50 MW Block Market-Based Purchases 2008-20 1 1 

Brownfieid 3SMW CC (6% of a 620 M W  unit) 20 12-2028 

Greenfield 35 MW Supercritical Pulverized Coal (4% 20 14-202,8 
of an 800 MW unit) 
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Greenfield 3.5 M W  Generic IGCC (6% of a 619 MW 2014-202,8 
u n i t )  
Greenfield 35 M le f a 2 2  
station) 

Generic 50 M W Turiiltey Wind ( 1  5%) Capacity Credit 20 10-2028 
t o M a r c 1  Iteservc Margin Requirements) 

35 MW Poultiy Waste Firing 

Notes 1 )  Ihe ratings shown are summer capacity 
2) No Carbon Capture and Sequestration (“CC&S”) 

equipment was assumed on the supply-side alternatives 

Environmental Compliance 

Option 

L,ow SO2 Fuel, Precipitator Upgrade, SO3 Injection on 2010 
Miami Fort 6 
I,ow SO2 Fuel, Baghouse: ACI on Miami Fort 6 2012 

Due to the relatively small size of the DE-Kentucky system and tlie sinal1 amount 

of additional capacity needed over tlie study period, sotile of the generic supply- 

side options were modeled in blocks smaller than either tlie optimal economic or 

tlie conimercially available sizes of these units. For example, the CT, CC, 

pulverized coal, IGCC, and nuclear units were limited to bloclts of 3 S  MW in size 

to match the size or the renewable Poultry Waste alternativc. even though actual 

units utiliLing these technologies are noimally much larger. IIsing comparably 

sirccl units also creates a inore level playing field lot- these alternatives in the 

model so that choices will be made based on economics rather than being unduly 
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influencctl by the sires of units i n  coniparisoii to the rescive margin requirement 

This is a consel vative assumption because supply-side screening i n  past IRPs 

generally showed that thc largest unit sizes available for any given technology 

t y p ~  c\eri: thc niost cost-clfcctiw, due to economics oi scalc I f sniallcr units wcrc 

rcquired lo1 IW,-Kentucky. thc capital costs on a $/I<\/ basis would be much 

highei than the cost estimates used in this analysis L3E-Kentuck) could take 

advantage of the economies of- scale from a larger unit by jointly owning such a 

unit  with another utility or by signing a Purchascd Power Agreement from such a 

I a(: i 1 i ty 

Nuclear units were considered as resourcc alternatives in the development of this 

I R P  even though Kentucky currently has a moratorium on nuclcar power plants 

until a long-term federal disposal site becomes operational. The reason for this 

modeling assumption is that allowing swh alternatives can provide insights into 

what kinds of resources may be needed in the ftiture, especially given the potential 

for future constraints on carbon emissions. The Kentucky legislature considered 

lifiing the moratorium in its 2008 legislative session, although i t  did not come to a 

vote. 

The DR programs werc modeled as two separate “bundles” (one bundle of Non- 

Residential progranis and one bundle of Residential programs) that could be 

selected bascd on economics. The conservation EE programs were niodelcd as 
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one bundle that coiild be selected based on economics’ The assumption was 

inadc that these costs and impacts would continue throughout the planning period 

Any generic C’I s : m i  CCs selected by the model can be viewed as “placelioldeis” 

for “peaking” and “ii~teimetliate“ duty market puichases Similarly. any gcneric 

pulverized coal, ICiCC. 01 nuclear units selectcd by the rnocicl can be viewed as 

placeholders for base load purchases. 

The number of Iienccvablc teclinology types included in the modeling had to bc 

limited i n  order to allow the model to reach solution more easily. Based on the 

results of the screening ciirve analysis (discussed i n  Chapter 5 ) ,  tlie renewables 

that were inade available to the model were the Wind and the Poultry Waste 

(“Animal Waste”) since these were the niost economic oi‘ all of the rcnewables 

These technologies act as placeholdcis for the renewablcs that are the most 

economic, taking into account availability and reliability considerations, at the 

time renewable resources are procured. The availability of these kinds of 

resources for DE-Kentucliy was not considered in this analysis. 

Although market purchases were not available after 201 1 in System Optimizer, 

any CTs and CCs selected by the model can be viewed as placeholders for further 

peaking and intermediate market purchases. 

’ The DR and conservation EE bundles weie eventually I fixed” in the System Optimizer 
model due to tlie bundles not being selected economical iy because no additional resources 
wcre required for many years 
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c. 

Both the Wind and Animal Waste alternatives were ciedited with an assumed 

icvenue stream from selling the Rcnewablc Fiierg) Ccrttficates (*'RECs") 

pierated in the cases \vithout an RI'S I Io\\evcr. foi the case n i t h  an RPS. no 

t evenue stteam fi om the sale of RI:Cs \vas incorporated because they would be 

surrendered to comply with the RPS. 

The integration analysis in system Optimizer was performed over a twenty-one 

year period (2008-2028). The final detailed production costing modeling in 

Planning and Risk was performed over the same time period. but with an 

additional 15 years of fixed costs and escalated production costs incorporated to 

better incorporate end effects. 

-- IDENIIFICATION OF SIGNIFICANTLY DIFFERENT PLANS 

1 .  Develop Theoretical Portfolio Configurations 

A screening analysis using the System Optimizer model was conducted to identify 

the most attractive capacity options under the expected load profile as well as 

under a range of risk cases. This step began with a nominal set of varied inputs to 

test the system under different future conditions such as changes in f k l  prices, 

load levels, and environmental requirements. These analyses yielded many 

different theoretical configurations of resources required to m e t  an aiiiiual 15 

percent target planning reserve margin while minimizing the long-run revenue 
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rcquiienients to custorners, with differing operating (production) and capital costs 

A discount rate of 7.33% was utilized. 

The nominril set of inputs included. 

e 

F i c l  costs and availability for coal. gas. and nuclear generation. 

Devclopinent. operation, and maintenance costs of both new and existing 

genera t ion : 

Co 111 p I i ance w i t  l i  current and potentia 1 envi 1 on iiieii ta 1 rcgu I at io i i  s. 

Cost of capital; 

System operational needs foi load ramping. voltage/VAR support, spinning 

reserve (1 0 to 1 5-minute start-up) and other requirements as a result of 

ReliabiltyFir-st / NERC standards; 

The projected load and generation resource need; and 

A menu of new resource options with corresponding costs and timing 

parameters. 

An assumed level of C02 prices’ as discussed below. 

The level of COZ prices assumed was based on the safety valve prices contained i n  

legislation introduced by Senator Bingainan. Although the safety valve price in 

Senator I3ingattian’s bill is $12/metric ton in 2012. dollars, it is unlikely that 
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legislation 1% i l l  be passed i n  time to implement this in 2012 Therefore. the 

assumption was made that 201 3 would be the starting year for the $ 12  safety valve 

price. When this is converted riom metric tons to shoi-t tons, the starting price in  

2013 is $10.88. uhich is thcn escalated at 5% plus inflation o f 2  3%. The CO:! 

prices assumed w x c  as lollo\vs: 

2.01 3 
2014 
20 1 5 
2016 
201 7 
2018 
2019 
202.0 
202.1 
2,022 
2.02.3 
2024 
202.5 
2.026 
2027 
2028 

Nominal $/Short Ton 
$10.88 
$ 1 1  67 
$12.53 
$13.44 
$14.42 
$1 5.47 
$16 60 
$17.82 
$19.12 
$20 51 
$22 01 
$23 "62 
$2.5.34 
$27.19 
$29.. 18 
$31.31 

These prices were used for each ton of CO? emissions, with no allowance 

allocations from the government assumed. To the extent that there are less 

expensive methods to comply, such as potentially utilizing carbon capture and 

sequestration, they will be analyzed as reasonable assitmptions for lhese costs and 

impacts liecome available 

' Despite sigtiificant uncertainty surrounding potential fiiture climate change policy. Df1-Kentucky has 
incorporated the potential lor (102 cliinarc: change regulations in its resource planning process 
Inclusion of this assumption is no1 intcndcd to rcJlecl DE-Kentucky's or Duke Energy's preferences 
regarding hitiire cliniate change policy 

, 
i 
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A number of possible alternative futures that could have large impacts on 

stakeholders were identified. They were ( i n  no particular order): 

e Changes i n  technology 

5 Changes in  relative tile1 prices (e g . coal vs natural gas) 

Changes i n  the level of service area load 5 

e Changes in iegulatoiy requirements 

5 Increased environmental regulation or rilles 

Changes in the level of EE and DR e 

Differences in the relative economics of different technologies. as well as changes 

in relative fuel prices were addiessed i n  the supply-side screening discussed in 

Chapter 5 .  Changes in gas and coal prices, service aiea load, and regulatory 

requirements are addressed as sensitivities at the integration stage described 

below. Changes i n  environniental regulations arc addressed quantitatively 

through sensitivity analysis described below and through qualitative discussions in 

Section E. 

The sensitivities studied were: 

e lligh Load Forecast - A sensitivity with a higher load level based on 

optimistic growth assuniptioiis was chosen. As described in Chapter 3 ,  the 

Company used the standard errors of the regression from the econometric 
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models used to pioduce the base eneigy forecast 

an 80% confidence interval around tlie forecast which equates to 1 28 

standard deviations The growth rates in  this sensitivity are 0 S0,6 

ant1 0 9% for peak demand anti energy. iespectively (versus 0 So/" 

and 0.8%, respectively, in  the Base Forecast) All other assumptions 

remained at Base Case levels for this sensitivity. 

1 he bands are based on 

0 L,ow Load Forecast/Higher Level of Renewables - A sensitivity with c2 

lower load level based on pessimistic growth assumptions was chosen As 

described in Chapter 3, the Company used the stanclartl errois of the 

regression from the econometric models used to produce the base energy 

foiccast. The bands are based on an 80% confidence interval around the 

forecast which equates to 1 28 standard deviations. -1 lie growth rates in 

this sensitivity are 0.8% and 0 7% for peak deniand and eneigy, 

respectively (versus 0.8% and O.8%, respectively, in the Base Forecast) 

This sensitivity can also serve as a proxy for the effects of a higher level of 

renewables since tlie reduction in tlie load level could be caused by a lower 

net load to be served after renewables rather than a lower rate of growth. 

By 2028, the difference in  peak load was about 58 MW in the suiniiier, 

while tlie difference in energy was 352,000 MWh per year. This is the 

equivalent of seven to eight 50 MW wind faiiiis based on the peak 

differential or two to thee  wind farms based on the energy differential 

All other assumptions remained at Base Case levels for this sensitivity 
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0 I liglier Gas Prices - Changes i n  gas prices can affect the relative 

economics of the pian chosen. Thcreforc. a semiti\ ity using 

approximately 23%) Higher Gas Prices \\as perlormed All other 

assumptions remained at Base Case levels for this sensitivity. 

0 Higher Coal Prices - Changes in  coal prices can also affect the relative 

economics of  the plan chosen rherefore. a sensitivity using a 1 OYO Higher 

Coal Price Forecast was pcrfornied. All other assumptions remained at 

Base Case levels for this sensitivity 

0 Higher Carbon TadAllowance I’riccs - Thc Conipany continues to believe 

that there will be a cost control mechanism incorporated into climate 

change legislation that is ultimately enacted to prevent high cmissioii 

allowance prices and reduce price volatility. Given the uncertainty around 

the price levels that will result from the price control mechanism, 

however, this IRP analysis considered a range of potential prices. 

The following table shows the COz prices that were modeled for the 

Higher Carbon sensitivity. 
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,013 
2014 
2 0  15 
2016 
201 7 
2018 
2019 
2020 
2021 
2022 
2023 
2024 
2025 
20'26 
2027 
2028 

Nominal $/Short Ton 
$3 1.3s 
$34.67 
$40.59 
$43.54 
$46.6 1 
$49.79 
$53.09 
$56.5 1 
$59.2 I 
$62.0 1 
$64.90 
$67.89 
$70.99 
$76.60 
$8 2 "4.3 
$88.48 

Because these changes in environmental policy would affect not only COz 

prices, but also fuel prices, market prices, and load level, adjustments to 

these other parameters were made based on work performed for the 

Company by outside consultants. 'These assumptions were then used to 

perform the analysis for this sensitivity. 

0 No Carbon Tax/Allowance Prices - A sensitivity was also performed 

without any carbon tax assumed Because that change would affect not 

only 0 1  prices, but also fitel prices, market prices, and load level, 

adjustments to these other parameters were made based on work 

performed for the Coriipany by outside consultants. These assumptions 

were then w e d  to perform the analysis for this sensitivity 
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e 15Yi Federal Renewable Portfolio Standard - 'The version of the Ihergy 

Bill passed by the U S  I-louse of Representatives in 2007 contained a 15% 

RPS. \vliilc the Senate version did not include such a standard I he final 

bill did not contain this staiidarcl. I-Iowever, given t h e  likeliliootl that sonic 

sort of RPS may be imposed at the Federal level in  the future. a sensitivity 

was performed utilizing the 15% f-Iouse version of the standard. l-he key 

requirements assumed for modeling purposes were as follows. 

Annual 940 Requirements 
201 0 2.75% 
201 1 2.75% 
2012 3 "75% 
2.0 1 3 4.50% 
20 14 5.50% 
201 5 6.50% 
2,016 7.50% 
2017 8.25% 
2.01 8 10.25% 
2019 12.2.5% 
2020-2039 15.00% 

Eligible Resoitrces 
P Facilities placed in service 011 or after Januaiy 1 ,  200 1 
P Biomass including animal waste and agricul tural crops 
P Incremental hydro at existing facilities 
P Solar 
3 Wind 
P Landfill gas 
P Biomass co-firing in existing units 
";. Energy Efficiency up to 25% of the requirements 

e CAMR (cap-and-trade) reinstated for melcury regulations instead of 

MAC?' - Due to thc uncertainties surrounding future mercury regulations, 
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a sensitivity \\as performed to deteimine the impacts of iegulations similar 

t o  thc CAMR cap-and-trade system instead of a MACT iegime 

N o  Enei gy r,fficiency/l>emaIid Iicsponse programs - A sensitivity was 

also performed to determine what additional resourccs would be required 

i f  DE-Kcntucky did not have any EE or DR programs. 

The sensitivities chosen for this IRP analysis were those that represented the 

highest risks going iorwarcl Therefole, it  was determined that a lower gas price 

sensitivity and a lower coal price scnsitivity would not lead to any insightful 

1 esults 

Figiirc 8-2 summarizes the optimal plans produced by the System Optimizer 

model for cadi of the sensitivities studied. 

Base Load Forecast 

The Base L,oad Forecast was reduced using energy efficiency and demand 

response. 

for additional capacity until 201 9. The optimum plan for the Base Load Forecast 

case consisted of adding the Low SO2 fuel, BI-I, ACI cnviroiiniental compliance 

option on Miami Fort 6 in 2012 in order to comply with MAC?'. The remainder 

ofthc plan called for aclding 105 MW supply side resources. Two simple-cycle 

CT units (70 MW) were added. one each i n  201 9 and 2,023. 'There was also one 

With the EE/DR bundles added in 2008 there is no significant need 
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35 b1W nuclear unit adtied in 2027 

indicates a need for a combination of peaking and baseload generation. However, 

these units should be \+wed merely as placeholdm for whatever capacity 

resources are the most economical at the time decisions foi adding capacity need 

to be made. The selection of these resources is highly dependent on the projected 

capital costs and heat rates of the units. Renewable resources were not selected by 

the model due to their higher cost in comparison to traditional supply-side 

options 

The addition of CTs and the nuclear unit 

€IiElier Load Forecast Sensitivitv 

The need for new capacity was advanced to 201 1 due to the higher load level. 

The plan contains two additional CTs and a Wind unit in comparison to the Base 

I .oad Forecast plan. 

- Lower Load Forecast/€Ii~her Level of Rengvables Setisitivitv 

There is no need for any new capacity due to the lower load level. 

Higher Gas Prices S e n s i t i v a  

The main impact on the plan was to substitute an Animal Waste unit for the 

second natural gas-fired C'T in 202,3 in comparison to the Base Load plan. 

Higher Coal Prices Sensitivi& 

The optimum plan was unchanged from the Base Load Forecast plan. 
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IIigher Carbon Tax Sensitivity 

The reserve margin ciiterion was limited to a maximum 20"/0 Since other 

parameters would be affected by an increase in carbon prices, additional price- 

induced load dcstniction was modclcd. No new capacity was necded alter the EF 

and DR were added in 2008 clue to the lower load level. 

No Carbon Tax SensitiviQ- 

The No Carbon Tax plan was significantly different from tlie Base Lmad Forecast 

plan. In the absence of a carbon tax it is expected that the load level would be 

higher, this creating a need for additional resources 'The key difference between 

this plan and the Base Load plan is the coal-fired base load resources added Four 

3 5 MW Supercritical PC units are added, one each in 201 7, 2020. 2,023 and 

2026. The majority of the resources are added late in the study with the 

exception of the first coal unit. The rest of the coal units were added at relatively 

the same time period as tlie resources in the Base Load Forecast plan No  other 

types of resources were added during the study. A 35 MW increase in capacity 

(foi a total of 140 MW) was needed over the Base Load plan (105 MW). 

15% RPS Sensitivity 

Only renewable resources were selected by the model in this sensitivity. These 

supply-side iesources, along with the DSM resources, satisfied the annual RPS 

constraints modeled as well as the reserve margin constraints. The plan consisted 

of two 3.5 MW t\niii-tal Waste Firing units added, one each in  2013 and 2019. The 
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rcniainder o f  the plan \vas made lip or t\\o Wind titiits (100 MW total) introduced 

i n  2010 and 2027. Although the tcsources shown are Animal Waste and Wind 

farms. tiicy are placeholders for the most economic and reliable resources 

available at thc time they are pi ocured 

CAMR Sensitivitv 

I f  the new niercury regulations contain a cap-and-trade system rather than MACT, 

the optimum plan would include the precipitator upgrade on Miami Fort IJnit 6 

rather than tlie bagliouse with ACI, based on economics. The plan also replaced 

one CT with 100 MW of Wind resources. 

No EE/I)R Sensitivity 

The results without any EE or Dli are slightly different from the Base L,oad 

Forecast plan in  that all of tlie resources additions occur two years earlier. There 

was also additional capacity required i n  2.028, and the Wind resource was selected 

to meet this need. 

Other Observations 

With the exception of tlie No Carbon Tax sensitivity, no coal-fired resources were 

added. Instead, the supply-side resources added generally consisted of gas-fired 

CTs, renewables, and nuclear units. 
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2. Develop Various Portfolio Options 

LJsing the insights gleaned from developing theoretical portfolios, DE-Kentucky 

created a representative range of generation plans reflecting different mixes of 

iesources Recogniring that tliffeient generation plans expose customers to 

cliffetent sources and levels of risk, a variety of portfolios were developed to 

assess the impact of various risk factors on the costs to serve customers The 

portfolios analyzed for the development of this IRP were chosen in order to focus 

on the near-term (i e.. within the next ten years) decisions that must be made 

while placing less emphasis on differences i n  portfolios tcn to twenty years in the 

hture  that DE-Kentucky will have the opportunity to re-visit in subsequent IRPs. 

Figure 8-3 shows the three portfolios of interest that were considered in the 

portfolio analysis phase: 1) the Gas/Nuclear/EE portfolio, 2) the Coal/Nuclear/EE 

portfolio, and 3) the High RenewabWEE portfolio. Each portFolio contains the 

maximum amount of both demand response and conservation that was available 

The Gas/Nuclear/EE portfolio was based on the System Optimizer model results 

for the Base Case L,oad Forecast The Coal/NucIear/EE portfolio is identical to 

thc Gas/Nuclear/EE portfolio with the exception that the CT unit in 2,019 was 

replaced with a coal unit since the No Carbon Case model run contained all coal 

units ralher than gas unit additions. The 1 'Iigh Renewables/EE portfolio was based 

on the System Optiiiiim- model results for the 15% Federal RPS sensitivity. 
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The Gas/Nucleai/l;F portfolio contains the EE and DR bundles The supply-side 

icsoutces consist of a tivo (3 I units ( 3 5  M W  each) added in  2019 and 2023, and a 

titiclear unit (35 hlW) adticti in  2027 

Filtcr/ACl environmental complttince altcrnati\c tor Miami Fort ( I n i t  6 i n  order to 

be in con7pJiance with the mercury MACT standaid l*'ach of the supply-side units 

should be viewed as placeholders f a  the types of capacity resources that are the 

most cconomical at the time decisions for adding capacity need to be made 

In addition. the plan contains the Fabric 

rhe Coal/Nuclear/EE portfolio also contains the EE and LIR bundles. The supply- 

side resources consist o f a  coal unit ( 3 5  MW) added in 2019, a C r u n i t  (35 MW) 

added in  2023, and a nuclear unit ( 3 5  MW) added in 2027. In addition, the plan 

contains the Fabric Filter/ACI environmental compliance alternative for Miami 

Fort Unit  6 in order to be in compliance with the mercuiy MACT stantlard. As 

discussed above, the units added should be viewed as placeholders. 

The High RenewabledEE portfolio also contaiiis the EE and DR bundles. 'The 

supply-side resources consist of two Wind plants (SO MW each) added in  2010 

and 2013, and two Animal Waste units (3.5 MW each) added in  2017 and 202,O. 

I n  addition, the plan contains the Fabric Filter/ACI environmental compliance 

alternative for Miami Fort LJnit 6 in order to be in compliance with the mercury 

MACT standard. As discussed earlier, the units added should he viewed as 

placeholders. 
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Overall. these plans arc representative of the kinds of choices that DE-Kentucky 

will be considering in the fitture. 

D. SENSITIVITY ANALYSES 

I n  tlie neut stage of the analysis. the three portfolios were tested under the Base Case 

set of inputs as well as a variety of risk sensitivities i n  order to understand the 

strengths and weaknesses of various resource configurations and evaluate the long- 

term costs to customers under various potential outcomes. The Planning and Risk 

model (discussed ea1 tier) was used to perform more detailed production cost analysis. 

The sensitivitics chosen to be performed were tliosc representing the higliest risks 

going forward For this 1IW analysis, tlie sensitivities studied were as follows: 

0 High L,oad Forecast (described earlier) 

Low 1,oad ForecasdI-Iiglier 1,evel of Renewables (described earlier) 

I-Iiglier Gas Prices (described earlier) 

Higher Coal Prices (described earlier) 

High Cai bon Tax/Allowance Prices (described earlier) 

No Carbon Tax/AIlowance Prices (described earlier) 

e 

* 

0 

0 

* I-Iiglier Construction cost sensitivities 3 . .  . .  

> 20% Nigher Capital Cost for CT and CC units compared to Base 

C ase 

’ Uiese sensitivities tcst the risks from increases in construction costs of one type of supply- 
side resourcc at a time In reality, cost incieases of many construction component inputs such 
as labor, concrete and steel \vould al‘fect all supply-side resoiirces to varying degrees rather 
than affecting one technology in isolation 
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+ 20% Higher Capital Cost for Coal lJnits compared to  Base Case 

> 20% I Iigher Capital Cost for Nuclear LJnits comparetf to Base Case 

> 20% I [igher Capital Cost for Iiciwvahle Units compared to Base 

Case 

Figure 8-4 shows a comparison of the differcnce in PVRR for the Study Period 

(i e., twenty-one year Planning Period plus 1.5 year end effects) ot each of the 

three portfolios versus the averagc I’VRR of the three portfolios under Base Load 

Forccast conditions. ’The effective after-tax discount rate used was 7 33% ‘Hie 

Gas/Nuclear/EE portfolio is the least cost portfolio, with the CoaVNuclearEE 

portfolio close i n  cost. 1 he High Renewables/EE portfolio is much higher i n  cost. r 7  

I-Iivher Load Forecast Sensitivity 

Figure 8-5 shows a comparison of the difference in PVRR of each of the 

portfolios versus the average PVRR of the portfolios for this sensitivity. The 

Gas/Nuclear/EE portfolio is the least cost portfolio, with the Coal/Nuclear/EE 

portfolio close in cost. 

Lower Load Forecast/Higher Level of Renewables Sensitivity 

Figuie 8-6 shows a comparison of the difference in PVRR of each of the 

portfolios versus the average PVRR of the portfolios for this sensitivity. The 
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Gas/Niiclcar/IX portfolio is the least cost portfolio, with the Coal/Nuclear/EE 

portfolio close in  cost. 

Ifigher Cas Price Forecast Sensitivity 

1-iguie 8-7 shows a comparison of the diffeience in  PVRR of each of the 

portfolios versus the average I’VRR of the portfolios lor this sensitivity. The 

Cias/NuclearEE portfolio is the least cost portfolio. with the Coal/Nuclear/EE 

portfolio close i n  cost 

Hidier Coal I’rice Forecast Sensitivity 

Figure 8-8 shows a comparison of the difference in PVRR of each of the 

portfolios versus the average PVRR of the portfolios for this sensitivity. The 

Gas/NucIeai/EE portfolio is the least cost portfolio. 

Higher Carbon Tax Forecast Sensitivity 

Figure 8-9 shows a comparison of the difference in PVRR of each of the 

portfolios vcrsus the average PVRR of the portfolios for this sensitivity The 

Gas/Nuclcar/EE portfolio is the least cost portfolio Although the High 

lienewablcs/EE portfolio became relatively more economic than in previous 

scnsitivities. it was still much higher cost. 
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No Carbon Tax Forecast Sensitivity 

Figure 8- 10 sho\vs a comparison of the difference in PVRR of each of the 

portfolios versus the average P V R R  of the portfolios for this sensitivity. ‘I‘lie 

Coal/NucleadTil, portfolio was the least cost portfolio. with the Gas/Nuclcar/FE 

portfolio close in cost 

N i g h -  C T K C  IJnit Capital Cost Sensitivity 

Figure 8- 1 1 shows a comparison of the difference in PVRR of each of the 

portfolios versus the average I’VRR of the portfolios for this sensitivity. The 

Gas/Nuclear/EE por-lfolio is the least cost portfolio, with tlie Coal/Nuclear/EE 

portfolio close in cost. 

Higher Coal IJnit Capital Cost Sensitivity 

Figure 8- 12 shows a comparison of tlie difference in PVRR of each of the 

portfolios versus the average PVRR of the portfolios for this sensitivity. The 

Gas/Nuclear/EE portfolio is the least cost portfolio. 

Higher Nuclerr Unit Capital Cost Sensitivitv 

Figure 8-13 shows a comparison of the difference in PVRR of each oftlie 

portfolios veisus the average PVRR of the portfolios for this sensitivity. The 

Gas/Nucleai-/EE pollfolio was the least cost portfolio. 
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Iiigher Renewable Capital Cost Sensit- 

Figure 8-14 shows a compaiison of the dilYcienct. in PVRR of each of the 

poi tfolios versus the averagc P V R R  of’the poitfolios for this sensitivity The 

Gas/Nucleai/EE portfolio was the least cost pcrrtl‘olio 

E. EN VI RON MENTA L RI S WRE G U L AT O R Y  I M PA C 1 I  

‘I here are a number of enviroiimcntal risksircgulatory changes that can affect DE- 

ICentucky in the future. As a result. Dukc l<nergy closely monitors these changes and 

develops responses to the changes. The most significant risks are discussed i n  more 

detail below. 

Ozone National Ambient Air Qualitv Standard ( ‘ ‘ N A A Q n  

In 1997, the EPA announced a new and tighter o ~ o n e  standard to protect human 

health. The staiidard established new limits for the permissible levels of ground 

level ozone i n  the atmosphere. However, the effect of the standard and its 

implementation were delayed for years iii court proceedings, as the standard was 

challenged, but ultimately upheld. Still, the Circuit Court For the District of 

Columbia invalidated the EPA’s iniplementation procedure fog dealing with the 8- 

hour ozone standard. ‘The EPA has yet to ftnalize implenientation rules foi the 8- 

hour ozonc standard i n  accordance with the Court’s opinion Compliance with thc 

new standard could requii c significant reductions in volatilc organic compounds 
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(*'VOC") and NO, emissions from utility, automotive and industrial sources 

including DE-Kentucky facilities. 

In 2004. ozone non-attainment counties for Kentucky. Ohio. and other states were 

finali7ecl bj tlie EPA 'I he Corninonwealth of Kentucky and State o f  Ohio have been 

working with tlie FPA to rc-designate all Kentucky and Ohio counties as attaining 

tlie 8-hour standard based on three years of acceptable ozone monitoring results. In 

2005. EI'A issued phase 1 of its implementation requirements aiid additional 

rcq u i re men t s are pend i ng. 

Depending on the outcome of the 8-hour implementation rule and each county's non- 

attainment status, states may require affected sources to implement pollution controls 

in tlie future to reduce emissions which lead to tlie creation of ozone. DE-Kentucky 

will continue to monitor these developments and tlieir potential impact on tlie 

Company. 

In March 2008, tlie EPA again revised the ozone standard and increased the 

stringency from 0.08 ppm to 0.075 ppm. States will be required to propose 

designations as attainment or non-attainnient for monitor locations by March 2009. 

The EPA will finalize the designations and states will be required to submit a new 

state implementation plan by 201 3 to attain tlie new standards, i f  necessary. If 

additional emission reductions are required, sources would have to be i n  compliance 

between 201 5 and 20'30. depending on the severity of the ozonc problem. DE- 
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Kentucky will continue to monitor these developments and their potentiiil impact on 

the Company. 

New l’articulate NAAQS (‘‘PIM 2.5”) 

I n  1997. 1- PA annoiunced n c ~ r  annual and daily particulate matter ( ‘ ‘PW)  standai d s  

intended to protect human health The standards establish limits for very sinall 

particulate. those considered respirahle, less than 2.5 microns in diameter ‘I he 

control of these very small particles could require significant reductions in gaseous 

sulfur dioxide and nitrogen oxides emissions. As with the oTone standard discussed 

above. EPA’s new PM standard and subsequent implementation, were delayed for 

years because of legal challeiigcs. 

I n  200.5, EPA finalized state non-attainment area designations to implement the new 

PM standard, wliich where subsequently challenged in  court. The Commonwealth of 

Kentiicky and State of Ohio have been working with the EPA to redesignate 

appropriate Kentiicky and Ohio counties as attaining the annual PM 2.5 standard 

based on three years of acceptable monitoring results. 

On April 27, 2007, EPA finalized requirements for states to meet the implenientation 

of the PM 2.5 standard which were subsequently challenged in court. Depending on 

the outcome of the implenientation rule litigation, and each county’s non-attainment 

status, states niay require some sources to install pollution controls i n  the 201 0 to 

201 5 timefiamc to reducc emissions which lead to the formation of PM 2.5. 
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Kentucky and Ohio both developed attainment clenionstrations in 2008, based upon 

emission reduction requirements already required b\- state and federal rules. 

011 October 17, 2006, the IIPA finalired its rule strengthening the 24-hour fine 

Im-ticle standaid from the 1997 Icvel of 65 micrograms pcr cubic metcr, to 35 

micrograms per cubic meter anti retained the current annual fine particle limit 

Kentucky and Ohio filed proposed county designations under the new standard and 

USEPA will finalize the designations by the end of 2009. States will follow a 

schecfule to implement the new 24-hour standard with attainincnt of the standard in 

the 20 1 5  to 2020 timeframe tlirough an implementation plan developed by 201 3 

Additional costs to lower siilfui dioxide and other precursor particulate emissions 

will depend on the stringency of the requirements. DE-Kentucky will continue to 

study tlic impact of these regulations on the Company 

Clean Air Interstate R U I  

In December 2005, numerous states, enviroiunental organizations, industry groups 

and individual coinpanies challenged various portions of the CAIR as published" 

Those challenges are pending in the Federal Circuit Court For the District of 

Columbia. I t  is impossible to predict the outcome of the court deliberations. 

I-Iistorically, the courts have given great deference to EPA wlien cleciding on the 

merits of technical issues. 
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I Iot\evcr. even i f  the courts remand parts of the rule or vacate thc I - L I ! ~  entiiely. 

Kentucky. Ohio. and the other affected states are still required by tlie Clean Air Act 

to clc~ clop [lie necessar-)i emissions reductions of SO1 and NO, to  bi ing the m a n y  

non-attainment counties for omne and fine particles into attainment in the 2009- 

20 I5 timcfiame 

solLe all the non-attainment problems in the country 01 even in the Midwest. 

Thcrefore, the same level of emissions reductions contained in CAIR, or possibly 

even more. could be required. 

'I lie emissions ietluctions contained i n  C'AII? \$ere not designed to 

I n  August 2005, EPA proposed a Federal Inzpleiiientation Plan (*'FIP'') to reduce 

interstate tiansport of fine particulate matter and ozoiie 'This proposed rule would 

only be applicable to facilities in states without approvecl SIPs urider the CAIR 

EPA finalired tlie FIP in 2006 Kentucky's and Ohio's SIPs were both approtxxl in 

Octobei 2007 

The 

- North Carolina Section 126 Petition 

Section I26 of the CAA authorizes downwind states to petition EPA to control 

upwind source emissions that are significantly contributing to non-attainment in the 

state In March 2004. the state of North Carolina filed a petition under Section 126 

of the CAA i n  which it alleges that sources in 13 upwind states, including Kentucky 

and Ohio, significantly contribute to North Carolina's non-attainment with ozone 

and finc pal ticidale matter ambient air quality standards. I n  August 2005, EI'A 

proposed to deny the North Carolina petition based upon tlic final CAIR and 
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proposed CAIR 1W" IYA finalized their Section 126 Petition decision i n  April 

2006, by denying the North Carolina petition. 

North Carolina has challenged EPrZ's decision clenying the petition and that i i  tigation 

is ongoing. Depending on the outcome. i t  is possible that greater or faster emissions 

reductions than those required under CAlR niay be required i n  the future. Duke 

Energy will actively participate in  the rulemaking process as necessary. 

Clean Air Mercury Rule 

1 he Commonwealth of Kentucky adopted the EPA version of the CAMR almost 

entirely by reference in 2.007. The State of Ohio also adopted their EPA version of 

the model CAMR in 2007 T'heir programs maintain the emissions caps and 

r -  

regulatory timelines contained in  the final EPA mercury rule. 

Numerous states, environmental oi ganizations, industry groups and individual 

companies challenged various portions of the CAMR and the determination that i t  is 

not appropriate or necessary to regulate niercury emissions under Section 1 12 of the 

Clean Air Act. In February 2008, a federal court vacated both the Clean Air Mercury 

Rule and EPA delisting of coal fired power plants from being regulated by MACT 

under Section 1 12 of the Clean Air Act. In March 2008, the same court issued the 

mandate to act on the order to vacate the rule. EPA has yet to issue guidance to the 

states on the inipact of the court ruling, but 1x1s appealed the rriling along with 

industry. 111 May 2008, the requcst for rehearing was denied While appeal to the 
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Supreme Cottrt is possible, i f  the cow t ruling stands. I;PA would have to propose a 

new mercury emission reduction program Under this scenario, i t  is quite possible 

that a future mercury rule could be a facility-specific. command-aiid-coIitrol type of 

regulation nliich may be more stringent and much more difficult with which to 

comply Duke Energy will continuc to monitor these tlevelopmcnts and their 

potential impact on the Company. 

Regional Haze 

In  June 2005, the EPA issued final regional h a x  rules, also known as the Clean Air 

Visibility Rules ( T A V R ” ) .  Thesc rules establish planning and emission reduction 

timelines for states to use to improve visibility in national parks throughout the 

IJnited States. The ultimate effect of the new regional haze rules is to eliminate 

man-madc “regional haze” in the next 60 years. These new emission reduction rules 

could require newer and cleaner generation technologies and additional SO2 and NO, 

emission controls on utility sources However, EPA concliided in the final rule. that 

for utilities, a SIP compliant with CAIR would require more reductions than CAVR, 

and therefore no additional reductions would be required. Nowever, states may 

choose to implement more stringent emission reductions than promulgated by the 

EPA. Both Kentucky and Ohio developed regional haze plans that show compliance 

i 

with the program goals without additional emission reductions on DE-Kentucky 

facilities. 
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Clean Water Act Section 316(a) and 316(bl 

Protection of single fish species and aquatic communities is a priinary focus of water 

permitting for coal, oil, gas, and nuclear power plants and industrial facili tics under 

the Clean Water Act Section 3 1 (,(a) - heated cooling water discharges, and 3 1 b(b) - 

entrainment through coo 1 in  g water i n  t ake s yst cnis and i nip i n geine t i  t on i 11 take 

screens. The financial implications of new 3 16(a) and 3 16(b) regulations to electric 

generation capacity and plant operations are potentially large. Electric utilities 

generally have a far greater number of cooling water intake structures and higher 

flows than othcr industries. 

Miaini Fort Unit 6 is potentially affected by Section 3 16(a) regulation of a station-s 

heated cooling-water discharge. This regulation could require closed circuit cooling 

(e-g., cooling towers) at Miami Fort Unit 6 to protect fish communities. 

The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) finalized its cooling watcr intake 

structures 3 16b rule in July 2004. The rule established aquatic protection 

requirements for existing facilities that withdraw SO million gallons or more of water 

per day from rivers, streams, lakes, reservoirs, estuaries, oceans, or other U.S. waters 

for cooling purposes On January 2.5, 2007, the LJ.S Court of Appeals for the 

Second Circuit issued its opinion in  Riverkeeper-, Iizc. v. EPA, Nos. 04-6692-ag(L) et. 

al. (2d Cir. 2007) remanding most aspects of EPA’s rule back to tlie agency. The 

court effectively disallowed those portions of the rule most favorable to inclustry, and 
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the decision cieates a great deal of uncertainty regarding future requirements and 

their timing. 

Duke Energy is still unable to estimate costs to comply with the EPA‘s rule, although 

i t  is expected that costs will increase as a result of the court’s decision. The 

magnitude of any such increase cannot be estimated at this time. On April 14, 2008, 

the U.S. Suprcme Coutt issued an order granting review ofthe case. A decision IS 

not likely until 2009 after briefs a ~ e  submitted and oral argument occurs. Duke 

Energy will monitor thc outcome of the Supreme Court decision. 

- Bevill Determination 

In April 2000, EPA issued a regulatory deterinination for fossil file1 combustion 

wastes (6.5 FR 322 14, May 22,2000). The purposc of the deterinination was to 

decide whether certain wastes from thc combustion of fossil heis (incltding coal, oil 

and nahu a1 gas) should remain exempt from subtitle C (management as hazardous 

waste) of the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (“RCRA”). The Agency‘s 

decision was to retain the exemption from hazardous waste management for all of 

the fossil fuel coinbustion wastes. However, the Agency also detennined and 

announced that waste management regulations under RCRA subti tle D (management 

as non-hazardous wastes) are appropriate for certain coal combustion wastes that are 

disposed in landfills and surface impoundments. 
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‘the utility industry has made significant improvements in  its waste managerncnt 

practices over recent years but there may be suflicient evicience that acleqiiatc 

controls me not i n  place at some facilities. -1 he Agency published i n  the Federal 

Rcgistei on August 39, 2007. a notice requesting comnicnts on the managenient of 

coal conibustion wastes in landfills and ash ponds Rased o n  comments received the 

Agency has the discretion to initiate the development of national standards and issue 

appropriate waste management regulations under subtitle I3 of RCRA as outlined in  

the November 2003 Annual Agenda of Regulatory and Deregulatory Actions. Dtike 

Energy will continue to monitor these developments and their potential impact on the 

Co 111 pan y . 

Global Climate Change 

Duke Energy’s focus on the issues surrounding global climate change began i n  1994, 

shortly alter the merger of PSI Energy and The Cincinnati Gas & Fkctric Company 

created the Cinergy COT. Cinergy, which in 2006 merged with Duke Energy 

Corporation, first worked internally to evaluate its greenhouse gas emissions profile 

and determine an appropriate reduction strategy. Duke Energy’s first efforts to 

address these emissions, wliicli most scientists believe are contribiiting to global 

climate change, were made in conjunction with membership i n  the L J S .  Department 

of Energy (‘*DOE”) Climate Cliallenge Participation Accord (“Climate Challenge7’ or 

“Participation Accord”) signed by Cinergy in February 1995 This accord, which 

encoiiragecl companies to take voluntary steps to reduce their greenhouse gas 
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emissions, expired December 3 1 ,  2000, but the actions Duke Energy took to reduce 

its Midwest emissions continue. 

hi keeping with its climate challenge conimitiiient, Dike Energy continues to 

participate in the Rio Bravo forest preservation and sustainable management project 

as part of the U.S. Initiative on Joint Implementation (.‘IJSIJI’7). The project. based in 

Belize, is a partnership with three other investor-owned utilities, ‘The Nature 

Conservancy, The Programme for Belize (a non-profit environmental organization), 

and Utili?’ree Carbon Company (a utility industry initiative through the Edison 

Elect r i c Ins t i t 11 t e). 

L)ukc Energy continues to lead the industry in  promoting public policy positions in 

Washington that would regulate greenhouse gas emissions tllrough a cap-and-trade 

market-based system. Cinergy first noted the emerging climate science in testimony 

presented in 2000 before the U.S. Senate Committee on Environment and Public 

Works. In 2001, Cinergy began calling for national greenhouse gas regulation. In 

December 2004, Cinergy published its Air Emissions Report to Stakeholders, which 

discussed the risks, challenges and opportunities of operating i n  a carbon-constrained 

environnicnt. In the spring of 2005, Cinergy published its first annual report (for year 

2004) which focused on the global climate change issue. In 2007, Duke Energy 

testified in  both Senate a d  I-Iouse coininittees on the specific design of an 

economically fair greenhouse gas regulatory prograin. 

I 
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Duke Energy reports its greenhouse gas emissions and offsets annually to the 

Department of Energy through the Section 1605(b) piocess Its first report, in 1995, 

identified activities implcn~cntetl between 1991 and 1994 that reduced or offset thc 

Company's greenhouse gas emissions Additionally, Duke Fnergy has participated i n  

the Carbon Disclosure Project since 3003 

Duke Energy's Section 160S(b) reports list activities that reduced or offset Duke 

Energy Midwest's GMG emissions by million tons of COZ equivalents in a calendar 

year. Activities historically iniplemented or supported by Cinergy. and now h k c  

Energy, that have reduced or offset its GI-IG emissions include: 

6 
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e 
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Electric generation from recovered landfill (methane) gas: 

Conservation energy efficiency and demand response programs; 

L,andfill gas recoveiy for use as a natural gas supply. 

Rio Bravo carbon sequcstration project; 

Trees planted at Duke Energy's Midwest facilities; 

Forestry projects with the Ohio and Indiana Chapters of The Nature 

Conservancy, Ducks LJnlimited, and the National Wild Turkey Federation; 

Edison Electric Institute Utili'Tree Carbon Co.; 

PowerTree Carbon Company, L,LC, 

Beneficial reuse of coal ash; 

Efficiencies created through merged dispatching after the Cinergy merger, 

Power plant efficiency programs; 

Coal gasification; 
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e 

o Paper and aluminum recycling 

Conihined heat and power plant projects; and 

I n  1999. Cinergy agreed to participate i n  the IJSEPA voluntary sulfiir hexafluoride 

('-SI.,,") Emissions Reduction Partnership for Electric Powcr Systems. The purpose of 

the agreement is to achieve environmental and economic benefits by reducing 

emissions of SF6 during operation and maintenance of equipment used i n  the 

t r a 1-1 sm i s s i o n and d is t r i bu t i o n o f e 1 e c t r i c i ty . 

One of Duke Energy's non-regiilated subsidiaries, Duke Energy Generation Services. 

is developing and irnpienienting a number of higher energy efficiency projects (e g. 

combined heat and power, district heating and cooling, wind, biomass, de.). 

Research and development will be very important in any effort to reduce COz 

emissions by the electric industry. Duke Energy is participating in a number of 

research projects that are investigating the feasibility of capturing CO2 from waste gas 

streams and sequestering the CO2 geologically. 

In 2002, Cinergy joined the EPA's voluntary Climate L,eaders program. Under this 

program. niernhers were asked to work with EPA to develop and report company- 

wide inventories of greenhouse gases. Companies were also encouraged to develop 

corpoiate-wide GI1G reduction goals to be achieved over a IO-year period and 

provide annual progress i eports. 
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In 2003, the Bush Administration released information on its voluntary approach to 

rcdueing greenhouse gas intensity by 18 percent over the next decade 

is called "Climate VISION" (Voluntary Innovative Sector Initiativcs Oppoitunities 

Now) The initiative is administered by the Department of Fnergy A number of 

i rid us t ry associations , i nc 1 ud i n g the Ed i son E 1 ec t ric I ns t i t u t e, pro v ided the 

administration w-ith conimitrneiits that their member industries were willing to make 

to reduce and offset their GHG emissions voluntarily The Edison Electric Institute, 

of which Duke Energy is a member, pledged to reduce the intensity of its members' 

carbon dioxide emissions by 3 to 5 percent compared to business as usual 

I he initiative 

In response to the Climate Leaders commitment, Citiergy announced in Septembet 

2,003 a voluntary plan to reduce its greenhouse gas emissions to an average of five 

percent below 2000 levels during the period 2010 through 201 2. Additionally, 

Cinergy coinrnitted to spend $21 million between 2004 and 2.010 on projects to 

reduce or offset its emissions. Cinergy also worked with Environmental Defense, a 

national enviroiimental organization, to determine the goals and iinplenientation of 

the program. 

While Cinergy's program expired upon the completion of the Duke Emrgy merger in 

April 2006, [he new Duke Energy has announced voluntary greenhouse gas 

commitments to implement prqjects to avoid, oifset, 01 ieduce 10 million tons of 

greenhouse gas emissions over the next seven ycais As in the piedecessor program, 
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$2 I niillion will be allocntetl over the period i n  support of this pledge Similarly. 

Iluke Energy u i l l  strive to spend at least two-thirds of the dollars on projects that 

have the potential to rctlucc emissions from Duke Energy‘s generation, transmission 

and distribution systems To meet its GHG eniission reduction goal. Duke Energy 

plans to iise a combination of programs that will include new technologies; terrestrial 

carbon sequestration (foi est and soil), energy efficiency programs, improved 

efficiency of its existing generating fleet, and emission offsets Duke Energy will 

report its emissions annually. 

Duke Energy voluntarily joined The Cliniate Registry in January 2.008. The Climate 

Registry is niacle up  of 39 states and other North American governmental entities 

The Climate Registry goal is to develop and maintain a greenhotrse gas emission 

1 eportiiig system and a verified emissions inventory for participants. Duke Energy 

will be recognized as a “founding reporter.” As such, Duke Energy will be required 

to report its 2008 system wide emissions in 2009, pay a filing fee, and have its 

emissions verified by a third party. 

While several bills have been proposed, there remains uncertainty as to if or when 

Congress will choose to regulate greenhouse gas emissions. There is also uncertainty 

regarding thc response anticipated from the U S. Enviroimental Protection Agency in 

the wake of a IJ S .  Siipreinc Court decision in iCrlcirsJnchusef1s 1’ EPA that the Agency 

has the authority to regulate gi-eenhouse gases tinder tlic Clean Air Act Ainendinents 

of 1990. Despite this uncertainty, Duke Energy believes greenhouse gases will 
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eventually be regulated. Depending on the policy design, the regulatory progtam 

could be very costly Duke Energy will continue to be on the torefront in policy 

analysis and recommendations and i n  looking tor ways to decrease greenhouse gases 

while continuing to provicle affordable energy as efficiently as possible Duke 

E,nnergy’s plan foi managing the potential risk and iincci tainty of regulations relating 

to climate change includes the following. 

Implementing the voluntary greenhouse gas commitment; 

e 

0 

0 

Measuring and reporting company-.related sources of greenhouse gas 

c in i ssi o n s; 

Identifying and pursuing cost-effective greenhouse gas emission reductions 

and offsets; 

Funding research of nioie efficient and alternative electric generating 

technologies; 

Funding research to better understand the causes and consequences of climate 

change; 

Investing iii renewable energy; 

Promoting energy efficiency; 

Encouraging a global discussion of the issues and how best to manage then? - 

for example, Duke Energy is a founding member of the tJnited States Climate 

Action Partnership, the Resources For the Future climate change forum, and 

participates actively in several other policy foray focused on climate change; 

and 

Advocating an economy-wide greenhouse gas reduction program. 
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lien ew a b i e Po rt fo I io S t a n d a I-d 

On August 4, 2007. the IJ.S. House of Representatives passed an aniendment to its 

energy bill to cstablisli a 15-percent mandatory federal RPS requirement by 2020 for 

sliarcholder-ownet1 retail elcctric suppliers. u p  to 25 percent of which can be met 

through cnergy efficiency The percentage phase-in of the IiPS requirements was as 

fol lows: 

20 10-20 1 1 
20 12. 
2013 
2014 
2015 
2016 
2017 
2018 
2019 
2020-2039 

2.75% 
3.75% 
4.5% 
5.5YO 

7.5% 
8.25% 
10.25% 
12.25% 
15% 

6.5% 

The types of renewable sources allowed were solar (including solar water heating), 

wind, ocean, tidal, geothermal, biomass, landfill gas and incremental hydropower. 

The Governor of a state rnay request that a retail electric supplier in the state meet up 

to 25% of its RPS obligation through energy efficiency. However, the Senate version 

of the energy bill did not include language for a renewable portfolio standard, and the 

ultimate bill passed by Congress did not contain an RPS. Duke Energy will continue 

to monitor future bills. 

New Source Review (“NSII”) Rulemaking Revisions 

‘The Clean Air Act’s NSR provisions require that a company obtain a pre-construction 

perniit if i t  plans to build a new stationaiy source of pollution or make a nia.jor change 
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to an existing facility unless the changes are exempt. i n  Llecember 2002 and Match 

2003, tlie EPA finalized revisions to the NSR regulations. which represented the first 

substantial change to the NSR Program since the 1992 NSR Rule. Following EPA’s 

Reconsidcration of the NSR in 3003. niultiple petitions for review of the Rule were 

filed i n  the D.C Circuit Court of Appcals I n  June 2005. tlie D C. Circuit Court 

issued a decision substantially upholding EPA’s NSR Rule. Two of the key 

provisions upheld by the Court included a “Demand Growth Exclusion” and the use 

of a historical baseline emissions period representative of higher historic capacity 

levels. However, the Court vacated two ltey provisioi~s of the NSR Program: the 

“Clean [Init” applicability test of the 2002 NSR Rule and the “Pollution Control 

Exemption” of the 1992 NSR Rule 

I n  October 2.003, thc HPA published its final rule on Routine Maintenance, Repair, 

and Replacement Regulation (“RMRR”) exclusion, referred to as the “Equipnient 

Replacement Provision” (“ERP”). The ERP was challenged by the State of New 

York and other citizens groups, and a stay was issued of the ERP Rule in Deceinber 

2,003, while New York’s petition challenging tlie ERP Rule was briefed on appeal. In 

March 2.006, the D.C. Circuit Court issued a decision that vacated the ERP Rule. 

In October 2005, EPA proposed to replace the annual emissions increase test with an 

hourly emissions test. The proposed hourly emissions test was similar to the hourly 

emissions test in  the New Source Performance Staiidards (“NSPS”) program. On 

April 25, 2007, EPA proposed further options to change the emissions increase test 
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tha t  \i ould only apply to existing electric gcncrating units at power plants. Duke 

Energy continues to monitor the de~elopments rcgarding this rulemaking, but it is 

unknown ~vlien a h a l  rule will be issued. 

In November 1999, and through subsequent amendments. the IJnited States brought a 

lawsuit in the LJnited States Federal District Court [or the Southern District of Indiana 

against Cinergy, CG&E, and PSI alleging various violations of the CAA 

Specifically, the Iawsuit alleges that the cotnpanies violatctl the CAA by not obtaining 

Prevention of Significant Deterioration ("PSD"), Non-Attainment NSR, and Ohio and 

Indiana State Implementation Plan ("SII''-) permits for various maintenance projects 

at their owned and co-owned generating stations Additionally, the suit claims that 

Cinergy violated an Administrative Consent Older entered into in 1998 between the 

EPA and Cinergy relating to alleged violations of Ohio's SIP provisions governing 

particulate matter at IJnit 1 at the W.C Beckjord Station The suit seeks (1) 

injunctive relief to require installation of pollution control technology on various 

genciating units at the W.C. Rcckjord and Miami Fort Stations, and the Cayuga, 

Gallagher, Wabash River, and Gibson Stations, and (2) civil penalties in amounts of 

up to $27.500 per day for each violation. In addition, three northeast states and two 

environmental groups have intervened in the case. 

i 
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A jury trial on liability issues cominenced on May 5 ,  2008, i n  Indianapolis, Indiana. 

The trial concluded on May 22, 2008, with a jury verdict in favor of Cinergy/Duke 

Energy on all projects except for projects at three Wabash River units. A remedy 

pliasc trial is scliedulecl to coinmelice on December 8. 2008, to determine what 

rcmedies will be imposed by the trial court for the three Wabash Rivcr projects, which 

may includc ordering the installation of pollution control equipment or othei 

remedies. 

I n  March 2.000, the United States also filed i n  the United States District Court for the 

Southern District of Ohio an amended complaint in a separate lawsuit alleging 

violations of lhc CAA relating to PSD, NSR, and Ohio SIP requirements regarding 

various generating stations, including a generating station operated by Coluinbus 

Southern Power Company (“CSP”) and jointly-owned by CSP, The Dayton Power 

and Light Company (“DP&L”), and CG&E. A bench trial occurred in mid 2.006. 

CSP is a subsidiary of American Electric Power. On October 9,2007, AEP 

announced a settlement agreement with the United States, eight states and thirteen 

citizen groups, resolving litigation regarding alleged violations of the NSR provisions 

of the CAA. AEP admitted no violations of law, and all claims against AEP were 

released, including the clairn involving the generating station jointly owned by CSP, 

DP&L and CG&E. 
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COZ Lawsuits 

In July 2003. tlie states of Connecticut. New York, California, Iowa, New Jeisei. 

Rhode [sland. Vermont, Wisconsin, and the City of Netv Yor k brought a labisuit i n  

the lJnitcd States District Court for tlie Southern District of New York against 

Cinergy. Amei ican F lcctric Power Company. Inc . American Flectric Power Service 

Coiporation, The Southern Company, Tennessee Valley Authority, and Xcel Energy 

Inc That same day, a similar lawsuit was filed in  the United States Distiict Court for 

the Soutliem District of New York against tlie same companies by Open Space 

Institute, Inc . Open Space Conservancy, Inc , and I he Audubon Society of Ncw 

IHampshire These lawsuits allege that the defendants' emissions of CO? froni tlie 

combustion of fossil fuels at electric generating facilities contribute to global tvarniing 

and amount to a public nuisance. The complaints also allege that the defendants 

could generate the same amount of electricity while emitting significantly less 0 1 .  

The plaintiffs are seeking an injunction requiring each defendant to cap its COz 

emissions and then reduce them by a specified percentage each year for at least a 

decade. In September 2005, the district court granted the defendants' motion to 

dismiss the lawsuit. The plaintiffs have appealed this ruling to the Second Circuit 

Court of Appeals. Oral argument was held before tlie Second Circuit Court of 

Appeals on June 7,2006. 

In a separate action, on April 27, 2006, several states and environniental groups filed 

a petition asking tlie DC Circuit Court of Appeals to review EPA's ability to establish 

CO? emissions standards for boilers under tlie New Source Perforniance Standard 
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regulations Duke Energy ivill continue to monitor this litigation and its potential 

impact on the Company. 

/Votive G‘illnge of Kivcrlirtci L’. E.w-soiijl./ohiI et cil 

On February 26. 2008. plaintiffs filcd suit against 1 arious oil and po\\cr company 

defendants, including Duke Energy Coiporation and Pcabody Coal. Plaintiffs, the 

governing bodies of an Inupiat village in Alaska. brought the action on their own 

behalf and on behalf of the village’s approximately 400 residents. The lawsuit alleges 

that defendants’ emissions of carbon dioxide contributed to global warming and 

constituted a private and public nuisance Plaintiffs also allege that certain 

defendants, including Duke Energy, conspired to mislead the public with respect to 

the global warming. Plaintiffs seek unspecified monetary damages, attorneys’ fees 

and expenses. 

F. PLAN SELECTION 

1 .  Economic Considerations 

As stated earlier, the relative economics of the different plans are dependent on 

the sensitivity assumptions. In addition, as discussed in Section E above, there are 

many uncertainties regarding fiiture environmental regulations, particularly the 

scope and timing of potential COr regulations. However, final decisions 

concerning new supply-side and environmental compliance resources are not 

required at this time; the Company will continue to monitor the relevant issues. 
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2. Q u a 1 ita t i ve/,J u cl grn en t Factors 

I hc c~iialitati\ie/iiidgment factors considered i n  this IlW analysis w r c  risk-related 

Fiist. an> time i i e~ j  capacity must be constructed. there is always the rish of 

const ruct ion 0 I- siting de 1 ay 

In addition, there are pricing. non-performance, and cleliverability risk 

considerations associated with purchasing large amounts of power from the 

wholesale market. Price volatility, which was quite extreme i n  the recent past, 

could well occur again in the Midwest region if proposed new power plants are 

not constructed and/or if increasing environmental regulations cause retirements 

of some existing units. Finally, there is increasing potential for transmission 

constraints, with the corresponding increasing potential for disniptions of 

purchased power imports. Delivery of power from distant generating units, 

whether owned by the Company or not, can also present delivery risks. 

Gas-fircd units can also be at risk from high natural gas prices in the winter 

months due to the higher demand for natural gas during these periods, as well as 

high volatility throughout the year. 

3. Description of Selected Plan 

Basccl upon both the quantitative and qualitative results of the analyses, the 

Gas/Nuclear/EE portfolio was selected to be the 2008 IRP. It was robust and it 
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had the lowest I’VRR in  the Base Case and across all sensitivities, except for the 

No Carbon case The CoallNuclcar/FLi portfolio was only approximately 0 2% 

higher i n  I’VRR than the choscn portfolio, so i t  could have been chosen instead. 

DE-Kentucky will continue to monitor the economics 0 1  various resource 

altemativcs in  the liituie. 

A summary oftlie plan is shown in Figure 8-1 5 .  The details of the 2008 IRP 

including yearly capacity. purcliases. capacity additions. retiremeiits/derates, 

cogeneration, load. EE, DR, and reserve margins are shown in Figure 8-1 6 ‘The 

year-by-year Projected Generating Capability Changes to the L)E-Kentucky 

system (including existing unit changes and long-term purcliases) are shown in 

Figure 8-1 7. Figures 8- 18 and 8- 19 show the net dependable generating capacity 

for each year of the planning period by unit and for the system for summer and 

winter, respectively. Additional information concerning the futwe geneiating 

units in the plan is shown on Figure 8-20. 

This IRP is the most robust plan, as discussed earlier. It contains the conservation 

EE and Demand Response programs. The supply-side resources consist of a two 

CT units (35 MW cach) added in 2019 and 2023, and a nuclear unit (35 MW) 

added in 2027. Each of the supply-side units should be viewed as placeholders 

for the types of capacity resources that are the most economical at the time 

decisions for adding capacity need to be made. 
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The IRP includes the projected SO:! and NO, compliance options desci ibecf in past 

IRPs aiid in  Chapter 6 associated !bit11 the East Bend. Miami kort 6. and 

Woodsdale units In addition. i t  the new mercury stantlard is MAC I rather than 

cap-and-tiaclc. snitching to low sulfur fuel and installing a baghouse \vi t l i  )IC1 at 

Miami Fort 6 will bc iecluir-cd The Company will continue to monitor thc coining 

mercury rulemaking and will perform additional analysis prior to making any final 

decisions concerning these expcnditurcs Any shoi-tfalls between the yearly 

allowance allocation from the EPA and the actual emissions will be supplied by 

DE-Kentucky’s allowance bank oi by allowance pui chases fiom the market 

‘The units shown in the plan can represent power purchase agreemcnts, 

cogeneration, re po we r i ng , se 1 f- bu i It genera t i o 11. or j o i i i  t ow ne rsh i p o f genera t i ng 

facilities. The decision as to the actual types of resources that LIE-Kentucky will 

make depends on the relative prices of the alternatives available at that time. 

This IRP is the plan with the low-est PVRR Of course, as the time approaches 

when final comniitnients have to be made for capacity, the plan may be adjusted 

based on the most current assuniptions of capital and fuel costs at that time. This 

illustrates the inherent flexibility of this plan. As explained earlier, the planning 

process is a dynamic process; an IRP represents a snapshot i i i  time of this process. 

lqowever, based on the planning parameters available at this time, this plan meets 

DE-Kentucky‘s future dcmand with an adequate and reliable supply of electricity 

at the lowest possible cost. 
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11x modeling performed in the IRP process (toes not include items such as T&D 

rate base and expenses. coi porate A&G. etc. which are not ielevant to determine 

the least cost generation supply plan to serve DE-Kentucky's customers (because 

these cost items are common to all plans). Therefore, an accurate piojection of 

custonie1 iates cannot be provided 

3. Projected Reliability 

?'he 2008 IRP satisfies the reliability criteria described i n  Chapter 2 throughout 

the planning period. However, this is dependent on the demand-side resources 

performing as expected, the continued levels of reliability of existing resources, 

and the load level expel ienced. 

5. Environniental Effects 

The recommended plan consists of adding new gas-fired and nuclear capacity and 

switching to lower sulfiir coal with adding baghouses and ACI on Miami Fort 

LJnit 6. The gas-fired CTs will have no SO1 or mercury emissions (although there 

will be NO, and COz emissions). The nuclear addition will be a clean resource. 

The majority of electricity as well as the associated emissions and wastes in  the 

plan will be produced by the existing coal-fired units on DE-Kentucky's system. 
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An additional issue is the discharge of waste heat used to cool generating plants. 

Any new steam units will be required 10 provide for waste heat control by 

utilizing a closed cycle cooling system. 

D E - Kcn t Lick y c urre nt I y coni p 1 i es tvi t I7 cx i s t i ng en v i r  o nm en t a I req u i 1 em en t s a lid is 

committed to continue to do so. Lluke Energy‘s Ehvironmental. Health & Safety 

Policy establishes principles to hlfill its commitment to people and the 

environment. Protecting and responsibly managing natural resources are critical 

to the quality of life in the areas Duke Energy serves, the environment, and Duke 

Energy’s long-term business success 

The cost of environmental controls is included in the cost estimates for any new 

resources (both supply-side and compliance). The increinerital O&M costs of 

environmental controls at existing generating units have been accounted for in 

their O&M cost estimates. 

6. Fuel and Technology Diversity 

As discussed previously, this IRP analysis considered a wide diversity of fuels and 

technologies, including renewables. The recommended plan further diversifies 

DE-Kentucky’s resource mix through the addition of more CTs which utilize 

nattual gas. In addition, the plan contains DSM programs, i e., the “fifth fuel”, 

covering a wide range of measures Finally, a nuclear alternative was shown to be 
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an economic addition near the end of the 20 year Planning Pel iod and \vi11 be 

studied further in future analyses. 

C; . U N C E RT A I N ‘r 1 E S A F E7 E CT I N G P LAN I M 1’ L E NI E N TAT i 0 N 

I n  making decisions concerning what steps to take to begin the implementation of an 

IRP. careful consideration must be given to the current business environment in 

which utilities operate. Since three of the IRP Objectives discussed in Chapter 2 were 

to maintain flexibility, provide economic service, and minimize risk, it is imperative 

that the uncertainties facing DE-Kentucky be factored into the decisions concerning 

the implementation of the 2008 IRP. 

1. E n v i ro n m en t a I Regula tory CI i rn at e 

The environmental regulatory climate is becoming more burdensome for the 

electric utility industry. As discussed in Sections C and E, the potential exists for 

additional regulation to be imposed on utilities in  the form of COz emission 

limits; carbon taxes and energy taxes; renewable portfolio standards; additional 

regulations to address regional haze, ozone, fine particulates, and mercury; New 

Source Review, and additional new facility siting requirements, to name a few. 

The outlook, from the regulated utility’s perspective, contains a great deal of 

uncertainty with respect to the regulatory/legislative climate. 
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2. Volatility in the Wholesale Power Market 

While many potential new generating unit construction projects have been 

announced, there have also been a significant number of project cancellations 

recently due to increasing capital costs caused by global compctition and 

uncertainty concerning potential greenhouse gas legislation. 'Ihc number of 

pro-jects that will actually be constructed is highly- uncci-tain. potentially causing 

increases in supply to lag behind increases in demand. This can increase volatility 

and cause a return to price spikes if  supply and demand are out of balance. 

3 .  Volatility in the Natural Gas Market 

Between 2007 and 2005, natural gas prices at 1-Iem-y Hub increased by over SO%, 

partially due to higher demand. The supply disruptions caused by Hurricanes 

Ihtrina and Rita exacerbated the situation. Several additional aspects of the 

current natural gas price situation are concerning. In May 2008 there were 

unprecedented prices for natural gas on the NYMEX For example, on May 14, 

the highest NYMEX gas future of $12.74/MMBtu was reported for January 2009 

delivery. In addition, the spot 1-Ient-y Hub natural gas price was $1  1.49/MMBtu; 

the natural gas fiitures for the rest of 2008 were $ 1  1.94/MMBtu; for 2009 they 

were $1  1 1 2/MMBtu; and for 20 10 they were $ I O 2  1 /MMBtu. This was 

occurring ir7 [he absence o f C 0 ~  emission regulations. Further, year-to-date Henry 

Hub spot gas pi ices through May 14, 2008, averagcd $9.17/MMBtu, which 

exceeds the prices for the eritiie year of3005 ($8.SO/MMBtu) -- the year with the 

highest spot I-Ienry 1 Iub gas prices in history, even though therc have been no 
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supply disruptions as tlicre wrere in 2005 when hurricanes Katrina and Rita 

occiirred. I t  is evpected that the natural gas market will continue to exhibit high 

volatility. 

4. ?’ ra ns mi i ss  io n Cons t ra in t s 

The level of new transmission infrastructure additions has not kept pace with the 

increasing use of the transmission system 10 transport power over larger distances 

than it was originally designed to handle. Although the creation of RTOs may 

enhance coordination and reliability. without new investments in the transmission 

infrastructure, constraints will continue to exist. This can adversely impact 

utilities needing to iniport large amounts of power to their systems. 

Although LIE-Kentucky will continue to monitor these cfevelopments in the future, no 

immediate commitments to new resources are necessary at this time. 

Ii .  PLAN IMPLEMENTATION 

1. Supply-side Resources 

Because they do not appear until late in the planning horizon, the new supply-side 

resources in  the plan represent, to a large extent. placeholders for capacity and 

energy needs on the system. No decisions concerning additional supply-side 

resoitrces are necessary ovcr the next three yeas, so DE-Kentucky can continue to 

evaluate its resource requirements. These needs can be fulfilled by purchases 

from the market, cogeneration. repowering. or other capacity that may be 
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economical at tlie time decisions to acquire new capacity are required Decisions 

concerning coordinating the construction and operation of new units with other 

utilities or entities can also be made at tlie proper time Until then, coordination 

will be achieved through participation in the Midwest IS0 market. 

However, the relatively sniall size of tlie system can cause challenges. The 

existing DE-Kentucky portfolio lacks some diversity in that it contains two 

relatively large coal-fired units (compared to the overall size of the DE-Kentucky 

system). ‘I-hese units can pose additional risks when they are out of service for 

either planned or forced outages. The ability to offer these units into the Midwest 

IS0 market and to purchase from a more diverse pool of resources from that 

iiiarket helps to mitigate some of these risks. Nevertheless, in the future, DE- 

Kentucky will continue to assess these risks and may look for opportunities to 

diversify the portfolio. Potential alternatives may include shared owiiership or 

capacity swaps with othei utilities. DE-Kentucky will keep this Commission 

informed of any developments in this area. 

2. Environinental Compliance Resources 

The only environmental compliance resource identified in the chosen plan is 

installation of a baghouse with ACI on Miami Fort 6, along with switching to 

lower sulfur coal. Ilowevcr, until the mercury rules that will replace CAMR are 

i 

hiown: the Company will continue to monitor and study tlie need for these 
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changes. DE-Kentucky also will be closely monitoring the SO2 and NO, emission 

allowance markcts. 

3. L)emand-Side Resources 

In the Commission Ordcr in Case No 2004-00389. dated February 14. 2005, the 

Coinmission approved the continuation of and cost recoveiy for the Residential 

Conservation and Energy Education. Residential Nome Energy tlouse Call, and 

Residential Comprehensive Energy Education progran7s for a 5-year period, through 

December 3 1 2009. 

Under the current DSM Agreement and prior Commission Oiders, all of these 

progianis except Power Manager and PER will end December 2009 unless an 

application is niade to continue thcm. It is the Company’s intention to stibmit a 

filing subsequent to this report, requesting the approval of a set of energy efficiency 

and demand response products and services. 

The incremental inipacts going forward of the current set of EE and DR programs 

are incorporated into the resource plan for DE-Kentucky. An analysis was also 

performed comparing the economics of the 2008 IRP plan to a plan that did not 

contain any EE or DR programs. This analysis showed that the inclusion of these 

programs i n  the chosen plan reduces the PVRR of that plan by approxiniatcly $2.5 

i n  i I I ion 
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4. Consistency with Planning Objectives anti Goals 

-1 hc 2008 IRP, Lvith its proposed implementation, is consistent with the overall 

planning objectives and goals discussed in Chapter 2. The plan selected was the 

Icast cost. pi-o\,icles reliable service to DE-Kentucky's customers, is robust. and 

mininii/es risks to customers I n  addition, monitoring of the SO1 and NO, 

cmission allowance markets provide flexibility to DE-Kentucky's compliance 

strategy. 

5. Consideration of Market Forces and Competition 

As discussed t h i  oughout this document. DE-Kentucky has considered market 

forces and competition i n  the development of its IRP. Examples include the 

modeling of an hourly market price forecast to simulate interactions with the 

wholesale power market, use of market-based emission allowances in the 

dispatch. and the use of long-term fuel prices developed using a fundamental 

forecast that considers supply and demand of fuels. Furthermore, in  the No 

Carbon and IHigh Carbon alternative sensitivities, these market variables were 

adjustcd in recognition that different environmental requirements would impact 

the price levels 
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l'igiire 8-17 

DUKE ENERGY KENTUCKY 

PIIOJEC I E D  GENERA TlNC CAPABILITY CHANGES [ in  McgaWatts] 

CAPABILLTY CHANGES 

YEAR UNIT DkSIGN4TION NOTES COMMEN I SUMMER WIN I E R  

2013 hlraini I%rt 6 U t V A C  I [ I 1  -I 00 - I  00 

SEASON'ZL TOTAL 

SUMMER WINTER 

I 00 - 1  00 

2019 New CT - Uni r  I [21 35 00 3 7  50 
35 00 37 50 

2023 New C T  - Unit  2 PI 35 00 3 1  50 
35.00 37 so 

2027 New Nuclear - Unit 1 [31 35 00 35  00 
35 00 3 s  00 

[ I ]  

[ 2 ]  

Derate due to additional auxiliary load Lhr 13agliouselAC'I 

The CT units arc gcncric Tlie parameters modeled are representativc val~ies 7he exaci tinit characteristics will depend on the site and 
equipment Lendor selected 

liie Nuclear unit  is generic 1.11~ parameters modeled are representative values The exact unit characteristics will depend on the site 3nd 
cqiiiprncnt \,endor selected. 

[3] 
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D U K E  ENERGY K E N T U C K Y  

(]pemllon I:;tciIity Net C apability 1MW) 
'rvL Winter Suiriinrr 

Unit 
I'lanl Name No. Location SwkE Date 

I Unknown I'lanned 20 I9 ( I  37.5 35 
New Cl 

2 Unknown Planned 2023 CT 37.5 35 
N e ~ v  Nuclear I Unknown Planned 2027 Strain 35 35 

I'uturz Electric Gencraring Facilities 

Furl Storage 
Fuel ryPe Capacity 

Gas Unknown 
Cas Unknown 

Nuclear Unkno_w_n_ 

Scheduled Upgrades, 
Deraies, Retiremenis 
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SupplySide Screening; Curves 

The following pages contain thc screening curves and associated data discussed in Chaptcr 

5 of this filing. 

The EPRI TAG@ is licensed inaterial that is a trade secret aiicl is proprietary and confidential 

to EPRI. DE-Kentucky and its consultants consider cost estimates provided by consultants 

to be confidential and competitive information. DE-Kentucky also considers its internal 

cost estimates to be confidential and coinpeti tive infonnation. The redacted information 

will be made available to appropriate parties upon execution of appropriate confidentiality 

agreements or protective orders. Please contact Jolin Bloeiner at (5 13) 287-32,12 for more 

information. 
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AllowancePrice Forecasts 

The following tables contain the allowance price forecasts used in the development of this 

IRP. These forecasts are trade secrets and are proprietaiy to Ventyx and DE-Kentucky. The 

redacted information will be made available to appropriate parties upon execution of 

appropriate confidentiality agreements or protective orders. Please contact Janice Hager at 

(704) 382-6963 for more information. 
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CONFIDENTIAL. 

Year 
2008 
2009 
2010 
201 1 
2012 
201.3 
2014 
2015 
2,016 
2017 
2018 
2019 
2020 
202 1 
2022 
2023 
2024 
2025 
2026 
2027 
2028 

SOz Allowance Pr ice  Forecast 
(Nominal $!Ton) 

1 

Note SOz Prices are expressed as pre-2010 prices ( 1  e , the price t o  emit 1 ton) 
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CONFIDFN PIAL. 

Year 
2008 
2009 
2010 
201 1 
2012 
2013 
2014 
201s 
2016 
2017 
2018 
2019 
2020 
202 1 
2022 
2023 
2024 
202s 
2026 
2027 
2028 

Seasonal NO, Allowartce Price Forecast 
(Nominal $/-Ton) 

i 
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CONI- IDENTIAI 

Year 
2008 
2009 
2010 
201 1 
2012 
2013 
2014 
2015 
2016 
2017 
2018 
2019 
2020 
202 1 
2022 
2023 
2024 
2025 
2026 
2027 
2028 

Annual NO, ~-\llu\vaace Price For e a s t  

(Nominal S/ 1 on) 
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Hg Allowaiice Price Forecast 
(Nominal $Ab) 

i 

Year 
2008 
2009 
2010 
201 1 
2012 
2013 
2014 
2015 
2016 
2017 
2018 
2019 
2020 
202 1 
2022 
2023 
2024 
2025 
2026 
2027 
2028 

CAMR Sensitivity I 
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Section 4(2) ltientification of Individuals Responsible for 1’1-cparation of the Plan 

‘The following individuals are responsible for the preparation of this filing. 

N mi e 

Janicc I). I lager 

Richard G+ Stevie 

James A. Riddle 

Ed F Kirschner 

John G Bloerner 

Dcpartinent 

Integrated Resoui ce P 1 ann i ng 

Market Analytics 

Load Forecasting 

Asset Management 

Analytical Engneering 
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Section 7(2)(a) Number of customers by Class 

Thc lollowing page contains the data requested. 
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Section7. (2) (a) 

2003 
2004 
2005 
2006 
2007 

2008 

2009 
2010 
201 1 
2012 
2013 

2014 
2015 
2016 
2017 
2018 

2019 
2020 
202 1 
2022 
2023 

2024 
2025 
2026 
2027 
2028 

DUKE ENERGY KENTUCKY SYSTEM 
ELECTRIC CUSTOMERS BY MAJOR CLASSIFICATIONS 

ANNUAL AVERAGES 

RESIDENTIAL COMMERCIAL INDUSTRIAL 

1 13,989 
115,217 
1 16,500 
1 17,722 
I 18,843 

1 19,573 

120,732 
121,948 

124,147 
125,206 

126,246 
127,270 
128,295 
129,317 
130,320 

1 3 1,302 
132,269 
133,222 
134,155 
135,069 

135,968 
136,853 
137,724 
138,580 
139,425 

123,078 

12,583 
12,755 

13,139 
13,302 

13,390 

13,485 
13,587 
13,687 
13,782 
13,878 

13,974 
14,070 
14,165 
14,256 
14,346 

14,436 
14,525 
14,615 
14,704 
14,794 

14,884 
14,974 
15,063 
15,154 
15,245 

12,878 

394 
395 
396 
389 
392 

392 

395 
398 
400 
402 
404 

406 
408 
409 
41 1 
412 

413 
414 
415 
416 
416 

41 7 
417 
418 
418 
419 

STREET 
LIGHTING 

315 
274 
28 1 
326 
355 

367 

38 1 
404 
429 
453 
480 

509 
540 
573 
609 
646 

685 
726 
769 
814 
860 

907 
957 

1,008 
1,06 1 
1.1 15 

OTHER 
PUBLIC 

AUTHORITY 

969 
96 1 
973 
966 
976 

982 

986 
989 
99 7 
993 
994 

996 
999 

1,002 
1,004 
1,007 

1,010 
1,013 
1,017 
1,02 1 
1,026 

1,032 
1,037 
1,043 
1,050 
1,057 

NOTE: 2008 FIGURES REPRESENT TWELVE MONTHS FORECAST 
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Section 7(2)(b) and (c) fVeather Normalizcci Data 

The following pagc contains thc requcslctl data. 
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Section 7 (2) (b) and (c) 

2003 
2004 
2005 
2006 
2007 

DlJKE ENERGY KENTUCKY SYSTEM 
WEATHER NORMALIZED 

ANNUAL ENERGY (MWh) AND PEAKS (MW) 

STREET 
RESIDENTIAL COMMERCIAL INDUSTRIAL LIGHTING 

1,395.91 3 1,317,969 
1,423,055 1,344,291 
1,432,233 1,357,635 
1,435,724 1,381,571 
1,439,800 1,422.726 

770,244 
77 1,538 
782,390 
782,090 
798.348 

19.020 
18,742 
18,776 
17,338 
15.988 

OTHER 
PUBLIC 

AlJTHORlTY 

302,761 
306,176 
3 18,785 
3 12,529 
316,729 

LOSSES AND 
INTER COMPANY TOTAL UNACCOUNTED NET ENERGY 

2003 2.318 2,090 3,810,315 374,199 4,184.51 4 
2004 1,644 1,677 3,867,123 429,663 4,296,786 

4.202,34 1 2005 2,551 2,963 3,915,333 287,008 
4,116.031 2006 2.237 2,566 3,934,055 181,976 

2007 703 662 3,994,956 146,267 4.141.223 

FOR LOAD DEPARTMENT lJSE CONSUMPTION FOR 

2003 
2004 

2006 
2007 

2005 

SUMMER 
PEAK 
(MW) 

853 
900 
882 
897 
862 

WINTER 
PEAK 
(MW) 

673 
718 
802 
756 
749 
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Scctiori 7(7)(a) Data Set Description 

The following pages contain the descriptions of thc vai-iablcs contained in the load forccast 

inotlcl. 

The DSM Program Data is voluminous in nature. This data will be made available to 

appropriate parties for viewing at Duke Energy offices during nonnal business hours. 

Please contact Richaid Stevie at ( 5  1.3) 287-261 7 foi niore intonnation. 
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VARIABLE DESCRIPTION 

@MONTH=l 

@MONTH=10 

@MONTH=l 1 

@MONTH=12 

@MONTH=2 

@MONTH=3 

@MONTH=4 

@MONTH=5 

@MONTH=6 

@MONTH=7 

@MONTH=8 

@MONTH=9 

@QlJARTER=l 

@QlJARTER=2 

@QIJARTER=3 

@QUARTER =4 
AHEM-1 640 

AMPEAK 

APGIND-OH-KY 

APGOPA-OH-KY 

APPLSTK-EFF-OH-KY 

CDD-OH-KY-65 

CDDB-OH-KY-65 

CDDB-OH-KY-65-0- 100 

3DDB-OH-KY-65- 100 

CPI 

CUSRES-OH-KY 

D-1965MO 1-200 1 M 12 

D- 1965M01-2002M 12 

D-1965M01-2005M12 

0-1 9650 1-1 980Q2 

D-1965Q 1-1 985Q4 

D-1965Q 1-1 986Q4 

D- 1965Q 1 - 1988Q3 

D-1965Q1-1990Q4 

D-19650 1-1998Q2 

0-19650 1-20OOQ2 

D-1965Q 1-200 1 Q2 
D-1965Q1-2001Q3 

D-1965Q1-2005Ql 

D-1976MOl-1984M 12 

D-1976Q 1 

D-1976Q1-1989Q2 

D-1976Q3 

D-1976Q4 

D- 1977Q 1 
0-1977Q2 

D-1978Q1 

D-1978Q2 

D- 1979Q3 

QlJALlTATlVE VARIABLE - .JANUARY 

QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - OCTOBER 

QIJALITATIVE VARIABLE - NOVEMBER 

QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - DECEMBER 

QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - FEBRUARY 

QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - MARCH 

QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - APRIL 

QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - MAY 

QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - JUNE 

QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - JULY 

QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - AUGUST 

QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - SEPTEMBER 

QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - FIRST QUARTER 

QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - SECOND QIJARTER 

QIJALITATIVE VARIABLE -THIRD QUARTER 

QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - FOURTH QlJARTER 

SERVICE AREA AVERAGE HOURLY EARNINGS FOR MANUFACTlJRlNG 

QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - MORNING PEAK 

SERVICE AREA AVERAGE PRICE OF GAS FOR INDUSTRIAL CUSTOMERS 

SERVICE AREA AVERAGE PRICE OF GAS FOR OPA CUSTOMERS 

EFFICIENT APPLIANCE STOCK 

COOLING DEGREE DAYS 

BILLING COOLING DEGREE DAYS 

=MINIMUM(CDDB-OH-KY. 100) 

=MAXIMUM(CDDB-OH-KY- 100.0) 

CONSUMER PRICE INDEX (ALL URBAN) - ALL ITEMS 

SERVICE AREA ELECTRIC CUSTOMERS - RESIDENTIAL 

QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - JANUARY, 1965 THRU DECEMBER. 200 1 

QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - JANUARY. 1965 THRU DECEMBER, 2002 

QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - JANUARY. 1965 THRU DECEMBER, 2005 

QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - FIRST QUARTER. 1965 TO SECOND QUARTER. 1980 

QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - FIRST QUARTER, 1965 TO FOURTH QUARTER. 1985 

QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - FIRST QIJARTER, 1965 THRIJ FOURTH QUARTER. 1986 

QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - FIRST QUARTER. 1965 THRU THIRD QUARTER. 1988 

QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - FIRST QUARTER, 1965 THRU FOURTH QUARTER. 1990 

QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - FIRST QIJARTER. 1965 TO SECOND QtJARTER, 1998 

QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - FIRST QUARTER. 1965 THRU SECOND QUARTER, 2000 
QIJALITATIVE VARIABLE - FIRST QUARTER, 1965 TO SECOND QUARTER, 2001 

QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - FIRST QUARTER, 1965 THRU THIRD QUARTER, 2001 

QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - FIRST QIJARTER, 1965 THRIJ FIRST QUARTER, 2005 

QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - JANUARY. 1976 THRU DECEMBER. 1984 

QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - FIRST QUARTER. 1976 

QUALJTATIVE VARIABLE - FIRST QUARTER. 1976 TO SECOND QUARTER. 1989 

QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - THIRD QUARTER, 1976 

QlJALlTATlVE VARIABLE - FOURTH QUARTER, 1976 

QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - FIRST QIJARTER. 1977 

QIJALITATIVE VARIABLE - SECOND QUARTER, 1977 

QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - FIRST QtJARTER. 1978 

QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - SECOND QUARTER, 1978 

QLJALJTATJVE VARIABLE - THIRD QUARTER, 1979 
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D-1980M02 

3- 1980Q2 

0- 1982M06 

D-1982Q4 

D-198383 

0-1 98603 

D_1988M05_1988M08 

D-198803 

D- 1988Q4 

D- 1989Q3 

D-1991M03 

D-1991M04 

D-1991M06 

D-1991 M 12 

D-1991 Q 1 

D-1991 Q4 

D-1992M03 

D-1992M06 

D-1992M07 

D-19920 1 

D.-l992Q3 

D-1993M07 

0-1993M09 

0-1993MlO 

D-1993M 1 1 

D-1993Q 1 

3-1994M01 

D-1994M02 

D-1994M05 

D-1995M04 

D-1995M05 

D-1995M08 

D-1996M09 

D-199603 

D-1997M 10 

D-1997M12 

D-1997Q3 

D- 1998M06 

0- 1998M08 

D-1998MlO 

D-1998Q3-200 1 Q2 

D- 1999M06 

D- 1999M08 

D-1999M 10 

D- 1999M 1 1 

D-1999M12 

D-1999Q 1 

D-1999Q1-2001Q2 

D-1999Q4 

D_2000M01 

D-2000M04 

D-2000M05 

QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - FEBRUARY. 1980 

QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - SECOND QIJARTER, 1980 

QUALITATIVE VARIABLE -JUNE, 1982 

QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - FOURTH QUARTER, 1982 

QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - THIRD QUARTER. 1983 

QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - THIRD QUARTER, 1986 

QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - MAY, 1988 THRU AUGUST, 1988 

QlJALlTATlVE VARIABLE - THIRD QUARTER. 1988 

QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - FOURTH QUARTER. 1988 

QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - THIRD QIJARTER. 1989 

Q(JALITATIVE VARIABLE - MARCH. 1991 

QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - APRIL, 1991 

QUALITATIVE VARIABLE -JUNE, 1991 

QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - DECEMBER, 1991 

QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - FIRST QUARTER, 1991 

QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - FOURTH QUARTER, 1991 

QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - MARCH, 1992 

QUALITATIVE VARIABLE -JUNE, 1992 

QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - JULY, 1992 

QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - FIRST QUARTER, 1992 

QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - THIRD QUARTER. 1992 

QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - JULY, 1993 

QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - SEPTEMBER, 1993 

QUALITATIVE VARtABLE - OCTOBER, 1993 

QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - NOVEMBER. 1993 

QlJALlTATlVE VARIABLE - FIRST QIJARTER, 1993 

QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - JANUARY. 1994 

QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - FEBRUARY, 1994 

QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - MAY, 1994 

QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - APRIL. 1995 

QUALITATWE VARIABLE - MAY. 1995 

QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - AUGUST, 1995 

QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - SEPTEMBER, 1996 

QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - THIRD QUARTER, 1996 

QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - OCTOBER, 1997 

QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - DECEMBER, 1997 

QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - THIRD QUARTER, 1997 

QUALITATIVE VARIABLE -JUNE, 1998 

QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - AUGUST, 1998 

QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - OCTOBER, 1998 

QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - THIRD QUARTER, 1998 THRU SECOND QIJARTER, 2001 

QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - JUNE, 1999 

QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - AIJGUST. 1999 

QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - OCTOBER, 1999 

QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - NOVEMBER, 1999 

QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - DECEMBER, 1999 

QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - FIRST QUARTER, 1999 

QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - FIRST QIJARTER. 1999 THRU SECOND QUARTER, 2001 

QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - FOURTH QUARTER, 1999 

QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - JANUARY, 2000 

QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - APRIL, 2000 

QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - MAY, 2000 
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D-2000M06 

1_2000M07 

D-2000M08-2001 M 12 

D-2000M 10 

D-2000M 1 1 

D-2000M12 

D-2000Q 1 

D_-20OOQ2 

D-2000Q3 
0-200003-200 1Q2 

D-2000Q4 

D-2001 MO 1 

D-200 1 M02 

0-2001M03 

D-2001M04 

0-200 1 M05 

D-200 1 M06 

D-2001M07 

D-2001M08 

0-2001 M09-2002M06 

D-2001Q2 

D-2002M02 

D-2002M04 

D-2002M05 

D-2002M06 

D-2002M07 

1-2002M07-2003M01 

D-2002M08 

D-2002M 10 

D-2002M 12 
D-2002Q 1 

D-2002Q4 

D-2003MO 1 

D-2003M02 

D-2003M05 

D-2003M06 

D-2003M12 

D-2003Q1 

D-2003Q4 

D-2004M01 

D-2004M03 

D-2004M05 

D-2004M07 

D-2004M09 

D-2004M 10 

D-2004M 1 1 

D-2004M12 

D-2004Q1 

D-2004Q2 

D-200404 

9-2005M01 

0-2005M02 

QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - JIJNE. 2000 

QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - JULY, 2000 
QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - AIJGIIST, 2000 THRlJ DECEMBER, 2001 

QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - OCTOBER. 2000 

QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - NOVEMBER. 2000 

QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - DECEMBER. 2000 

QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - FIRST QUARTER. 2000 
QllALlTATIVE VARIABLE - SECOND QIJARTER. 2000 

QIJALITATIVE VARIABLE - THIRD QUARTER, 2000 

QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - THIRD QUARTER. 2000 THRll SECOND QUARTER, 2001 

QIJALITATIVE VARIABLE - FOURTH QUARTER. 2000 

QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - JANUARY. 2001 

QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - FEBRUARY, 2001 

QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - MARCH, 2001 

QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - APRIL. 2001 

QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - MAY, 2001 

QUALITATIVE VARIABLE -JUNE, 2001 

QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - JIJLY. 2001 
QUALITATIVE VARIABLE -AUGUST, 2001 

QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - SEPTEMBER 2001 THRU JIINE. 2002 

QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - SECOND QIJARTER. 2001 

QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - FEBRUARY, 2002 

QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - APRIL, 2002 

QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - MAY, 2002 

QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - JIJNE, 2002 
QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - JULY, 2002 

QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - JULY. 2002 THRU JANUARY, 2003 

QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - AUGUST, 2002 

QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - OCTOBER. 2002 

QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - DECEMBER, 2002 
QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - FIRST QUARTER, 2002 
QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - FOURTH QUARTER 2002 
QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - JANUARY, 2003 

QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - FEBRUARY, 2003 

QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - MAY, 2003 

QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - JUNE, 2003 

QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - DECEMBER, 2003 
QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - FIRST QIJARTER, 2003 

QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - FOURTH QUARTER. 2003 

QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - JANUARY, 2004 

QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - MARCH, 2004 
QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - MAY, 2004 

QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - JULY, 2004 

QIJALITATIVE VARIABLE - SEPTEMBER, 2004 
QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - OCTOBER, 2004 

QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - NOVEMBER. 2004 
QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - DECEMBER, 2004 

QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - FIRST QUARTER. 2004 

QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - SECOND QUARTER. 2004 

QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - FOURTH QUARTER. 2004 

QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - JANUARY, 2005 

QlJALlTATlVE VARIABLE - FEBRUARY, 2005 
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D-2005Q1 

D-2005Q2 

D-2005Q4 

D-2006M02 

D-2006M09 

D-2006M 10 

D-2006Q4 

D-2007M02 

D-2007M04 

D-2007M05 

D-2007M06 

D-2007M10 

D-2007Q 1 

D-2007Q2 

D-DJ F 

D-JJA 

DAYS 

DS-KW-IND-OH-KY 

DS-KW-OPA-OH-KY 

DS-KWH-COM-OH-KY 

DS-KWH-IND-OH-KY 

DS-KWH-OP A-OH-KY 

E90X-OH-KY 

ECOM-OH-KY 

EFF-CAC-OH-KY 

E FF-EHP-OH-KY 

EFF-RAC-OH-KY 

HDDB-OH-KY-59 

HDDB-OH-KY-59_0-500 

HDDB_OH_KY_59-500 

PMHUMIDATHIGH 

JQINDN322-326-OH-KY 

JQINDN325-OH-KY 

JQINDN311-312-0H_KY 

JQINDN331-CMSA 

JQI NDN332-OH-KY 

JQlNDN333-OH-KY 

JQINDN334-OH-KY 

JQlNDN335-OH-KY 

JQINDN361-62-63-OH-KY 

JQINDN3364-OH-KY 

JQINDNAOI-OH-KY 

JULY4WEEK 

KWHCOM-OH-KY 

KWHCUSRES-OH-KY 

KWHOPALW P-OH-KY 

KWHOPAWP-OH-KY 

KWHSL-OH-KY 

M741902 

M715 

M717 

M838 

QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - FIRST QUARTER. 2005 

QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - SECOND QUARTER, 2005 

QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - FOURTH QIJARTER, 2005 

QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - FEBRUARY, 2006 

QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - SEPTEMBER, 2006 

QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - OCTOBER, 2006 
QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - FOURTH QUARTER, 2006 

QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - FEBRUARY, 2007 

QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - APRIL, 2007 

QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - MAY, 2007 

QUALITATIVE VARIABLE -JUNE, 2007 

QlJALlTATIVE VARIABLE - OCTOBER, 2007 

QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - FIRST QUARTER. 2005 
QlJALlTATlVE VARIABLE - SECOND QIJARTER, 2007 

=(@MONTH= 1 2+@MONTH= 1 +@MONTH=2) 

=(@MONTH=6+@MONTH=7+@MONTH=8) 

NUMBER OF DAYS IN THE MONTH 

SERVICE AREA DS RATE FOR DEMAND FOR INDUSTRIAL CUSTOMERS 

SERVICE AREA DS RATE FOR DEMAND FOR OTHER PUBLIC AUTHORITIES CUSTOMERS 

SERVICE AREA DS RATE FOR USAGE FOR COMMERCIAL CUSTOMERS 

SERVICE AREA DS RATE FOR USAGE FOR INDUSTRIAL CUSTOMERS 

SERVICE AREA DS RATE FOR USAGE FOR OTHER PUBLIC AUTHORITIES CUSTOMERS 

SERVICE AREA EMPLOYMENT - STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT 

SERVICE AREA EMPLOYMENT - COMMERCIAL 

EFFICIENCY OF CENTRAL AIR CONDITIONING UNITS IN SERVICE AREA 

EFFICIENCY OF ELECTRIC HEAT PUMP UNITS IN SERVICE AREA 

EFFICIENCY OF WINDOW AIR CONDITIONING UNITS IN SERVICE AREA 

BILLING HEATING DEGREE DAYS 

=MlNIMUM(HDDB-OH-KY.500) 
=MAXIMUM( HDDB-OH-KY-500.0) 

HUMIDITY - AFTERNOON 

SERVICE AREA INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION INDEX - PAPER AND PRODUCTS 

SERVICE AREA INDlJSTRlAL PRODUCTION INDEX - CHEMICALS AND PRODlJCTS 

SERVICE AREA INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION INDEX - FOOD AND PRODUCTS 

CINCINNATI CMSA INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION INDEX - PRIMARY METAL INDUSTRIES 

SERVICE AREA INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION INDEX - FABRICATED METALS 

SERVICE AREA INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION INDEX - INDUSTRIAL MACHINERY B EQlJlPMEN 

SERVICE AREA INDUSTRIAL PRODlJCTlON INDEX - COMPUTER AND ELECTRONICS 

SERVICE AREA INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION INDEX - ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT 

SERVICE AREA INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION INDEX - MOTOR VEHICLES AND PARTS 

SERVICE AREA INDlJSTRlAL PRODUCTION INDEX - AIRCRAFT AND PARTS 

SERVICE AREA INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION - ALL OTHER INDlJSTRlES 

QUALITATIVE VARIABLE FOR THE WEEK OF JULY 4TH 

SERVICEA KWH SALES - COMMERCIAL 

SERVICE AREA KWH SALES - USE PER RESIDENTIAL CUSTOMER 

SERVICE AREA KWH SALES - OPA LESS WATER PUMPING 

SERVICE AREA KWH SALES - OPA WATER PlJMPlNG 

SERVICE AREA KWH SALES - STREET LIGHTING 

QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - PEAK MODEL 

QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - PEAK MODEL 

QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - PEAK MODEL 

QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - PEAK MODEL 
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M849 
4A954 
M84 1 1 

M906 
M916 
M917 
M918 
M922 
M92G 
M97 1 

M917 
M97 10 

M777 

M858 
M863 
M8G 10 

M8611 
M874 
M876 
M877 
Ma82 
Ma86 
M888 
M889 
M8811 
M88 12 
1V89 1 

MDEC 
MFEB 
MMAR 
MJAN 
MJUN 
MJUL 
MAUG 
MP-RES-OH-KY 
MWHN322-326-OH-KY 
MWHN325-OH-KY 
MWHN311-3 12-0H-KY 
MWHN33 1 LARM-OH-KY 
MWHN332-OH-KY 
MWHN333-OH-KY 
MWHN334-OH-KY 
MWHN335-OH-KY 
MWHN336 1-3362-3363-OH-KY 
MWHN3364-OH-KY 

MWHNAOI-OH._KY 
KWHSENDNORM-OH--KY 
MWSPEAK-OH-KY 
MWWPEAK-OH-KY 
N-0 H -K Y 

PMPEAK 

QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - PEAK MODEL 
QlJALlTATlVE VARIABLE - PEAK MODEL 
QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - PEAK MODEL 
QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - PEAK MODEL 
QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - PEAK MODEL 
QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - PEAK MODEL 
QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - PEAK MODEL 
QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - PEAK MODEL 
QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - PEAK MODEL 
QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - PEAK MODEL 
QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - PEAK MODEL 
QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - PEAK MODEL 
QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - PEAK MODEL 
QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - PEAK MODEL 
QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - PEAK MODEL 
QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - PEAK MODEL 
QlJALlTATlVE VARIABLE - PEAK MODEL 
QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - PEAK MODEL 
QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - PEAK MODEL 
QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - PEAK MODEL 
QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - PEAK MODEL 
QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - PEAK MODEL 
QlJALlTATlVE VARIABLE - PEAK MODEL 
QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - PEAK MODEL 
QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - PEAK MODEL 
QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - PEAK MODEL 
QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - PEAK MODEL 
QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - DECEMBER 
QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - FEBRUARY 
QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - MARCH 
QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - JANUARY 
QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - JUNE 
QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - JULY 
QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - AUGUST 
MARGINAL PRICE OF ELECTRICITY - RESIDENTIAL 
SERVICE AREA MWH SALES - INDUSTRIAL - PAPER AND PRODUCTS 
SERVICE AREA MWH SALES - INDUSTRIAL - CHEMICALS AND PRODUCTS 
SERVICE AREA MWH SALES - INDUSTRIAL - FOOD AND PRODUCTS 
SERVICE AREA MWH SALES LESS AK STEEL - INDUSTRIAL - PRIMARY METAL INDUSTRIEC 
SERVICE AREA MWH SALES - INDUSTRIAL - FABRICATED METALS 
SERVICE AREA MWH SALES - INDUSTRIAL - INDUSTRIAL MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT 
SERVICE AREA MWH SALES - INDUSTRIAL - COMPUTER AND ELECTRONICS 
SERVICE AREA MWH SALES - INDlJSTRlAL - ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT 
SERVICE AREA MWH SALES - INDUSTRIAL - MOTOR VEHICLES AND PARTS 
SERVICE AREA MWH SALES - INDUSTRIAL - TRANSPORTATION EQlJlPMENT 

OTHER THAN MOTOR VEHICLES AND PARTS 
SERVICE AREA MWH SALES - INDUSTRIAL - ALL OTHER INDlJSTRlES 
SERVICE AREA KWH SENDOUT -WEATHER NORMALIZED 
SERVICE AREA M W  PEAK - SUMMER 
SERVICE AREA MW PEAK - WINTER 
SERVICE AREA TOTAL POPULATION 
QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - EVENING PEAK 
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PRECIP-OH-KY 
S AT-CAC-E F F 

SAT-CACNHP-OH-KY 
SAT-EH-E FF 
SAT-EHP-OH-KY 
SAT-ER-OH-KY 
SAT-RAC-EFF 
S AT-RAC-OH-KY 
SAT-SL-OH-KY 
SATMERC-OH-KY 
SATSODVAP-OH-KY 

AMLOW 
PMLOW 
PMHIGH 

PREVPMHIGH 
PREVPMLOW 
TS-KWH-IND-OH-KY 

WINDAM 
WPlO561 
XMAS 
Y P-OH-KY 

SERVICE AREA PRECIPITATION 
=EFF-CAC-OH-KY'(SAT-EHP-OH_KY+SAT-CACNHP-OH-KY) 
SERVICE AREA SATURATION OF CENTRAL AIR CONDITIONING WITHOUT HEAT PlJMP 
=(SAT-E R-OH-KY +( SAT-EHP-OH-KY'EFF-EHP-OH-KY )) 

SATURATION RATE OF ELECTRIC RESISTANCE HEATERS IN SERVICE AREA 
=EFF_RAC-OH-KY'SAT-RAC-OH-KY 
SERVICE AREA SATURATION OF WINDOW AIR CONDITIONING SERVICE AREA 
=(0 5'SATMERC_OH_KY)+(O 5'SATSODVAP-OH-KY) 
SERVICE AREA SATURATION OF MERCURY VAPOR STREET LIGHTING 
SERVICE AREA SATURATION OF SODIUM VAPOR STREET LIGHTING 
MINIMUM HOURLY TEMPERATURE - MORNING 

SERVICE AREA SATURATION OF ELECTRIC HEAT PUMPS - RESIDENTIAL 

MINIMUM HOURLY TEMPERATURE - EVENING 
MAXIMUM HOtJRLY TEMPERATURE - AFTERNOON 
MAXIMUM HOURLY TEMPERATURE - PREVlOlJS AFTERNOON 
MINIMUM HOURLY TEMPERATURE - PREVIOUS AFTERNOON 

SERVICE AREA TS RATE FOR USAGE FOR INDUSTRIAL ClJSTOMERS 
WIND SPEED - MORNING 
WHOLESALE PRICE INDEX FOR CRUDE PETROLEUM 
QUALITATIVE VARIABLE - CHRISTMAS WEEK 
SERVICE AREA PERSONAL INCOME 
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Section 8(3)(e)4 Energy Efficiency Program Costs 

The following page contains the infomiation rcquested. 
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Section 8(4)(b) and (c) Energy by I%mary Fuel Type, Energy from KJtility Purchases, 
and Energy from Nonutilit), Purchases 

The following pages contain the infoi-mation rcquired. 
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Section 9(4) Yeat-ly Average System Rates 

The inodeling perfoimed in the IRP process does not include itcrns such as TSLD rate base 

and expenses, corporate A&G, etc. wliicli are not relevant to tleterinine the least cost 

v ~encration supply plan to serve DE-Kentucky's custoiiiers (because these cost items are 

common to all plans). Thelefore, an accuratc projection of customer rates cmiiot be 

piovided. 

SA-2.1 
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Section 1 l(4) Rcsponse to Staff's Comments and Recommendations 

No Staff Report was issued concerning DE-Kcntucky's 2003 IRP 
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CONFIDENTIAL. 

Section 8(.3)(h)( 12)a-c, e, and g Capacity Factors, Availability Factots, Average llca t 
Rates, Average Variable, and Total Production Costs 

The required information is contained in  the tables that follow. in redacted form DE- 

Kentucky consideis this infomation to be trade secrets and conficlential and competitive 

infoimation I t  will be inatle available to appropriate parties for viewing at Dukc Fncrgy 

officcs during noimal busincss hours upon cxecution of an appropnate confidentiality 

agreement or protective order. Please contact Janice Hager at (704) 382-6963 for inorc 

inforination. 
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CONFIDENTIAL 

Section 8(3)(b)(l2)ci, f Estirtiatecl Capital Costs of Plmned Units, Escalation Rates 

‘The I-equired information is contained in the following table, in  redacted form. As 

discussed in Voluiiic I, Chapter 5 ,  inost of the specific technology parameters used in the 

screening process were based on inforination taken from several sourccs. EPRI considers 

its infonnation to be trade secrets and proprietary and confidential. DE-Kentucky and its 

consultants consider cost estimates provided by consultants to be confidential and 

competitive information. Duke Energy also considers its internal estiiiiates to be 

confidential and competitive infonnation. The infonnation will be made available to 

appropriate parties fbr viewing at Duke Energy offices during nonnal business hours upon 

execution of appropriate coiifidentiality agreeineiits or protective orders. Please contact 

John Bloeiner at ( 5  13) 287-32 12 for more information.. 
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DUKE F S E R G Y  KENTUCKY 

CONFIDENTIAL 

Capital C o s t s  and Iiscalation Factors 
N e w  IJnits 

( En vi I on Corn p I i a nce 
IJpgl-adc) 

Total Capital Costs 

Capital Escalation 

Capital Escalation 

Itate 2009-2013 ("A,) 3 88 3 88 3 88  3 88 

Rate 2014-2028 (YO) 2 3  2 3  2 3  2 3  

Escalation Rate (YO) 2 3  2.3 2 3  2 3  

Escalatioii Rate (%) 2 3  2 3  2.3 2 3  

Vanable O&M 

Fixed O&M 

SA- 3 8  



Section 8(3)(e)S Energy Efficiency Cost Savings 

The following page contains the information requested 

CONFIDENTIAL 
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CONFIDENTIAL, 

Section 9(1) I'resent Value Revenue Requit-erneiils 

'The 2.008 Present Value Reve.nue Requirement (I'VRR) for the 2008 IRP is 

The effective after-tax discount rate used was 7.33%. 

mi 11 ion. 

The modeling does not include the existing rate base (generation, transmission, or 

distribution. 

Duke Energy Kentucky considers the PVRR to be confidential and competitive inforiint. L Ion. 

It will be made available to appropriate parties for viewing at Duke Energy offices during 

noniial business hours upon execution of an appropriate confidentiality agreement or 

protective order. Please contact Janice I-Iager at (704) 352-6963 for more infonnation. 

SA-4 1 



CONFIDENTIAL 

THIS PAGE LEFT BLANK IN'ITEN'ITIONALLV 
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CONFIDENTIAL 

Section 9(3) Yeal-ly Revenue Rcquii.ements 

The projections of yearly revenue requirements are shown on the following page, in  

redacted form. DE-Kentucky considers these projections to be trade seciets and 

confidential ant1 coinpetitive infitnnation. They will be made available to appropriatc 

parties for viewig at Duke Energy oftices during normal business hours upon execution of 

an appropriate confidentiality agreement or protective ordei Please contact Janice IHager at 

(704) 382-6963 for more intonuation. 
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BUILDING BRIDGES TO A LOW-CARBON FUTURE: 

\ 

Where we 10 
are now 

I .  

we are the thy9 largest emitter 
of carbon dioxide (CO,) in the 
United States - emitting more 
than 100 million tons last year 
We've significantly reduced 
our non-carbon emissions over 
the last 2 0  years and with the 
right technologies, we believe 
we can do the same with CO, 
We are working to find solutions 
to this rhallenge that will protect 
and benefit our stakeholders 

Where we 12 
are going 
We are assessing what it would 
take to ru t  our CO, emissioris in 
half - to approximately 50 million 
tons -by 2030 and the implica 
tions of such an effort By then, 
we will likely have replaced our 
oldest roal-fired power plants with 
advanced cleaner coal and other 
technologies, including nuclear 
power, natural gas, renewable 
energy and greater use of 
energy efficiency 

How we will 14 
get there 
We are taking five major steps 
to build bridges to a low-carbon 
future We're shaping public policy, 
pursuing new technology, building 
projects and talent, balancing 
diverse interests and taking a 
long view so we can continue 
to create value For our stakeholders 
in the future 

STEP 1: Shaping public policy 16 
STEP 2: Pursuing new technology 18 
STEP 3: Building projects 

STEP 4: Balancing diverse 

STEP 5: Taking the long view 

4 

and talent 20 

interests 22 
24 

For more information about our sustainability activities and environmerltal progress, please see the Duke Cncrgy 20071 2008 
Sustainability Report on the compdiiy Web site www duke energy com 

i 
DUKE ENERGY 2001 SIJMMARY A N N U A L  REPORT 
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2007 Financial Highlights' 
- ___- __ --- - __ __ 

2007 2006 2005 2004 2003' 
- - - ----- (In millions, except per share a m o u n t s )  _~ _____________- - - -- - 

Statement of Operations 
Total operating revenues $12,720 $10,607 R 6,906 $ 6.357 $ 6.006 
Total operating expenses 10,222 9,2 10 5,586 5.074 6,550 
Gains on sales ol x investments in commercial and multi family real estate __ 20 1 19 1 192 84 

223 (55) (435) (202) 

Operating income (105s) 2,493 1.82 1 1 4 5 6  1,040 (662) 
Total oth&iricome and expenses 428 354 217 180 326 
InteresJhxpense 685 632 38 1 425 43 1 

2 13 24 (15)  (79)  

Income ( l o s s )  from continuing operations before income h ~ c b  2,234 1,530 1 268 810 (688) 
Income tax expense ( b e n e f i t )  frofli continuing operations 712 450 375 192 (288) 

Income (loss). from coritinuing operations 1,522 1.080 89 3 618 (400) 
(22) 78 3 935 872 (761) (Loss) income from discontiriued operations, net of tax 

Income ( l o s s )  before cumulative effect of change in accounting principle 1.500 1,863 1,828 1,490 (1,161) 
Cumulative effect of change in accounting principle 

- ___ (4)  _. (162) 

Net income ( l o s s )  1,500 1.863 1,824 1,490 (1,323) 
Dividends and premiums on redemption of preferred and 

__ __ 12 9 15 

Earnings (loss) available for common S t o c k h o l d e r s  

_ _ _ - _ _ _  ~ _ _ _ _ _ _ ~ I - - - - -  

(5) (Losses )  -~ gains on Sales of other assets - and other, - ____ net 

Mino& interest -- _-_ expense - ( b e n e f i t )  - ___ -- - - I - 

- _ -  _ _  

_ _  _ _  _ - - - I - 

_- - __ - - -- - - __ ____ - 

_-- -- -__ - - - _ __ _ - - 

_- - - -  - net of tax and minority interest - - 

_ _ _ _  __ __ - - _ _ _ _ ~  _-_ preference stork - - ____ -- - - - - - - -- 

$ 1,500 $ 1,863 $ 1,812 $ 1,481 $ (1,338) 
---1_____ 

Ratio of Earnings to Fixed Charges 
Common Stock Data 
Shares of common stock outstandingd 

Year-end 
Weighted average - basic 
Weighted average - diluted 

Basic 
Diluted 

Basic 
Diluted 

(before cumulative effect of change in accounting principle) 
Basic 
Diluted 

Basic 
Diluted 

Earnings (loss) per share (from continuing o p e r a t i o n s )  

(Loss) earnings per share (from discontinued o p e r a t i o n s )  

Earnings (IossQer share 

Earnings ( l o s s )  per share 

i n  Dividends per share e 

Total assets 
Long-term debt including capital lease, 'less current maturities 

Balance Sheet i : :  

3.7 

1,262 
1,260 
1,266 

$ 1.21 
1.20 

B (0.02) 
(0.02) 

$ 1.19 
1.18 

$ 1.19 
1.18 
0.86 

$49,704 
$ 9,498 

2 6  

1,257 
1,170 
1,188 

$ 0 9 2  
0 9 1  

$ 0 6 7  
0 66 

$ 1 59 
1 5 7  

$ 1 5 9  
1 5 7  
1.26 

$68,700 
$18,118 

2 4  

928 
9 34 
970 

$ 0 9 4  
0 92 

$ 1 0 0  
0 96 

$ 1 9 4  
1 8 8  

$ 1 9 4  
1 8 8  
1 1 7  

$54,723 
$14,547 

.- b 1 6  

957 91  1 
9.3 1 90.3 
966 904 

$ 0 6 5  $ ( 0 4 4 )  
0 64 (0  44) 

$ 0 9 4  $ ( 0 8 6 )  
0 90 (0  86)  

$ 1 5 9  $ (1 30)  
1 54 ( 1  30) 

$ 1 .59 ,  $ ( 1  48) 
1.54 (1 48) 
1 10 110 

$55,770 $57,485 
$16,932 $20,622 

a Significant transactions rellected in the results above include: 2007 spinolf of the natural gas businesses (see Note 1 to tile Consolidated Financial Statements in  Duke Energy's 2007 
F o n  IO-K. "Summary of Significant Accounting Policies"). 2006 merger with Cinergy (see Note 2 to the Consolidated Financial Statemenls in Duke Energy's 2007 Form 10-K, 
-Acquisitions and Dispositions'). 2006 Crescent joint venture transaction and subsequent deconsolidation effective September 7. 2006 (see Note 2 to the Consolidated Financial 
Statements in Duke Energy's 2007 Form 10-K. "Acquisitions and Dispositions"), 2005 DENA disposition (%e Note 13 to tlie Consolidated Financial Statements in  Duke Energy's 2007 
Form 10-K. 'Discontinued Operations and Assets Held for Sale-) 2005 deconsolidation of DCP Midstream ellective July I .  2005 (see Note 13 to the Consolidated Financial Statements 
in Duke Energy's 2007 Form 10-K. 'Discontinued Operations and Assels Held for Sale"). 2005 DCP Midstream sale of TEPPCD (see Note 13 to the Consolidated Financial Statements 
in Duke Energy's 2007 Form 10-K "Discontinued Operations and Assel8 i ield for Sale") and 2004 sale of the former DENA Soulheast plants 

b Earnings were inadequate to cover fixed charges by $746 million for the year ended Oecernber 3 I ,  2003 
c As of January I .  2003 Duke Energy adopted the remaining pmvisioris of Emerging issues Task Force (EITF) 02-03. "issues Involved in  Accounting for Derivative Contracts Ficicl for 

Trading Purposes and lor Contracts iilvolved in  Energy Trading and Risk Managenlent Rciivities" (EITF 02-03) and SFAS No 143. "Accounting for Asset Retirement Obligations' 
(SFAS No 143) In accordance with tlie trarlsitiorl guidance lor these standards. Duke Energy recorded a net-of-tax and minority inlerest curnulalive effect adjustment for change in  
accounting principles 

d 2006 increase primarily altribulabie to issuance of approxiniateiy 3 13 nlillion shares in  connection with Duke Energy's merger with Cinergy (see Note 2 to the Consolidated Financial 
Statements in  Duke Energy's 2007 Form IO-K, "Acquisitions and Dispositions") ' 

e 2007 decrease due to tlie spinoff of the ridturai gas businesses to shareholders on January 2, 2007 as dividends subscquent lo the spinoff were split proportionately between Duke Energy 
and Spectra Energy such Iliat llie sum of the dividends 01 the two stand-alone companies approxirrlates the former total dividend of Duke Energy prior to Ihe spinoff 

.. . . 

See Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements in Duke Energy's 2007 Form 10-K 
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Chairman’s Letter to Stakeholders 

Dear fellow investors, customers, employees 

and all who have an interest in our success - 
our partners, suppliers, policymakers, regulators 

and communities: 

We believe that all companies should have great 
aspirations. At Duke Energy, we have two aspirations 
that guide our planning and serve as a bridge to 
the future: (1) Modernize and decarbonize our 
generation fleet, and (2) Help make the communities 
we serve the most energy efficient in the world 

x 

IAMES E ROGERS 
Chairrnan. President arid 
Chief Executive Officer 

These aspirations are grounded in our commitments to provide our 

customers with clean, affordable and reliable electric and gas services, 

and to allocate capital over the long term to grow earnings for investors. 
Our aspirations are also shaped by the ongoing debate over how to address 

global climate change. They are action-based. They recognize our intent to 
ensure that rules limiting greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions will fairly balance 

the needs of all of our stakeholders. 
In this letter I will describe how we are building bridges to a low-carbon 

future. My confidence in our ability to succeed is based on the dedication 
of our people. Their hard work and perseverance was evident in our 
2007 results. 

DUKE ENERGY 2007 SUMMARY ANNUAL REPORT 3 



Most of the electricity generated in this countiy IS fueled by 

four natural resocirces coal, u r a n i u m ,  natural gas and water 

We include a fifth fuel - energy efficiency By helping our 
customers use power more e f f i c i en t l y ,  we can help them 
save money and reduce the need Cor new power plants" 

2007 - A  STRONG, 
PRODUCTIVE YEAR 

Last year. we faced wzather-related 
challenges of record-sztting suninier heat 
throughout our serviix territory and a 
persistent drought in the Carolinas We 
continued to make progress in integrating 
our 2006 merger with Cinergy, and we 
completed the spiriolf of our riatural gas 
businesses The people of Duke Energy 
met these challenges while achieving solid 
results in customer service and operations 

P We increased earnings per share and 
total return: Ongoing diluted earnings 
per share of $1 24 in 2007 exceeded 
2006 ongoing diluted earnings per 
share of $0 99 Duke Energy's total 
shareholder return (TSR) - a combi- 
nation of the change in stock price plus 
dividends:pid out -was more than 
9 percent i i  2007 This beat the 
S&P 500 index TSR of 5 5 percent 

u We achieved constructive legislative 
and regulatory outcomes: We received 
approvals to build two new advanced 
coal plants in Indiana and North 
Carolina Thanks to the diligent work of 
our teams, we received final air permits 
for both in January 2008 We helped 
pass coniprehensive energy legislation 
in North Carolina and South Carolina 
The legislalion enables tlie more timely 
recovery of certain operating costs. 
sucli as the reagents and chemicals 
we use in our environmental equipment 
on our coal plants And i t  allows more 
timely recovery of the financing costs 
associated witti the construction of new 
baseload generation In North Carolina. 
we settled our rate case. which reduced 
industrial, commercial and residential 

rates without a material impact on 
2008 earnings In Ohio, we continue 
to support legislalion that will ensure 
future rate certainty for our c'tistorners 
in that state 

en We grew our renewable energy 
portfolio: Our Commercial Businesses 
acquired 1.000 megawatts of wintl 
power assets planned or under 
development in the western and 
southwestern Uriited States We 
also began construction of two small 
hydroelectric power plants in Brazil 

en We dedicated ourselves to customer 
service and economic development: 
We achieved iniprovemenls in our key 
internal satisfaction measures for all 
customer classes Economic develop- 
merit efforts helped stimulate new 
capital investments and new jobs 
in our five-state service territory 

u We met productivity targets: Our 
nuclear and coal plants performed 
superbly when we needed them the 
most Our nuclear fleet had its third- 
best year ever for capacity Despite 
the drought. careful management of 
our coal and hydro units enabled us 
to successfully meet our customers' 
record demand for both peak and 
baseload Dower 

BlJlLDlNG BRIDGES TO 
A LOW-CARBON FUTURE 

111 2008. we'll continue to focus on 
delivering results for both customers arid 
investors in our basic business At the 
same time. wt. will continue to chip away 
at the rnost difficult challenge in the liistory 
of our industry: global climate change 

Demand for electricity is growing locally 
Jnd globally Each year, Duke Enerqy 
alone is adding approximately 40,000 io 
60.000 new customers in the Carolirias. 
and 11.000 to 16.000 new customers in 
the Midwest This means we will need 
more than 6,000 megawatts of new gerier- 
atirig capacity by 2012 According to [he 
U S Department of Energy, nationwide 
power demand will grow approxirnately 
35 percent by 20.30 

that carbon dioxide (CO,) released into 
the atmosphere from burning fossil fuels 
is creating conditions that could change 
our way of life Scientists know climate 
change is a problem. yet they aren't able 
to accurately predict its full scope I leave 
the science to tlie scientists, but as an 
energy company CEO, I have a resporisi- 
bility to protect our assets against such 
risks -to meet the need for power, 
without risking our children's futures 

We must plan ahead It takes five or 
more years to build a new baseload coal 
plant, and 10 to 15 years to build a new 
nuclear plant To ensure we can deliver 
reliable and affordable power to our 
customers, we have to start now But 
today, we lack advanced technologies 
that can achieve this seemingly impossible 
dual mission: high growth and low carbon 
Consequently, we have developed a 
multi-pronged strategy to bridge the 
gap between our current tiigli-carbon 
economy and a low-carbon future 

Let me explain in this letter how the 
people of Duke Energy are building four 
bridges: ( I )  from "production" (malting 
watts) to "efficiency" (saving watts); 
(2) from conventional to unconventional 
gencrating technologies: (3)  spanning 

At the same time, evidence IS growing 

4 



2007 MAJOR ACHIEVEMENTS 

investor expectations and new regulatory 
rules, and (4 )  from following the status quo 
to leading with forward-looking policies 

THE FIRST BRIDGE: 
FROM PROOlJCTlQN (MAKING WATTS) 
TO EFFICIENCY (SAVING WATTS) 

Most of the electricity generated in this 
country is fueled by four natural resources: 
coal, uranium, natural gas and water We 
include a fifth fuel - energy efficiency 
By helping our customers use power 
more efficiently, we can help them save 
money and reduce the need for new power 
plants In aggregate, energy efficiency 
investments are the least expensive and 
most environmentally benign source of 
energy for our customers 

Why isn't more being done to promote 
energy efficiency? As co-chair of the 
National Actio; ?Ian on Energy Efficiency 
and the Alliance to Save Energy, I reviewed 
state regulatory plans for energy efficiency 
We found that many utilities don't invest 
in such programs, because the current 
regulatory framework is biased against 
investments in energy efficiency in favor 
of putting steel in the ground Our goal 
is to change that regulatory paradigm so 
that earnings from energy efficiency are 
on a par with earnings from investments 
in new power plants 

In 2007, we introduced Duke Energy's 
energy efficiency plan, which is designed 
to set investment returns for the costs and 
savings of energy efficiency programs 
Customers would benefit because they 
would pay 10 to 15 percent less for energy 
efficiency than for a new power plant We 
filed for regulatory approval of this plan in 
Indiana, North Carolina and South Carolina 
As I was writing this letter, we reached 

DUKE ENERGY 7007 SUMMARY ANNUAL REPORT 

FIRST QUARTER 

Completed the  spinoff of Spectra Energy 

II Received approval to build an 800-megawatt advanced coal-fired unit 
at our Cliffside station in western North Carolina (final air permit received 
in January 2008) 

SECOND QCJARTER 

a Issued first Sustainability Report 

a Filed energy efficiency plan in North Carolina 

IS Helped pass cornprehensive enecgy legislation in South Carolina that provides for 
the recovery of new nuclear plant financing costs during the construction phase 
arid allows recovery of costs of certain reagents used in emission removal 

a Acquired 1,000 megawatts of wind energy assets under development in the 
western and southwesterti United States 

THIRD QUARTER 

a Met customers' demand for electricity during record-setting summer heat 
throughout the service territory and record-setting drought in the Carolinas 

a Helped pass comprehensive energy legislation in North Carolina that enables the 
recovery of new plant financing costs during the construction phase and allows 
recovery of costs of certain reagents used in emission removal The legislation 
includes a workable renewable energy and energy efficiency portfolio standard 

a Filed energy efficiency plan in South Carolina. 

FOURTH QUARTER 

Filed energy efficiency plan in Indiana 

II Received remand order affirming the Ohio rate stabilization plan The ruling 
maintains the current price and provides for the continuation of existing rate 
components 

a Received approval to build a 630-megawatt cleaner-coal integrated gasification 
combined cycle (IGCC) power plant in southwestern Indiana (final air pe?niit 
received in January 2008) 

Settled rate case in North Carolina, which reduced industrial, commercial and 
residential rates with no material impact on 2008 earnings 

rn Filed applications with state regulators for certificates of public convenience and 
necessity to add two 620-megawatt combined cycle. natural gas-fired units at 
two existing power plants in North Caroiina 

m Submitted a combined construction and operating license application to 
the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission for the proposed 2,234-megawatt 
Lee Nuclear Station in Cherokee County, S C 

2007 ongoing diluted earnings per share of $1 24 exceeded 2006 ongoing 
diluted earnings per share of $0 99 

FULL YEAR' 

rn Continued push for federal rap-and-trade legislation limiting greenhouse 
gas emissions 
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"In aggregate, energy efficiency investrnerits are 
the least expensive and most environmentally benign 
source of energy for our customers" 

a partial seltlement in Soutli Carolina for 
our plan We expect to file similar plans 
in Ohio and Kentucky ir i  2008 

We were pleased that in February 
2008. the Alliance to Save Energy, tlie 
American Council for an Energy Efficielit 
Economy and the Energy Future Coalition 
endorsed our energy efficiency model as 
"an innovative and promising new direction 
for the company and its customer3 " 

Building the smart grid - the backbone 
of reliability 

In 2007. we began installing smart 
meters in Charlotte, N C , Cincinnati, Ohio, 
and northwestern South Carolina Turning 

..., analog meters into digital or smart meters 
enables real-time communication between 
our power grids and our customers' lionies 
This will help o w  customers monitor and 
manage theif,power consumption We 
have about 7:300 smart meters in place 
today. With appropriate regulatory recovery, 
we expect to install an additional 60.000 
by the end of 2009 

Over the next five years, we plan to 
spend about $1 billion to digitize our distri- 
bution system These improvements will 
help us better balance supply and demand, 
pinpoint trouble sooner, and restore 
outages faster or avoid them altogether 

THE SECOND BRIDGE: 
FROM CONVENTIONAL TO 
UNCONVENTIONAL GENERATING 
TECHNOLOGIES 

Our energy efficiency focus is vital to 
providing reliahle and cost-effective 
electricity in the future But efficiency 
alone cannot satisfy growing demand 
and at the same time reduce our C0, 
emissions. We must do more Instead 

of looking for a "silver bullel" strategy, wc 
are taltirig a "'silver buckshot" approach 
Using new technologies. we plan to build 
an efficient generation portfolio powered by 
coal. riuclear, natural gas and reriewables 
Over tlie next five years, we plan to invest 
approxirriately $23 billion (almost equal to 
our current rnarltet cap) to make our entire 
system more efficient, retire inefficient 
plants arid increase renewable generalion 

Advanced coal technologies 

cornrnitted to a low-carbon future continue 
to build new coal plants?" I remind them 
of these key facts: Today, coal accounts 
for about 50 percent of our nation's total 
electric generation. In Hie United States, 
Duke Energy's system is about 70 percent 
coal We burn coal today because it is 
the most abundant and economical fuel 
available for large-scale reliable power 
generation We are finding ways to use 
coal more efficiently and cleanly 

Indiana regulators approved our 
four-year plan to build a cleaner-coal 
integrated gasification combined cycle 
(IGCC) plant The 6.30-megawatt 
Edwardsport plant is currently expected 
to cost approximately $2 billion To 
encourage this new technology, the 
project will receive $460 million in local, 
slate and federal tax incentives and credits 

The new plant will be one of the 
cleanest and most efficient coal-fired 
power plants in the world It will emit less 
sulfur dioxide (SO,). nitrogen oxides (NO,) 
and particulates than the plant i t  replaces 
-while providing more than 10 times 
the power of the existing plant The 
current 160-hegawatt plant emits about 
13.000 tons of SO,. NO, and particulates 

When people ask, "How can a company 

anriually arid runs about 30 percent of 
the time By comparisori. a new 630-  
rriegawatt IGCC plant running 100 percenl 
of the time will emit about 2.900 tons 
of the same pollutants It will also use 
abocit I I million gallons of water a day, 
compared to the current plant, which 
uses alniost 190 million gallons daily 

Eventually we hope to be able to 
capture and pernianently store the C 0 2  
emitted from this plant in nearby under- 
ground formations. keeping it out of 
the atmosphere 

North Carolina regulators approved 
our plan to build a new 800-megawatt 
unit at our Cliffside Steam Station At 
a cost of approxirriately 52 4 billion, this 
plant will use supercritical coal-combustion 
technology, which is 3 0  percent more 
efficient than the units it will replace As 
a result, i t  will generate twice the amount 
of electricity of the existing plant with only 
one-seventh of the SO,, one-third of the 
NO, and one-half the mercury emissions 
The new unit's air permit includes limits 
on SOz and NO, emissions that are stricter 
than current state and federal rules The 
state's mercury limits are already more 
stringent than federal rules The project 
will receive $125 million in federal clean- 
coal tax credits 

We also agreed to implement a unique 
CO, mitigation plan for Cliffside As part 
of that plan, we will retire the plant's four 
older coal units by 2012 and shut down 
800 megawatts of other older coal units 
by 2018 In addition, we agreed to invest 
1 percent or approximately $50 niillion 
of our North Carolina revenues from 
our regulated operations each year in 
energy efficiency, pending appropriate 
regulatory approval 
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OUR MISSION, 
OUR VALUES 

Our Mission 

Natural gas 
Natural gas emits less CO? than coal. 

but i t  is more expensive -- so we use it 
ludiciously in our portfolio We filed with 
our regulators to build two 620-megawatt 
gas-fired units. one each at our Buck 
and Dan River steam stations in North 
Caroliria Last year, we purchased nearly 
1.300 megawatts of gas-fired generation 
in the Midwest arid North Carolina. adding 
to our existing gas assets 

Non-fossil fuel: nuclear and 
renewable energy 

Today, approxirnately 28  percent of the 
power we generate in the United States 
conies from zero C0,-emitting nuclear arid 
renewable energy - about 5,000 mega- 
watts of nuclear capacity and about 
3,200 megawatts of hydroelectric capacity 
We also have more than 3,100 megawatts 
of hydroelectricLapacity in South America 

To reduce COZ emissions and meet 
demand growth, nuclear power must 
play an even larger role in our portfolio. 
In December, we filed an application with 
the Nuclear Regulatory Commission for 
a combined construction and operating 
license for our proposed two-unit, 
2,234-megawatt Lee Nuclear Station in 
South Carolina We also filed with South 
Carolina regulators to invest and recover 
up to $2.30 million in the plant's upfront 
development costs We saw similar cost 
recovery assurance legislation pass in 
North Carolina Assuming timely regulatory 
approvals, we would anticipate unit 1 
coming on line in 2018 

We will also increase our use of rencw- 
able energy, by adding wind, solar and 
biomass to our hydroelectric capacity We 
will add up to 200 megawatts from renew- 

able sources to serve our Iridiana 
customers. arid we are purchasing 
renewable energy cnpaciiy to supply 
our North Carolina customers startino, in 
2012 As noted earlier, our rioriregulated 
business is also building a reriewable 
energy portfolio When completed. these 
projects will sell wholesale power to other 
utilities We expect the first 240 megawatts 
of these nonregulated assets to come 
on line in 2008 and 2009 

THE THIRD BRIDGE: 
SPANNING INVESTOR EXPECTATIONS 
AND NEW REGULATORY RULES 

During the 1970s and 1960s. the industry 
invested trillions of dollars to build new 
baseload generation The result was a 
sobering dernonstration of the limilations 
of traditional rate-of-return regulation - 
for both customers and investors This 
construction hinge resulted in rate shocks 
for customers, cost overruns, the cancella- 
tion of half-finished plants and ultimately 
red ink for shareholders 

In the 1990s. we turned to the 
deregulation of power markets, relying 
on market signals to build new generation 
cost-effectively But these experiments 
produced other undesirable outcomes: 
overbuilding iii premium fuels such as 
natural gas arid the under-recovery of 
true investment costs 

The lessons are clear to cusloniers. 
investors, regulators and policymakers 
We need new rules based on what we 
learned from both building eras Customers 
and investors can both benefit when 
regulators reduce the time between when 
we invest arid when we start recovering 
our investments 

At Duke Energy, we make 
people's 1jve.s better by  
providing gas and electric 
services irr a sustainable way. 
This requires us to constantly 

look for ways to improve, 
to grow and to reduce oiir 

impact on the environment. 

0 u r Va 111 es 
Caring --We look out for each 
other We strive to make the envi 
ronment and communities around 
lis better places to live 

a htegrity -We do the right thing 
We honor our commitments We 
admit when we're wrong 

m Openness - We're open to 
change and to new ideas from 
our co-workers, customers and 
other stakeholders We explore 
ways to grow our business and 
make it better 

a Passion --We're passionate 
about what we do We s t h e  for 
excellence We take personal 
accountability for our actions 

m Respect -We value diverse 
talents, perspectives and experi 
ences We treat others the way 
we want to be treated 

Safety -We put safety first in 
all we do 
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'As the third largest emitter of CO, in the United States, I believe 
we have a respoiisibility to provide policy leadership We must 
imagine a low-carbon future for our grandchildren and act to lower 
CO, emissions now Achieving a low-carbon future will require 
rigorous engiwering solutions, continuing technological discoveries. 
the political kill to bridge local interests and global needs, arid 
I ea ps of,, imagination ." 

In 2007. South Caroliria passed coni- 
prehensive energy legislation that includes 
provisions allowing recovery of new nuclear 
plant finaric:ing costs during the construc- 
tion phase Similarly, North Caroliria 
lawmakers passed legislation that allows 
t is to seek plant finaricing costs through 
a rate case rhis legislation enables LIS to 
synchronize capital spending and rate 
cases associated with our major invest- 
ments The North Carolina law also 
provided a workable renewable energy 
and energy efficiency portfolio standard 
requiring investor-owned utilities to supply 
12 5 percent of their power from renew- 
able energy sources by 202 1 - This far-thinking leadership will allow 

us to build new plants so we can deliver 
reliable and affordable service to our 
cust.omers while reducing the risk of 
regulatory lag;.. 

Our strong balance sheet allows us 
to fund our ambitious five-year building 
program without issuing public equity 
Beginning in 2010, we expect to raise 
equity of about $200 million per year 
through our dividend reinvestment and 
internal benefit programs 

THE FOURTH BRIDGE: 
FROM FOLLOWING THE STATUS QUO 

POLICIES 

I've described actions we are taking in 
our service territory to meet our growing 
demand for power and reduce our 
carbon footprint With these steps, we 
will achieve our aspirations of modernizing 
and decarbonizing our fleet and making 
our communities more energy efficient 

But we must do more As the third 
largest emitter of CO, in the United States, 

'i, 

TO LEADING WITH FORWARD-LOOKING 

I believe we have a responsibility to provide 
policy leadership We must imagine a 
low-carbon future for oiur grandchildren 
and act to lower CO1 emissions now 
Achieving a low-carbon future will require 
rigorous erigirieering solutions. continuing 
technological discoveries. thrt political will 
to bridge Iocd interests and global needs, 
and leaps of imagination 

sional support of cap-arid-trade rules 
to control GIHG emissions, so that all 
businesses can calculate the investnient 
needed to reduce their carbon footprints 
We advocated for legislation that treats 
all industries and regions of tlie nation 
fairly and ensures that utility customers 
in high coal-using states aren't penalized 
We believe a cap-and-trade approach 
is the fairest and most equitable artd 
practical way to achieve a 60 to 
80 percent reduction in our nation's 
GHG emissions by 2050 

We also need new ways to fund 
research, development and deployment 
of CO,-reducing technologies Without 
such funding, we won't make it across 
the bridge to a low-carbon future 

leaders are stepping forward to cross that 
bridge They're not waiting for others to 
act. Such leaders are also emerging in our 
company They and their colleagues know 
it's easier not to rock tlie boat Yet they've 
chosen to act and to take personal respon- 
sibility for their results They've chosen to 
lead with integrity, discipline. vision and 
corripassion - arid help prepare and 
develop our workforce for the future 

During the Fext five years, we expect 
almost a third of that workforce to retire 
This presents both a recruitment challenge 

In 2007, we worked to win Congres- 

More business, political and community 

and a great opportunity to grow talent 
wittiin tlie company One of my  team's 
top priorities is dweloprnent of a highly 
talented workforce that has the skill 
and tlie will to position (IS for a Iow- 
carbon futiire 

FOCUSED ON GROWTH 

Based on current assumptions, we expect 
to grow ongoing diluted earnings at 5 to 
7 percent compounded annually through 
2012 We've set our 2008 employee 
incentive target at $1 27, hased on ongoing 
diluted earnings per share Our growth 
objectives are supported by our commitment 
to balance tlie needs of our stakeholders. 
including future generations 

Our many accomplishrnents this 
past year were possible because of the 
diligence, hard work and imagination of 
the people of Duke Energy I thank them 
on your behalf, and mine 

The catalysts to increase future earn- 
ings will be continuing cost management, 
execution on our investment-re5overy 
strategy and steady organic growth 
This represents a strong value proposition 
for our investors, and one that allows 
us to honor cornmitnients to all of our 
stakeholders 

We will focus on these priorities as 
we continue to build bridges to a low- 
carbon future I look forward to working 
together with you to achieve that goal 

JAMES E ROGERS 
Ctiairrnan. President and 
Chief Executive Officer 

March 7, 2008 
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i Leadership on Climate Disclosure 
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Investors, customers and other stakeholders need to know the risks and opportunities 
the corripariy will face in a world o i  tightenirig gri.enhoust: gas coristraints 1-hey also want 
io know what the company IS doing to positiort itsalf for ~ ~ u c c i ~ s s  in a lowcarbon future 

As part of its <:omrnitnient to transparency, Duke Energy has bzeri reporting its carbon 
dioxide KO,) emissions to the U S Department 01 Enzrgy arid io [he tJ S Environmental 
Protection Agency since 1995 For the past five years. the company has also participated 
in the Carbon Disclosure Project (CDP) The COP is an independent organization that 
works with shareholders and participating companies who voluntarily share their assess- 
ment of the business risks and opportunities they face due to climate change and the 
associated regulatory requirements Duke Energy's current CDP report can be found at 
www cdproject net and on the company Web site at www duke-energy comienvironmentl 
reportsicarbon-disclosure-project asp 

Duke Energy's SEC Form 10-K for 2007 included a detailed assessment of the climate 
policy debate in Washington and potential costs customers could see under specific 
legislative proposals (This form can also be accessed on the company Web site ) The 
company pointed out that compliance costs will be highly dependent on allowance pric:es, 
and will be tied closely to Congress' decision with respect to the allocation of allowances 

In January 2008. Duke Energy agreed to participate in The Climate Registry (TCR) as 
a Founding Reporter TCR represents a collaboration of 39 U S states, seven Canadian 
provinces and two Mexican states Participants in the registry agree to report their 
greenhouse gas emissions using a conimon platform A more detailed description 
can be found by visiting www.theclimateregistry org 

In 2007, Duke Energy joined the Advisory Committee of the Climate Disclosure Standards 
Board (CDSB) - an international partnership of seven organizations formed to establish 
a generally accepted framework for corporate climate change risk-related reporting 
The board's long-term goal is to ensure that companies file these reports with regulatory 
authorities as part of their annual financial reporting More information is available at 
www weforum org 

Duke Energy has agreed to participate this year in the CDSB's pilot program to "road test" 
the template, which iricludes emissions disclosure, physical risks, regulatory risks and risk 
management strategy Once the program is up and running in 2009. completed reports 
will be posted on the Web sites of participating companies 

These are some of the ways Duke Energy is working to keep its stakeholders informed 
about its strategy for addressing climate change and the associated regulatory risk, now 
and in the future For more information on the company's cliniate disclosure and overall 
transparency efforts, please also see Duke Energy's 200712008 Sustainability Report on 
the company v e b  site 

4' 
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BUILDING BRIDGES ro A LOW-CARBON FUTIJRE: 

Where we are now 

Duke Energy is one of the largest electricity suppliers in North 
and South America We serve our retail and wholesale c,cistomers 
reliably and affordably with approximately 40,000 megawatts of 
electric generating capacity fueled from coal, nuclear, natural gas, 
hydroelectric and a growing portfolio of renewable energy. In the 

United States, about 70 percent of the power we generate today 
comes from coal, which releases carbon dioxide (CO,) into the 
atmosphere and is linked to climate change. 

CO, and most other greenhouse gases (GHG) have always 
been present, keeping the earth hospitable for life by trapping 
heat that would otherwise escape into space. We know this as 
the greenhouse effect. Since the industrial revolution, however, 
the concentration of GHG in the atmosphere from the birrning 
of fossil fuqs and other human activities has increased, trapping 
more heat and amplifying the natural greenhouse effect. 

A majority of the public and policymakers now believe that 
the earth's climate is changing, caused in part by GHG emitted 
into the atmosphere from human activity. 

As the third largest emitter of'C0, in the {Jnited States 
- more than 100 million tons annually, the equivalent of 
about 10 million cars on the highway - we realize we have 
a special responsibility to address this issue. 

our stakeholders, our nation, our world and future generations. 
Our focus is on finding practical solutions that will benefit 

I 

DUKC ENERGY 2007 S U M M A R Y  ANNUAI. R E P O R r  

"I monitor and analyze emerging 
environmental issues for the company. 
Over the last few years, the debate 
over global climate change has 
intensified. We believe it is  no longer 
a question of if Congress will enact 
carbon limits, but when - and 
what will be required. We have to be 
ready to comply in a way that keeps 
customer prices competitive." 

MIKE STROBEN 
Director, Environrnenial Policy Analysis 

& Strategy 

Duke Energy 

Charlotte, N C 
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BIJILDING BRIDGES TO A LOW-CARBON FUTURE: 

I 

. . . . . . . .. 

r-. \ jVi l i  ht3 t3,;ac,te,;l, iiLit 1, .:\I.? ,:yni;.i; >a;?]<? 

b e b e  i t  is prematurC;7 io siti. s p L  
Sut without a stake in the groiiriri r,a;;'t expect ti, make 
meaniriglul progress We belielie thai prepa;ing tx a carbon- 

constrained world now carries substantially less risk tor our 
cutorriers and our sharetiolclers thdn i f  \/jiz wait 

To be ready, w e  are assessing \:\/hat i t  W~LIICI t a l e  to cut our 
CO, emissions in hall: 

2030. By then, we will likely have replac.ed o ~ i i  oldest c.oal-fired 
power plants with advanc.ed deanei-c.oal and other technologies 

inchding nuclear power, natLiral gas, renevvable energy and 
energy efficiency. 

demand while keeping our prices competitive, a number of 
things must happen, These include new technology develop- 
ments and workable legislative and regulatory solutions. 

We will need new, lower-emitting coal-based generating 

technologies so we can continue using coal. our nation's niost 
abundant and econoinic.al fuel We will need advanced zero- 

emitting nuclear generation We will need approval ot a new 
business model to sigiiificmtly expand energy efficiency 

technologies and address uiiexpected chaileiiges that will 
surely come along 

approxirnateiy 50 million tons -- by 

To achieve that reduction and meet our projected electricity 

As we realize our vision, we will be ready to adopt n w  

1 
"If we are serious about addressing 
climate change, we have to be 
serious about nuclear power. Nuclear 
power plants safely generate more 
than 70 percent of al l  carbon-free 
electricity i n  the United States. 
Along wi th  advanced coal, natural 
gas, renewable energy and energy 
efficiency, nuclear power must 
be part of the mix to meet our 
need for clean, affordable and 
reliable electricity." 

DAVID JONES 

Director. Nuclear P o k y  & Strategy 

Duke Energy 

Charlotte. N C 
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BlJlLDlNG BRIDGES TO A LOW-CARBON FUTURE: 

How we will get there 

We are taking five steps to build our bridges to a Iow- 
carbon future. 

First, we are working to shape public policy We are 

pursuing passage of federal carbon legislation that will give 
the electric utility industry the time i t  needs to make the 
transition to low-carbon generation, without severe damage 
to our economy and our customers. 

Second, we are pursuing new technology for generation 
and distribution of electricity and for energy efficiency to 
reduce our carbon footprint. 

Third, we are building new generation plants. We are also 
developing our talent base so we have the workforce we need 
to successfully transition to a low-carbon future. 

Fourth,. we are balancing diverse interests. We are engaging 
with stakehhlders to understand all viewpoints and find the best 
path to sustainable carbon reduction. 

Fifth, we are taking a long view. Halving our CO, emissions 

won’t happen overnight. This is a marathon, not a sprint - but 
the sooner we start, the greater the benefits. 

The following pages describe these five steps in greater detail. 

D U K E  ENERGY 2007 SUMMARY ANNUAL REPORf  

“I’ve been a meter reader and worked 
in Customer Service, Accounting and 
Human Resources. In my current role, 
I bring the customer perspective to 
lawmakers and their staffs on Capitol 
Hill. This helps them better understand 
how we are trying to minimize the 
impact on our customers as we 
work to reduce our greenhouse 
gas emissions.“ 

JOHN HAYSBERT 
Manager, Federal Governmental Affairs 

Duke Energy 

Washington, D.C 
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HOW WE WILL GET THERE: 

Shaping public policy 

"Customers are concerned about energy costs. 
They want to know what they and their families 
can do to reduce their power hills In that sense, 
I think Duke Energy's for.us on energy effic,ieric,y 
is corning at the right time" 

MARITZA RIVERA 

Call Center Team Lead 

Duke Energy 

Charlotte N C 

Congress could pass legislation enacting 
a greenhouse gas (GHG) cap-and-trade 
program as early as 2009 As we strive to 
shape that legislation, we are working to: 

E Better understand the impact 
alternative policy approaches could 
have on our industry, our operations 
and our customers 

x E Better understand the technology 
gap for low- and zero-emitting power 
generation and promote the funding 
mechanisms needed to close that gap 

Communicate with policymakers and 
other stakeholders, who can help mold 
and shape federal policy while new 
technologies develop This report and 
our 200712008 Sustainability Report 
are part of that communication process 

Most pending federal legislation calls 
for reducing our nation's GHG emissions 
by 60 to 80 percent by 2050 Scientists 
say the United States and other carbon- 

D U K E  E N E R G Y  2007 SUMMI\RY ANNUAL R E P O R l  

intensive nations need to achieve this 
reduction level by the middle of this 
century to slow, stop and reverse the 
effects of climate change. For Duke Energy, 
we expect that all of our currently operating 
baseload nuclear and coal-fired generating 
units will be retired by 2050. wilh the 
possible exception of one of our "newest" 
coal plants in Ohio, which will then be 
59 years old 

Given the unknowns -the timing of 
new low-carbon generation technologies 
and future carbon dioxide (C0,) emission 
constraints - we decided to look instead 
at what i t  might take to cut our CO, 
emissions in half - by approximately 
50 rnillion tons - by 2030 Due to their 
relicmsing, our three nuclear plants will 
still be operating, and our planned fourth 
nuclear plant, Lee Nuclear Station, will 
have been on line for about 12 years, 
based on the current schedule 20.30 
gives us a more realistic horizon over 
which to evaluate potential emission- 
reduction strategies 

With passage of the right cap-and- 
trade legislation and new technologies, 
we believe we could successfully reduce 
our COz emissions like we have our 
nitrogen oxide (NO,) and sulfur dioxide 
(SO,) emissions Through 2010. we will 
have invested approximately $5 billion to 
further reduce our SOz and NO, emissions 
We project that by 2010, those emissions 
will be about 70 percent lower than they 
were in 1997 The SO, and NO, controls 
we have been installing have the added 
benefit of capturing a significant amount 
of mercury 

The point is, we acted proapively 
before to achieve workable regulations 
and made the necessary investments in 
new technology to comply We can do 
that again with carbon legislation and 
forge a solution that protects our customers, 
our business and our nation's economy 
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HOW WE WILL GET THERE: 

Pursuing new technology 

"The Load Research team studies how and when 
our customers are using energy This information 
helps to plan for our customers' future needs and 
to identify the role that emerging technologies and 
energy efficiency will play in meeting those needs" 

WILLIAM BAKER 
Manager. Load Research 

Duke Energy 

Charlotte. N C 

We are using new technologies to reduce 
our GHG emissions on both the supply 
and demand sides On the supply side, 
we're building a cleaner-coal integrated 
gasification combined cycle (IGCC) plant 
that will replace a half-century-old coal 
plant We're building this 6.30-megawatt 
plarit in southwestern Indiana, where the 
geology is conducive to underground 
capture and perrnanent storage of CO, 
emissions As that technology develops, 
we will evaluate its eventual use at the site 

In the Carolinas, we're building an 
advanced 800-megawatt coal plant that 
will eventually replace 1,000 megawatts 
of old higher-emitting coal units in North 
Carolina We're not building an IGCC plant 
as the geology there is not suitable for COz 
storage, but this will likely be the last new 
coal plant we build in North Carolina for at 
least 2 0  years By then, we would expect 
C 0 2  capture technology to advance so it 
can be used oh virtually any coal plant, 
regardless of the geology Also in North 
Carolina. we have applied to build 
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more than 1,200 megawatts of natural 
gas-fired generation capacity to meet 
increasing demand This lower-emitting 
gas generation will also replace older 
coal units 

We are using our more than three 
decades of experience in building and 
operating nuclear plants to plan a new 
2,234-megawatt nuclear power plant in 
South Carolina a plant that will have 
zero CO? emissions 

We are increasing our use of renewable 
energy by purchasing renewable capacity 
to help meet our domestic energy demand 
with wind, biomass and solar power 
Our Commercial Businesses are planning 
and developing more than 1.000 mega- 
watts of wind power 

On the demand side, we are transforni- 
ing our passive analog distribution grids 
into digital information networks to further 
improve reliability and expand energy 
efficiency We are installing "smart" meters. 
remotely controlled appliance sensors 
and other energy-saving technologies i r i  
customers' homes 

We intend to make energy efficiency 
part of our standard service offering This 
includes providing customers with tools 
to reduce their energy use without sacri- 
ficing comfort, convenience or productivity 

Technology and energy efficiency 
breakthroughs won't happen without the 
right regulatory trealment We seek state 
regulations that treat energy efficiency as 
the "fifth fuel" -just like coal, nuclear, 
natural gas and renewable energy in 
meeting growing demand We seek to 
earn a return on the avoided cost of 
building new power plants through 
our energy efficiency gains 
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HOW W E  WILL G E T  T H E R E :  

Building projects and talent 

‘‘1 seek out aiid evaluate emerging technologies that 
can help bring Duke Energy‘s vision of the future to life. 
Technology forces LIS to examine how we do things 
In doing so, we discover ways to work more effectively, 
enhance the c.ustomer experience, achieve operational 
breakthroughs arid reduc,e our envirormental impact - 
all critical to preparing for a low-carbon future.” 

NEETA PATEL 

Director. I~chnolog y DeV6?/o{Jrrlent d, A j~pl icd l idr i  

Duke Energy 

Cincmnali. Ohio 

DUKE ENERGY Z O O /  SUMMARY A N N U A L  REPORr  

Building new baseload power plants 
requires sophisticated coordination ol 
planning, labor and materials We have a 
long tradition of hands-on involvement in 
large-scale construction projects In fact. 
our existing generation fleet was almost 
entirely engineered and built and is now 
operated by our own workforce 

Before the merger of Cinergy and 
Duke Energy in April 2006, both 
companies were in the process of 
completing large envirorimental retrofits 
- installing scrubbers and SCR (selective 
catalytic reduction) systems on some of 
their largest coal-fired units Experience 
gained on those projects by our project 
management teams and through partner- 
ships with design. engineering and 
construction f i r m  is being transferred 
to the new power plant projects 

For example, in the Carolinas, project 
and c:onstruction management team 
leaders froni the Marshall Steam Station 
scrubber project are moving to work on 
the new Cliffside unit and the scrubber 

installation on an existing tinit of that plant 
Project arid construction management 
team leaders working on the scrubber at 
Belews Creek Steam Station will transition 
to the new gas-fired units being planned 
on the sites of the Buck and Dan River 
steam stations These project nianagenient 
teams will also work on the new Lee 
Nuclear Station in South Carolina In the 
Midwest. Duke’s project management 
teams completing environmental retrotits 
at the Gibson and Gallagher coal-firecl 
plants iri Indiana are transitioning io the 
new Et1w:irdsport IGCC plant 

ment. materials and labor has increased 
But with our existing relationships with 
contractors arid suppliers and our use 
of fixed-price purchase orders. we have 
already locked in inucli of the Costs for 
the new coal and gas plants 

We also completed a workforce plaii- 
nrrig effort to better understand the effects 
of an aging workforce on our future plans 
We found that, due to expected retirenients 
and attrition, we will need to replace 
almost a third of our workforce over the 
next five years. Many of our contractors 
face similar challenges 

Our response strategies include 
supporting state and local workforce 
development efforts, providing an employ- 
rrient proposition attractive to a diverse 
population, broadening existing and 
initiating new programs to ensure access 
to top talent, and significantly expanding 
our employee development, engagement 
and retention programs 

We have already taken a number of 
actions, including expanding our staffing 
functions, ramping tip our co-op and sum- 
mer student hiring programs, developing 
knowledge transfer strategies, increasing 
the frequency of internal talent reviews 
from annually to quarterly, and enhancing 
our professional development and super- 
visory/management training programs 

We have also become more active in 
industry, state and local efforts to develop 
the workforce of the future For example, 
we are supporting K-12 science, tech- 
nology and math education, and we have 
partnered with community colleges and 
technical schools to train technicians to 
work for us or our contractors We also 
advise universities on how to keep 
curriculum current 

Global demand for engineering, equip- 
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HOW WE WILL GET THERE 

~ Balancing diverse interests 
i 

The new rules of engagement in our 
world. our nation and our industry are 
conversation and collaboration To 
effectively acldress the climate change 
problem. we are working to engage all 
of our stakeholders in the debate and ir i  
our plans Climate change doesn‘t respect 
borders, so to build support for our strategy 
we are defining our community broadly 

As a sustainable business, our connec- 
tions with and among stakeholders are 
increasingly important to achieving our 
goals As we work to build bridges between 
stakeholder groups. we must also balance 
their frequently competing needs 

As noted earlier, we will have a greater 
reliance on energy efficiency to meet our 
customers’ htim energy needs /-low we 
develop and implement this new regulatory 
paradigm will largely be decided by state 
utility regulators But the mornenturn to get 
the job done is coming from many sectors, 
iricluding utilities. customer groups and 
the environmental cornmwity 

Last year. we coiiducted a series of 
energy efficiency summits in collaboration 
with a broad range of stakeholders and 
natiorially known energy efficiency experts 
These gatherings focused on the benefits 
an effective energy efficiency program can 
offer customers arid utilities A dialogue 
bcgX 01-1 the best way to move energy 
efficicricy forward in each state These 
efforts also provided a framework for 
building gr.3ssroots support for research 
2nd dcvi?bpnlmt funding for flew C k J f l  

energy technologies and most importantly. 
for fedcral cap-and-trade legislation lo 
reduct. GIHG zrnissiiirli 

seven other utilities -- representing nearly 
20 million customers in 2 2  states who 
comniitted tii a combined invesrnieni in 
cnergy efficiency of about % 1 5 billion 
annually When fully implemented in 
10 years this increased level of investnicnl 
in energy eificieiicy will reduce CO, emis- 
sions by about 30 million tons -- avoiding 
the need for 50 500-megawatt peaking 
power plants 

Action Partnership (USCAP). a group of 
businesses and leading environmental 
organizations united in calling on the 
federal governnient to move quickly to 
enacl strong national legislation to 
reduce GHG emissions 

Recognizing that this isn’t just a national 
problem. we’re also working very closely 
with Combat Climate Change (.3C), a group 
of il-6 leading companies located around 
the world The 3C coalition is committed to 
finding a common framework for address- 
ing global climate change by 201.3 

We believe that engaging diverse 
stakeholders in our service areas, the 
nation and around the world will lead to 
carbon reduction policies that are fair and 
sustainable for the long term and for all 
the world’s people 

On the national It?vel we pined with 

We also helped form the U S Climate 
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t-IOLV WE WILL G E T  THERE: 

Taking the long view 

People today aren't used to looking far 
into the future or contemplating issties of 
(he scale and coniplexity of global climate 
change We focus on the quick fix We deal 
with problems now - then we move on to 
the next one Climate change is different 
The future can only be changed if we begin 
today and keep going Hitting a big target 
in 20.30 or 2050 may be helpful, but to hit 
longer-term objectives. we need to change 
the technologies that are vital to a modern 
society - including those used to generate 
and distribute electricity 

Today's concentration of C0, in the 
atmosphere is about 380 parts per million 
(ppm) - only about 100 ppni more than 
in pre-industrial times If we continue to 
use the same technologies. projections 
of CO? concentrations by the end of this 
century will lop 900 ppni The eartli hasn'l 
seen that level of CO? for about 3 5  million 
years, when things were a lot hotter and 
wetter than they are today Scientists say 

we nced to take the first steps to lolrvc7r 
our eniissioris so that future concentrations 
don't wccccl -150 to 550 pprn 

Emissioris iroiii less-developed 
countries will coritiiiue to grow a s  those 
societies simply improve their lives This 
increases the urgency io get to worh to 
develop new rion-emitting technologies 
and lower their cost so they can also be 
built in the tieveloping world 

The task for our generation is io get 
the policy right. get started and slick to i i  
WB r ~ ~ e d  lo develop [ l id kas i  costly ,i\l:~y 

lress cliinatc i:Ii,.iiige arid do  ii i iglil 
J i u t  means policies wed to be market 
based and covcr imor,t i f  not all. of thc 
econoniy The early years of a cap should 
sicourage more energy eificimcy arid 
loswv-r-cost ?)ciioris it1 i t  !:an s l :~w .  stap 
anrl begin ta i-3ver\e the! growth in LO1 
missions Policies should encourage t l ie 
developnient and coriimercialiration ol 
rer-linologies we will w e d  Lo make the 
necessary deep reductions Policymakers 
need to avoid the temptation to demand 
inmediate deep emissions cuts, which 
would result in a greater reliance on natural 
gas We rncist give clean coal technologies 
the time to develop so that we may deploy 
them as we retire current technologies 

Future generations will continue this 
work The technologies we develop today 
around CO, capture and storage will serve 
as a bridge for the next generation of tech- 
nologies Our grandchildren will need new 
energy sources, whether advanced solar. 
space-based solar or even nuclear fusion 
We may also find new technologies to 
remove CO, from the atmosphere, 
perhaps using a combination of biomass 
and carbon capture and storage There 
will be plenty of opportunity for innovation 
and adaptation to a warmer world. 

We think of this as "cathedral thinking" 
- remembering that the architects and 
builders of the great cathedrals of Europe 
never saw them completed Frequently 
these inspired creations were not finished 
until tlie builders' grandchildren were 
theniselves old Yet that didn't cause them 
to lose faith, nor did it dcill their vision of 
what might be if they merely began - 
despite the work. despite the cost and 
despite the fact they'd never see the end 
result Such a commitment is needed for 
xhieving a low-carbon future 
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3oarcl of Directors 

G ALEX BEIINI-IART)T SR 
C/iairrii.m and C E O  
Bernhxdt Furnitcirc Lo 
Menlller. A d i t  ,Ind Nuc/c?ar Oversighf 

Committees 

Director of Duke Energy arid i l s  predechssor 
companies since 1991 Besides leading the 
family business in Leiioir. N C , Bernhardt 
serves on thc board of Communities In 
Schools He IS past president of the American 
Furniture Manufacturers Association and 

of the International Iiome Furnizhings 
Marketing Asmciatirin 
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MICHAEL G 
EIROWd IMi; 

PtIILLc: I? cox 

PIiILLIP R cox 
Presiilerii arid CEO 

COK Financial Corp 

ChJii RlJdif CoiIlrllit~ee 

Director of Duke Energy and its predecessor 
companies since 19911 Cox is chairman of 

the board of Cincinnati Bell and serves on the 
boards of The Timken Company. Diebold Inc , 
the Cincinnati Business Committee, Touchstone 
Mutual Funds and the University of Cincinnati 

ANN MAYNARD GRAY 
Former Prwdeirt 

Diversified PuOlis/irri,g Group of AEC lnc . 

Lead Director. Chair Corporate Governance 

Conirniltee. Member Compensation and 

Finance and Risk Managernenl Conmiltees 

Director of D u k e  Energy and its predecessor 
conipanies since 1994. Gray has held a number 
of senior positioris with American Broadcasting 
Companies and serves on the boards of the 
Phoenix Companies and Elan Corp plc 



JAMES I-! I-I?NC.C JR 

JAMES I-i H A N C E  I R  
Retired Vice C l i~~ i rn i~ r i  Ciiri?i FII~~~ICIJ~ Otliicr 

m d  doJKf i b !3 i i ~JCr  RJnk of drIlelrC~1 Cor[, 

Chm Clini~ieri~dtiiwi Cunirriit &e. rllembzr 

FIIIJ , IC? Jlkf Rii;, iVl~migerrierit Corrirnr!tm 

Director of Duke Energy arid its pr 
companies SIIICP LO05 A cerliired public 

accountant tl~nct: specit 1 7  years with 
Price Waterhoiise H e  servcs oil [tic boards 
of Sprint Nextcl Lorp Cousins Properties liii: 
ai-d Rayonier C,or[i 

JAMES T RI-iODES 
Retired Cliairrnan F’residmt arid C f o  
lnslitute of Nociear Power Operations ( INPOI 
Chair NucleJr Oversigh! Corninit tee. 

Memher Audit Commit lee 

Dircctor of Duke Energy and its predecessor 
companies since 2001 Rhodes is a member 
of the Electric Power Research Institute’s 
advisory council and a former board member 
of INPO the Nuclear Energy Institute, 
Edison Electric Institute arid the Southeastrrn 
Electric Exchange 

JAMES f.- ROGERS MARY I. SCI-IAPIRO 

ISMES E ROGERS 
Ciiairin~n President ,aid CEO 

Duke Energy 

Rogers became president and CEO of Duke 

Ewr:gy in 2006 having served as chairrnan 
.ind CEO of Chergy Corp since 1994 arid 
PSI Energy sirice 1988 He is chairman of [he 
Institute io i  Electric Efficiency and the Edisori 
Foundation and serves as co-chair of the 

National Action Plan for Energy Efficiency and 
[tie AlliancL? to Save Energy He is a director of 
rift11 Thitd Bancorp and Cigna Corp and serves 
or) tlie boards and Executive Comniittees of 
the World Busiriess Council for Sustainable 
Development and the Edisori Electric Institute 
l i e  is  also a board rneniber of tlie Nuclear 
Energy Institute. the Institute of Nuclear 
Power Operatioris and the Nicholas Institute 
for Erivironmental Policy Solutions 

MARY L SCHAPIRO 

Chief Execuhve Officer, Financial Industry 
RegIdatory Authority. 
Member. Audit dnd Corporate Governance 
Coniniittees 

Director of Duke Energy and its predecessor 
companies since 1999 Schapiro previously 
served as clidirman and CEO of the National 
Association of Securities Dealers. as chairman 
of the Coriiniodity Futures Trading Coinrnission 
diid on the Securities and Exchange 
Coniiiiissioii She currently serves on the 
board of Krait Foods Inc 

PHILIP f? SHARP DUDLEY S TAFT 

PI-IILIP R SHARP 

President 

Resources lor the fiilure. 
Member hdi t  and NUC~~JI  Oversigllt 

Corrirnrttees 

Director of Duke Eriergy since 2007. having 
served on one of i ts  predecessor companies 
from 1995 to 2006 A former member ot 
the Indiana delegation to the U S House of 
Representatives. Sharp served as Congressional 
chair of the National Commission on Energy 
Policy and was a rneniber of the House Energy 
and C,ornnierce Committee 

DUDLEY S TAFT 
President and CEO. 
raft Broadcasting Co , 

Member. Compensation and Finance and 
Risk ManJgernent Committees 

Director of Duke Energy and its predecessor 
companies since 1985 raft serves on the 
boards of the Uriifi Mutual Holding Co and Fifth 
Third Bancorp He is chairnlan of the Ciricinnati 
Association for the Arts and a trustee of the 

Cincinnati Convention & Visitors Bureau 
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Executive Ma nagem en t 

HENRY B 
BGRRON JR 

L Y N N  1 GOOD 

MARC E MANLY BEVERLY K 
i'dl AR S tl ALL 

HENRY 0 BAf!RON IR 

(;roup EOXIJ~IV? a d  
Cnrel Ni~ciear Ollicer 

Barron became Duke Energy's chief riucltcar 
officer io 200 4 I-I? has  1)ei:n responsible foi 
the safc operation of the company's riucleJr 
generating stations I le  pined the company 
i r i  1972 as a nuclear power plant engineer. 
Barron plans to retire March 31, 2008 

STEPHEN G DE MAY 

V!ce President and i'ri.asurei 

De May leads the treasury function for 
Duke Energy as well as risk management. 
insurance. and administration of pension 
and retirement plan assets He previously 
served as general manager corporate finance 
and assistant treasurer 

LYNN J GOOD 
Group Executive diid Pres!derit 
Comrnercial f3risirie:res 

Good is responsibld ix thke Energy's MiiJwcst 
iionregulaled gencratioci Ihke Energy 
International Duh;: F-riergy Gericration Serviczs. 
the tcl~cor~ir i iur i ic~it ion~ businesses. and 
all corporate devciopnienl arid merger arid 
acqiiisiliori activilitts She previously served 
ds senior vice president arid treasurer 
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SANDRA (3 MEYCR DAVID \/V MOHLER 

DAVID L I IAUSER 

Group EXl?l:iJtiVe dnd 

Chief Ffnarrciai Officer 

I-lauser became Duke Energy-s chief finaricial 
officcr i r i  2004 tle leads tlin firiancidl function. 
which iricludes the coritroller's office. treasury. 
t a x  risk management and insurance tlauser 
loincd the coiiipclny in I9 7 3 

JULIA S JANSON 
Senior Vice President, Eth!cs and 
C(Jmp/iaflCC and Corporate Secretary 

Janson direcls Duke Energy's ethics and 
compliance program and serves as corporate 
secretary She served as Cinergy's chief 
cnrnpliance officer since 2004 and corporate 
secretary stnce 2000 

MARC E MANLY 
Group Executive and Chief Legal Otficer 

Manly leads Duke Energy's office of general 
counsel, wliich includes legal, internal audit, 
ethics arid coriipliance. Iiuinnn resources and 
the corporate secrtetary t ie  served as Cinergy's 
CA~CUIIVZ virce president and chid legal officer 
Since 2002 

BEVERLY K MARSIiALI. 
Vice President federal Policy and 
Covernrnent Affairs 

Marshall manages Duke Ericrgy's Washington. 
D C . office and servcs as the company's 
primary liaison with the tJ S Congress Sh+ 

loined the company in I999 arid tias 20 years 
of experience in government affairs 

SANDRA P MCYER 
President, 
Duke Energy Ohio and Duke Energy Kentucky 

Meyer leads Duke Energy's Ohio and Kentucky 
operatrons, which serve more than 820.000 
customers She previously served as group 
vice president of customer service. sales and 
marketing for Duke Power 

DAVID W MOIHLER 
Vice President and Chief Technology Officer 

Mohler is responsible for the development and 
application of technologies in support of Duke 
Energy's strategic objectives. He previously 
served as vice president of strategic planning 



C41CIY s ROCHE 

JAMES L TLJRNER 

Rolfe k a d j  severdl of Dukc Eriergy's corporate 
functions iricluding supply chain, iiiforiiiation 
technology operJtions services and other 
adininistrJtive aclivitics He previously 
served JS group cxeciitivt: arid chief liunlaii 

resources of fwr 

17 I J YE E N  i R  C Y ?i) 1 ,' 5 U M X I  AR Y APli,l U.AL 3 EPO i! T 

ELLEN r IIIIFF 

srEwi K YOUNG 

JIM L STANLEY 

Pres/dent. 
f h k e  ErIefgV /IldiJflJ 

StLtnley 1i:ads Duke Energy's lridima utlllty 
busiriess. whii;li s?rv?s more thari 7 7 0  000 

custoiners I-IC prcviously served 3s vice 
president of iieltl opzratisns for Duke Energy s 
Midwest service area 

R SEAN TRAUSCHKE 

Senior Vice Pi?srdent 

lnvcslor lieiatiorrs arid fmancial Planning 

Trduschke is  responsible for monitoring trends 
iii investriient markets and for maintaining key 

relationships with investors. financial analysts 
and finarwal institutions He also has oversight 
o l  corporate financial planning and analysis 

B KEITH TRENT 

Group E xccutive arid Chief Strategy 

Policy and fiegobtory Officer 

Trent is icspoiisiblc for strategy. federal policy 
acid goveriimwt aflairs. energy efficiency and 
technology initiatives. environmental health and 
safety policy corporate coriirii(irircatioris, and 
sustaiiiahility and coniniunity affairs He also 

has oversight of th? reglllated utility conipariies 
iii five states 

R SEAN TRAUSCI-IKE 

JAMES L TURNER 

Group Executive Presrdent and 
C I i d  Opzraiing Officer. 
LI S franchised Electnc and Gas 

Turner has overall profit and loss responsibility 
for Duke Energy's U S Franchised Electric and 
Gas business, which serves approximately 
3 9 million customers in five states He leads 
the company's fossiVhydro generation. power 
delivery. gas distribution. customer service. 
wholesale business and new generatiori 
projects organizations 

STEVEN K YOUNG 

Senior Vice President and CoritroNer 

Young is responsible for planning and directing 
the accounting affairs of Duke Energy, including 
preparation of financial statements and account 
ing and regulatory reports He joined the 
company in 1980 as a financial assistant 
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Duke Energy at a Glance 

BEFORE INTEREST 
AND TAXES (€BIT) 
CON TR!QUTION 

(USFE&G) consists of Duke Energy's 
regulated generation, electric and gas 
transmission and distribution systems Its 
generation portfolio is a mix of fuel sources 
- coal. oil/natural gas. nuclear and hydro 
electric USFE&G is Duke Energy's largest 
business segment and primary source of 
earnings growth 

~ ~ 

NOTABLE STATISTICS 
Electric Operations 
m Owns approximately 28,000 megawatts of generating capacity 
m Supplies electric service to approximately 3 9 million customers 
m Serves territories in five states - North Carolina, South 

Carolina, Ohio, indiana and Kentucky -- that total about 
47.000 square miles 

m Operates 148,700 miles of distrrbution lines and a 
20.900-mile transmission system 

Gas operations 
a Provides regulated transmission and distribution service to 

approximately 500,000 customers over a 3,000-square-mile 
service territory in Ohio and Kentucky 

Commercial Power 

EdPECTED 2008 BUSINESS DESCRIPTION 
ONGOING E B I ~  
CONTRIBO rlON 

Commercial Power owns, operates and 
manages nonregulated power plants, 
primarily in the Midwest Commercial 
Power also includes Duke Energy 

develops, owns and operates generation 
sources (including wind assets) that serve 
large energy ronsumers, municipalities. 
utilities and industrial facilities 

1 Generation Servires (DEGS), which 

\ I' 

Duke Energy international 
\ 

NOTABLE STATISTICS 
m Owns and operates a balanced generation portfolio of 

approximately 8,000 megawatts 
a Most of the generation output in Ohio. over 21 million 

megawatt-hours annually, is supplied to regulated customers 
a DEGS has contracted to purchase wind turbines that are capable 

of generating approximately 240 megawatts when placed in 
Commercial operation beginning in 2008 and 2009 

EXPECTED 2008 BUSINESS DE!SCRIPTION NOTABLE STATISTICS 
ONGOING EBlT 
CONTRIBUTION 

Duke Energy International (DEI) operates 
and manages power generation farilities 
located in the Central and South American 
countries of Argentina. Brazil. Ecuador, 
El Salvador, Guatemala and Peru DEI also 

and Greece 
owns equity mvesthents in Saudi Arabia 

Owns, operates or has substantial interests in approximately 
4,000 net megawatts of generation farilities 

s About 75 percent of DEI'S generating rapacity is hydroelectric, 
and approximately 90 percent is either currently cohtracted or 
receives a system capacity payment 

\ 12%* 

\L/ 

Crescent Resources 

EXPECTED 2008 BUSINESS DESCRIPTION 
ONGOING EBlT 
CONTRIBUTION 

2% ,q\. j 

Crescent Resources is effectively a 50-50 
joint venture with Morgan Stanley Real 
Estate Fund Crescent manages land 
holdings and develops high-quality 1 Commercial, residential and multi-family 1- .-: 

\, 1' real estate projects ',\ 

*,..J 
Y 

NOTABLE STATISTICS 
a Located in 10 states, primarily in the southeastern and 

southwestern llnited States 
m Owns 900,000 square feet of commercial, industrial 

and retail space, with an additional 500,000 square feet 
under construction 
Manages approximately 122,608 a r m  of land 

I 

.! 
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Non-GAAP Financial Measures 

2007 AND 2006 ONGOING DILUTE0 EARNINGS 
PER SHARE ("EPS") 

Duke Energy's 2007 Surnniary Annual Report references 2007 
and 2006 ongoing4iluted EPS of $ L  24 and $0.99, respectively 
Ongoing diluted EPS is a non-GAAP (generally accepted account- 
ing principles) financial measure, as it represents diluted EPS froni 
continuing pperations. adjusted for the per-share impact of special 
items Special items represent certain charges and credits which 
management believes will not be recurring or1 a regular basis 
The following is a reconciliation of reported diluted EPS from con- 
tinuing operations to ongoing diluted EPS for 2007 and 2006: 

2007 2006 
Diluted EPS from continuing operdtion> a> reported X 0 91 
Diluted EPS from discontinued operations as reporled (0.02) 0 66 
Diluted EPS as reported 118 $ 1 5 7  
Adlctslments to reported EPS 
Diluted EPS from discontinued opmtioris 0 0 2  (0 66)  
Diluted CPS impact of special items (see detail below) 0 08 
Diluted EPS, ongoing $ 1.24 $ 0 9 9  

$ 1 20 

_ _ ~ _ _ _ _ _ _  __ 

0 04 
~~ __ _ _ -  _I - - - _ -  

The following is the detail of the U0.04)  in special items 
impacting diluted EPS for 2007 
_- _I --I_ _. 

(In millions. except per-share amounts) 
Convertible debt costs associated with 

the spinoff of Spectra Energy 
Costs to achieve the Cinergy merger 
I T  severance costs 
Settlement reserves and adjustments 
Total Diluted EPS impact 

~ 

~ ~ 

- _  
2007 

Diluted 
Pre-Tax Tax EPS 
Amount Effect Impact 

$(21) -- $(002)  
(54) 19 (003 )  
(12) 4 - 
24 (9) 001 

$(0.04) 

- - - __ _- 

-_I_____--___ ~ 

The following is the detail of the $(0 08) in special items 
impacting diluted EPS for 2006 

2006 
Diluted 

Pre-Tax Tax EPS 
(In millions, except per-share amounts) Amount Effect lmpact 
Settlement reserves X(165) 58 $(0 09) 
Gain on sale of interest in Crescent 246 (124) 0 10 

Costs to achieve the Cinergy merger (128) 45 (007) 
Tax adiiJStmentS 27 002 

Impairment of Carnpeche investment (50) - (0 04) 

Total Diluted EPS impact S(0.08) 

2008 EMPLOYEE INCENTIVE TARGET MEASURE 

Duke Energy's 2007 Summary Annual Report references the 
company's 2008 employee incentive target The EPS rneasure 
used for employee incentive bonuses is based on ongoing diluted 
EPS Ongoing diluted EPS is a nori-GAAP financial measure as it 
represents diluted EPS from continuing operations adjusted for 
the per-share impact of special items Special items represent 
certain charges and credits which management believes will 
not be recurring on a regular basis The most directly comparable 

DUKE ENERGY 2007 SUMMARY ANNUAL REPORT 

GAAP measure for ongoing diluted EPS is reported diluted EPS 
from continuing operations. which includes the impact of special 
items Due to the forward-looking nature of this non-GAAP 
financial measure, information to reconcile it to the most directly 
comparable GAAP financial measure is not available at this 
time, as management is unable to forecast special items for 
future periods 

ANTICIPATED ONGOING DILUTED EPS GROWTH RATES 
THROUGH 2012 

Duke Energy's 2007 Summary Annual Report references the 
expected range of growth of 5 to 7 percent in ongoing diluted 
EPS through 2012 on a compound annual growth rate ("CAGR") 
basis These growth percerttages are based on anticipated ongoing 
diluted EPS amounts for future periods Ongoing diluted EPS is 
a non-GAAP financial measure as it represents anticipated diluted 
EPS from continuing operations. adjusted for the impact of special 
items Special items represent certain charges and credits which 
management believes will not be recurring on a regular basis 
The most directly comparable GAAP measure for ongoing diluted 
EPS is reported diluted EPS from continuing operations which 
includes the impact of special items Due to the forward-looking 
nature of ongoing diluted EPS and related growth rates for future 
periods, information to reconcile this non-GAAP financial measure 
to the most directly comparable GAAP financial measure is not 
available at this time, as management is unable to forecast special 
items for future periods 

FORECASTED 2008 ONGOING SEGMENT AN0 
ONGOING TOTAL SEGMENT EBlT 

Duke Energy's 2007 Summary Annual Report includes a discus- 
sion of forecasted 2008 ongoing EBlT for each of Duke Energy's 
reportable segments as a percentage of forecasted 2008 ongoing 
total segment E81T Forecasted 2008 ongoing segment and total 
segment EBlT amounts are non-GAAP financial measures, as 
they reflect segment and total segment EBIT, adjusted for the 
impact of special items. Special items represent certain charges 
and credits which management believes will not be recurring on 
a regular basis. The most directly comparable GAAP measure for 
forecasted ongoing segment EBlT is reported segment EBIT from 
continuing operations, which includes the impact of special items 
The most directly comparable GAAP measure for ongoing total 
segment EBIT is reported total segment EBIT, which includes 
the impact of special items Due to the forward-looking nature of 
these non-GAAP financial measures for future periods, information 
to reconcile these non-GAAP financial measures to the most 
directly comparable GAAP financial measures is not available 
at this time, as management is unable to forecast special items 
for future periods 
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1 nvestor I nformatior 

Annual Meeting 
The 2008 Annual Meeting of 
Duke Energy Shareholders will he 
Date Thursday, May 8 .  2008 
Time t 0 a r n  
Place 0 J Miller AUditOriiJm, 

Energy Center 
526 Soutli Church Slreet 
Charlotte, NC 28202 

Shareholder Services 
Shareholders may call 800-488-3853 or 
704-382-3853 with questions about their 
stock accounts. legal transfer requirements. 
address changes. replacement dividend 
checks. replacement of lost certificates 
or other services Additionally. registered 
users of DlJK-Onlinc, our online account 
management service, may access their 
accounts through the Internet 

Send written requests to 
Investor Relatioris 
Duke Energy 
PO Box 1005 
Charlotte. NC 2820 1 - 1005 

For electronic correspondence, visit 
www duke-energy conikontactlR 

Stock Exchange Listing 
Duke Energy's common stock is listed 
on the New York Stock Exchange 
The company's common stock trading 
symbol IS DlJK 

Web Site Addresses 
Corporate home page: 
www duke-energy corn 
Investor Relations: 
www duke-energy comhnvestors 

InvestorDirect Choice Plan 
The InvestorDircct Cl1oic.e Plan provides 
a simple and convenient way to purchase 
common stock directly through the 
company, without incurring brokerage 
fees Purchases may be made weekly 
Rank drafts for rnonthly purchases, as 
well as a safekeeping option for depositing 
certificates into the plan, are available 

The plan also provides for lull rzinvestrnent, 
direct deposit or cash payment of 
dividends Additionally. participants 
may register for DiJK-Online, our online 
account management tool 

Financial Publications 
Duke Energy's summary annual report, 
SEC Form 10-K and related financial 
publications can be found on our Web 
site at www duke-energy com/investors 
Printed copies are also available free 
of charge upon request 

Duplicate Mailings 
If your shares are registered in different 
accounts, you may receive duplicate 
mailings of annual reports, proxy 
statements and other shareholder 
information Call Investor Relations for 
instructions on eliminating duplications 
or combining your accounts. 

Transfer Agent and Registrar 
Duke Energy maintains shareholder records 
and acts as transfer agenl and registrar for 
the company's common stock issues 

Dividend Payment 
Duke Energy has paid quarterly cash 
dividends or1 i is cornrrioii stock for 
8 1  consecutive years For the rest of 2008. 
dividends on conimon stock are expected 
to be paid, subject to declaratiori by the 
Board of Directors. on June 16. Sept 16 
and Dec 16, 2008 

Bond Trustee 
If you have questions regarding your 

or write to: 
bond account, call 800-275-2048. 

The Bank of New York 
Global Trust Services 
101 Barclay Street 
New York. N Y  10286 

Send Us Feedback 
We welcome your opinion on this 
surnniary anriual report Please visit 
www duke-energy com/irivestors. where 
you can view and provide feedback on both 
the print and online versions of ttiis report 
Or contact Investor Relations directly 

Duke Energy is an  equal opportunity 
employer This report is published solely 
to inform shareholders arid is not to be 
considered an offer, or the solicitation 
of an offer, to buy or sell securities 



Fo r w a rd - Loo ki n g Statement 

This report includes forward-looking statements within the meaning of Ser.tion 2 7 A  of  the Securities Act of 1933 and Section 2 i E  
of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 Forward-looking statements are based or1 manageinent's beliefs and assumptions These 
forward-looking statements are identified by terms and phrases such as 'anticipate.'' "believe.. '"intend. ' estimate." "expect," "continue," 
"should." 'could " may." "plan." "project," "predict." '"will." "potential. ' 'forecast." 'target," and similar expressions Forward-looking 
statements involva&ks and uncertainties that may cause actual results to be materially different from the results predicted Factors 
that could i . a w  actual results to differ materially from those indicated in any forward-looking staternerit include, but are not limited 
to state. federal and foreign legislative and regulatory initiatives. including costs of compliance with existing and future environmental 
requiremerfis: state federal arid foreign legislation and regulatory initiatives that affect cost and investment recovery. or have an 
impact on rate structures; costs and effects of legal and administrdtive proceedings. settlernents. investigations and claims; industrial. 
conimercial m d  rzsidential grow ill in Duke Energy Corporation s (Duke Erisrgyl ser\vim territories; addttconal conipetition in electric 
markets ar id  ioniiniizd industry consolidation: political and r?gtilatory uncertainty iil othcr countries in which Duke Energy conducts 
busint?ss: i t i t .  influence of weather and other natural plienornena on Duke Energy operations. including the economic. operational 
and other effects of hurricanes. droughts. ice storms and tornadoes; the timing and extent of changes in commodity prices. interest 
rates and foreign currency exchange rates; unscheduled generation outages. unusual maintenance or repairs and electric transmission 
system constraints; the performance of electric generation and o i  propcts undertaken by Duke Energy's nonregulated businesses; tlie 
results of finaiicirig efforts, including Duke Energy's ability to obtain financing on favorable terms. which can be affected by various 
factors ii1clucling Duke Energy's credit ratings and general economic conditions: declines in the market prices of equity securities and 
resultant cash funding requirements for Duke Energy's defined benefit pension plans; the level of creditworthiness of counterparties to 
Duke Energy's transachons; employee workforce faitors. including the potential inability io attract and retain key personnel; growth in 
opportunities for Duke Energy's business units, including the timing and success of efforts to develop domestic. and international power 
and other projects; the effect of accounting pronouncements issued periodically by accounting standard-setting bodies; and the ability 
to successfully complete merger, acquisition or divestiture plans 

In light of these risks. uncertainties and assumptions, tlie events described in tlie forward-looking statements might not occur or might 
occur to a different ,extent or at a different time than Duke Energy has described Duke Energy undertakes no obligation to publicly 
update or revise any forward-looking statements, whether as a result of new information. future events or otherwise 

Products with a Mixed Sources label support the developrnent of responsible forest management worldwide [":'"""1 The wood comes from Forest Stewardship Council (FSCbcertified well-managed forests. company-controlled sources 
and/or recycled niaterial The recycling symbol identifies post-consumer recycled content in these products FSC y ~ > ~ , ~ ; ; $ ~ ~ 5 t O  
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526 South Church Street 
Charlotte. NC 28202-1802 
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OlJR DIRECTION IN 2008 AND BEYOND 

We must pursue,a balanced approach to meeting future 

ria, we can make the best 

onstrained future 

r our customers and shareholders 

nd commercial businesses, we will pursue 

nuclear and renewable enepy 

t 

We will push for the development of new technologies 
to reduce carbon emissions Until those technologies are 
available, we will meet demand with current options 

We must find the path to success during this era of ri%ing costs. 

E We expect to see increased cost 
and developing new generation 
costs of these and other capital 
,' 

I By running our business well and providing excellent customer 
service, we can minimize price impacts to our customers and 
maintain the financial health of the company 

We must deliver on our commitments. 

e 

E . .  

We will steadily grow earnings - making our company 
attractive to investors - and achieve our employee incentive 
target of $ I  27 of ongoing diluted earnings per share 

We will continue to balance our regulated and commercial 
investments based on the business environment 

- 
We will strive to be simply the best 
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This Transmission Information Volume, Volume 11, is an integral part of the Duke Energy 

Kentucky 2008 Integrated Resource Plan filing. Please see the submittal letters and other specific 

filing attachments contained in the front of Volume I of the Duke Enerw Kentucky 2008 

Integrated Resource Plan. 
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5. PLANNED SUMMARY 

5. (4) Planned Resource Acquisition Summary 

There are no currently in-progress or planned transmission system projects 

affecting any DE-Kentucky facilities that are intended to provide additional 

resources. Changes to the DE-Kentucky transmission system are based on 

meeting planning criteria, which are intended to provide reliable systern 

performance in a cost-effective manner. Loss reduction is a secondary goal, 

which may be considered, when appropriate, in deciding between various 

alternatives, which serve the primary purpose of maintaining system 

performance. 

8. RESOURCE ASSESSMENT AND ACQIJISITION PLAN 

8. (2) (a) Options Considered for Inclusion 

Changes to the DE-Kentucky transmission and distribution systems are 

based on meeting planning criteria, which are intended to provide reliable 

system performance in a cost-effective manner. Loss reduction is a 

secondary goal, which may be considered, when appropriate, in deciding 

between various alternatives, which serve the primary purpose of 

maintaining system performance. In general, projects, which are solely 

intended to reduce losses, are not cost-effective. The costs for such projects 

are high, and the loss impacts are too small to materially affect the resource 

plan. 

11-1 
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I. INTRODUCTION AND PURPOSE 

PLEASE STATE YOUR NAME AND BlJSINESS ADDRESS. 

My name is Julia S. Janson, and my business address is 139 East Fourth Street, 

Cincinnati, Ohio 45202. 

WHAT IS YOUR POSITION WITH DUW, ENERGY KENTUCKY, INC.? 

I am President of Duke Energy Kentucky, Inc. (“Duke Energy Kentucky” or the 

“Company”). Duke Energy Kentucky is a wholly -owned subsidiary of Duke Energy 

Ohio, Inc. (“Drrke Energy Ohio”), and Duke Energy Ohio’s parent company is Duke 

Energy Corporation (“Duke Energy”). 

PLEASE BRIEFLY SUMMARIZE YOUR EDUCATIONAL 

BACKGROUND AND PROFESSIONAL, AFFILJATIONS. 

I earned a Bachelor of A r t s  degree in American Studies from Georgetown College 

in Georgetown, Kentucky. I earned my Juris Doctor degree from the University of 

Cincinnati College of Law. I am a member of the Ohio Bar and the Kentucky Bar. 

PL’EASE DESCRIBE YOUR PROFESSIONAL, BACKGROUND AND 

EXPERIENCE. 

My current position is President, Duke Energy Ohio and Duke Energy Kentucky. I 

previously served as Senior Vice President of Ethics and Compliance, and 

Corporate Secretary for Duke Energy, where I directed Duke Energy’s ethics and 

compliance program. Prior to that, I served as Corporate Secretary and Chief 

Compliance Officer for Cinergy Corp. (“Cinergy”). where I directed Cinergy’s 

coi-porate conipliance program. I was appointed Chief Compliance Officer in 2004 

and Corporate Secretary in 2000. From 1998 to 2004, I served as Senior Counsel, 

I 
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17 

18 A. 

19 
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22 Q. 

providing advice on executive compensation, benefits, transactions, corporate 

governance, securities, and general corporate matters. From 1996 to 1998, I served 

as Counsel for Cinergy, providing research, advice and support for divestitures, 

mergers and acquisitions, and numerous internal business clients including investor 

relations, shareholder services, corporate communications and goveimnent and 

regulatory affairs. I also served as corporate counsel to the international business 

unit. I was Manager of Investor Relations for Cinergy from 1995 to 1996. Prior to 

joining Cinergy, I began my corporate career in 1987 as a law clerk with The 

Cinciimati Gas & Electric Company (“CG&E”) and began fbll-.time employment 

with CG&E as Supervisor of Securities Processing and Transfer Agent for CG&E 

common and preferred stock, after which I was named Corporate Attorney. In 

addition, I was a member of the legal team responsible for completing the merger of 

CG&E and PSI Energy, Inc. which formed Cinergy Cor]?. in 1994. Before joining 

CG&E, I served as a law clerk with Adams, Brooking, Stepner, Wolterman & 

Dusing in Covington, Kentucky. 

WHAT A m d  YOUR RESPONSIBILITIES IN YOlJR CIJRRENT 

POSITION? 

As President of Duke Energy Kentucky, I am responsible for ensuring that our 

customers continue to have access to safe, reliable, and reasonably priced gas and 

electric service, and that these services are provided in accordance with applicable 

federal and state laws and regulations. 

WHAT IS THE PURPOSE OF YOUR TESTIMONY? 

JUL,IA S. JANSON DIRECT 
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The purpose of my testimony is to: (1) provide an overview of Duke Energy 

Kentucky’s operations in its retail service territory; (2) describe the impetus for 

Duke Energy Kentucky’s push to achieve greater energy efficiency results; and (3) 

show how approval of Duke Energy Kentucky’s Application for Approval of 

Energy Efficiency Plan, Including an Energy Efficiency Rider and Portfolio of 

Energy Efficiency Program (the “Application”) is beneficial to custorners and in 

the public interest. The new energy efficiency’ approach, the energy efficiency 

rider, and the portfolio of energy efficiency programs are collectively referred to in 

my testimony as the Energy Efficiency Plan. 

11. OVERVIEW OF KENTUCKY OPERATIONS 

PLEASE GIVE AN OVERVIEW OF DUKE ENERGY KENTUCKY’S 

OPERATIONS. 

Dulce Energy Kentucky is a Kentucky corporation with its principal place of 

business at 1697A Monmouth Street, Newport Shopping Center, Newport, 

Kentucky. Dulte Energy Kentucky is proud to offer safe and reliable retail electric 

and natural gas service to its customers in Northern Kentucky, including various 

municipalities and unincorporated areas of Kenton, Campbell, Roone, Gallatin, 

Grant, and Peiidleton Counties. 

We currently provide retail electric service to more than 134,000 customers. 

Our retail electric customers include residential, commercial, and industrial 

1 The term “energy efficiency,” as used in my testimony, includes both energy eficiency/conservation and 
demand response measures/programs. 

JULIA S. ,JANSON DIRECT 
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In consideration of its electric service franchise in Kentucky, the Company is 

obligated to provide electric service to any retail customer in its Kentucky service 

territory who seeks service and is willing to pay the set rates. 

WHAT GENERATING RESOURCES DOES THE COMPANY EMPLOY 

TO MEET ITS CUSTOMERS’ ELECTRICITY NEEDS? 

To generate the power to serve its customers, Duke Energy Kentucky owns all or 

portions of two coal-fired generating units, a share of East Bend lJnit 2, all of Miami 

Fort Unit 6, and Woodsdale Units 1-6, all natural gas-fired combustion turbines 

Altogether, these generating facilities are capable of producing approximately 1,105 

megawatts (“MWs”) of electricity. 

To transmit and distribute this power, Dule Energy Kentucky owns or 

operates 38 substations and over 4,000 miles of transmission and distribution lines, 

and it is interconnected with two other electric utilities and I M e  Energy Ohio. 

111. ENERGY EFFICIENCY’S ROLE IN INTEGRATED RESOURCE 
PLANNING 

PLEASE EXPIJAIN HOW COST EFFECTIVE ENERGY EFFICIENCY IS 

CONSIDERED IN THE COMPANY’S INTEGRATED RESOURCE 

PLANNING. 

As Duke Energy Kentucky Witness David E. Freeman explains, an Integrated 

Resource Plan (“IRF”’) is a formal plan for meeting future utility load requirements. 

The goal of the IRP process is to deteiinine a11 optimal combiliatioil of resources 

JULIA S. JANSON DIRECT 
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that can be used to reliably and cost effectively meet customers’ future electric 

service requirements. Energy efficiency programs are an integral part of that 

planning for several reasons. First, on the most basic level, energy efficiency is a 

valuable tool in helping the Company plan and manage its overall system demand, 

including peak periods. The more Duke Energy Kentucky is able to assist 

customers in managing their usage and demand through energy efficiency, the better 

Duke Energy Kentucky is able to continue to use its existing generating resources to 

provide safe, reliable, and reasonably priced electricity for all of its retail customers. 

Second, increasing concern around environmental issues, such as global climate 

change and anticipated carbon legislation, has placed an added emphasis 011 better 

managing aiid reducing emissions from fossil generation. Cost effective energy 

efficiency, as an integral part of an IRP, is one more tool a utility can employ to 

manage costs associated with more stringent environmental regulations. Governor 

Reshear recently acknowledged these important benefits of energy efficiency in his 

energy policy report entitled, “Intelligent Energy Choices for Kentucky’s Future; 

Kentucky’s 7-Point Strategy for Energy Independence,” issued on November 20, 

2008. Duke Energy Kentucky coiicurs with Governor’s Reshear’s assessment that: 

In the near tei-ni, energy efficiency aiid coiiservation represent the 
fastest, cleanest, most cost-effective, and most secure methods we 
have to reduce our growing demand for energy and to help us 
address issues surrounding global climate change.’ 

Governor Steven L,. Beshear, Intelligent Energy Choices for Kentucky ’s Future; Kentucky s 7-Point Strategy 2 

for Energy Independence, at 13 Wovember 2008) (hereinafter, ‘LGovernor Beshear’s Report”). 

JULIA S. JANSON DIRECT 
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ENERGY EFFICIENCY PROGRAMS WILL, FURTHER THE GOAL, OF 

PROVIDING SAFE, =LIABLE, AND REASONABLY PRICED 

ELECTRICITY. 

Duke Energy Kentucky’s Application proposes to treat energy efficiency as a 

resource - a “fifth fuel” - capable of providing a cost effective and emissions-free 

option for meeting the Company’s electricity demands. The Energy Efficiency Plan 

provides customers with programs and seivices that will help them manage their 

electric bills in the current rising cost environment. Under the Company’s Energy 

Efficiency Plan, energy efficiency is comprised of programs designed to meet 

customers’ electricity needs by saving watts instead of generating watts. We refer to 

this as the “save-a-watt” approach to energy efficiency. 

IN YOIJR VIEW, ARE EXISTING FINANCIAL INCENTIVES FOR 

ENERGY EFFICIENCY ADEQUATE? 

No. As noted by Overland Consulting in its report to the Kentucky Public Service 

Commission (the “Commission”) earlier this year in Case No. 2007-00477, current 

utility regulation favors new generation over conservation. Specifically, the 

Overland Consulting Report stated: 

The present rate-setting framework creates strong financial 
incentives for companies to invest in additional infrastructure, 
including supply-side resources, and to expand energy sales. Absent 
iiicentives to respond otherwise, utilities face penalties (loss of sales, 
return on investment, etc.) for the development of new, or expansion 
of current, energy efficiency  program^.^ 

Overland Consulting, Review of the lncenlives for Energ)) Independence Act of2007 Section .50, at 98 (Case 
No. 2007-00477) (March 4,2008) (hereinafrer, the “Overland Consulting Report”). 

JULIA S. JANSON DIRECT 
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Q. 

A. 

Duke Energy I<entucl<y believes that its save-a-watt model addresses these 

incentive disparities. Under the save-a-watt proposal, we have an opportunity, but 

not a guarantee, of recovering our program costs and achieving earnings and 

earnings growth potential for our investors on energy efficiency investments 

comparable to similar services-oriented businesses, thus stimulating investments 

and innovation in energy efficiency. Tlie Overland Consulting Report further 

recognized the need to address the insufficiency of existing utility financial 

incentives for energy efficiency programs: 

[I]n its present form, this [demand-side management surcharge] 
mechanism is riot likely to induce utilities to Eundanientally change 
their busiiiess model to consider investment in DSM equal to supply 
side resources. The scale and return of tliese alternative investments 
are currently dramatically different.4 

The save-a-watt compensation model will inceiitivize Duke Energy Kentucky to 

expand its existing energy efficiency programs to enable customers to have more 

opportunities to reduce their energy costs. 

HOW WOULD DUKE ENERGY KENTUCKY BE COMPENSATED FOR 

SIJCCESSFUL ENERGY EFFICIENCY PROGRAMS UNDER THE SAVE- 

A-WATT APPROACH? 

The Company is proposing a revision to its current compensation mechanism for 

energy efficiency programs. As Company Witness Theodore E. Schultz testifies, 

Duke Energy Kentucky seeks to be compensated on a percentage of the generation 

costs avoided by the watts saved under its results-oriented and value driven Energy 

Overland Consulting Report, at 106. 

JULIA S. JANSON DIRECT 
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Efficiency Plan. Under the save-a-watt proposal, customers will pay only for 

capacity and energy savings actually realized by customers. In other words, 

custorners will pay only for the value the Company provides to them, Customers 

will not pay for energy savings that the Company does not achieve. From this 

revenue stream, Duke Energy Kentucky will pay for marketing, administration, 

program incentives, and nieasrirement and verification costs. The save-a-watt 

recovery mechanism will more appropriately compensate and encourage Duke 

Energy Kentucky to pursue all forms of cost effective energy efficiency though 

“saved” watts. ‘The Company’s proposal for independent measurement and 

verification also will ensure that it is paid oiily for the actual demand and energy 

reduction impacts it achieves (i. e., watts saved) through its energy efficiency 

programs. 

IV. BENEFITS TO CUSTOMERS AND THE PUBLIC INTEREST 

WILL, EXPANDING THE ENERGY EFFICIENCY PROGRAMS IN THE 

COMPANY’S RESOURCE PORTFOLJO BENEFIT CIJSTOMERS? 

Yes. Our save-a-watt approach to energy efficiency offers two principal benefits to 

customers: (1 ) more opportunities to manage electricity use and reduce bills; and 

(2) reduced environmental impact. 

The goal of the Company’s Energy Efficiency Plan is to achieve all cost- 

effective reductions in electricity in a way that enhances customer satisfaction and 

provides sufficient financial incentives to the Company to drive significant 

innovation in energy efficiency programming. By encouraging Duke Energy 

Kentucky to pursue all cost-effective energy efficiency alternatives, custorners are 

JULJA S. JANSON DIRECT 
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footprint, and even mitigate or eliminate the impacts of otheiwise rising energy 

costs. Ultimately, Duke Energy Kentucky plans to build energy efficiency into its 

standard service offerings, malting it part of a customer’s everyday life without 

having to sacrifice the comfort and convenience of electricity use. Customers would 

grow more confident that Duke Energy Kentucky is providing them with every 

opportunity to manage their consumption. The Company concurs with Overland 

Consulting’s description of the value provided by energy efficiency programs: 

Energy efficiency measures tend not oiily to be significantly more 
cost effective than supply side measures, but they often have 
negative abatement costs - Le., undertaking them not only reduces 
carbon emissions, but also saves money for the parti~ipant.~ 

The Company’s Energy Efficiency Plan also benefits customers by 

providing an emissions-free resource to meet their energy needs. At a time when 

global climate change is at the forefront of public discourse and the future regulation 

of greenhouse gas emissions is likely, costs to meet both current and future 

enviromnental compliance mandates are going to increase. Duke Energy Kentucky 

believes that its Energy Efficiency Plan is a proactive and progressive approach to 

reducing the environmental impact of existing fossil generation. 

DO YOU BELIEVE THE COMPANY’S ENERGY EFFICIENCY PLAN 

WILL, ALSO BENEFIT THE COMMONWEALTH’S ECONOMY? 

Yes, I do. The energy efficiency programs proposed by Duke Energy Kentucky will 

enable participating cominercial and industrial customers to lower their bills and 

Overland Consulting Report, at I20 5 
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Efficiency Plan will lead to the creation of “green jobs” for individuals and 

contractors hired by Duke Energy Kentucky to help develop and deliver its program 

offerings. The Company agrees with Governor Reshear’s conclusion that: 

Kentucky’s investment in  energy efficiency will not only reduce our 
emissions of greenhouse gases and dependency on oil from foreign 
sources but will serve to stimulate economic growth and new job 
creation. Thoughtful policies that encourage Kentucltians to 
consider and implement cost-effective energy efficiency measures 
will help Kentucky’s economic outlook.‘ [Emphasis added.] 

Duke Energy K.entuc1y believes its save-a-watt financial incentive model represents 

just such a “thoughtful policy” that will lead to new job creation and greater 

Consideration and implementation of energy efficiency programs by customers. 

WHAT FACTORS ARE CAILJSING DIJKE: ENERGY KENTtJCKY TO 

PLACE AN INCREASED EMPHASIS ON ENERGY EFFICIENCY AT 

THIS TIME? 

The Energy Efficiency Plan was developed to be responsive to (i) concerns about 

global climate change, and (ii) challenges fiom third parties, including Kentucky 

Governor Steven Beshear and national environmental organizations, such as Natural 

Resources Defense Council, that the Company provide customers more options to 

reduce electricity consumption. Duke Energy Kentucky understands that for its 

commercial and industrial customers, total energy consumption, not simply price 

per kwh, is critical to containing production costs and maintaining a competitive 

advantage. Although Kentucky is benefiting from energy costs that are below the 

‘ Governor Beshear’s Report, at 15. 
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national average, this is not enough to recruit and retain industries in the 

Commonwealth. In the face of rising energy costs, the Company believes 

innovative, cost effective energy efficiency programs that provide customers more 

options to manage tlieir energy bills also should be vigorously pursued. Duke 

Energy Kentucky’s Energy Efficiency Plan provides tlie necessary programs and 

regulatory treatment to encourage such innovation. 

WHAT IS THE PROJECTED RATE IMPACT OF DIJKE ENERGY 

KENTIJCKY’S ENERGY EFFICIENCY PL,AN ON ITS CIJSTOMERS? 

As fiirther discussed by Duke Energy Kentucky Witness Paul 6. Smith, the 

Company’s Energy Efficiency Plan will result in a small rate increase over tlie 

existing Rider DSMR rate of approximately 1 8$ per month for a residential electric 

customer consuming 1000 ltWh per month. The total Rider SAW charge for a 

residential electric customer consuming 1000 kWh per month would be $1.78 per 

month. This rate impact is less than the cost of a gallon of milk each month and will 

be more than offset by bill savings customers will realize from participating in the 

Company’s expanded energy efficiency programs. Those customers who choose to 

participate in the Company’s energy efficiency programs should see their monthly 

bills decrease as they begin to better manage their consumption and reduce their 

overall environmental footprint. Thus, all customers and the entire Commonwealth 

will benefit from the positive environmental impacts of energy efficiency acliieved 

under the Company’s Energy Efficiency Plan and those who actively participate in 

the energy efficiency programs will see even greater benefits. 
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V. CONCLUSION 

IS THE COMPANY’S ENERGY EFFICIENCY PLAN IN THE PUBLIC 

INTEmST? 

Yes. An increased emphasis on energy efficiency is in the public interest, including 

in the Commonwealth of Kentucky. According to the 2006 Edison Electric Institute 

(“EEI”) statistical yearbook, Kentucky was ranlted eighth out of all fifty states and 

the District of Columbia in terms of total Electric Industry’s Average Annual 

kilowatt-hour use per customer. In 2007, Kentucky had the fifth highest Average 

Annual kWh use per customer out of all fifty states and the District of C ~ l u m b i a . ~  

Clearly, ranlcing so high in the national average and advancing in these ranltings 

from eighth to fifth in a single year is not in the best interests of Kentucky 

consumers, the Commonwealth’s economy, or the environment. Duke Energy 

Kentucky believes its Energy Efficiency Plan will stimulate greater innovation in 

energy efficiency that affords all customers the oppoi.tunity to better manage their 

electricity consumption and reduce their carbon footprint. What is more, we 

believe we can do this without great inconvenience or sacrifice by our customers. 

Increased diversity of resources, greater energy security, and reduced 

environmental impacts are in the best interest of all stakeholders, including Duke 

Energy Kentucky. Duke Energy Kentucky seeks to achieve these policy goals 

through its Energy Efficiency Plan while also continuing to rely upon the 

Company’s low-cost coal generation units to safely and reliably meet customer 

See Attachment JSJ-1, Tables 8. I6 and 8.17, Revenue and IJse Per Customer, EEI Statistical Yearbook, 2006 
and 2007. 
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1 demand. Simply put, Kentuckians stand to benefit from Duke Energy Kentucky’s 

2 Energy Efficiency Plan. To quote from Governor Reshear’s energy policy report, 

3 “Not only does energy efficiency result in savings today, the savings are 

4 compounded over time as energy prices continue to rise. Dollar for dollar, energy 

5 efficiency is one of the best energy investments Kentucky can male.”* 

6 Q. DOES THIS CONCLJUDE YOUR PRE-FILED DIRECT TESTIMONY? 

7 A. Yes, it does. 

Governor Beshear’s Report, at 1.5. X 

JULIA S. JANSON DIRECT 
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VERIFICATION 

STATE OF OHIO 1 
1 

COUNTY OF IHAMILTON ) 

The undersigned, Julia S. Janson, being duly sworn, deposes d sa ‘s that I am em loyed 

by the Dulte Energy Corporation affiliated companies as President of Duke Energy Ohio, 

Inc. and Duke Energy I<entucky, Inc., and says that I have personal knowledge of the 

matters set forth in the foregoing testimony, and that the answers contained therein are 

true and correct to the best of my knowledge, information and belief. 

Subscribed and sworn to 

December, 2008. 
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Attachment JSJ-1 

SECTION 8 

[Formerly Table 671 

REVENUf.S L- 

Table 8.116: Revenue and Use Per Residential Customer 
By State 1 Year 2 0 0 6 ~  

Total Electric lndustv 
A V ~  Annual A V ~  Revenue Avg A n n u i  
Revenue per per kWh kWh Use Per 

StatelDivision Custcmer Sold Cuslomer-- 
Total Unilcd States .................. 51,147.88 10.40 d 11.036 
Maine a76 t i  13 80 6.348 

Vernionl. 935 41 13 39 6,985 
Massachusetts 1 247 67 1660 7 517 
Rhode island 1 063 46 15 12 7.036 
Connecticut 1519 74 1G 86 9 016 

New York 119796 16 89 7.091 

New Hanipshire 1 099 05 14 68 7 408 

New England .......................... 51,226.97 16.98 6 7 , 6 7 7  

Now Jersey 1 090 07 12 84 8 487 
Pennsylvania 1.032 42 10 35 9 977 

Middle Atlantic ....................... $1,118.50 13.36 F 8,370 
Ohio 981 35 9 34 10.502 
Indian0 979 80 8 22 11.913 
Illinois 778 23 0 42 9 238 
Michigan 786 63 9 77 8.093 
Wisconsin 897 47 10 51 8 540 

East North Contra1 $874 79 
M ~ n i i ~ s o i ~  850 16 
towa 978 75 
Missouii 953 79 
Nonh Dakota 886 95 
Soulh Dakota 898 76 
Nebraska 819 83 
Kansas 995 63 
We61 North Central 5916 26 

Delaware 1322 18 

District or Columbia 851) 92 
W r g I n i a 117630 

North Carolina 1201 14 
South Cdrolina 1 294 73 
Gcorgla 1 237 93 
Florida * 589BZ 

Maviand 1 220 20 

West Virg nia a i9  24 

- 9.14 $ 9,575 
870 9,777 
9 63 10.157 
7 44 12.826 
7 14 12 429 
7 83 11.474 
7 41 11 871 
8 25 11 217 
8.12 c 11.286 

11 85 11.159 
9 '71 12.561 
9 88 8 705 
8 49 13.859 
6 35 12898 
9 12 13 176 
9 03 14 343 
8 91 13 BY4 

11 33 14 117 
South Altanli $1.331.65 9.76 1 13.660 

958 96 7 02 13 659 
Tennessee 1 210 53 7 75 15 614 
Alabama 1 367 83 8 75 15 630 
Mississippi 1 455 22 9 66 15 069 
East South Cantral ................. $1.228.97 8.76 6 15,057 

Aikansas 1 177 00 8 85 13 296 
Louisiana 1 382 71 9 14 15 136 
Oklahoma 1 146 74 8 55 13 414 
Texas . . 1791 51 12 86 13 935 

Montana 81001 8 28 0 779 
Idaho 796 31 6 21 12 826 
Wyoming 785 96 7 75 10 146 
Colcrado 752 91 9 02 8.347 
New Mexico 667 18 9 06 7.366 
Arizona 1.245 14 9 40 13 250 

Nevada 1.298 31 11 08 11,719 

Washington 869 01 6 82 12736 
Oregon 899 65 1 4 8  12 034 
California 1.014 67 14 33 7 080 

-- 
Kentucky 

West South CentrnI ................ ~ . S O S . S l  11.48 $ 13,976 

Utah . 705 53 7 59 9 209 

Mountain ............ $953.53 8.984 10.619 

Paciflc ..................................... $980.77 11.62 C 8,&1 
Alaska 1 202 20 14 83 8 108 
tiawail . . 1850 12 23 35 7,925 
Alaska 8 Hawaii ..................... 51.594.60 19.94 0 7,997 

-- 

Shareholder-Owned Electric Utillltcs B Affiliales - 
Avg Annual Avg Revenue Avg Annual 
Revenue per per X!Nh kW? Usc pcr 
Customer Sold Customer - 

51,111 70 1071 C 10.380 
928 09 14 63 6 344 

1 177 50 
942 55 

I 305 66 
1 063 51 
1 532 77 

51,267.00 
1,046 45 
1 088 66 
1 032 71 

-- 
14 77 7 589 
13 07 7 214 
17 80 7 333 
15 12 7 032 
17 00 9 017 

7,636 16.59 d 
16 01 6 537 
12 87 8 460 
10 31 10 020 

51,051.62 12.78 d 8,227 
9 46 10.369 979 59 

940 75 8 16 11 531 
743 13 8 30 8 951 
796 59 9 77 8 150 

- 5857.15 3.17 C 9,352 
760 52 a 91 8 535 

814 80 7 24 12.632 
748 a2 7 32 10.233 
816 40 8 40 9 717 

I_ 

887 68 10 76 8,250 

926 25 9 88 9.378 

873 12 7 52 11 605 
5882.15 8.10 1 10.644 
1 323 90 12 i 3  10 917 
1 1 5 3 8 1  

848 24 
1111 99 

817 80 
1121 44 
1 264 41 
1 173 09 
1 642 65 

Q 34 
9 16 
3 02 
6 37 
3 42 
3 78 
3 88 

I t  61 

12 552 
8 705 

13 874 
12 940 
13 317 
14 405 
13 216 
14 146 

51,307.83 9.66 e 13,533 
856 32 5 37 13 446 
911 16 631  17 151 

1 399 05 a 93 15663 
1 545 65 10 42 14 839 

1 157 84 3 82 13 126 
8.28 d 1- $1.217.71 

1 443 35 3 73 14 837 
110843 a 22 13.487 
1,91034 13 70 13 941 - 51,616.48 11.68 C 13,964 

747 53 8 83 8,462 
763 00 i 01 12 690 
729 06 8 09 9 007 
694 05 8 99 7.717 
661 21 3 66 7.832 

1,237 45 B 70 12 763 
690 81 7 48 9 241 

1301 11 11 22 11,595 
-. S932.92 9.08 c 10.276 

859 61 7 09 12 121 
876 09 7 64 11 474 

1066 15 1530 G 9G8 
$1,028.00 13.02 t 7.898 

1 243 85 14 79 8 408 
1 838 94 22 85 8 049 

51,806.82 22.39 F 8,069 
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Attachment JSJ-1 

SECTION 8 REVtNUES 

Table 8.47: Revenue and Use Per Residential Customer [Forrnoriy Tablo 6781 

By Stale I Year 2007p 
Total Electric lndustiy 

Avg Annual Avg Revenuc Avg Annual 
Revenue per pcr kWh k W h  Use per 

SlalelDivisicn Customer Sold Customer 
Total United States ................ $1.191.35 10.63 d 11.202 
Maine 1 036 22 15 16 6 834 
New Hampshire 110202 14 81 7 443 
Vermont 1 007 01 14 13 7 128 
Massachusetts 967 29 16 32 6 048 
Rhode Island 1 004 31 14 02 7 169 
connec!icui 1.708 18 18 67 9 149 

New YOrk 1 260 51 17 05 7 509 
New Jersey 1.241 93 14 44 8 603 
Pennsylvania 112832 10 96 10 301 

Middle Atlantic ...................... 51,220.20 14.02 # 8,706 
Ohio 1 052 9s 9 51 11 068 
Indiana 1034 14 8 12 12,730 
i l l l I lOlS 981 11 10 40 9 439 
Michiaan 826 61 10 26 8 059 

New England ......................... 51.159.35 16.48 d 7,036 

Wisc&sin 936 63 10 72 a.739 
East North Contra1 ................ 5966.3s 9.76 d 9,901 

Minnesola 911 08 9 02 10 105 
lovia 997 38 9 34 10 665 
hllssourl 1.028 70 7 57 13 592 
Narth Dakota 832 04 7 28 12 605 
South Dako:a 952 69 8 01 11 894 
Nebrsska 932 48 7 52 12 408 
Kansas . 946 20 8 26 11 461 

Delawaro 1.522 57 13 17 11 564 
Wost North ContTai ............... $958.10 8.21 e 11,786 . 

Maiyland 
Districl UI Cc4urnbia 
Virginia 
West Virginia 
Norlh Carolina 
South Carolina 

1.529 45 11 77 12 994 

1 248 Y9 6 72 14 323 
68B 37 6 63 13405 

1010 30 11 17 9 050 

1.279 57 9 35 13 661 
t 345 I 8  9 16 14 665 

Georgia 1 294 35 9 07 14 262 
Florida 1,565 31 11 20 13 971 

Ken I u c k v 1 057 59 7 19 14 709 
South Atiantto ....................... 51,388.18 10.00 d $3.886 

1 239 98 7 79 15 913 
1461 73 9 24 15 620 

Tennessee 
Alabama 
hlississippi . . 1.447 10 9 40 15.393 

Arkansas 1.176 82 8 72 13.488 
Louisiana 1,443 39 9 38 15 393 
Oklahoma 1,141 96 8 59 13.301 
Texas . . 1.791 91 1241 14.444 

11.20 1 14,346 
Montana 865 70 8 72 9,924 
Idaho 814 11 6 35 12 823 
Wyonllng 602 59 7 73 10 383 

New Mexico 657 50 9 03 7 266 
Ariiorla 1315 59 9 66 13.619 
Utah 774 31 6 17 9 480 

373 37 11 82 I t  619 
,000.57 9.29 d 10,776 

Washington 935 40 7 24 12913 
Oregon 968 19 6 13 12 154 
California 985 51 14 37 6 857 

Alaska 1194 74 15 12 7 902 
Hawaii 1,862 75 24 13 7 72' 

Alasko B Hawaii .................... 51.600.38 20.54 2 7,792 

East South Central ............... $1.286.25-- 8.29 6 16.520 

-_.. 

Coioraao 780 90 9 16 8.507 

Sharuliolder-Owncd Electric Utilities 8 Alliliatcs 
Avo Annual Avg Revewe Avg Annual 
Rcvenue per per kWh kWh USC per 

Cusiorner Sold Cusiomcr 
$1,176.33 11.08 

~ 

10.617 
696 75 14 45 6 207 

-. 

1 116 72 14 49 7707 
1033 10 13 69 7 440 
1 296 56 17 54 7 390 
1 022 87 14 03 7 288 
1 724 65 18 83 9 162 

S1.306.37 1693 P 7,715 
1 102 18 16 36 6 735 
1 266 20 14 50 8 734 
114564 10 94 10 476 

51,157.40 13.62 C 8,559 
11.013 

996 14 8 05 12.378 
961 I 1  10 67 9 193 
650 52 1033 8 236 

~ 

1 062 40 9 65 

832 92 11 05 8 440 
5967.64 9.95 d 9.724 

931 56 9 48 9 832 
999 24 7 45 13 408 
769 39 7 51 10,514 
069 97 8 6 i  10 029 

825 26 9 51 a 675 

891 oa 7 54 11 824 
5512.87 8.24 11,075 
1 569 59 13 76 11 407 
1482 Y5 
1 C25 05 
1 !960Y 

505 54 
1 214 40 
t 326 23 
1211 39 
1 E97 55 

$1,371.57 
$70 47 
$19 25 

1 224 81 
1431 31 

$1,293.64 
1 137 97 
1510 16 
1 085 04 
1891 14 

11 61 12 770 
I t  04 9 283 
8 26 14.508 
6 ti0 13 722 
8 72 13.924 
9 01 14 716 
9 10 13,315 

11 40 14 011 
9.94 e 13.796 
6 69 14 512 
5 26 17 490 
9 71 15 696 
9 61 14 900 
8.55 C 16,139 
8 62 13,196 

10 02 15.072 
8 17 13275 

13 56 13.943 

966 85 6 59 11 490 
1 048 H2 15 31 6 849 

$1,036.96 13.28 C 7,810 
1261 76 15 00 6414 
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I. INTRODUCTION AND PURPOSE 

PLXASE STATE YOUR NAME, ADDRESS, AND POSITION WITH DUKE 

ENERGY CORPORATION. 

My name is James E. Rogers, and my business address is 526 South Church Street, 

Charlotte, North Carolina. I am Chairman, President, and Chief Executive Officer 

(“CEO”) of Duke Energy Corporation (“Duke Energy”). Duke Energy Kentucky, 

Inc. (“Duke Energy Kentucky” or the “Company”) is a subsidiary of Duke Energy. 

PL,EASE DESCRIBE BRIEFLY YOUR EDUCATIONAL, AND 

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE. 

I received a Bachelor’s Degree in Business Administration (1 970) and law degree 

(1 974) from the University of Kentucky. Prior to assuming my current position at 

Duke Energy in April 2006, I was Chairman and Chief Executive Officer of Cinergy 

Corp. (“Cinergy”). I helped create Cinergy in 1994 through the merger of PSI 

Resources, Inc. (“PSI Resources”), the parent company of PSI Energy, Inc., (“PSI 

Energy”) and The Cincinnati Gas & Electric Company. Prior to the formation of 

Cinergy, I was Chairman and Chief Executive Officer of PSI Resources and PSI 

Energy. 

Before joining PSI Resources in October 1988 as Chief Executive Officer, I 

was Executive Vice President of the gas pipeline group of Enron Coi-p. (“Enron”), 

and President of Enron’s interstate natural gas pipeline companies from 1985 to 

1988. From 1979 to 1981 and from 1983 to 198.5, I was in private law practice in 

Washington, D.C., with the law firm of Akin, Gunip, Strauss, IHauer & Feld. 
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During that time, I represented natural gas pipelines, gas producers, and electric 

utilities before the Federal Energy Regulatory Cornmission (“FERC”) and various 

federal courts. From 1981 to 1983, I was deputy general counsel for litigation and 

enforcement at the FERC. In that position, I directed the FERC’s litigation efforts 

in cases involving electric rates, hydroelectric licensing, gas producer and gas 

pipeline rates. I began my career with the Kentucky Attorney General’s office, 

representing consumer interests in utility cases. 

PLXASE DESCRIBE YOIJR PROFESSIONAL AFFILJATIONS. 

I am the immediate past Chaiiinan for and served on the Executive Committee of 

the Edison Electric Institute. I also serve on the boards of the American Gas 

Association, 1 J.S. Chamber of Commerce, Business Roundtable, and the National 

Coal Council. I am Co-Chair of the Energy Efficiency Action Plan Leadership 

Group (the “Lxadership Group”), formed by the US .  Department of Energy and the 

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (“EPA”) and approximately fifty leading 

electric and gas utilities, state utility commissioners, state air and energy agencies, 

energy service providers, energy consumers, and energy efficiency and consumer 

advocates. The Leadership Group was formed to drive an aggressive new national 

coinrnitment to energy efficiency. I am a Director of Fifth Third Rancorp and Cigna 

Corporation. I also ain a member of the boards of directors of the Nuclear Energy 

Institute, the Institute of Nuclear Power Operations, the Alliance to Save Energy, 

and the Nicholas Institute for Environmental Policy Solutions at Duke TJniversity. 
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1 Q. HAVE YOIJ TESTIFIED PREVIOUSLY BEFORE THIS COMMISSION? 

2 A. 

3 

4 Q. 

5 

6 A. 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11  

12 

13 

14 

1s 

16 

17 Q. 

18 

19 A. 

20 

21 

Yes. Most recently, I provided testimony supporting the merger of Cinergy Cop. 

and Duke Energy in Case No. 2005-00228. 

WHAT IS THE PIJRPOSE OF YOUR TESTIMONY IN THIS 

PROCEEDING? 

The purpose of my testimony is to explain the impetus for Duke Energy Kentucky’s 

“save-a-watt” energy efficiency’ proposal as set forth in the Company’s Application 

for Approval of Energy Efficiency Plan, Including an Energy Efficiency Rider and 

Portfolio of Energy Efficiency Programs (the “Application”) filed with the 

Commission on December 1, 2008. More specifically, my testimony explains why 

an increased focus on energy efficiency is necessary and why an enhanced 

regulatory model for energy efficiency is needed. My testimony also describes the 

key characteristics of an improved regulatory approach to energy efficiency and why 

utilities are iinportant players in this energy efficiency arena. Finally, my testimony 

describes the ley elements of Duke Energy Kentucky’s save-a-watt proposal and 

explains how the proposal satisfies these key regulatory characteristics. 

PLEASE SIJMMARIZE THE PRINCIPAL CONCLUSIONS EXPRESSED 

IN YOUR TESTIMONY. 

Duke Energy Kentucky’s proposed approach to energy efficiency - what we refer to 

as the save-a-watt approach - is prcdicated on two principal aspirations for our 

Company, our industry, and our country over the next century: (1) to create the 

’ The term “energy efficiency,” as used in my testimony, includes both energy efficiencykonservation and 
demand response measureslprograms. 
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most energy-efficient economy in the world; and (2) to substantially “de-carbonize” 

the energy supply. I believe that these related aspirations will help our nation 

achieve a sustainablc and secure energy future for its citizens, and I believe an 

improved approach to energy efficiency is needed if we are going to achieve these 

important aspirations. 

What is needed is an approach to utility-sponsored energy efficiency that 

will stimulate greater investment and innovation in energy efficiency products and 

services, on the one hand, and widespread customer participation, on the other. By 

failing to recognize that energy savings can be just as valuable as energy production 

and by failing to treat energy efficiency as a mainstream utility business, our current 

regulatory models have been unable to achieve the level of investment, innovation, 

and participation needed to achieve a world class energy efficient economy. We 

must challenge traditional tliinlting if we are to effect change. On November 18, 

2008, the Wall Street Joui-nal convened its first annual CEO Council with more than 

100 CEOs and members of the 1J.S. Congress in attendance to discuss, among other 

issues, what should be done nationally to advance a comprehensive energy and 

environmental policy for this country. Among the top four priorities identified by 

the CEO Council was the creation of a comprehensive energy and environmental 

policy that would put our nation on the road to creating “the most energy efficient 

economy in the world.”2 As noted by Governor Reshear just two days after the 

CEO Council meeting, “[Elnergy efficiency and conservation represent the fastest, 

’ Wall Street Journal Press Release, Wnll Sireet Joirriinl CEO Coitncil Idenlijks Priorities for New 
Ahiiiiisiraiioii Globnl Bzisiiiess Leoders Coiiveiie to Sei Focus j o y  Global Issites (November 1 8, 2008) 
http://blogs.wsi xoidceo-counci 1/2008/ 1 I /23/the-ceos-top-1~riorities/ 
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cleanest, most cost-effective, and most secure methods we have to reduce our 

growing demand for energy and to help us address issues surrounding global climate 

change.”3 

Current shared savings models, such as the compensation mechanism for 

demand-side management programs in place in Kentucky, provide for program cost 

and “lost revenue” recovery, with a small (5%-10%) incentive to the utility for 

energy and capacity savings achieved. These models simply are not sufficient to 

encourage the significant irivestments in energy efficiency technology, products, and 

services necessary to achieve the ambitions for energy efficiency of Governor 

Reshear and the CEO Council. Moreover, these shared savings models do riot 

provide a sufficient vehicle for utilities to explore and implement all modes of cost- 

effective energy efficiency because there is insufficient focus on the value provided 

to customers. In contrast, I believe our save-a-watt approach can attract the 

necessary capital and ingenuity to place us 011 a path toward a more sustainable and 

securc energy future because of its value-based focus. 

Howevcr, this is only the first stcp. Traditional energy efficiency programs 

have focused mostly on coiisumer education and providing small incentives to 

encourage customers to understand the importance of efficiency programs and 

respond - “top of mind” - to utility suggestions that they tale action. I have come to 

believe, however, that a lasting and sustainable shift in the way we use electricity 

will require a “back of mind” approach, where customers can not only take for 

Governor Steven L. Beshear, Intelligent E t w g y  Choices for Kentucly ‘s Fiitzire, Kentwcly ‘s 7-Point Strategy 3 

for Energy Independence, at 13 Wovember 2008). 
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1 granted that the lights will come on when they flip the switch, but also that they are 
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using that energy efficiently. I envision a future where energy efficiency is part of a 

utility’s standard offer. Under this new standard offer, customers would have to opt 

out of energy efficiency programs, not opt in. As a result, customers would have to 

take conscious action to avoid becoming energy efficient. 

11. THE IMPORTANCE OF ENERGY EFFICIENCY TODAY AND THE 
NEED FOR AN ENHANCED REGULATORY MODEL 

WHY IS AN INCREASED EMPHASIS ON ENERGY EFFICIENCY 

NECESSARY? 

There are several compelling reasons for increasing the electric utility industry’s 

focus on energy efficiency progranis (both conservation and demand response) at 

this point in time. First and foremost, our industry continues to be subject to 

increasingly stringent emissions reduction requirements. Following the 1990 Clean 

Air Act Amendments, the Clean Air Interstate Rule (“CAIR”), and the Clean Air 

Mercury Rule (“CAMR”), Duke Energy, along with the rest of the industry, has had 

to significantly reduce sulfur dioxide, nitrogen oxide (“NOx”), mercury, and 

particulate emissions. Despite the recent court decision overturning CAIR, there is 

little doubt that environmental regulations will continue to become more stringent. 

For example, regulations related to carbon dioxide einissions are likely to be enacted 

in the near future. There also is likely going to he some form of continued 

regulation over NOx on either the state or the federal level. Energy efficiency 

programs can help meet Duke Energy Kentucky’s customers’ growing demands for 

electric energy in a more environmentally-friendly way. Energy efficiency can be 
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one of the most valuable pieces of the puzzle because the most environmentally 

sound, cost-effective, and reliable kilowatt of electricity may well be the one we do 

not have to generate. In fact, unlike most supply-side resource options, energy 

efficiency is a “zero emissions” component of our resource portfolio. Given the 

current and expected future emissions reduction requirements and the increasing 

concerns about climate change, it is essential that electric utilities be provided with 

appropriate incentives to expand cost-effective energy efficiency options. 

Second, energy efficiency programs have the benefit of giving customers 

more control over their energy usage and their energy bills. In light of the recent 

downturn in our economy, energy efficiency programs that enable customers to 

lower their energy consumption and monthly bills are of great value to customers. 

Given the pressures we face from increasing environmental compliance 

regulations, higher costs, and customer demand, oiir industry needs to more fully 

embrace energy efficiency and capitalize on energy efficiency’s status as a “zero 

emissions fifth fuel.” 

WHY IS A DIFFERENT REGULATORY APPROACH TO ENERGY 

EFFICIENCY NECESSARY TO ACHIEVE THE FULL POTENTIAL OF 

ENERGY EFFICIENCY AS A “FIFTH FUEL”? 

The current regulatory approach to utility-sponsored energy efficiency programs 

across most of the country fails to truly put energy efficiency on a level playing field 

with supply-side options. As a consequence, utilities have a natural incentive to 

focus more on supply-side options than on demand-side options. For example, 

utilities generally have an opportunity to achieve earnings on their supply-side 
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investments, yet the opportunity to achieve a comparable level of earnings typically 

is not available for demand-side investments. Instead, the conventional regulatory 

treatment for demand-side investments consists of actual, out -of-pocket cost 

recovery, and perhaps lost revenue recoveiy. In some jurisdictions, like Kentucky, a 

small level of incentive via a “shared savings” allowance is also permitted. 

However, it needs to be emphasized that, unlike supply-side options, energy 

efficiency programs actually reduce utilities’ energy sales. 1Jnless this issue is 

addressed, there is a natural disincentive for fully capitalizing on energy 

efficiency. 

As the EPA’s National Action Plan for Energy Efficiency recognizes, “due 

to a number of obstacles, including utility incentive structures that link utilities’ 

financial health to energy sales and the lack of standard methods for incorporating 

energy efficiency resources as part of resource planning efforts that allow efficiency 

to compete with new supply and transmission, as a nation w e  are not capturing the 

true potential of cost-erective energy qgjciency inzPactLP If we are going to 

successfiilly address climate change, and keep energy rates reasonable, it is 

imperative that we capture energy efficiency’s full economic potential. 

Energy efficiency is not a “silver bullet.” We cannot rely on energy 

efficiency alone to meet growing consumer needs. I-Eowever, assuming the right 

regulatoty framework and resulting substantial iiwestments in dernand-response and 

other advanced technologies, the savings energy efficiency generates will help 

Source: EPA Energy Efficiency Action Plan, htlp://www.epa.gov/solar/pdf/ee_plan.pdf (emphasis added). 
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ensure a reliable, affordable, and clean supply of energy to fuel a growing economy 

and a sustainable energy future. Working together, using energy efficiency as one of 

the critical pieces and “daring to commit” to new ways of thinltiiig about energy, we 

can solve the energy puzzle for future generations. 

WHY IS DUKE ENERGY KENTUCKY PROPOSING TO MODIFY THE 

EXISTING REGUL,ATORY APPROACH TO ENERGY EFFICIENCY? 

Although Duke Energy Kentucky has had good results with the existing shared 

savings model, we need substantially better results if we are to achieve our 

objectives of long-term energy security and sustainability. The existing 

compensation model ties the Company’s financial incentive to the value of the 

supply-side costs avoided by energy efficiency impacts; however, we believe that 

the existing model does not create enough value for consumers or enough financial 

incentive for the Company sufficient to drive the innovation and investment 

necessary to fully realize the potential benefits of energy efficiency. As a result, we 

are proposing to modify the existing “spend and recover” compensation mechanism 

under which the Company is currently compensated to save-a-watt’s “perform and 

recover” mechanism. We believe this change represents a natural evolution of the 

existing model, which is a hybrid of cost-of-service and value-of-service regulation, 

to save-a-watt, which is a value-of-service model. 

A value-of-service model is a more appropriate energy-efficiency recovery 

mechanism than cost-of-service because energy efficiency activities are not asset- 

driven services like building and operating generating facilities; rather, energy 

efficiency is more akin to service-based business functions (e.g., helping customers 

JAMES E. ROGERS DIRECT 
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control energy costs while minimizing impacts to their comfort or convenience). As 

a result, a value-of-service model that focuses on the results delivered to customers 

and regulates the utility’s earnings based on its operating margins is more 

appropriate for determining the value, revenues, and returns obtained fiom energy 

efficiency than the traditional asset-focused, cost-of-service approach that regulates 

a utility’s return on and of its investment in plant. 

IN YOUR VIEW, WHAT ARE THE KEY CHARACTERISTICS OF A 

BETTER REGULATORY APPROACH TO ENERGY EFFICIENCY? 

The primary goals should be to encourage the pursuit of all cost-effective energy 

efficiency by truly putting energy efficiency on a level playing field with supply-side 

options and by fociising on the value w e  are creating,for customers. In order to do 

this, OLK regulatory models need to do the following: 

Q. 

A. 

(1) Treaf energy efficiency as a resource - a “fifth fiiel” capable of providing a 

cost-effective and emissions-free option for meeting our growing electricity 

demands. By truly treating energy efficiency as a resource, not only in the 

integrated resource planning context but also in the pricing and ratemalting 

context, we can provide the utility an opportunity to earn comparable 

earnings and achieve comparable earnings growth for its investors on energy 

efficiency investments as similar services-oriented businesses, thus 

stimulating investments and innovation in energy efficiency. 

(2)  Recognize that, as energy savings increase, electricity sales will diminish. 

Thus, ultimately, it is important that our regulatory models mitigate or 

JAMES E. ROGERS DIRECT 
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neutralize the adverse financial consequences to utilities from the successful 

implementation of energy efficiency programs that reduce energy. 

( 3 )  Focus on performnnce, on resource impacts achieved, and on value crented 

for customers. This focus on results involves providing for independent 

measurement and verification of energy- and demand-reduction impacts 

resulting from the energy efficiency programs, so that customers have 

assurance that they are getting what they are paying for, in terms of energy 

and demand savings impacts. 1 Jnder Dulte Energy Kentucky’s save-a-watt 

plan, the Company is paid only for verified energy and demand reductions 

achieved. 

(4) Align Risk and Reward. Under our proposal, the utility makes tlie 

investments in energy efficiency up front and assumes the risk that the 

program will work - i. e., that the utility can successfully implement 

programs, enroll customers, and produce actual energy and demand savings 

impacts. The utility is compensated only for actual, verifiable energy and 

demand savings impacts. Bringing together the concept of risk and reward 

is not currently recognized in the existing compensation inodel in ICentucky. 

Payment for perfonnance turns the “fifth fuel” into the “first choice” for 

meeting customers’ growing demands for energy. 

WHY ARE UTILITIES IMPORTANT PLAYERS IN THE ENERGY 

EFFICIENCY ARENA? 

There are a number of reasons why Duke Energy Kentucky believes that utilities 

should play an important part in the delivery of energy efficiency products and 
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services and why utilities should receive greater financial incentives for malting 

energy efficiency investments. First, utilities possess the ability to systematically 

capture productivity gains in the use of electricity. TJtilities are uniquely positioned 

to access the “aggregation value” in the ability to achieve and leverage widespread 

customer participation. Second, utilities already are considered to be energy experts 

by our customers and can build on these existing customer relationships. As such, 

utilities are better positioned to speed the development of new technologies. 

Additionally, utilities are uniquely positioned to customize energy efficiency 

offerings and timing to match and optimize the utility’s resource needs. For 

example, demand-response programs can be used to offset the utility’s peaking 

needs and conservation programs can be used to offset the utility’s intermediate and 

base load generation needs. 

111. SAVE-A-WATT PROPOSAL 

WHAT A m ,  THE KEY OBJIXTIVES OF DUKE ENERGY Kl3NTIJCKY’S 

ENERGY EFFICIENCY PLAN? 

The key objectives of Duke Energy Kentucky’s proposal are as follows: 

s Creating Value for Custoiwrs - By helping our customers save energy, we 

lower customers’ energy costs and also mitigate the emissions generated by existing 

coal fired resources, thereby reducing our carbon footprint. We can provide “value’’ 

to our customers by helping them save energy, just as we do by supplying it. 111 turn, 

customer bills are lower. 

3 Providing Ihiversal Access to Energy Efliciency - Our energy efficiency 

products and seivices will be more robust and will be convenient, affordable, 
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reliable, and available to all customers. Customers will not have to sacrifice 

comfort or convenience. They will not have to change the way they live or what 

they do. This is our goal. 

3 Treating Energy Eficiency as a True Resource - The energy and demand 

savings from the save-a-watt program will be a cost-effective option For customers. 

Our value-driven model will ensure that outcome by referencing the price charged 

for energy and demand savings to a discounted avoided cost calculation, rather than 

the costs incurred. The new energy-saving program of the future must compensate 

utilities for delivering “value” to its customers. We believe that this method 

provides an appropriate financial incentive to the Company to develop and 

implement energy efficiency and demand-side programs to achieve substantial 

energy and capacity savings. 

2 Aligning Risk and Reward - IJrider our proposal, the utility inaltes the 

investments in energy efficiency up front and assumes the risk that the program will 

work - i.e., that the utility can successfully implement programs, enroll customers, 

and produce actual energy a id  demand savings impacts. The utility is only 

compensated for actual, verifiable energy and demand savings impacts. Bringing 

together the concept of risk and reward produces a performance incentive plan that 

truly will stimulate productivity gains in the use of electricity. This turns the “fifth 

fuel” into the “first choice” for meeting growing demands for energy. 

Independen1 VeriJjcation o f  Energy Eficiency Impacts - As referenced above, 

the proposal includes verification of energy efficiency impacts by an independent 

third party. All of these attributes also are suininarized nicely in a New York Times 
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op-ed column authored by Thomas Friedman, which is attached to my testimony 

(see Attachment JER-I). 

HOW DOES DUKE ENERGY KENTUCKY’S SAVE-A-WATT PROPOSAL 

ACHIEVE THESE ORJFKTIVES? 

As further explained by Duke Energy Kentucky Witness Theodore E. Schultz, Duke 

Energy Kentucky proposes to implement a comprehensive set of cost-effective 

energy efficiency programs and to be compensated by receiving through a rider, lost 

margins plus an incentive based upon a percentage of avoided costs of a supply-side 

option. 1Jnder this proposal, we have an opportunity - but not a guarantee - to 

recover our program costs and earn a defined, but capped, return based upon our 

energy efficiency achievements. We will be paid only for the actual demand- and 

energy-reduction impacts achieved though our programs. I believe our proposal 

represents: (i) a win for our customers by encouraging the pursuit of all cost- 

effective energy efficiency that will enable customers to lower their bills; (ii) a win 

for our investors by giving us an opportunity to earn comparable earnings and to 

achieve comparable growth in earnings for them as we would with supply-side 

investments; and (iii) a win for the environment by malting “zero emissions” energy 

efficiency a more prominent component of our total resource portfolio. Moreover, 

the save-a-watt program can sewe as a model to other utilities as a new way of 

thinking about energy efficiency. Though the Energy Efficiency Plan proposed in 

our Application, I believe that we can begin to create a blueprint for a sustainable 

energy future. 
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IV. CONCLUSION 

HOW IS THE REMAINDER OF THE COMPANY’S TESTIMONY 

ORGANIZED? 

In addition to me, Duke Energy Kentucky will present the following witnesses in 

support of the Company’s Application: 

(1) Julia S. Janson, President of Duke Energy Kentucky, discusses the need for the 

Energy Efficiency Plan in Kentucky. 

(2) Theodore E. Schultz, Vice President of Energy Efficiency for Duke Energy, 

describes the portfolio of energy efficiency progranis contained in the 

Company’s Application. 

(3) David E. Freeman, Director Integrated Resource Planning for Duke Energy, 

describes how energy efficiency is reflected in the Company’s Integrated 

Resource Plan. 

(4) Richard G. Stevie, Managing Director of Customer Market Analytics for Duke 

Energy, explains the DSMore model used to evaluate energy efficiency and 

provides an economic analysis of Duke Energy Kentucky’s Energy Efficiency 

Plan. 

( 5 )  Paul G. Smith, Vice President Rates-Ohio and Kentucky, explains how the 

Company’s proposed Energy Efficiency Rider is calculated. 

DOES THIS CONCLUDE YOUR PRE-FILED DIRECT TESTIMONY? 

Yes, it does. 
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VERIFICATION 

STATE OF NORTH CAROLINA 1 

COUNTY OF MECKLENBERG 1 
1 ss: 

The undersigied, James E. Rogers, being duly sworn, deposes and says that lie has 

personal luiowledge of tlie matters set forth iii the foregoing testimony, and that the answers 

coritaiiied therein are true and correct to the best of liis luiowledge, infoimation and belief. 

Subscribed and swoi-Ii to before me by Janies E. Rogers on this day of 
008. 

NOTARY PUBLIC 

My Coimissioii Expires: 
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Attachment JER- 1 

By THOMAS L. FRIEDMAN 
Have your eyes recently popped out of your head when you opened your electric bill? 
Do you, like me, live in one of those states where electricity has been deregulated and 
the state no longer oversees the generation price so your utility rates have skyrocketed 
since 2002? 

If so, you need to listen to a proposal being aired by Jim Rogers, the chairman and chief 
executive of Duke Energy, and recently filed with the North Carolina TJtilities 
Commission. (Duke Energy is headquartered in Charlotte.) It’s called “save-a-watt,” 
and it aims to him the electricityhtility industry upside down by rewarding utilities for 
the kilowatts they save customers by improving their energy efficiency rather than 
rewarding them for the kilowatts they sell customers by building more power plants. 

Mr. Rogers’s proposal is based on three simple principles. The first is that the cheapest 
way to generate clean, emissions-free power is by improving energy efficiency. Or, as 
he puts it, “The most environmentally sound, inexpensive and reliable power plant is the 
one we don’t have to build because we’ve helped our Customers save energy.” 

Second, we need to make energy efficiency something that is as “back of mind” as 
energy usage. If energy efficiency depends on people remembering to do 20 things on a 
checklist, it’s not going to happen at scale. 

Third, the only institutions that have the infi-astructure, capital and customer base to 
empower lots of people to become energy efficient are the utilities, so they are the ones 
who need to be incentivized to make big investments in efficiency that can be accessed 
by eveiy customer. 

The only problem is that, historically, utilities made their money by making large-scale 
investments in new power plants, whether coal or gas or nuclear. As long as a utility 
could prove to its regulators that the demand for that new plant was there, the utility got 
to pass along the cost, and then some, to its customers. Mr. Rogers’s save-a-watt 
concept proposes to change all of that. 

“The way it would work is that the utility would spend the money and tale the risk to 
make its Customers as energy efficient as possible,” lie explained. That would include 
installing devices in your home that would allow the utility to adjust your air- 
conditioners or refi-igerators at peak usage times. It would include plans to incentivize 
contractors to build more efficient homes with inore efficient boilers, heaters, appliances 
and insulation. It could even include partnering with a factory to buy the most energy- 
efficient equipment or with a family to winterize their house. 



Attachment JER- 1 

“Energy efficiency is the ‘fifth fuel’ - after coal, gas, renewables and nuclear,” said 
Mr. Rogers. “Today, it is the lowest-cost alternative and is emissions-free. It should be 
our first choice in meeting our growing demand for electricity, as well as in solving the 
climate challenge.” 

Because energy efficiency is, in effect, a resource, he added, in order for utilities to use 
more of it, “efficiency should be treated as a production cost in the regulatory arena.” 
The utility would earn its money on the basis of the actual watts it saves through 
efficiency innovations. (California’s “decoupling” systems goes partly in this direction.) 

At the end of the year, an independent body would deteimine how many watts of energy 
the utility has saved over a predetermined baseline and the utility would then be 
compensated by its customers accordingly. 

“Over time,” said Mr. Rogers, “the price of electricity per unit will go up, because there 
would be an incremental cost in adding efficiency equipment - although that cost 
would be less than the incremental cost of adding a new power plant. But your overall 
bills should go down, because your home will be more efficient and you will use less 
electricity.” 

Once such a system is in place, Mr. Rogers added, “our engineers would wake up every 
day thinking about Iiow to squeeze more productivity gains out of new technology for 
energy efficiency - rather than just Iiow to build a bigger transmission or distribution 
network to meet the growing demands of customers.” (Why don’t we think about 
inceritivizing U.S. automalters the same way - give thein tax rebates for save-a-miles?) 

That is how you produce a more efficient energy infrastructure at scale. “Universal 
access to electricity was a 20th century idea - now it has to be universal access to 
energy efficiency, which could male us the most energy productive countiy in the 
world,” lie added. 

Pulling all this off will be very complicated. But if Mr. Rogers and North Carolina can 
do it, it would be the mother of all energy paradigm shifts. 

Maureen Dowd is ofltoday. 
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A. 

I. INTliODUCTION AND PURPOSE 

PLEASE STATE YOUR NAME, ADDRESS, AND POSITION WITH 

DUKE ENERGY. 

My name is Theodore E. Schultz, and my business address is 5 2 5  South Church 

Street, Charlotte, North Carolina. 1 ani Vice President - Energy Efficiency for 

Duke Energy Corporation (“Duke Energy”) the parent company of Duke Energy 

Kentucky, Inc. (“Duke Energy Kentucky” or the “Company”) and am responsible 

for leading energy efficiency’ initiatives across all retail markets served by Duke 

Energy, including Duke Energy Kentucky’s service territory. I also am 

responsible for Duke Energy’s customer strategy and the development and 

implementation of new products and services for the retail market. 

PLEASE STATE BRIEFLY YOUR EDIJCATION AND BUSINESS 

BACKGROUND AND EXPERIENCE. 

I graduated from Syracuse IJniversity in 1987 with a Master’s Degree in Business 

Administration. I also earned a Bachelor of Science Degree in Business 

Administration from Albany University in Albany, New York. Prior to joining 

Duke Energy, I worked for Energy East (formerly known as New York State 

Electric and Gas) from 1983 to 1997. While at Energy East, I was promoted to 

various positions of increasing responsibility in the areas of planning and 

information technology, and was director of information technology when I left to 

join Duke Energy. I joined Duke Energy in 1997 as manager of strategic business 

’ The term “energy efficiency,” as used in this testimony, includes both energy efficiency/conservation and 
demand response measures. 
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development and became a director in our eBusiness area in 1999. In 2002, I 

joined Duke Energy Carolinas, LLC (formerly known as Duke Power Company) 

in its customer sales, service, and marketing group, becoining Vice President - 

Marketing in 2003 and Vice President - Large Business Customers in 2004. 

Following the merger with Cinergy in 2006, I was named Vice President - 

Customer Strategy and Planning before being named to my current position in 

October 2006. 

WHAT IS THE PURPOSE OF YOUR TESTIMONY? 

The purpose of my testimony is to describe Duke Energy ICeiitucky’s Energy 

Efficiency Plan. Specifically, I will: (1) describe the Rider SAW compensation 

mechanism for energy efficiency achieveinents; (2) provide a brief historical 

overview of Duke Eiiergy ICentucky’s demand side management (“DSM”) and 

energy efficiency programs; (3) review the challenges associated with achieving 

energy efficiency; (4) describe how the Company’s Energy Efficiency Plan 

described in Duke Energy Kentucky’s Application for Approval of Energy 

Efficiency Plan, Including an Energy Efficiency Rider and Portfolio of Energy 

Efficiency Programs (the “Application”), filed with the Kentucky Public Service 

Commission (the “Commissioii”) on December 1 , 2008, provides enhanced value 

to customers over traditional energy efficiency programs; ( 5 )  provide a general 

description of the energy efficiency programs iiicluded in the Company’s portfolio 

of energy efficiency prograins; and (6) describe the program flexibility needed to 

allow the Company to maximize energy efficiency impacts under its Energy 

Efficiency Plan. Finally, I will outline the Company’s plans for developing future 
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programs and discuss why the Company’s Energy Efficiency Plan is in the public 

interest. 

WHAT IS THE COMPANY SEEKING THE COMMISSION TO 

APPROVE? 

Duke Energy Kentucky requests that the Commission approve the replacement of 

Rider DSMR with the energy efficiency rider (“Rider SAW” or the “Rider”) set 

forth in Attachment PGS- 1, attached to the pre-filed direct testimony of Company 

Witness Paul G. Smith, which will compensate the Company for delivering 

verificd energy efficiency results. The Company’s Energy Efficiency Plan is a 

four year plan. IJnder the Plan, the Commission will adjust Rider SAW and true- 

up billed versus earned revenues in the fifth year, based on the results achieved 

during the four-year plan, as measured and verified by an independent third party. 

This process will ensure that customers only pay for capacity and energy savings 

actually realized by customers and the Company. 

Additionally, the Company is requesting that the Cornmission approve for 

implementation under Rider SAW the energy efficiency programs described in my 

testimony and attachments. Finally, Duke Energy Kentucky is seeking approval 

of the Rider charge for residential arid non-residential customers (including the 

appropriate revenue-related taxcs) as more fully described in the testimony of 

Company Witness Paul G. Smith. 
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1 11. THE SAVE-A-WATT APPROACH 

2 Q. PLEASE DESCRIBE DUKE ENERGY KENTIJCKY’S ENERGY 

3 EFFICIENCY P1,AN. 

4 A. 

5 

6 

7 

Duke Energy Kentucky’s Energy Efficiency Plan consists of several components: 

(1) an enhanced regulatory approach to energy efficiency programs; (2) an energy 

efficiency rider to implement the approach for Company-sponsored energy 

efficiency programs; and (3) a portfolio of energy efficiency programs as 

8 

9 

10 

described later in my testimony. 

Dulte Energy Kentucky recognizes energy efficiency as a reliable, valuable 

resource, that is, a “fifth fuel,” that should be part of the portfolio available to 

11 

12 

meet customers’ growing need for electricity along with coal, natural gas, and 

renewable energy. Energy efficiency programs can meet customers’ needs by 

13 

14 

saving watts instead of making watts. This emissions-free resource helps 

customers meet their energy needs with less electricity, less cost, and less 

15 environmental impact. 

16 

17 

The Company’s proposed approach to energy efficiency changes both the 

way energy efficiency is perceived and the role of the Company in achieving such 

18 

19 

energy efficiency. Dulte Energy Kentucky has the expertise, infrastructure, and 

customer relationships to produce cost-effective energy efficiency and to make it a 

20 

21 Initially, the Company proposes to focus on expanding its current 

significant part of the Company’s resource mix. 

22 

23 

programs that will help them address rising energy prices now. These offers are 

being developed with direct input from our customers through the Collaborative 
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process I describe later, as well as through direct market research. The offers will 

use new channels that are more convenient for our custorners and combine 

3 

4 

individual programs into solutions that provide value from our customer’s 

perspective. Duke Energy Kentucky’s objective is to pursue all cost-effective 

5 energy efficiency programs that will encourage the participation of all customers. 

6 The Company intends to accelerate building energy efficiency into its service 

7 offerings to make energy efficiency part of everyday life without having 

8 

9 electricity. 

customers sacrifice the comfort and convenience they enjoy froin their use of 

10 Q. HOW DOES THE COMPANY PROPOSE TO BE COMPENSATED FOR 

1 1  ENERGY EFFICIENCY RESIJLTS UNDER SAVE-A-WATT? 

12 A. 

13 

14 

TJnder the save-a-watt approach, Duke Energy Kentucky, not its customers, will 

bear the risk of achieving the energy and capacity savings. lJnlilte the current cost 

recovery model under Rider DSMR, the Company will not be compensated under 

15 Rider SAW for expenses associated with programs that do not generate verified 

16 energy and capacity savings. Rider SAW does not provide for explicit recovery of 

17 the Company’s program costs. 

18 To compensate and encourage the Company to become a leader in 

19 

20 

producing capacity and energy by “saving watts,” Duke Energy Kentucky requests 

that it be compensated on a percentage of the Company’s avoided costs. For 

21 

22 

23 

energy conservation programs, Duke Energy Kentucky proposes to be paid 50% 

of the net present value (“NPV”) of the avoided costs of energy and capacity over 

the life of the measure. For demand response programs, Dulte Energy Kentucky 
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proposes to be paid 75% of the avoided cost of capacity for that year. Further, the 

Company proposes that it be made whole for lost revenues associated with energy 

conservation programs for a period of three years following program 

implementation in each vintage year. The Company also faces the risk of not 

recovering its program costs if it fails to achieve the targeted energy efficiency 

impacts set forth in its Energy Efficiency Plan. In other words, under the save-a- 

watt approach customers will not pay for energy savings that the Company does 

not achieve. From this revenue stream, the Company will pay for all marketing, 

administration, program incentives, and measurement and verification (“M&V”) 

costs. 

Q. DOES THE COMPANY PROPOSE TO CAP ITS EARNINGS ON 

EFFICIENCY PROGRAMS? 

Yes. The earnings cap is determined by comparing the actual four year total 

avoided cost savings associated with the actual kW and kWh savings with the 

targeted four year total avoided cost savings to calculate the percentage of targeted 

A. 

savings achieved. The percentage of savings achieved is determined by dividing 

the actual avoided energy and capacity costs at the end of the four year period by 

the total forecasted avoided energy and capacity costs over the same time period. 

This ratio determines the after-tax return on investment (“ROY) cap the Company 

will be allowed. If the ratio is equal to or greater than 90%, the Company will be 

allowed to earn up to a 15% ROI. Between 89% and 80%, the Company can earn 

up to a 12% ROI. Retween 79% and 60%, the Company can earn up to a 9% ROI 

Below 60%, the Company can earn up to a 5% ROI. 
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The next step is to calculate the earnings cap by multiplying the program 

costs (which include all incentives, administrative costs, M&V expenses, 

inarltetiiig and advertising, capital costs, and other program-related expenses) by 

the allowed ROI, as determined above. The earnings cap is then compared to tlie 

net income derived from the energy efficiency programs over the four year term 

after iiicluding any impacts from the true-up process following the final year of 

the program. If the net income exceeds the earnings cap, customers will receive a 

full refund of the amount by calculating tlie net difference grossed up for taxes to 

a revenue requirement. If the net income is less than the earnings cap, no 

adjustment is necessary. 

Additional details regarding the calculation of the true-up process, 

earnings cap, and the comparison to net income derived over the four year 

program are described in Company Witness Smith’s testimony. 

IS THERE A MINIMIJM LEVEL OF REVENIJE FROM ENERGY 

EFFICIENCY PROGRAMS THAT THE COMPANY IS GUARANTEED 

TO EARN? 

No, the Company is not guaranteed to earn a ininiinum level of revenue fioin 

efficiency programs. Earned revenue is a function of the level of avoided costs 

achieved and the allowed ROI. 

HOW WILL THE COMPANY TRIJE-UP LOST MARGINS? 

At the end of the four year period, the Company will calculate the difference 

between the aiiiount of lost niargiiis collected during the four year period, and the 
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amount of lost margins that should have been collected. This difference will be 

credited or charged back to customers in the fifth year. 

WILL THE COMPANY CALCULATE INTEREST EXPENSE ON LOST 

MARGINS OR PROGRAM REVENIJES THAT WERE UNDER- OR 

OVER-COLLECTED DIJRING THE TIME PERIOD? 

No. Any differences that were over or under-collected will be determined without 

calculating the interest expenses on the balances. 

HOW WILL THE COSTS OF THE COMPANY’S ENERGY EFFICIENCY 

PROGRAMS BE ALLOCATED BETWEEN CUSTOMER CLASSES? 

As stated in Duke Energy Kentucky Witness Smith’s testimony, the Company has 

proposed that residential customers pay for programs available to residential 

customers and non-residential customers pay for programs available to non- 

residential customers. Eligible customers described later in my testimony will be 

permitted to opt out of the Company‘s energy efficiency program portfolio. 

WHAT ARE THE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN SAVE-A-WATT AND 

OTHER REGULATORY MODEIS FOR ENERGY EFFICIENCY? 

Duke Energy Kentucky currently receives a small shared savings financial 

iiicentive for its energy efficiency programs, and the save-a-watt model is simply 

an enhanced financial incentive model. The Overland Consulting report, prepared 

for the Commission, acltnowledged this point, ‘‘Duke Energy has developed the 

‘Save a Watt’ prograin that establishes incentives through an 
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extension of the shared savings approach.”2 

The single biggest difference between save-a-watt and other regulatory 

models for energy efficiency is that the utility only gets paid for the energy 

efficiency results it delivers, i.e., the energy efficiency impacts (kWh and kW) 

realized by customers as verified by an independent party. Customers only pay 

for energy efficiency resources that are delivered. 

Most approaches to energy efficiency pay utilities, or other administrators, 

for their marketing, administration, program incentives, and measurement and 

verification expenses regardless of the energy efficiency impacts they achieve. As 

a result, the risk of not achieving the energy efficiency impacts and the risk of 

achieving them at a higher unit cost than planned are assumed by customers. In 

contrast, the save-a-watt model shifts this burden to the utility. 

Some regulatory approaches have introduced penalties for not meeting 

minimum achievement levels in order to shift risk to the utility. A much simpler 

approach is to pay utilities for energy efficiency impacts realized by customers 

and verified by an independent party. The penalty aspect is built-in because the 

utility does not get paid if customers do not realize the benefits of their 

expenditures on energy efficiency. The external verification and only getting paid 

for results help ensure the utility is producing quality resources that it can depend 

on to meet custoiner demand, even as this demand continues to grow. 

Overland Consulting, Review of lhe Iticentives fbr Energy Independence Act oj2007 Section 50, at 130 
(Case No. 2007-00477) (March 4 , 2 0 0 8 ) .  
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Q. ARE THERE ANY OTHER DIFFERENCES BETWEEN SAVE-A-WATT 

AND OTHER ENERGY EFFICIENCY APPROACHES? 

A. There is one other significant difference. Past experience has shown traditional 

energy efficiency approaches do not provide the needed flexibility to quickly 

adjust product and service offerings, incentives, and marketing focus as customer 

needs, markets, and technologies change. Programs should not be so prescriptive 

that they inhibit the Company’s ability to customize and personalize offers in a 

manlier that customers value if we truly are focused on delivering all cost- 

effective energy efficiency to customers. 

Q. CAN YOTJ ELABORATE ON THE FLEXIRIL,ITY YOU JUST 

DESCRIBED? 

A. Yes. IJnder the save-a-watt approach, Duke Energy Kentucky proposes to be able 

to make program changes and reallocate resources among programs over the lives 

of the programs to optimize results for both customers and the Company. All 

programs will continue to be filed and approved by the Commission; however, 

participation and spending levels by program will not be unduly restricted by pre- 

established limits. This flexibility is crucial to the success of the Company’s 

energy efficiency efforts, particularly given the innovative nature of the effort and 

the need to make timely and responsive changes as the Company gains experience 

working with customers in emerging energy efficiency marlcets. The Company 

believes flexibility to modi@ programs’ costs, customers targeted, incentives, and 

impacts will promote the achievement of the highest level of energy efficiency at 

the lowest possible cost. Such flexibility will allow the Company to maximize 
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of program funding; and will help the Company pursue impacts at tlie lowest 

possible cost. 

Duke Energy Kentuclty will file for approval the maximum incentives that 

may be offered under each of its proposed programs. Should the Company seek 

to change these maximums, it agrees that Commission approval is needed; 

however, any variations below the maximum level should not require approval. 

Instead, the Company believes that such variances might be in custoiners’ best 

interests and should not require fbrther regulatory review. For example, if 

customer demand suddenly increased for T5 light fixtures because a large national 

retail chain makes a global commitment to the techiology, Duke Energy Kentuclty 

believes it should be permitted to reduce its customer incentive and shift much of 

the money it had earrnarlted for such a promotion to another program that does not 

enjoy similar support. Such flexibility allows the Company to shift funding 

among programs as tlie market dictates in order to derive the highest benefit while 

reducing unnecessary costs . 

Q. DOES THE COMPANY PROPOSE TO LJMIT ITS PROGRAM 

FLEXIBILITY IN ANY WAY IJNDER SAVE-A-WATT? 

A. Yes, tlie Company proposes that Commission approval be obtained prior to 

adding or removing any programs from Duke Energy Kentucky’s approved 

portfolio of products and services. Dulte Energy Kentucky believes this limitation 

protects customers while still allowing the Company to maximize cost-effective 

energy efficiency impacts at the lowest possible cost. 
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HAS DUKlT ENERGY RECEIVED ANY NATIONAL RIECOGNITION OR 

SIJPPORT FOR ITS SAVE-A-WATT PROPOSAL? 

Yes. On January 9, 2008, Duke Energy received the prestigious Advocacy 

Excellence Award from the Edison Electric Institute (“EEI”) for its save-a-watt 

energy efficiency program. EEI President, Tom Kuhn, stated, “Dulte Energy has 

brought stalteholders together to find new approaches that can bring results.” 

Attached to my testimony as Attachment TES-I is a copy of the news release 

Duke Energy issued to announce its receipt of the EEI award. 

In addition, on February 4, 2008, Duke Energy reached a National 

Agreement with the Alliance to Save Energy, the American Council for Energy 

Efficient Economy, and the Energy Future Coalition to endorse the save-a-watt 

inodel (the “Agreement”). As pal? of this Agreement, the Duke Energy agreed to 

new, more aggressive energy efficieiicy targets of at least 1% of 2009 sales by 

201 5 upon state regulatory approval of the save-a-watt approach. Specifically, 

Duke Energy agreed to an overall electricity savings target in each service territory 

of at least 1% of 2009 retail electricity sales, beginning in 2015, annually adding 

another 1% each year after 2015, and with savings between 2009 and 2014 

ramping up to the 1% annual level. This target is subject to the availability of 

cost-effective energy efficiency prograins to achieve the target. 

IS DUKE ENERGY’S SAVE-A-WATT MODEL CONSISENT WITH 

RESOL’IJTIONS ADOPTED BY THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF 

REGULATORY IJTILJTY COMMISSIONS (“NARIJC”)? 
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A. Yes. On August 2, 2006, NART-IC adopted a resolution supporting the National 

Action Plan on Energy Efficiency. On July 23, 2008, NARUC adopted a 

resolution encouraging state utility commissions to consider the recommendations 

of the Second Joint Statement of the American Gas Association and the Natural 

Resources Defense Council, which also has been endorsed by the Alliance to Save 

Energy and the American Council for Energy Efficient Economy. These policy 

resolutions recognize the need (i) to remove disincentives to utilities to pursue 

energy efficiency, and (ii) to expand the use of financial incentives for energy 

efficiency so that energy efficiency programs will be more widely promoted by 

utilities. 

111. VALUE CREATION 

Q. HOW DOES SAVE-A-WATT CREATE VALIJE FOR CIJSTOMERS? 

A. In order to realize strong gains in  energy efficiency program participation, Duke 

Energy Kentucky believes it must focus on providing value to customers. 

Continuing to develop and deliver energy efficiency programs as the Company 

has done in the past likely will result in future energy efficiency program 

participation and watts saved that are far below the potential savings that can be 

achieved. The objective of the save-a-watt approach is to create value for 

customers and an improved incentive for the utility to achieve all cost-effective 

energy efficiency. 

The save-a-watt concept of getting paid based solely on results delivered 

encourages utilities to create real value for customers and to be rewarded for the 

value delivered. It requires a deep understanding of customers’ needs and price 
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sensitivity to deliver energy efficiency programs that customers will value3 

Because the utility is paid based on verified watts saved, the save-a-watt 

regulatory inodel provides the necessary incentive to the utility to produce quality 

energy efficiency programs that can be incorporated as a reliable resource in the 

utility’s Integrated Resource Plan (“IRP”). 

However, the Company believes certain types of traditional programs are 

not reliable enough to be considered in the IRP. For example, a residential 

campaign encouraging customers to turn back a therinostat communicates an easy 

way for customers to conserve energy, but is not a customer action the Company 

can plan 011. For this reason, the Company’s Energy Efficiency Plan does not 

include these types of programs as delivering results for which the Company 

would be compensated; however, the Company will continue to provide certain 

forms of customer education to raise awareness and as a means to obtain better 

customer information. Lhniting the incentives Duke Energy Kentucky receives to 

measurable and verifiable results will drive it to go beyond customer awareness to 

develop offers that custoiners value enough to take action and drive higher 

participation in programs that do produce such verified results. 

ARE UTILITIES UNIQUELY POSITIONED TO PURSUE AND ACHIEVE 

ENERGY EFFICIENCY? 

Yes.  Duke Energy Kentucky believes utilities have the expertise, infrastructure, 

and customer relationships to be leaders in delivering cost-effective energy 

The requirement to develop a keen understanding of customer behavior and preferences will make 
marketing, i e., customer research and analysis, a more significant cost for the Company under the save-a- 
watt approach. 
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1 efficiency. Further, as I stated earlier, customers see energy efficiency as an 

important part of the services provided by Duke Energy Kentucky and expect the 2 

Company to take the lead in providing this service. 3 

IV. DEVELOPMENT OF DUKE ENERGY KENTUCKY’S ENERGY 
EFFICIENCY PORTFOLIO 

4 
5 
6 
7 Q- PLEASE DESCRIBE THE PROCESS BY WHICH THE COMPANY 

8 DEVELOPED ITS ENERGY EFFICIENCY PROGRAMS. 

9 A. The Company followed a set process to determine which programs to include in 

its portfolio. First, Duke Energy Kentucky compiled a list of energy efficiency 10 

1 1  programs already offered and tested by the Company aiid its affiliate utility 

operating companies. Second, through further research and analysis the Company 

refined these ideas, applying multiple cost-effectiveness analyses to evaluate all 

12 

13 

current or proposed programs. Programs deemed cost-effective were incorporated 14 

into a master list of program ideas. Duke Energy Kentucky intends to pursue all 15 

16 cost-effective energy efficiency programs and accordingly will file new programs 

17 as concepts aiid approaches are developed arid tested. 

The Company also consulted with its Residential Collaborative and 

Commercial and Industrial Collaborative (collectively, the “Collaborative”) to 

obtain feedback on proposed new programs, as well as to solicit new program 

18 

19 

20 

21 ideas. As a result of these discussions, the Company included two new programs 

in its Energy Efficiency Plan, the Home Performance program aiid the Reach and 22 

23 Teach Energy Conservation program. The Collaborative includes a diverse group 

of customers, state agencies, environmental groups, and other stakeholders. 

Participants in the Collaborative include: the Booiie County Fiscal Court, the 

24 

25 
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1 Kentucky Attorney General’s Office, People Working Cooperatively, the 

2 Kentucky CJover1~~’s Office of Energy Policy, the Kentucky NEED Project, the 

3 Northern Kentucky Chamber of Commerce, Northern Kentucky IJniversity/Small 

4 Business Development, and the Northern Kentucky Community Action 

5 Commission. Duke Energy Kentucky believes the input of Collaborative 

6 

7 efficiency programming efforts. 

8 V. PROPOSED ENERGY EFFICIENCY PROGRAMS 

9 Q. PLEASE GENERAL,L,Y DESCRIBE THE PORTFOLIO OF ENERGY 

10 EFFICENCY PROGRAMS DUKE ENERGY KENTUCKY IS 

11 PROPOSING. 

12 A. 

members will be very impoi-taiit to the success of the Company’s future energy 

The Company’s proposed portfolio includes a variety of cost-effective energy 

13 

14 

efficiency programs that assist customers in saving energy and managing their 

bills. The programs, as more fully described in Attachment TES-2, also provide 

15 

16 

customers with the opportunity to lower their environmental footprint through 

direct participation in energy efficiency. The Duke Energy Kentucky proposed 

17 

18 response programs: 

19 RESIDENTIAL CUSTOMER PROGRAMS 

program portfolio includes the following mix of energy conservation and derriand- 

20 e Residential Energy Assessments 

21 e Smart saver‘ for Residential Customers 

22 e Home Performance 

23 e Kentucky Reach and Teach Energy Coiiservation 
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0 

0 

0 Power Manager 

Low Income Services (including Home Energy Assistance Program) 

Energy Efficiency Education Program for Schools 

NON-RESIDENTIAL, CIJSTOMER PROGRAMS 

0 Non-Residential Energy Assessments 

0 

0 Powershare‘ 

RESEARCH PILOT PROGRAMS 

0 Efficiency Savings Plan 

ARE ANY O F  THE PROGRAMS BEING PROPOSED BY THE 

Smart $aver@ for Non-Residential Customers 

COMPANY AS PART OF ITS ENERGY EFFICENCY PLAN 

CURRENTLY BEING OFFERED BY DUKE ENERGY KENTUCKY 

UNDER RIDER DSMR? 

Yes. Duke Energy Kentucky’s proposed portfolio of programs combines the best 

of our existing programs with many new energy efficiency measures. As part of 

its Energy Efficicncy Plan, Duke Energy I<cntucky proposes to offer to custoiners 

two new residential programs and over forty new energy efficiency measures in its 

Smart $aver@ for Non-Residential Customers program. 

WILL ANY OF DIJKE ENERGY KENTIJCKY’S PROPOSED 

PROGRAMS ALSO BE MADE AVAILABLE T O  THE COMPANY’S GAS 

CIJSTOMERS? 

Yes, Duke Energy Kentucky is proposing to continue to offer certain energy 

efficiency measures to both its electric and gas customers and to allocate the 
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revenues associated with these programs (including lost margin revenues) 

between the Company’s residential gas and electric customers based on the 

percentage of total customers that each customer group represents. The affected 

energy efficieiicy measures that also can have gas impacts are Home Energy 

House Call, Personalized Energy Report, the Duke Energy Kentucky website tool, 

Kentucky Reach and Teach Conservation, Home Performance Plus, Low Income 

Weatherization, Reach and Teach Energy Conservation, and Home Performance 

WHAT IS THE HOME ENERGY ASSISTANCE PROGRAM (“HE,”) 

RECENTLY APPROVED BY THE COMMISSION IN CASE NO. 2008- 

0010 AND HOW DOES DUKE ENERGY KENTUCKY PROPOSE TO 

DEAL WITH IT UNDER RIDER SAW? 

The HEA program assists low income customers with paying their energy bills. 

To qualify, customers must have annual incomes at or below 150% of the federal 

poverty level. The HEA program is administered by the Northern Kentucky 

Coinrniinity Action Commission and is f h d e d  by a $0.10 monthly charge per 

residential customer meter through the Company’s existing DSMR rider. This 

charge has been approved through September 201 1 ,  The Company proposes to 

continue to apply the $0.10 charge to residential customer bills under Rider SAW. 

VI. CHALLENGES TO ACHIEVING ENERGY EFFICIENCY 

WHAT ARE THE CHALLENGES THAT HAVE LIMITED ADOPTION 

OF ADDITIONAL, ENERGY EFFICIENCY PROGRAMS IJNDER THE 

CIIJRRENT REGULATORY MODEL? 
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Many reports indicate that it should be cost-effective for customers to aggressively 

pursue energy efficiency on their own, but this is not happening as expected. In 

an effort to address these challenges, Duke Energy conducted customer research 

in several of the states in which it serves retail customers, including Kentucky, to 

determine why our customers were not taking advantage of existing energy 

efficiency opportunities. Our research identified the following impediments: 

e Most Customers do not have the data, time, or desire to evaluate efficiency 

options. A customer quote from one of our focus groups summarizes this 

position, “Energy works for me, I don’t work for energy.” Lifestyle and 

competitive issues typically take priority over customers’ considerations to 

conserve electricity. Instead, many customers believe they already have 

adopted simple, responsible behaviors, and they perceive energy efficiency 

alternatives as higher-priced, complicated, or unwelcome interferences 

with their lifestyle or business. 

Many customers lack the capital to invest in energy efficiency. This leads 

to decisions based on a lower initial capital cost or prolonging a 

replacement decision as long as possible. 

Research shows most customers are not aware of the positive impact their 

individual behaviors can have on the welfare of others on such issues as 

climate change or national energy independence. There are signs of an 

emerging social consciousness with regard to energy, but few customers 

currently are willing to pay more to participate. 

0 

9 
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These challenges limit customer participation in energy efficiency programs, 

regardless of who develops, markets, or administers the programs. If we are to 

achieve widespread adoption of all cost-effective energy efficiency, these 

challenges must be addressed. 

DID THE COMPANY’S RESEARCH IDENTIFY ANY OPPORT‘CJNITIES 

TO OVERCOME THESE CHALLENGES? 

Yes. Customers in our focus groups voiced a willingness to act when there is 

clear leadership and a compelling value proposition for them. We have identified 

the following customer prerequisites for participation: 

0 

0 Minimal up-front investment; 

0 

0 

Productivity andlor lifestyle cannot be comproniised; 

Quick and material pay-off; and 

Problem-fi-ee solution that is siinple to understand, easy to act upon, 

convenient - one step solution, and can be fulfilled iininediately 

Customers also viewed energy efficiency as an important aspect of their 

relationship with Dulte Energy I<entucky. l‘hcy citcd nukc Energy Kentucky as a 

trusted partner and advisor for electricity-related advice and programs. This 

finding is consistent with national customer satisfaction benchmark studies 

conducted by J. D. Power and Associates (“J. D. Power”) for the utility industry. 

J. D. Power’s research suggests that having the ability to better manage energy 

costs is an important attribute of customer satisfaction. In fact, energy efficiency 

efforts impact almost a third of the Company’s overall residential customer 
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satisfaction results, demonstrating the importance customers place on it relative to 

their utility relationship. 

VII. DEVELOPMENT OF FUTURE PROGRAMS 

WHAT IS THE COMPANY’S APPROACH TO DEVELOPING 

INNOVATIVE ENERGY EFFICIENCY PROGRAMS? 

As a service business, the Company must invest to develop a deeper 

understanding of cListoiners and their perception of value from energy efficiency. 

The Company already has begun extensive customer research with some 

interesting findings to help guide program development, as described above. We 

expect the Collaborative process, as well as the Market Potential Study we have 

commissioned, to provide us with very valuable information regarding new 

program ideas. 

Duke Energy Kentucky believes that in  order to deliver greater value to 

customers, the Company must take a services business approach to delivering 

energy efficiency that is focused on providing products and services that 

custoiners want. Initial customer research clearly demonstrates that the Company 

will need to provide iniiovative programs in order to satisfy customer prerequisites 

for participating in energy efficiency. Duke Energy Kentucky proposes a three- 

phased approach to the development of innovative programs with much broader 

scale and reach than exists today. 

The first phase is to expand the existing programs with new energy 

efficiency equipment incentives and channel partners to maintain the programs’ 

initial success. The existing Smart $aver’ programs provide an uinbrella for 
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equipment incentives that are cost-effective and must be managed actively to 

remain successful. For example, incandescent light bulbs effectively have been 

banned after 2012 as a result of new efficiency standards passed in the Energy 

Independence and Security Act of 2007. As a result, compact fluorescent light 

bulbs (“CFL,s”) soon will be excluded from our Smart $aver@ program. Thus, in  

order just to maintain Duke Energy IGmtucky’s current savings level, new 

equipment must be introduced to replace the CFL measure. Our development 

team already is working with manufacturers and retailers on ways to introduce 

cost-effective LED lighting options. 

The second phase is focused on comprehensive customer solutions 

A list of programs currently being targeted to specific customer seginents. 

considered or in the preliminary stages of development are: 

e Custom Smart $aver@ Offers for Vertical Markets. Duke Energy has a 

specific focus on the K-12 vertical market in Kentucky today. The intent 

is to redefine our non-residential Smart $aver@ program to enable 

incentives for ciistorn solutions that are particular to certain type of 

business. These custom incentives would be combined with prescriptive 

measures to create a pre-defined solution targeted at vertical markets (data 

centers, national chains, healthcare, universities, and government 

buildings). Development focus points include integrated energy 

management systems to monitor and control major energy uses and 

aggregation of multiple facilities. Partnerships with customers and 
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industry groups like the EPA, DOE, Real Estate Roundtable, and IJS 

Green Building Council will be key to the success of these programs. 

New Construction. Duke Energy Kentucky plans to work with local 

residential builders to develop Energy Star“ option packages and 

promotions and to take full advantage of federal and state tax incentives. 

In the cominercial area, the Company is looking to partner to co-develop 

new prograins that include renewables like zero energy buildings. Asset 

ownership and financing are key components of this offer. 

The third phase will focus on capabilities enabled by emerging sinart grid 

technology. Smart grid technology iiivolves interval meter reading and two-way 

customer cominunicatioii capabilities that enable the developinent of new 

products and services to achieve additional energy efficiency savings. The ability 

to leverage these capabilities and install equipment on the customer’s side of the 

meter to inonitor and control individual devices will provide an additional 

opportunity for innovation. The costs associated with new meters and sinart grid 

distribution and transmission modernization would not be costs of the save-a-watt 

program. Today, most of the sinart grid-enabled products and services are in the 

0 

concept stage and could tale several years to develop fully. A few of these 

concepts include: 

P Home & Away. One idea is to enable enhanced energy management of a 

home or facility automatically based on occupancy. A simple concept 

called “home and away” can be applied to every temperature controlled 

zone in a facility with software routines (algorithms) to optimize 
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efficiency within the boundaries of comfort, convenience, and productivity 

set by the customer. 

P Prices to Devices. Another concept is to enable intelligent devices to 

respond directly to the price signals. A simple example would be an 

intelligent refrigerator that figures out the best time to defrost to minimize 

a custoiner’s cost and help optimize the utility system based on price 

signals. 

> Integrated Energy Management Systems. The two examples above will 

be part of a horne energy management system that is operated in a 

partnership between customers and the utility. In addition, 

exploring sinart grid applications like mesh networks for multiple 

metered campus-like settings to enable facility managers more finite 

monitoring and control of major energy uses will serve non-residential 

customers. 

It is with prograins enabled by new and emerging technologies that the Company 

believes the increased incentive potential and payment-on-results model under the 

save-a-watt approach will prove itself to be a superior cost recovery model for 

energy efficiency. Along with greater upside earnings opportunity under the save- 

a-watt approach comes a greater opportunity for Duke Energy Kentucky to assume 

risks associated with researching, developing, and deploying new program 

offerings. There is clearly risk under the save-a-watt model - the Company must 

deliver prograins that custoiners valuc in order to achieve results and be 

compensated. Customers will only participate in energy efficiency prograins if 
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Plan creates a wildwin if the Company can deliver results. 

VIII. INDUSTRIAL CUSTOMER OPT OUT 

WHO WILL BE ELIGIBLJE TO OPT OUT OF THE COMPANY’S 

ENERGY EFFICIENCY PLAN? 

As set forth in KRS 278.285(3), only industrial custoiners of Duke Energy 

Kentucky will be eligible to opt out of the Company’s Energy Efficiency Plan. On 

July 1, 2008, the Commission adopted in Administrative Case No. 2007-00477 

the recomrnendatioiis of Overland Consulting in a report titled, “Electric Utility 

Regulation and Energy Policy in Kentucky, A Report to the Kentucky General 

Assembly Prepared Pursuant to Section SO of the 2007 Energy Act” (the 

“Report”). Recoininendation No. 5 on page 27 of the Report states as follows: 

Rules governing industrial customer exclusion from DSM program 
participation should be clarified, standardized, and uniformly 
applied. It is important that customers who seek to opt-out of the 
DSM program make a showing of their own energy efficiency 
efforts, before they are allowed an exemption from the DSM 
surcharge and related programs. 

In recognition of this recommendation, Duke Energy Kentucky proposes that 

industrial custoiners may opt out of the energy conservation (1tWli) portion of the 

Company’s Rider SAW if the following condition is met: 

The customer certifies or attests to the Commission that, as to each facility 

for which the customer seeks to opt out, within the last three years it has 

performed or had performed an energy audit or analysis and has 

implemented or has plans for implementing the cost-effective measures 

identified for installation in that audit or analysis. 
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Q. HOW DOES DUKE ENERGY KENTUCKY PROPOSE TO HANDLE 

CUSTOMERS THAT ELECT TO OPT OUT OF ITS ENERGY 

EFFICIENCY PROGRAMS? 

A. If an iiidustrial customer qualifies to opt out of the energy conservation portion of 

the Company’s Rider SAW, the customer may choose to opt out for select 

accountsAocations or all accounts, at its sole election. However, the custoiner 

cannot opt out of iiidividual programs. The choice to opt out applies to the 

Company’s entire portfolio of energy Conservation programs, which comprises the 

energy conservation portion of Rider SAW. 

Q. DOES THE COMPANY’S PLAN ENCOURAGE ITS INDIJSTRIAL 

CUSTOMERS TO PARTICIPATE IN ITS ENERGY EFFICIENCY 

OFFERINGS DESPITE THE OPPORTUNITY TO OPT OUT? 

Yes. Although we believe all customers benefit from all energy efficiency 

programs, we also recognize that some of our industrial customers have 

A. 

undertalten significant energy conservation initiatives on their own in an effort to 

reduce their cost of cncrgy. Yct, our experience suggests that most of these 

customers have a ruiming list of energy efficiency projects that would be 

enhanced through participation in the Company‘s programs, providing a net 

benefit to the participating customer. Duke Energy Kentucky’s efficiency 

programs can address some of the historical barriers to participation, such as 

longer than acceptable pay-back periods and the lack of understanding regarding 

the size and number of energy savings opportunities that are available. We realize 

these opportunities must be evaluated on an individual customer account basis. 
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Finally, energy efficiency results, whether from conservatioii programs or demand 

response initiatives, benefit all customers. 1Jnder our Energy Efficiency Plan, 

measurable and verifiable energy and demand savings will be included as an 

increasing component of our IRP, which will lead to greater energy independence 

and sustainability. This benefits all customers. 

IX. CONCLUSION 

IN YOIJR OPINION, IS DUKE ENERGY KENTUCKY’S PROPOSED 

ENERGY EFFICIENCY PLAN IN THE PUBLIC INTEREST? 

Yes. The Company believes that its save-a-watt approach to utility-sponsored 

energy efficiency is needed to stimulate investment and innovation in energy 

efficiency products and services, on the one hand, and widespread customer 

participation, on the other. The current regulatory model of program cost and 

“lost revenue” recovery with a small iiicentive simply is not sufficient to 

encourage significant investments in energy efficiency technology, products, and 

services. These investments will be crucial to the Company’s ability to achieve 

the objectives set forth in House Rill 1. Duke Energy Kentucky believes its save- 

a-watt approach can attract the necessary investment and ingenuity to place us on 

a path toward a more sustainable and secure energy future, which is undoubtedly 

in the public interest. Simply put, the Company’s Energy Efficiency Plan benefits 

customers, the environment, and tlie Company. 

WERE ATTACHMENTS TES-1 AND TES-2 PREPARED BY YOIJ OR 

ILJNDER YOUR SIJPERVISION? 

Yes. 

THEODORE E. SCHULTZ DIRECT 
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1 Q. DOES THIS CONCLUDE YOUR PRE-FILED DIRECT TESTIMONY? 

2 A. Yes,itdoes. 
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VERIFICATION 

STATE OF NORTH CAROLINA 1 

COUNTY OF MECKLENBURG 1 
) ss: 

The undersigned, Theodore E. Schultz, being duly sworn, deposes and says that he 

has personal knowledge of the matters set forth in the foregoing testimoiiy, and that the 

answers contained therein are true and correct to the best of his knowledge, information, and 

belief. 

---&&m- c SAL+/ 
Theodore E. Schultz, Affiant 

Subscribed and sworn to before me by Theodore E. Schultz on this ab day of 
&CL 2008. 

NOTARY PUBLIC 
IREDELL COUNTY 
NORTH CAROLINA 

My Cornmission Expires: \ 2 - \?- \ 

THEODORE E. SCHULTZ DIRECT 
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NEWS RELEASE 

Duke Energy Corporation 
P O  Box 1009 
Charlotte, NC 2820 1-7009 

Duke Energy Andy Thompson 
CONTACT: 
Phone: 704-382-8336 
24-Hour: 704-382-8333 

Edison Electric Jim Owen 
Institute 
CONTACT 
Phone: 202-508-5659 

Duke Energy Receives Advocacy Excellence Award 

CHARLOTTE, N.C. - Duke Energy today received the prestigious Advocacy Excellence 

Award from the Edison Electric Institute. 

Duke Energy Chairman, President and CEO James E. Rogers accepted the award in 

recognition of the company’s comprehensive advocacy program to promote energy 

efficiency with customers and employees, and at the federal, state and local levels. 

A departure from current regulatory approaches, Duke Energy’s efficiency model rewards 

the company only for energy efficiency results. Customers who actively participate in the 

programs would reduce their power bills - enough to more than offset program costs. 

Duke Energy has energy efficiency plans pending for regulatory review in North Carolina, 

South Carolina and Indiana, and expects to make similar filings this year in Ohio and 

Kentucky. 

“Saving energy should be as much a part of a utility’s mission as generating and delivering 

electricity,’’ said Rogers. “In developing a new approach to energy efficiency, 

- more - 

www. duke-energy. corn 
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we sought input from key stakeholders through a collaborative process that included 

statewide energy efficiency summits. Our collaboratives included customers, community 

leaders and environmental groups.” 

EEI President ‘Tom Kuhn added: “Utilities cannot expect to dramatically grow energy 

efficiency programs unless there is a fundamentally different approach, and Duke Energy 

has brought stakeholders together to find new approaches that can bring results. I want to 

congratulate Duke Energy for winning this year’s Advocacy Excellence Award.” 

EEI is the association of U.S. shareholder-owned electric companies with membership 

representing 70 percent of the electric power industry. The Advocacy Excellence Award 

program recognizes member companies that actively pursue public policy advocacy 

efforts. 

Duke Energy 

Duke Energy, one of the largest electric power companies in the United States, supplies 

and delivers energy to approximately 4 million U.S. customers. The company has nearly 

37,000 megawatts of electric generating capacity in the Midwest and the Carolinas, and 

natural gas distribution services in Ohio and Kentucky. In addition, Duke Energy has more 

than 4,000 megawatts of electric generation in Latin America, and is a joint-venture partner 

in a U.S. real estate company. 

Headquartered in Charlotte, N.C., Duke Energy is a Fortune 500 company traded on the 

New York Stock Exchange under the symbol DUK. More information about the company is 

available on the Internet at: www.duke-enerqv.com_. 

### 
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PROGRAM DESCRIPTIONS 

Residential Energy Assessments 

Program: Tliis program will assist residential customers in assessing their energy usage 
and will provide recommendations for more efficient use of energy in their homes. The 
program also will help identify those customers wlio could benefit most by investing in 
new energy efficiency measures, undertalting more energy efficient practices, and 
pailicipating in Duke Energy Kentucky programs. The program is available to owner- 
occupied single family residences receiving concurrent service from the Company. The 
assessment is free to the consumer. Participants receive either an energy efficiency kit or 
a six-pack of compact fluorescent light bulbs (‘‘CFLS~’) at the time of the audit to begin 
their energy savings immediately. 

The types of available energy assessments and energy efficiency products are as follows: 

Mail-in Analysis. The customer provides information about his home, number of 
occupants, equipment, and energy usage on a mailed energy profile survey, from 
which Duke Energy Kentucky will perform an energy use analysis and provide a 
Personalized Home Energy Report including specific energy saving 
recommendations. 

Online Analysis. The customer provides inforniation about his home, number of 
occupants, energy usage, and equipment through an online energy profile survey. 
Dulte Eiiergy Kentucky will provide an Online Home Energy Audit including specific 
energy saving recommendations. 

On-site Audit and Analysis. Duke Energy Kentucky will perform one on-site 
assessment of an owner-occupied home and its energy efficiency-related features 
during the life of this program. 

Smart $aver@ for Residential Customers 

Program: The Sniart $aver@ Program will provide incentives to residential customers 
who purchase energy efficient equipment. 

The program has two components - CFL,s and high-efficiency WVAC equipment 

Residential CFL Incentive Program 
Tliis program will provide market incentives to customers and market support to 
retailers to promote use of CFLs. Special incentives to buyers and in-store support 
will increase demand for the products, spur store participation, and increase 
availability of CFLs to customers. Part of this program is to educate customers on the 
advantages (functionality and savings) of CFLs so that they will continue to purchase 
these bulbs in the future when no direct incentive is available. All Duke Energy 
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ICentucky residential customers in the Company’s service area are eligible to 
participate in the program. This program will utilize new distribution methodologies 
and chaiinel partners at the local, regional, and national level to significantly increase 
customer adoption of CFLs compared to traditional CFL incentive programs. 

Residential Smart $aver@ Air Conditioners and Heat Pumps Incentive Program 
This program will provide incentives to customers, builders, and heating contractors 
(heating, ventilation, and air-conditioning (“HVAC”) dealers) to promote the use of 
liigh-efficiency air conditioners and heat pumps with electronically commutated fan 
motors. The program is designed to increase the efficiency of HVAC systems in new 
or existing owner-occupied residences, condominiums, or mobile homes. This 
program will utilize new partnerships with builders, property managers, and HVAC 
dealers to ensure customers receive incentives as they are making tlie purchasing 
decision for new or replacement I-WAC equipment. Furthermore, tlie Company will 
utilize new marlteting tecliniques to understand when and where customers are likely 
to purchase HVAC equipment, targeting these buying opportunities with specific 
incentives. Also, the Company will seek to ensure higher efficiency equipment is 
adopted in both the new construction and retrofit marltets. 

Home Performance 

Program: Home Performance is an energy efficiency program for existing houses that 
uses building science to deliver a whole house solution. The program provides a more 
comprehensive oiisite assessment of tlie residence by using diagnostic tools like a blower 
door, infrared camera and duct leakage tests. The prograin begins with a whole-house 
energy assessment, audit report and upgrade recommendations from a qualified energy 
assessor. The consumer receives a report of tlie findings which includes a summary of 
the home’s baseline performance, problem areas and recommendations for 
iinprovei-nents. The report will also contain the estimated cost of tlie improvements, 
incentive amounts, payment options and custoiner payback analysis. 

To assist tlie homeowner in following through with the installations, the program 
includes a skilled contractor network to perform tlie renovations and optional financing to 
male  the investment more affordable for tlie homeowner. To maintain a high level of 
trust with homeowners, a test of tlie home after project completion documents the home’s 
improved performance and its operational safety. 

Low Income Services (including Home Energy Assistance Program) 

Program: The purpose of this program is to assist low income residential customers 
reduce energy usage though energy efficiency kits or through assistance in the cost of 
equipment or weatherization measures. 
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Weatherization and equipment assistance are available to individually metered, single- 
family, owner-occupied, residences, condominiums, or mobile homes served by Duke 
Energy Kentucky. Applicable household income is no more than 150% of the federal 
poverty level. Law income customers who fail to qualify based on income level still may 
be eligible to receive an energy efficiency ltit through participating assistance agencies. 

For weatherization and equipment assistance, a home energy audit will be performed. 
Funds are available for weatherization measures and/or refrigerator replacement with an 
ENERGY STAR@ appliance and/or heating system replacement with a 14 or greater 
SEER heat pump. 

The Company intends to utilize a third party to implement additional weatherization 
products, assist in project management and delivery of additional weatherization services 
than previously achieved. 

Home Energy Assistance Program (HEA) 

Program: The Home Energy Assistance Program provides assistance to customers who 
meet an income qualification level of up to 150 percent of the federal poverty level. 
Eligible customers may receive up to $300 per assistance period, which is between July I 
and June 30. The program will be funded by a $0.10 per account per month charge. 
Customers with both gas and electric accounts would pay $0.20 per month. 

The Company will tile annual progress reports with the coininission on November 15, 
which, at a minimum, will detail the number of clients served by the program, the number 
of clieiits unserved because the funds are exhausted, the date that the funds were depleted 
for the 12-month assistance period, the total amounts collected under the program with a 
breakdown between gas and electric accounts, the total amount of disbursements with a 
breakdown between gas and electric accounts, and NKCAC’s actual administrative costs 
associated with the HEA program. 

Reach and Teach Energy Conservation (RTEC) 

Program: RTEC provides energy education to residential low income custoiners. All 
participants will receive energy education and a six pack of compact florescent light 
bulbs (CFL,s). The education will be delivered through one of two channels depending 
upon the customer’s situation: 

A) For those customers receiving State Home Weatherization Assistance Program 
(HWAP) measures the education will occur in the home and the Agency will install the 
CFL’s in the home with the assistance of the homeowner 

B) For those customers attending energy conservation worlcshops delivered by the local 
community action agencies, energy education will be included in the curriculum and each 
participant will receive the CFLs. Worltsliop customers will receive a 60-day follow-up 
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call to answer any additional questions regarding the education and check on the 
installation of the CFLs. 

This program will target residential low income customers where household income is up 
to 150% of the federal income guidelines. The customers will be located within the Duke 
Energy Kentucky Service territory. 

Energy Efficiency Education Program for Schools 

Program: This program will deliver a comprehensive science based, energy efficiency 
curriculum, designed to educate students about varying sources of energy including 
renewable ftiels. The curriculum will be developed in partnership with a leading global 
curriculum development company with over 80 years experience in delivering 
educational materials and programming to IC- 12 schools. Duke Energy sees the 
alignment with this strong education brand leader as a major enhancement enabling the 
program to extend its reach to more schools systems, teachers, students and families 
homes across Kentucky. 

The program integrates the successful elements from the current program while adding 
some new components which will improve the delivery of student education and drive 
higher measure installment rates. The following outlines some of those elements: 

Sustainable, teacher friendly and instructional standard compliant curriculum with 
supplemental energy efficiency materials. 
Interactive activities through a dynamic co-branded, student focused website. 
School audit assignments that will stimulate awareness around energy efficiency 
while helping teachers and principles identify energy savings for their facilities. 
In-home (online or paper) energy audit activities that include informative family 
reports designed to educate parents and their children about conservation. 
Incentives for tcachers, students and their families e.g. Energy Efficiency Starter 
Kits, Educational Classroom Roolts, Sponsored Educational Field Trips, 6 pack of 
Compact Fluorescent light bulbs. 

= 

= 

The Energy Efficiency Education Program will initially target all third (3rd) and fourth 
(4“’) grade students located within the Dulte Energy Kentucky service territory or schools 
that serve students that live within Duke Energy ICentucky’s service territory. The 
program design will extend its’ reach into a minimum of four other grades with starting 
in year two of the program. 

Power Manager 

Program: Power Manager is a residential load control program. Participants receive 
billing credits during the billing months of May through September in exchange for 
allowing Dulte Energy Kentucky the right to cycle their central air conditioning systems 
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and to interrupt the central air conditioning when the Company has capacity needs. The 
program is available to individually metered residential customers. 

Non-Residential Energy Assessments 

Program: Tlie purpose of this program is to assist non-residential customers in assessing 
their energy usage and by providing recommendations for more efficient use of energy. 
Tlie prograin also will help identify those customers who could benefit From other Duke 
Energy Kentucky non-residential energy efficiency programs. The program is available 
to Duke Energy Ikntiiclty served demand metered non-residential customers. The 
customer’s incentive is the subsidized cost of assessment work. Customers also will be 
presented with opportunities to participate in other Company energy efficiency programs 
as a result of the assessments. 

The types of available energy assessments are as follows: 

Online Analysis. The customer provides information about its facility, and Duke 
Energy Kentucky will provide a report including energy saving recommendations. 

Telephone Interview Analysis. Tlie customer provides information to Duke Energy 
Kentucky tlirough a telephone interview afier which hilling data, aiid if available, 
load profile data, will be analyzed. Duke Energy Kentucky will provide a detailed 
energy analysis report with an efficiency assessment along with recommendations for 
energy efficiency improvements. A 12-month usage history may be required to 
perform this analysis. 

On-site Audit and Analysis. For customers who have completed either an Online 
Analysis or a Telephone Interview Analysis, Duke Energy Kentucky will cover SO% 
of the costs of an on-site assessment. Dnlte Energy Kentucky will provide a detailed 
energy analysis report with an efficiency assessment along with recommendations, 
tailored to the customer’s facility and operation, for energy efficiency improvements. 
The Company reserves the right to limit tlie number of off-site assessments for 
customers who have multiple facilities on the Duke Energy Kentucky system. Duke 
Energy Kentucky inay provide additional engineering and analysis, if requested aiid 
the customer agrees to pay the f d l  cost of the additional assessment. 

Smart $aver@ for Non-Residential Customers 

Program: The purpose of this program is to encourage tlie installation of high-efficiency 
equipment in new and existing non-residential establishments. The program will provide 
incentive payments to offset a portion of the higher cost of energy efficient equipment. 
The following types of equipment are eligible for incentives: high-efficiency lighting, 
high-efficiency HVAC equipment, high-efficiency motors, and high-efficiency pumps. 
Customer incentives may be paid for other high-efficiency equipment as determined by 
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the Company to be evaluated on a case-by-case basis. Duke Energy has added an 
additional 40 new measures to the Smart $aver program, expanding the variety of 
efficient technologies a customer could adopt. Duke Energy Kentucky also plans to 
utilize new channels to drive additional adoption of efficiency-related technologies and 
higher customer participation rates. The Company will also paiqner with third parties to 
use technology to deliver incentives to customers and verify customer adoption of 
efficiency equipment in more timely, cost-effective ways. L,astly, the Company’s Smart 
$aver program will include a customized program to provide cash incentives for 
customers who adopt new energy efficiency technologies not previously included in the 
prescriptive incentive list, adding additional flexibility to the Smart $aver program. 

Pow erS h a reo 

Program: PowerShare’ is a non-residential curtailable load program consisting of two 
options, CallOption and QuoteOption. 

CallOption customers receive an incentive payment during tlie summer months for 
providing Duke Energy tlie right to curtail their load for economic events. Customers 
also have the ability to enroll in the QuoteOption program. Duke Energy has the right to 
curtail customer load whenever day-ahead power prices are projected to exceed a pre- 
determined threshold. Customers who do not curtail load during an event pay the actual 
market cost for energy, plus a 10% penalty. 

QuoteOption customers receive incentive payments for actual load reduced during 
events. The QuoteOption program is a voluntary program. Customers are provided 
hourly prices for energy and they have the opportunity to nominate load for reduction 
during events. There are no penalties for not nominating load. Customers access tlie 
prices and nominate load via tlie Dike Energy PowerShare website. QuoteOption is 
enacted when power prices are high, and customers receive incentives for reducing load 
during these times. QuoteOption is a summer only program. 

For both programs, the summer is defined as tlie calendar months of June, July, August, 
and September. 

Efficiency Savings Plan 

Program: The Efficiency Savings Plan (ESP) is a pilot 31d party financing program. This 
program is intended to make financing energy efficiency improvements affordable for 
homeowners and business owners. T Jsing ESP, customers can increase the value, comfort 
and energy efficiency of a home or business with low monthly payments and no upfront 
cost. This can be achieved with on-bill finaiicing on the customer’s Dulte Energy bill. 
The program is designed to bring energy efficiency improvements to a wider range of 
customers though financing than traditional incentive programs. During the pilot, ESP 
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will be available to a limited number of Duke Energy residential and non-residential 
customers based on borrower qualifications and energy efficiency measures installed. 
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I. INTRODUCTION AND PURPOSE 

PLJEASE STATE YOUR NAME AND BUSINESS ADDRESS. 

My name is Paul G. Smith and my business address is 139 East Fourth Street, 

Cincinnati, Ohio 45202. 

BY WHOM ARE YOU EMPLBYED AND IN WHAT CAPACITY? 

I am employed by the Duke Energy Corporation (“Duke Energy”) affiliated 

companies as Vice President, Rates - Ohio and Kentucky. 

PLJEASE SUMMARIZE YOIJR EDUCATION AND PROFESSIONAL, 

QIJALJFICATIONS. 

I received a Bachelor of Science in  Industrial Management Degree from Purdue 

University and a Master of Business Administration Degree, with Honors, from 

the University of Chicago Graduate School of Business. I am a Certified Public 

Accountant (“CPA”) in the State of Ohio and a member of the American Institute 

of Certified Public Accountants. I am also a member of the Edison Electric 

Institute’s Economic Regulation and Competition, and Budgeting and Financial 

Forecasting Coinrnittees. 

PLXASE SIJMMARIZE YOUR WORK EXPERIENCE. 

Upon graduation from Purdue Ilniversity in 1982, I began my career as a public 

accountant in the Chicago office of Deloitte and Touche (then Touche, Ross & 

Co.), and from 1984 to 1987 in the Indianapolis office of Crowe, Chizek & Co. 

Since 1987, I have held various positions with PSI Energy, Inc., Cinergy Services, 

Inc., and Duke Energy Business Services, L,LC (formerly known as Duke Energy 

Shared Services, Inc.), including responsibilities in Rates and Regulation, Budgets 

PAUL, G. SMITH DIRECT 
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and Forecasts, Investor Relations, and Corporate Development as well as the 

International Business IJnit. 

Most recently, in 1998 and 1999, I was Distribution Price Control Program 

Manager at Midlands Electricity, the regional electric company in the IJiiited 

Kingdom of which Cinergy Corp. (“Cinergy”) previously held a 50% equity 

ownership. In 1999, I was named Revenue Requirements Manager with 

responsibilities related to the implementation of Ohio’s electric restructuring 

legislation. In 2001, I was appointed General Manager, Budgets and Forecasts 

with respoiisibility for Cinergy’s financial planning and analysis activities, and 

from March 2005 to March 2006, I was responsible for strategic and financial 

planning related to the due diligence and integration of the Cinergy/Duke merger. 

I was appointed to my current position as Vice President, Rates in April 2006. 

PL,EASE DESCRIBE YOIJIi DUTIES AS VICE PRESIDENT, RATES. 

As Vice President, Rates, I am responsible for all state and federal regulated rate 

matters including revenue requirements, cost of service and rate design for Duke 

Energy Ohio, Inc. and Duke Energy Kentucky, Inc. (“Duke Energy Kentucky” or 

the “Company”). 

HAVE YOIJ PRF,VIOIJSL,Y TESTIFIED BEFORE, THE PIJBLIC SERVICE 

COMMISSION OF m,NTUCKY? 

Yes. Most recently, I provided testimony in the Kentucky Public Service 

Commission’s Energy Efficiency Administrative Proceeding, Case No. 2007-00477 

and in support of Duke Energy Kentucky’s electric rate case application in Case No. 

2006-00 172. 

PAUL G .  SMITH DIRECT 
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A. 

Q. 

A. 

WHAT IS THE PIJRPOSE OF YOUR TESTIMONY IN THIS 

PROCEEDING? 

The purpose of my testimony is to explain Duke Energy Kentucky’s proposed 

rate-making treatment related to its Energy Efficiency Plan. I will discuss the key 

concepts and attributes of the proposed energy efficiency rider (“Rider SAW” or 

the “Rider”), which is attached hereto as Attachment PGS-1, as well as the 

mechanics and calculations that are incorporated within the Rider. My testimony 

also will provide an estimate of the expected jurisdictional rate impacts that will 

result from the recovery of energy efficiency’ costs through the Rider. 

11. RATE ADJUSTMENT MECHANISM FOR 
ENERGY EFFICIENCY PLAN 

PLEASE DESCRIBE THE RIDER SAW RATE ADJIJSTMENT 

MECHANISM THAT Dum, ENERGY KENTlJCKY IS PROPOSING IN 

THIS PROCEEDING. 

Duke Energy Kentucky is requesting that the Commission authorize the Company 

to implement Rider SAW. Rider SAW replaces the existing Rider DSMR cost 

recovery mechanism for the Company’s energy efficiency programs. The 

Company proposes to be compensated for its new portfolio of energy efficiency 

programs, as further described in the testimony of Company Witness Theodore E. 

Schultz, under Rider SAW. The new compensation rider includes a rate formula 

designed to provide the Company with jurisdictional revenues that will provide 

for the recovery of costs and a financial incentive applicable to energy efficiency 

The term “energy efficiency,” as used in  my testimony, includes both energy efficiency/conservation and I 

demand response measures. 
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programs administered by the Company. The jurisdictional revenue level 

recovered under Rider SAW will be determined based on a fixed percentage of 

verified capacity and energy costs avoided by these programs, which differs 

slightly from the sharing of the avoided cost savings currently received under 

Rider DSMR. 

Jurisdictional revenues recovered via Rider SAW will be calculated under 

the Company’s proposal by combining: (1) the surn of annual avoided capacity 

cost savings generated by demand response programs multiplied by the Demand 

Response Sharing Percentage and (2) the net present value (“NPV”) of avoided 

energy and capacity costs applicable to conservation programs multiplied by the 

Conservation Sharing Percentage. The Demand Response Sharing Percentage is 

75% and the Conservation Sharing Percentage is 50%. Rider SAW provides for 

the annual recoveiy of lost margins incurred for each year of each vintage as a 

result of the impleinentation of energy conservation measures for a period of three 

years. Rider SAW includes a reconciliation feature (i. e., “True-up Adjwtinent”) 

that captures the difference between amounts billed customers based on projected 

avoided cost savings and aino~ints ultimately due the Company based on actual 

avoided cost savings realized. 

Rider SAW billiiig factors are calculated separately for residential and 

non-residential custoiners. I have set forth the derivation of the proposed billing 

factors in Attachment PGS-2 attached to my testimony. The residential charge is 

calculated based on avoided costs applicable to residential customers, plus the lost 

margins from residential conservation measures; the non-residential charge is 
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calculated based on the avoided costs of programs applicable to non-residential 

customers, plus the lost margins from non-residential conservation measures. 

Although not explicitly discussed in this testimony, all calculations of revenue 

requirements may require adjustment for revenue-related taxes. 

IS THE COMPANY’S PROPOSED RATE ADJlJSTMENT MECHANISM 

CONSISTENT WITH THE COMMISSION’S RIJL’ES? 

Yes. The structure of Rider SAW is consistent with Reconiniendatioii No. 26 of 

the Commission’s report entitled, “Electric Utility Regulation and Energy Policy 

in Kentucky, A Repoi-t to the Kentucky General Assembly Prepared Pursuant to 

Section 50 of the 2007 Energy Act” (the “Commission Report”). Specifically, the 

Commission encouraged the Kentucky General Assembly to consider explicitly 

affirming its support for incentives for utilities that invest iii energy efficiency.’ 

WHAT IS THE SOURCE OF THE INPIJTS USED TO CALCULATE THE 

AVOIDED COST COMPONENT OF THE RIDER? 

The Company is proposing to use the rate used to quantify the value of avoided 

capacity and energy costs as described in detail in the testimony of Company 

Witness Richard Cr. Stevie. The energy efficiency demand (1tW) and energy 

(k Wh) load impacts or savings are determined based on the cost-effectiveness 

analyses discussed by Dr. Stevie. Load savings are accumulated on a vintage 

basis that also is explained in Dr. Stevie’s testiinony and is explained in more 

detail below. 

Commission Repoi-t, at 54. 2 
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PLEASE EXPLAIN THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THE “VINTAGE” 

CONCEPT MENTIONED ABOVE. 

First, a vintage year is defined as the initial year of participation in energy 

efficiency programs by a group of customers. For example, program offerings to 

a group of customers that participate in the Company’s Energy Efficiency Plan in 

2009 are considered to make up the 2009 “vintage year.” Each year, customers 

can participate in demand response programs or coiiservation measures. Demand 

response programs are single-year programs that begin and end in each vintage 

year. As such, participants are assumed to make a decision each year on whether 

they will enroll (or re-enroll) in a demand response program for each successive 

vintage year. 

Conservation measures, on the other hand, implemented in vintage year 

2009 will begin to produce savings that year and will continue to produce savings 

over the assumed life of each measure. An example of such a program would be 

the installation of energy efficient heat pumps that are expected to generate 

savings over a fifteen-year period. When new customers install energy efficient 

heat pumps in the year following “Year 1 ,” those participants will be considered 

to be “Year 2” vintage year participants. 

The significance of the vintage year concept is that, under the Company’s 

save-a-watt compensation model, the avoided energy and capacity rates for a 

particular vintage will be fixed based on the initial year of participation (i.e., the 

vintage year). The pricing of avoided capacity costs will reflect the Demand 

Response Sharing Percentage for demand response programs and the 
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Conservation Sharing Percentage of the NPV of energy and capacity savings over 

the life of conservation programs for the specific vintage year. For example, the 

pricing used to calculate avoided cost savings for each year of savings for the 

initial vintage year 2009 Rider are the avoided capacity cost rates. 

PLEASE DESCRIBE THE CALCULJATION OF THE REVENUE 

REQIJIREMENT APPLICABLE TO DEMAND RESPONSE PROGRAMS. 

The determination of annual avoided capacity savings and related revenue 

requirement applicable to demand response programs is based 011 a fairly 

straightforward calculation. Reductions in customer coincident peak loads stated 

in terms of kW savings that are projected to occur due to iinplementation of 

energy efficiency demand response programs are multiplied by the projected 

avoided capacity rate per kW, as more fully discussed in the testimony of Dr. 

Stevie. The resulting estimated demand response avoided capacity cost savings 

are then inultiplied by the Demand Response Sharing Percentage in order to 

determine the amount of revenue requirement to be included in the Rider. 

PLEASE DISCUSS HOW THE REVENUE REQIJIREMENT IS DERIVED 

FROM ESTIMATED CONSERVATION ENERGY SAVINGS. 

The projected energy impacts ( i e . ,  1tWh reductions) of each energy efficiency 

measure are obtained from the DSMore analyses described by Dr. Stevie. These 

impacts represent an estimate of load reductions that will occur on Duke Energy 

Kentucky’s system for each hour of each day of the year. The total ltWh 

reductions over the life of the conservation programs are multiplied by the hourly 

marginal energy costs talten from the production costing model used by Duke 
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Energy Kentucky in its Integrated Resource Plan analysis in order to estimate the 

savings that Duke Energy Kentucky customers will realize by the reduction in the 

consumption of power. Under the Company’s proposal, the future stream of 

projected energy cost savings over the life of the conservation programs will be 

converted to a net present value amount by discounting the projected savings 

using the Company’s after-tax overall weighted-average cost of capital. The net 

present value of the conservation energy savings will be multiplied by the 

Conservation Sharing Percentage to determine the amount of revenue requirement 

to be included in the Rider. 

PLEASE DESCRIBE HOW THE REVENUE REQUIREMENT IS 

DERIVED FROM THE CALCULATION OF CONSERVATION 

AVOIDED CAPACITY SAVINGS. 

The initial calculation of revenue requirement is very similar to the process used 

when calculating the revenue requirement applicable to demand response 

programs. The projected reductions in coincident peak loads (i. e., kW impacts) of 

each energy efficiency conservation measure are obtained from the DSMore 

analyses described by Dr. Stevie. The annual kW reductions over the life of each 

energy efficiency measure are multiplied by the annual estimated avoided cost 

capacity rates. 

IJnder the Company’s proposal, the future stream of projected capacity 

cost savings over the life of a measure will be converted to a net present value 

amount by discounting the projected savings using the Company’s after-tax 

overall weightcd-average cost of capital. The net present value of the 
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conservation capacity savings will be multiplied by the Conservation Sharing 

Percentage. The Company will use this methodology when calculating the 

revenue requirement applicable to each vintage included in the four-year cost 

recovery plan. 

PL,EASE DESCRIBE THE CALCULATION OF THE LOST MARGIN 

COMPONENT OF THE COMPANY’S PROPOSED ENERGY 

EFFICIENCY RIDER. 

Duke Energy Kentucky proposes to maintain the current method of calculating 

lost margins pursuant to the existing Rider DSMR, with a clarification that 

addresses demand reductions in addition to energy reductions. The applicable lost 

revenues will be computed by multiplying the estimated reduction in kilowatt and 

kilowatt-hour sales that will be lost for each twelve-month period rate schedule 

over a three-year period as a result of the implementation of approved 

conservation programs by the appropriate rate charge, excluding the variable costs 

included in the charge, for the applicable rate schedule. The resulting estimated 

lost margin value by rate schedule will be divided by the expected kilowatt and 

ki lowatt-honr sales for each twelve-month period of the upcoming three-year 

period. The expected kilowatt and kilowatt hour sales will be reduced by the 

reduction in sales as a result of the energy efficiency plans for the upcoining three- 

year period. This projected lost margins amount will be included in the Rider 

SAW revenue requirement calculation for that year. The recovery of lost margins 

will be reduced to the extent they are recovered in base rates as part of a future 

general rate case proceeding. 
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HOW WILL THE COSTS OF THE COMPANY’S ENERGY EFFICIENCY 

PROGRAMS BE ALLOCATED BETWEEN CUSTOMER CLASSES? 

The Company has proposed to assign the cost of energy efficiency programs to the 

class of customers that benefit from the programs. Accordingly, residential 

customers will pay for prograins available to residential customers and non- 

residential customers will pay for programs available to non-residential 

customers. As discussed in Company Witness Schultz’s testimony, Duke Energy 

Kentucky also proposes to allocate the revenues (including lost margin revenues) 

associated with certain prograins that are available to both electric and gas 

customers between the Company’s rcsidential gas and electric customers based on 

the percentage of total customers that each customer group represents. The 

affected energy efficiency measures that also can have gas impacts are Home 

Energy House Call, Home Performance, Personalized Energy Report, Reach and 

Teach Energy Conservation, the Duke Energy Kentucky website tool, and Low 

Income Weatherization. 

PLEASE DESCRIBE THE HOME ENERGY ASSISTANCE PROGRAM 

(“HEA”) CHARGE RECENTLY APPROVED BY THE COMMISSION IN 

CASE NO. 2008-0010. 

The HEA charge is a monthly $0.10 charge per residential electric and gas meter 

that is assessed to fund a program to assist low income customers in paying their 

energy bills. This charge is currently included in Rider DSMR and has been 

approved through September 20 1 1. The Company proposes to continue to apply 

the $0.10 charge to residential customer bills under Rider SAW. 
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Q. WILL, THERE BE AN ANNIJAL, TRIJE-UP FOR ACTUAI, KW AND 

KWH SAVINGS AND ACTIJAL I,OST MARGINS? 

No. The Company proposes that there be a single true-up at the end of the four- A. 

year term. 

Q. PLEASE DISCIJSS THE TRUE-IJP MECHANISM. 

A. The Rider SAW true-up mechanism will include three components: ( I )  an 

avoided cost component that will adjust for the difference between verified actual 

avoided cost savings and projected avoided cost savings; (2) a lost margin 

component that will capture the difference between actual lost margins and the 

recovery of lost rnargins billed customers; and (3) an earnings cap component that 

will ensure that the after-tax incentive retained by the Company does not exceed 

preset levels. The testimony of Company Witness Stevie includes a further 

discussion of the specific items that will be trued up at the end of the four-year 

term. 

The true-up process related to actual kW and ltWh savings will capture 

the difference between amounts due the Company based on an “after-the-fact” 

calculation of recoverable costs and amounts billed customers. This component 

of the true-up calculation will be calculated as follows: 

a. Actual 1cW and ItWh savings will be determined at the end of the fourth 

year, using various measurement and verification methods as described by 

Company Witness Stevie. 

b. The actual kW savings for demand response programs will be multiplied 

by the avoided capacity rates by year as determined at the time the Rider 
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was initially set for each vintage. The resulting avoided cost savings will 

be multiplied by the Demand Response Sharing Percentage in order to 

determine the Company’s share of actual avoided capacity cost savings. 

c. The actual kW savings for conservation programs will be multiplied by the 

avoided capacity rates by year as determined at the time the Rider was 

initially set for each vintage, present valued back to each vintage year and 

then multiplied by the Conservation Sharing Percentage to determine the 

Company’s share of actual conservation-related avoided capacity savings. 

d. The actual kWh savings will be present valued for each vintage year arid 

then multiplied by the Conservation Sharing Percentage to determine the 

actual avoided energy costs the Company is entitled to collect as revenues 

over four years. 

e. The amount subject to collection in the true-up will be the difference 

between the actual total four-year revenues collected under the avoided 

cost component of Rider SAW and the total four-year revenues the 

Company is entitled to collect for avoided capacity and energy costs 

calculated in b., c., and d. 

The true-up process related to lost margins will compare the lost margins 

recoverable based on verified actual reductions in kWh sales and amounts 

recovered from customers. This component of the true-up calculation will be 

calculated as follows: 
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a. The actual kWh savings achieved as a result of the energy efficiency 

measures will be determined through the various measurement and 

verification processes at the end of the fourth year. 

b. The actual ltWh savings will be multiplied times the Company’s average 

tariff rates, excluding the tariffs variable costs in order to determine the 

actual lost margins the Company is entitled to collect. 

c. The difference between the actual total four year revenues collected under 

the lost margins component of Rider SAW and the total four year 

revenues the Company is entitled to collect for lost margins will 

determine the lost margins component of the true-up amount. 

The true-up process related to the earnings cap will compare the level of 

after-tax net income calculated based on revenues that reflect actual verified kW 

and 1tWh savings versus the preset earnings limit. Any excess earnings as 

determined by this analysis will be refhided to customers as part of the final true- 

up process. This earnings cap adjustment will be calculated as follows: 

a. The actual four year total avoided cost savings associated with the actual 

1tW and 1cWh savings will be compared to the targeted four year total 

avoided cost savings to determine the percentage of targeted savings 

achieved. 

b. The appropriate performance target cap percentage based on the percentage 

actual target achievement will be multiplied by the actual total four year 

program costs to determine the appropriate net incoine cap. 
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1 c. The cumulative net income the Company would earn over four years from 

the save-a-watt program must be calculated and compared to the earnings 

cap. This calculation equals total revenues the Company is entitled to 

collect for actual 1tW and kWh savings plus revenues for lost margins 

associated with actual 1tW and ltWh savings minus actual program costs 

minus lost margins associated with actual 1tW and 1tWh savings ininus 

7 

8 

revenue-related taxes and income taxes. 

d. If net income calculated in “c.” above exceeds the net income cap, the 

9 

10 

11 

12 

earnings cap adjustment will be the difference between the iiet income cap 

and the net income calculated in “c.” grossed up to a revenue requirement. 

If the net income calculated in “c.” is less than the net income cap, the 

earnings cap adjustment will be zero. 

13 

14 

15 

The avoided cost component of the true-up amount, the lost margins 

compoiient of the true-up amount, and the earnings cap component of the true-up 

amount, if applicable, will be summed in order to determine the total true-up 

16 

17 

18 Q. HOW DOES THE COMPANY PROPOSE TO TRANSITION FROM 

19 

amount. Amounts owed customers or the Company will be refunded to customers 

or recovered from customers through Rider SAW in the fifth year. 

RIDER DSMR TO RIDER SAW? 

20 A. 

21 

22 

In connection with the implementation of the proposed portfolio of energy 

efficiency programs, the Company has requested that Rider SAW be approved by 

April 1, 2009. 1Jpoii the implementation of Rider SAW effective April 1, 2009, 

23 Duke Energy Kentucky will eliminate the existing charge in customers’ rates for 
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21 

Rider DSMR. On or before July 1, 2009, Duke Energy Kentucky proposes to file 

a final report and reconciliation for the period July 1, 2008, through March 31, 

2009, which represents the period that would not be covered by the November 17, 

2008 Annual Report filing of programs under Rider DSMR. To finalize the true- 

up of Rider DSMR, Duke Energy Kentucky would seek the Commission’s 

approval in its July I ,  2009 filing to add or subtract the resulting true-up from the 

July 2008 - March 2009 period to Rider SAW at that time. The resulting 

adjustment to Rider SAW would close-out Rider DSMR. 

The energy efficiency programs approved under Rider DSMR shall 

continue in effect until Rider SAW is approved, subject to the same annual 

reporting and program approval requirements currently in effect under Rider 

DSMR. Further, the Company’s proposed Energy Efficiency Plan includes six 

programs3 that generate energy savings for electric and gas customers. IJpon 

implementation of Rider SAW, the revenue requirements related to these 

gadelectric programs shall be recovered by allocating4 the revenue requirements 

to customers through separate charges for electric and gas customers in Rider 

SAW. 

HOW IS THE REVENUE REQUIREMENT CONVERTED TO THE 

PROPOSED RATE? 

Each year the projected avoided cost component and the projected lost margins 

component will be summed separately for residential and non-residential 

’ The six gas/electric programs are Personalized Energy Reports, Online Audit with Energy Efficiency Starter Kit. 
I-lorne Energy I-louse Call, and Low Income Weathcrization, I-lomc Perfbrmance. and Reach & Teach Energy 
Conservation. 
‘ This allocation will be eqrial to the ratio of gas c1istoinei.s to total customers. 
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year of the Rider, the true-.up amount will be included in the Rider calculation. 

Q. PLEASE PROVIDE AN ESTIMATE OF THE EXPECTED 

JURISDICTIONAL, RATE IMPACTS THAT WILL RESULT FROM THE 

RECOVERY OF ENERGY EFFICIENCY COSTS THROIJGH THE 

RIDER. 

A. Company Witness Scliultz estimates the proposed initial Rider SAW billing factor 

is $0.00 1 779kWh for retail residential electric customers and $0.0009 12/1tWh for 

non-residential customers. At $0.00 1779/ltWh, the year 1 residential electric Rider 

SAW rate represents a 12% increase over the current ad.justed Rider DSMR’ 

billing factor of $0.001S96/ltWh.6 When Rider SAW is adjusted to net out the 

effect of the adjusted Rider DSMR, the result is a slight 0.2% increase in total 

residential electric rates, which equates to a monthly increase of just $0.18 to a 

typical customer that consumes 1,000 ltWh per month. At $0.000912/1tWli, the 

year 1 non-residential Rider SAW billing factor represents an 8% increase over 

the current adjusted Rider DSMR rate of $0.000844/kWh.7 When Rider SAW is 

adjusted to net out the effect of the adjusted Rider DSMR, the result is again a 

slight increase of 0.2% in total non-residential electric rates. For the Company’s 

gas customers, the implementation of Rider SAW will result in a decrease in rates. 

The proposed year 1 residential gas Rider SAW billing factor is $0.004828/kWh, 

The  true-up component was removed because that represents a reconciliation of past over- or under- 

The as filed residential electric rider is $0.0014 I6/kWh. 
The  as filed nonresidential rider is $0.001405/kWh. 

collection, and the lost margins were reduced to 113 to account for the 36-month collection. 
6 

7 
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which represents a 65% decrease over the current adjusted Rider DSMR of 

$O.O14127/~cf.~ When Rider SAW is adjusted to net out the effect of the adjusted 

Rider DSMR, the result is a modest 0.6% decrease in total residential gas rates. 

111. CONCLUSION 

WERE ATTACHMENTS PGS-1, PGS-2, AND PGS-3 PREPARED BY YOU 

OR UNDER YOIJR DIRECTION AND SUPERVISION? 

Yes. 

DOES THIS CONCLUDE YOUR PRIC-FILED DIRECT TESTIMONY? 

Yes, it does. 

The as filed residential gas rider is $(0.0109294). 
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ATTACHMENT PGS-1 

RIDER SAW 
ENERGY EFFICIENCY RIDER 

APPLICABILATY 
Applicable to service rendered under tlie provisions of Rate RS and Rate TT. . A non-residential customer, 
whose total aggregate load in tlie Company’s certified service territory exceeds 25 MW, may opt out of tlie 
tariff The customer must provide written notification which will list all of their accounts to be “opted-out’’ 
of this tariff. Customers electing to opt-out of the program will not be credited for any periods pieviously 
billed. The written notification can be e-niailed to the Business Service Center at BSCteain’C~dukc- 
encre\’.com OJ sent to Business Service Center c/o Duke Energy, P.O. Box 960. Suite € 3 5 7 5 .  Cincinnati. 01-1 
45202 

If tlie customer later decides to pai-ticipate i n  an energy efficiency progiam, they intist pay the Rider DR- 
SAW foi tlie entire period they “opted-out” 01’. 

CHARGES 
The monthly amount computed under each of the Fate schedules to wliicli this rider is applicable shall be 
increased or decreased by the energy Rider SAW Charge at a rate per kilowatt-hour of monthly consumption 
and. where applicable. a rate per kilowatt of monthly billing demand. i n  accordance with tlie following 
lor m ti la. 

Rider SAW (residential) = 
ACDRC + ACCOE + ACCOC + LM + TIJA. as assigned to tlie residential class ofcustomeis 

Sresidcnual 

Rider SAW (nonresidential) = 

ACDRC + ACCOE + ACCOC + LM + I U A .  as assigned to tlie nonresidential class of customers 

Whcre. 
Snonresidcnrial 

Rider SAW = Energy Efficiency Adjustnient Amount 
ACDRC = Avoided Cost of Capacity for Demand Response Revenue Requirement 
ACCOE = Avoided Cost of Energy for Conservation Revenue Requirement 
ACCOC = Avoided Cost of Capacity for Conservation Revenue Requirement 
L,M = Lost Margins 
TIJA = True-lip Ad,,justnient to be included in tlie fourth year oftlie rider only 
S = Pro“jected ItWIi Sales for the Rider Period for tlie class (residential or nonresidential) of Ohio retail 
customers 

Ridei SAW is calculated for a 12 month period. ieferrcd to as the Rider Period 
Rider SAW will be grossed-tip lor applicable revenue related taxes 

ACDRC = PDRC x ACC s X% 

Where, 
PDRC = Projected Demand impacts fbr tlie iiicastire/program for tlic vintage applicablc to the Ridcr 
Period 
ACC = Annual Avoided Capacity Market-Based Rate. i n  X/ycar for the ycar of tlic Rider Period 
X% = I’ercentage of avoided costs for demand response to be collectcd tlirotigli tlic rider 

ACCO13, = (NPV at tlie alia-tax weighted average cost of capital of(I’CO13 x ACE) for each ycar for the life of 
the measurdprogram) x Y% 

Wliere, 
PCOE = Pro.jected Energy impacts for tlie measure/program by yea1 for h e  life of tlie ineasure/piogram 
fbr tlie vintage applicable to tlie Rider Period 
ACE = Marginal energy cost rate by year for tlie life oftlie measure/program from tlie IRP analysis 
Y% = Percentage of avoided costs for conservation to be collected through tlie rider 

ACCOC = (NPV at tlie after-tax weighted average cost of capital o f (PC0C x ACC) for each year for the life 
of the measui e/piogram) s Y% 
Wliere, 

PCOC = Projected Deinand impacts for tlic measurdprogiani by yeai for tlie life of tlie measure/prograin 

http://encre\�.com


ATTACHMENT PGS-1 

foi. thc vintage applicable to the Rider Period 
ACC = Annual Avoidcd Capacity Market-Rased Rak. in $/year by year for the life of  the 
incasure/progtani 
Y% = Percentage of avoided costs for conservation to be collected through the rider 

LM = PL,ME x L,MR 
Where, 

PLME = Projected Energy impacts for all ineasuiedprograms for the vintage applicable to the Rider 
Period 
LMR = Average Retail $/ltWh excluding fuel 

In the fifth Ridei Period, a true-up amount will be included in the Rider SAW rate as follows 

71JA = ACT + LMT + ECT 
Where, 

ACT = Avoided Cost True-up 
LMT = Lost Margins True-up 
ECT = Earnings Cap True-up 

ACT = A D R U  + AC0E-r + ACOCT 
Where, 

ADRCT = Avoided Demand Response Capacity True-up 
ACOET = Avoided Conservation Energy Irue-up 
ACOCT = Avoided Conservation Capacity 1-rue-up 

ADRCT= (Year I((ADRC - PDRC) s ACC) -k Year 2((ADRC - PDRC) x ACC) i- Year 3((ADRC - PDRC) 
x ACC) + Year 4((ADRC - PDRC) x ACC)) x X% 
Where. 

ADRC = Actual Demand impacts for the measurc/prograrn for each vintage year 
PDRC = Prqjected Demand impacts for the iiieasure/program for each vintage year as used in the Rider 
SAW calculation for each year 
ACC = Annual Avoided Capacity Market-Based Rate. in $/year for the each vintage year as used in the 
Rider SAW calculation each year 
X% = Percentage of avoided costs for demand response collected through the rider 

ACOET = (NPV at the after-tax weighted average cost of capital of (Year 1 ((ACOE - I’COE) s ACE) for each 
year for the life of the measure/prograni) + (NPV at the after-tax weighted average cost of capital of (Year 
2((ACOE - PCOE) x ACE) for each year for the life ofthe measure/program) + (NPV at the after-tax weighted 
average cost of capital of (Year 3((ACOE - PCOE) x ACE) for each year for the life of the measure/program + 
(NPV at the after-tax weighted average cost of capital of(Year 4((ACOE - PCOE) x ACE) for each yea] for 
tlie life of the ineasiire/program) x Y% 
Where, 

ACOE = Actual Energy impacts for the measure/program by year foi tlie life of the nicasiire/prograni for 
years 1-4 and projected Energy impacts for the nieasure/program for the remaining years oftlie life of  the 
measure/program by vintage year 
PCOE = Projected Energy impacts for the measurelprogram by year for the life 0 1  the measure/program 
for each vintage as used in tlie Rider SAW calculation each year 
ACE = Marginal energy cost rate by year for the life of the measure/progtain from the IRP analysis as 
used in tlie Rider SAW calculation each year 
Y% = Percentage of avoided costs for conservation collected through the rider 

ACOCT = (NPV at the after-tax weighted average cost of  capital of (Year I((ACOC - PCOC) x ACC) for 
each year for the life of the iiicasure/prograin) i- (NPV at the after-tax weighted average cost of capital of 
(Year Z((AC0C - PCOC) x ACC) for each year for the life of the measiire/prograin) + (NPV at the after-tax 
weighted average cost of capital of’ (Year 3((ACOC - I’COC) x ACC) for each year for the life of the 
ineasure/program) 4- (NPV at the after-tax weighted average cost of capital or  (Year 4((AC.:OC - PCOC) x 
ACC) foi each year for the life ofthe ineasudprogram) x Y% 

Wheie. 
ACOC = Actual Demand impacts for the nieasiidprogl-ain by yea1 for the life of the measurc/prograni foI 
years 1-4 and projected Dcinand impacts for tlie ineasurc/program for the remaining years in the life of 
the measurc/prograni by vintage year 

2 



ATTACHMENT PGS-I 

Percentage Actual Farget Achievement 

PCOC = Projected Demand impacts for the measure/program by year for the life of the measure/program 
for the vintage as used i n  the Rider SAW calculation each year 
ACC = Annual Avoided Capacity Market-Based Rate, in $/year by year for tlie lire of the 
ineasure/program as used in tlie Rider SAW calculation each year 
Y% = Percentage of avoided costs Tor conservation to be collected through the rider 

1,MT = Year I(ALME - PL,ME) s LMR + Year 2(ALME - I'LME) s LMR + Year 3(AL,ME - PLME) + 
Year 4(ALME - I'LME) s 1,MR 

R01 Cap on Program Costs Peiccntage 

Where. 
ALME = Actual Energy impacts foi all nieasures/piograms foi the vintage 
PLME = Projected Energy impacts foi all mcasiireslprogranis for the vintage as used in the Rider SAW 
calculation each yea] 
LMR = Average Retail $/kwh excluding fuel as used i n  thc Rider SAW calculation each year 

EC T = NIC ininus (Greater of NIC or CNI) grossed-up for applicable income and revenue ielated tases 

>=90% 
80% to 89% 
60% to 19% 

60% 

Where, 
NIC =Net  Income Cap 
CNI = Calculated Net Income 

15% 
12% 
9% 
5 ?Ai, 

NIC = PTCP x APC 

Where, 
P TCP = Performance Target Cap Percentage 
APC = Actual Program Costs for the Years 1-4 

Wliei e. 
AACS = Actual Avoided Cost Savings 
TACS = Targeted Avoided Cost Savings 

AACS = (Sum or  Y ears 1-4 (ACDRC + ACCOE + ACCOC)) + ACT 

CNI = AACS grossed-up for applicable revenue related taxes - Sum Years 1-4 APC - RRT - IT 

Where, 
RRT = Revenue related taxes calculated as the appropriate rcvenuc related tax rate x AACS 
IT = Income taxes calculatcd as the appropiiatc composite inconic tax rate x (AACS - Sum Yeais 1-4 
APC - RRT) 

H O M E  ENERGY ASSISTANCE PROGRAM 
A I-lomc Energy Assistance Program charge of'II;O I O  will be applied monthly to residential custoincr bills 
through September 201 1 

DEMAND RATCHETS 
Customei seived under the provisions of Rate DS or Rate DP may be eligible to have theii billing demand rc- 
delerinined i n  recognition of a permanent change i n  load due to the installation of load contiol equipment or 
other incasui es talten by the customer to permanently icduce the customer's demand. 

3 



ATTACHMENT PGS-1 

SERVICE REGULATIONS 
The supplying of, and billing for, service and all conditions applying thereto, are subject to the jurisdiction of 
the Kentucky Public Service Commission, and to Company’s Service Regulations currently in effect, as filed 
with the Kentucky Public Service Commission, as provided by law 

4 
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DERIVATION OF RIDER SAW RATE 

Kentucky residential electric revenue requirement = KY residential revenue requirement / 
(Projected 2009 KY residential retail sales - KY residential EE Impacts), where: 

Kentucky residential revenue requirement = $ 2,591,256 
* Projected 2009 KY residential retail sales = 1,467,175,000 ltwh 
* Pro,jected 2009 KY residential EE Impacts = 10,930,000 ItWh 

$X / (Y - Z )  = $0.001779 /kWh 

Kentucky non-residential electric revenue requirement = KY non-residential revenue 
requirement / (Projecled 2009 ICY non-residential retail sales - KY non-residential EE 
Impacts), where: 
a Kentucky non-residential revenue requirement = $ 2,329,025 

Projected 2009 KY non-residential retail sales = 2,562,121,000 ItWh 
* Prqjected 2009 KY non-residential EE Impacts = 6,848,000 ltWh 

$X / (Y - Z) = $0.000912 k W h  

I<eiitucky residential gas revenue requirement = KY residential revenue requirement / 
(Projected 2009 KY residential retail sales - KY residential EE Impacts) / 10, where: 
* Kentucky residential revenue requirement = $ 259,123 

Projected 2009 KY residential retail sales = 5,367,176 rncf 

$X / (Y - Z) / 10 = $0.004828 / ccf 
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I. INTRODUCTION AND PURPOSE 

PLEASE STATE YOUR NAME, BUSINESS ADDRESS, BY WHOM YOU 

ARE EMPLOYED, AND IN WHAT CAPACITY. 

My mine is Richard G. Stevie. My business address is 139 E. Fourth St., 

Cincinnati, Ohio. I am Managing Director of Customer Market Analytics for 

Duke Energy Business Services, Inc. (“Dulte Energy Business Services”), a 

wliolly-owned service company subsidiary of Dulte Energy Corporation (“Duke 

Energy”). Duke Energy Business Services provides various administrative 

services to Duke Energy Kentucky, Inc. (“Duke Energy Kentucky” or tlie 

“Company”) aiid other Duke Energy affiliates iiicludiiig Duke Energy Ohio, Iiic., 

Duke Energy Indiana, Inc., and Duke Energy Carolinas, LLC. 

PLEASE BRIEFLY DESCRIBE YOUR DUTIES AND 

RESPONSIBILITIES AS MANAGING DIRECTOR OF THE CIJSTOMER 

MARKET ANALYTICS DEPARTMENT. 

I have responsibility for several functional areas iiicluding load forecasting, load 

research, demand side management (“DSM”) analysis, market research, load 

inaiiageiiieiit anal ytics, and product development aiialytics. The Customer Market 

Aiialytics Department is responsible for providing fhctional analytical support to 

Duke Energy Kentucky as well as tlie other Duke Energy affiliates previously 

ineiitioned. 

RICHARD G. STEVIE DIRECT 
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PLEASE BRIEFLY DESCRIBE YOUR EDUCATIONAL BACKGROUND 

AND BUSINESS EXPERIENCE. 

I received a Bachelor’s degree in Economics from Thomas More College in  May 

1971. In Julie 197.3, I was awarded a Master of Arts degree in Economics from 

the University of Cincinnati. In  August 1977, I received a P1i.D. in Economics 

from tlie University of Cincinnati. 

My past employers include tlie Ciiiciiiiiati Water Worlts where I was 

involved in developing a new rate schedule and forecasting revenues, tlie LJnited 

States Environiiiental Protection Agency’s Water Supply Research Division 

where I was involved in tlie research aiid development of a water utility 

siniulation model and aiialysis of tlie economic impact of new drinking water 

standards, and the Economic Research Division of tlie Public Staff of the Nortli 

Carolina Utilities Coniniissioii where I presented testimony in numerous utility 

rate cases iiwolviiig natural gas, electric, telephone, and water and sewer utilities 

on several issues iiicludiiig rate of return, capital structure, and rate design. In 

addition, I was involved in  tlie Public Staffs research effort and presentation of 

testimony regarding electric utility load forecasting. This iiicluded tlie 

development of electric load forecasts for the major electric utilities in Noi-tli 

Carolina. I also was involved in research concerning cost curve estimation for 

electricity generation, rate setting, aiid separation procedures in tlie telephone 

industry, and the iniplications of financial theory for capital structures, bond 

ratings, and dividend policy. I n  July 198 1, I became the Director of tlie Economic 

RICHARD G. STEVIE DIRECT 
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Research Division of tlie Public Staff with the responsibility for tlie development 

and presentation of all testimony of tlie Division. 

I n  November 1982, 1 joined tlie Load Forecast Section of The Cincinnati 

Gas & Electric Company (“CG&E”). My primary responsibility involved 

directing the development of CG&E’s Electric and Gas Load Forecasts. I also 

participated in tlie econoinic evaluation of alternate load management plans and 

was involved in tlie developiiient of CG&E’s Integrated Resource Plan (“IRI”’), 

which integrated tlie load forecast with generation options and demand-side 

options. 

With tlie reorganization after the merger of CG&E aiid PSI Energy, Inc. in 

late 1994, I became Manager of Retail Market Analysis in tlie Corporate Planning 

Department of Ciiiergy Services and subsequently General Manager of Market 

Aiialysis with responsibility for tlie load forecasting, load research, DSM impact 

evaluation, and marlet research functions of Ciiiergy Corporation. After the 

merger of Cinergy Corp. and Duke Energy in 2006, I became tlie General 

Manager of the Market Analysis Depai-tinent with responsibility for several areas 

including load forecasting, load research, market research, DSM strategy and 

analysis, load inaiiagement development, and business developnient analytics. 

Siiice then, I have become the Managing Director of the Customer Market 

Aiialytics Department. 

Siiice 1990, I have chaired the Economic Advisory Coinniittee for the 

Greater Cincinnati Chamber of Coninierce. I have been a pai-t-time faculty 

member of Thomas More College located in Northern Kentucky and tlie 

RICHARD G. STEV1E DIRECT 
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University of Ciiiciiiiiati teacliiiig undergraduate courses in  economics. In 

addition, I ani an outside adviser to tlie Applied Economics Research Institute in 

tlie Department of Economics at the LJiiiversity of Cincinnati as well as a member 

of an advisory coiriiiiittee to tlie Economics Department at Nortliem Kentucky 

University. 

ARE YOIJ A MEMBER OF ANY PROFESSIONAL ORGANIZATIONS? 

Yes, I am a member of the American Economic Association, tlie National 

Association of Business Econoiiiists, and the Association of Energy Services 

Professionals. 

HAVE YOU PREVIOUSL,Y PROVIDED TESTIMONY BEFORE ANY 

REGULATORY AGENCIES? 

Yes. I have presented testimony 011 several occasions before the Kentucky Public 

Service Commission (tlie “Coiiiiiiissioi.1”), tlie North Carolina Utilities 

Coriiiiiission, the South Carolina Public Service Commission, tlie Iiidiaiia Utility 

Regulatory Coiiimission, and the Public Utilities Coiiiiiiissioii of Ohio. 

WHAT IS THE PURPOSE OF YOIJR TESTIMONY IN THIS 

PROCEEDING? 

My testimony explains: (1) tlie financial and economic implications of dernaiid- 

side iiianageiiient program; (2) the evaluation of Duke Energy Kentucky’s 

energy efficiericy program portfolio, (3) tlie DSMore model that the Company 

uses to evaluate energy efficiency programs, (4) tlie assumptions underlying the 

niodeling, arid ( 5 )  tlie cost-effectiveness tests utilized iiicluding tlie results of 

these cost-effectiveness analyses. Finally, I discuss Duke Energy Kentucky’s 

RICHARD G. STEVIE DIRECT 
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proposed iiietliod of evaluating, measuring, and verifying tlie impacts achieved 

froin tlie proposed energy efficiency programs and a related issue on niarltet 

t ransforin at i on. 

PLEASE DESCRIBE THE ATTACHMENTS TO YOUR TESTIMONY. 

Attacliment RGS- 1 presents a benefit/cost test matrix; Attacliment RGS-2 

provides program cost-effectiveness results; Confidential Attachment RGS-3 

contains more detailed information on the projected costs, revenues, avoided 

costs, and load impacts for eacli program in tlie application; Attachment RGS-4 

provides a proposed evaluation approach for Kentucky prograiiis/measures; and 

Attacliiiient RGS-5 outlines the expected timeframes and completion of 

evaluations. 

11. FINANCIAL AND ECONOMIC BACKGROUND 

WHAT IS THE PURPOSE OF AN ENER6Y EFFICIENCY RECOVERY 

MECHANISM? 

The purpose of a regulatory recovery mechanism for energy efficiency is to 

provide tlie utility an opportunity to be financially indifferent to choices between 

iiivestineiits in energy efficiency and the supply of electricity. Beyond tlie 

customer service value to coiisuniers, the general objective of energy efficiency 

program is to reduce electricity sales wliile helping to minimize tlie long-run 

supply costs of tlie utility as part of tlie Integrated Resource Plan (“1R.P”). In  my 

opinion, the structure of tlie regulatory recovery mechanism should support the 

objectives of the IRP to iniiiirnize long-run supply costs while also supporting tlie 

firiaiicial needs of the utility that is rnarltetiiig energy efficiency in an effort to 

RICHARD G. STEVIE DIRECT 
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reduce sales growth. The recovery ~neclianisin slio~ild balance the interests of 

both coiisuiiiers and investors. 

IF A IJTILTY PROMOTES ENERGY EFFICIENCY WITH ITS 

CUSTOMERS, DOES THAT HAVE A NEGATIVE IMPACT ON THE 

UTILITY? 

Yes, it will have a negative fiiiaiicial impact in terins of the loss of sales in the 

near-term and a reduction in the future growth of tlie Company’s eariiings. That 

is why tlie structure of the regulatory recovery iiiechanisni must provide a 

reasonable opportuiiity for tlie utility to achieve coinparable earnings to what it 

would have made in tlie absence of the energy efficiency prograiiis. Notably, tlie 

Overland Consulting Report that was submitted to the Comiiiissioii earlier this 

year recognized this concei-n: 

Of course, the implementation of recornineiidatioiis to expand 
energy efficiency programs.. .must be made in a niaiiiier that does 
iiot degrade the fiiiancial condition of Kentucky regulated 
utilities. ‘ii #’ From a policy perspective, it is in utility customers’ 
interest to maintain, if iiot improve, the credit position of 
Kentucky jurisdictioiial utilities.’ 

’ Overland Consulting, Review ofthe Incentives for Energy Independence Act of2007 Section 50, at 1 12 
(Case No. 2007-00477) (March 4, 2008) (hereinafter, the “Overland Consulting Report”). 

RICHARD G. STEVIE DIRECT 
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THE COMPANY HAS PROPOSED A NEW REGULATORY RECOVERY 

MECHANISM, LABELED SAVE-A-WATT. WHAT ARE THE 

FEATURES OF THIS MECHANISM? 

Tlie save-a-watt proposed recovery iiiechaiiisin is based, in part, on avoided 

capacity and energy costs that are obtained from tlie MWh and MW savings 

achieved through tlie iiiiplementation of tlie energy efficiency programs. Tlie key 

components iiiclude recovery of lost iiiargins for three years and a percentage of 

the avoided costs. 

LJiider this approach, the Comniissioii is being asked to consider tlie 

cumulative M Wli and M W inipacts from energy conservation and demand-side 

reductions in the same way the Coiiimission would consider a supply-side 

solution (e.g., construction of additional generation assets aiid ancillary 

infrastructure needed to support those generation assets). Tlie save-a-watt 

proposal values tlie energy conservation and deiiiand-side solution (energy 

efficieiicy) based upon costs avoided froni a similar reduction on the supply-side 

(plant aiid infrastructure construction). For energy conservation, the Cornpaiiy is 

seeking SO% of the net present value (“NPV”) of avoided energy and capacity 

costs achieved. For demand response programs, the percentage is 75% of tlie 

avoided capacity costs achieved annually. From the revenues collected using 

these respective percentages of avoided costs, the Company must cover the 

energy efficiency program costs. Anything left over represents a niargiii to cover 

taxes and earnings. 

RICHARD G. STEVlE DIRECT 
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Tlie save-a-watt model also iricludes an earnings cap on the perforniance- 

based revenues earned by Duke Energy Kentucky. These caps vary, based upon 

tlie level of performance, or targeted savings, achieved. 

HOW DOES THE SAVE-A-WATT PROPOSED MECHANISM 

COMPARE TO THE CURRENT SHARED SAVINGS MECHANISM? 

Tlie shared savings approach is also an avoided cost based niecliaiiism. Under tlie 

shared savings approach, the utility recovers its program costs, lost margins, and a 

percentage of the avoided costs once they have been reduced for program costs. 

Tlie save-a-watt and shared savings financial incentive meclianisins are similar. 

The major difference is that under tlie save-a-watt approach, custoniers face less 

risk because the utility bears the risk of recovering its program costs from tlie 

percentages of avoided costs, while under the shared savings method, the utility 

recovers the program costs directly. 

HOW IS DUKE ENERGY KENTUCKY’S ENERGY EFFICIENCY PLAN 

DIFFERENT FROM ITS FILINGS IN THE CAROLINAS, OHIO, AND 

INDIANA? 

The Company’s save-a-watt proposal in this docket contains tlie same key 

concepts that are contained in tlie original save-a-watt filings made in North 

Carolina and South Carolina. These key concepts iiiclude incentives based on the 

value the Company provides to its customers and the recognition that the 

appropriate measure of tliat value is the avoided cost savings produced by verified 

energy and capacity savings produced by the Company’s energy efficiency 

programs. However, the major differences are tliat in the present filing (i) lost 

RICHARD G. STEVIE DIRECT 
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margins have been specifically called out for limited recovery, and (ii) a cap on 

tlie level of earnings (as a percent of program costs) is established. Tlie proposal 

filed in this docket is substantially tlie same as tlie settlement Duke Energy 

Indiana, Inc. reached with tlie Indiana Office of Utility Consuiner Counselor that 

was filed with the Indiana Utility Regulatory Co~iimission on August 15, 2008 

and tlie case-in-chief filing made by Duke Energy Ohio, Inc. as part of its Electric 

Security Plan 011 July 3 I ,  2008. 

WHAT ARE THE RISKS TO THE COMPANY FROM ITS SAVE-A- 

WATT PROPOSAL? 

Basically, there is no guarantee that Duke Energy Kentuclty would recover its 

program costs or eaiii a reasonable inargiii on its energy efficiency prograin costs. 

In addition, there is limited recovery of lost margins. However, at tlie same time, 

there is an opportunity under tlie proposed save-a-watt plan for the Company to 

be successful in earning an incentive, as well as tlie potential for the Company to 

exceed its savings targets. 

Retail customers could benefit today if they invested in cost-effective 

alternatives that reduce their electricity use. With tlie low rates in the Duke 

Energy Kentucky service area, many customers do not take advantage of energy 

efficiency measures. Duke Energy Kentucky faces very real liurdles in 

convincing customers to participate in its energy efficiency programs. Tlie 

Company is accepting tlie risk that if it misses the mark in its inarlteting effoi-ts, it 

will earn less. 

In addition, the reveiiues that the Company collects under the energy 

RICHARD G. STEVlE DIRECT 
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efficiency rider also depend upon the measurement and verification of‘ the impacts 

achieved by tlie programs. Tlie Company is compensated only when its energy 

efficiency programs succeed in reducing energy consuiriptioii and it is able to 

keep costs low. 

HOW WILL INVESTORS CONSIDER THE SAVE-A-WATT 

APPROACH? 

In my opinion, investors prefer that recovery of prograin costs is guaranteed, as 

this greatly enliaiices their visibility into the utility’s future earnings stream. That 

being said, investors will compare tlie risks of achieving tlie Energy Efficiency 

Plan objectives to tlie rislts of building a new power plant or other supply-side 

asset. Investors will also make a judgiiieiit on tlie inaiiageineiit team and 

expectations on inaiiageinent’s ability to meet or exceed tlie plan targets in order 

to reach the earnings cap, as described previously. In niy view, tlie save-a-watt 

approach imposes tlie same type of risks that tlie Company already faces in 

providing electricity to customers. 1Jiider traditional rate-of-return regulatioii, 

there is no guarantee of prograiii cost recovery, only an oppoi-tunity to earn tlie 

cost of capital. 

IN YOUR OPINION, WHAT ARE: THE BENEFITS FOR INVESTORS 

FROM THE ENERGY EFFICIENCY PLAN MODEL,? 

In my view, investors will benefit froin the Company’s save-a-watt niodel 

because it gives thein a inore cei-taiii methodology to calculate tlie financial 

impact of Duke Energy Kentucky’ energy efficiency investinents. In addition, 

Duke Energy’s multi-jurisdictional Energy Efficiency Plan prograin filings are 

RICHARD G. STEVIE DIRECT 
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receiving attention in many regions of the TJ.S., as well as on a national level. 

Successful promulgation of these programs may enliance Duke Energy’s standing 

as a progressive, eiivironinentally-concerned utility, which may enable Duke 

Energy to compete more effectively for a wide range of critical resources, 

including talented persoiinel and efficiently priced capital. 

FROM YOUR PERSPECTIVE WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS FOR 

CUSTOMERS OF THE SAVE-A-WATT FINANCIAL INCENTIVE 

MODEL? 

In my view, there are numerous benefits to customers from the save-a-watt 

financial iiicentive model. These include: 

0 The potential to reduce the immediate burden of the capital investment 

required for energy efficiency from the customer to the utility. The utility’s 

lower cost of capital creates an opportunity for customers to invest in  energy 

efficiency on a larger scale. Providing customers with an oppoi-tunity to 

become more energy efficient is one of tlie more obvious benefits of the 

Company’s proposal. 

Tlie approach proposed by tlie Company will maxiiiiize tlie amount of energy 

and demand-savings impacts available for Duke Energy Kentucky’s 

customers. The save-a-watt approach is designed to elislire that ultimately, 

all cost effective energy efficiency investments will be pursued. 

0 

0 Tlie save-a-watt approach ensures that Duke Energy Keiitucky may maximize 

its financial returns only when the energy efficiency objectives have been met 

RICHARD C. STEVIE DIRECT 
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positive value. 

0 Duke Energy Kentucky has relatively low electricity prices driven by low cost 

generation resources. It is likely that fbture federal legislation with respect to 

greenhouse gas (“GHG”) emissions will increase electricity prices for the 

Conipany7s customers. Expanding efforts on energy efficiency today will 

help the Coinpany’s customers avoid paying higher costs for compliance in 

the future, because energy efficiency would mitigate GFIG emissioi~s. 

* Finally, customers participating in tlie Company’s energy efficiency programs 

will use less energy. Tlie bills of participating customers will likely be lower 

because the percentage decline in tlieir energy consumption would likely 

exceed the percentage increase in prices from the charges for the energy 

efficiency programs under Rider SAW. 

All of these are benefits that customers will see under Duke Energy Kentucky’s 

Energy Efficiency Plan. 

111. DUKE ENERGY KENTUCKY’S ENERGY EFFICIENCY 
PROGRAMS 

HOW WERE DUKE ENERGY KENTUCKY’S ENERGY EFFICIENCY 

PROGRAMS DEVELOPED? 

As Company Witness Theodore E. Schultz has testified, Duke Energy Kentucky 

developed its portfolio of programs in collaboration with interested stakeliolders 

(the “Collaborative”) over tlie past year and a half. The energy efficiency2 

programs and measures considered by the Company and the Collaborative 

’ The term “energy efficiency,” as used in my testimony, includes both energy efficiency/conservation and 
demand response measures/progian?s. 
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included (i) programs already offered and tested by Duke Energy Kentucky’s 

affiliate utility operating coiiipaiiies, (ii) new programs that were recommended to 

the Collaborative, and (iii) existing programs offered by Duke Energy Kentucky 

in Kentucky. The Conipariy then analyzed each poteiitial program, applying 

multiple cost-effectiveness tests to compile the list of energy efficieiicy programs 

included in its Application for Approval of Energy Efficiency Plan Including an 

Energy Efficiency Rider and Portfolio of Energy Efficiency Programs (the 

“Application”), filed with the Cornniission on December 1, 2008 in tlie present 

docket. 

DID DUKE ENERGY KENTlJCKY CONDUCT A MARKET POTENTIAL 

STUDY ON ENERGY EFFICIENCY PROGRAM POTENTIAL? 

Duke Energy Kentucky has commissioned a Market Potential Study to ascertain 

the level of cost-effective energy efficiency that might be achieved. At tlie time 

of this filing, tlie study lias not been completed. Once that study lias been 

completed, the results will be compared with the prograins proposed in this 

proceeding aiid additional prograin offerings may be filed for approval with tlie 

Coniniission as appropriate. 

WHAT IS THE PURPOSE OF THE MARI(ET POTENTIAL STUDY? 

Tlie purpose of tlie Market Potential Study is to provide estimates of tlie market 

potential for energy efficiency for Duke Energy Kentucky’s customers. The study 

provided estiinates of tlie teclmical, ecoiioinic, aiid market potentials for energy 

efficiency. 
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The technical potential is defined as tlie amount of energy efficiency that 

could be obtained if all energy efficiency measures were adopted without regard 

to costs. This level of savings represents the upper limit of energy efficiency 

opportunity. 

The economic potential is defined as the total energy savings available at a 

specified long-term avoided cost of energy. Measures with levelized costs that 

are lower than tlie avoided cost of energy are iiicluded in estimates of economic 

potential. 

The market potential is defined as tlie total energy savings available from 

all programs recommended in tlie Market Potential Study, considering cost- 

effectiveness aiid adoption rates. In evaluating tlie market potential, the 

recoiiimeiided programs must have passed a rigorous cost-effectiveness review or 

were recoiniiieiided for research or societal purposes. 

IV. THE DSMORE MODEL 

WHAT IS THE DSMore MODEL? 

DSMore is a financial analysis tool designed to evaluate the costs, benefits, and 

risks of energy efficiency programs and measures. DSMore estimates the value 

of an energy efficiency ineasure at aii hourly level across distributions of weather 

and/or energy costs or prices. By examining energy efficiency performance and 

cost effectiveness over a wide variety of weather and cost conditions, the 

Company is in a better position to measure the risks aiid benefits of employing 

energy efficiency measures versus traditional geiieratioii capacity additions, and 
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furtlier, to ensure that demand-side resources are compared to supply-side 

resources on a level playing field. 

The analysis of energy efficiency cost-effectiveness traditionally has 

focused primarily on the calculation of specific metrics, often referred to as the 

California Standard tests: Utility Cost Test (“LJCT”), Ratepayer Impact Measure 

(“RIM”) Test, Total Resource Cost (“TRC”) Test, Participant Test, and Societal 

Test. DSMore provides the results of those tests for any type of energy efficiency 

program (demand response and/or energy saving). 

The test results are provided for a range of weather conditions, including 

iiornial weather, and under various cost and market price conditions. Because 

DSMore is designed to be able to analyze extreme conditions, one can obtain a 

distribution of cost-effectiveness outcomes or expectations. Avoided costs for 

energy efficiency tend to increase with increasing market prices or more extreme 

weather conditions as a result of the covariance between load and costs. 

‘IJnderstanding the nianner in which energy efficiency cost-effectiveness varies 

under these conditions allows a more precise valuation of energy efficiency 

programs and demand response programs. 

Generally, tlie DSMore model requires the user to input specific 

inforniation regarding the energy efficiency measure or program to be analyzed as 

well as the cost and rate information of the utility. These inputs enable one to 

then analyze tlie cost-effectiveness of tlie measure or prograin. 
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V. MODEL ASSUMPTIONS 

WHAT ENERGY EFFICIENCY PROGRAM OR MEASURE 

INFORMATION IS INPIJT INTO THE MODEL? 

Tlie information required on an energy efficiency program or measure includes, 

but is not limited to: 

0 Number of program participants, includiiig free ridership or free 

drivers 

0 Projected program costs, contractor costs, and/or adiiziiiistratioii 

0 Customer incentives, demand respoiise credits, or other iiiceiitives 

e Measure life, iiicreiiieiital customer costs, and/or annual 

inainteiiaiice costs 

Load impacts (ItWh, 1tW and the Iio~irly timing of reductions) 0 

0 Hours of intell-uption, magiiitude of load reductions, or load floors 

WHAT UTILITY INFORMATION IS INPUT INTO THE MODEL? 

Tlie utility informatioil required for the model includes, but is not limited to: 

0 Discount rate 

Loss ratio, either for aiinual average losses or peak losses 

0 Rate structure or tariff appropriate for a given customer class 

0 Avoided costs of energy, capacity, traiismissioii & distribution 

0 Cost escalators 

HOW ARE PROGRAMS OR MEASURES MODELED? 

An analyst or program inaiiager develops the inputs for the program or measure 

using information on expected program costs, load impacts, customer incentives 
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necessary to drive customers’ participation, fi-ee rider expectations, and expected 

number of participants. This information is used in  initial runs of the model to 

deterinine cost-effectiveness and whether adjustn~ents need to be ~nade  to a 

program or measure in order for it to pass the participant test, the first critical test. 

Then, tlie load impacts of the program or measure may be analyzed as a 

percent of savings reduction fi-om the current level of use, as proportional to the 

load shape for the customer, or as an hourly reduction in kW1i and/or 1tW. These 

approaches apply to energy saving programs and measures. For demand response 

program, the analyst rnust provide information on the amount of the expected 

load reduction and tlie possible timing of the reduction. 

WHAT IS THE SOURCE OF THE DATA FOR THE PROGRAM OR 

MEASURE? 

Program managers and analysts develop tlie inputs for each program or measure 

from industry information derived from sources such as Electric Power Research 

Institute (“EPRI”), Energy Star, E-Source, other utility program information, as 

well as from external experts in the industry. Over time, as impact and process 

evaluations are performed on Kentucky program results, inforination and input 

specifically related to Kentucky customers will begin to emerge and be used 

within future cost-effectiveness analyses. 

WHAT IS THE SOURCE FOR THE UTILTY INPUTS TO THE MODEL? 

The discount rate is obtained from tlie Conipany’s most recent cost of capital 

analysis. The loss ratio is based upon past experience of the Company. The rate 

structure infomation is obtained from tlie Company’s tariffs. 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

A. 
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Company’s most recent analysis of increiiiental transmission aiid distribution 

capital spending, relative to load growth forecasts. Avoided energy costs are 

based ~rpon projected market prices and avoided capacity costs are Iiased npoii tlie 

pealter metliodology, as set forth in the Company’s most recent avoided cost 

filing iii Case No. 2006-00172, Application of the Uiiioii Light, Heat and Power 

Company D/B/A Dulte Energy Kentucky for an Ad-iustment of Electric Rates, 

Filial Order, dated December 21,2006. 

Tlie ultimate test of energy efficiency cost-effectiveness lies in the IRP 

model run comparisons with and without tlie energy efficiency programs inserted 

as resource options. However, an up-front energy efficiency screening process is 

still necessary, because I W  production costing models are unable to 

accommodate a large number of energy efficiency resource options in the 

optiiiiizatioii modeling. So, pre-screening aiid bundling of energy efficiency 

options that are found to be cost-effective is a more efficient arid effective 

approach. 

Tlie Company has completed an analysis of tlie energy efficiency 

prograins witliin tlie IRP. This approach and aiialysis will be conducted annually 

to ensure that tlie estimation and valuation of avoided energy costs is coiisisteiit 

with the Company’s alternative supply side resources and with forward 

expectations of avoided energy costs. 
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VI. COST-EFFECTIVENESS TESTS 

PLEASE DESCRIBE HOW ENERGY EFFICIENCY PROGRAMS AND 

MEASURES ARE ANALYZED. 

The net present value of the finaiicial stream of costs versus benefits is assessed, 

i.e., tlie costs to iinplement tlie iiieasures are valued against the savings or avoided 

costs. The resultant benefit/cost ratios, or tests, provide a summary of the 

measure’s cost-effectiveness relative to tlie benefits of its projected load impacts. 

As previously mentioned, the Participant Test is the first screen for a program or 

measure to iiialte sure a program maltes economic sense for the individual 

consuiner. Duke Energy Kentucky also uses the UCT, the TRC, and tlie RIM Test 

for screening energy efficiency measures. 

0 The Participant Test compares the benefits to the participant 

through bill savings and incentives from tlie utility, relative to tlie costs to 

tlie participant for implementing tlie energy efficiency measure. The 

costs can include capital cost as well as increased amual operating cost, if 

applicable. 

0 The UCT compares utility benefits (avoided costs) relative to 

iiicimed utility costs to iniplerneiit tlie program, and does not consider 

other benefits such as participant savings or societal impacts. This test 

compares the cost (to tlie utility) to implement the measures with the 

savings or avoided costs (to tlie utility) resulting from the chaiige in 

magnitude and/or the pattern of electricity consumptioii caused by 

iiiiplenientatioii of the program. Avoided costs are considered in the 
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evaluatioii of cost-effectiveness based on tlie projected cost of power, 

including tlie projected cost of the utility’s environmental compliance for 

ltnowii regulatory requirements. Tlie cost-effectiveness analyses also 

iiicorporate avoided traiisiiiission and distribution costs, and load (line) 

losses. 

0 The TRC test coinpares the total benefits to the utility and to 

participants relative to tlie costs to the utility to implement tlie program 

along with tlie costs to tlie participant. Tlie benefits to tlie utility are the 

same as those computed wider the UCT. The benefits to the participant 

are tlie same as those computed under the Participant Test; however, 

customer incentives are considered to be a pass-though benefit to 

customers. As such, customer iiiceiitives or rebates are iiot included in 

the TRC. 

0 

or decrease over the long-run as a result of iiiiplernenting the prograiii. 

Tlie use of multiple tests can ensure tlie development of a reasonable set of 

energy efficiency program, indicate the likelihood that customers will 

participate, and also protect against cross-subsidization. Attachinelit RGS- 1 

provides a matrix of tlie components iiicluded in each test. It also sliould be noted 

that none of the tests described above include exteiiial benefits to participants and 

non-participants which can also offset tlie costs of the programs. 

WHAT WERE THE RESULTS OF THE PROGRAM ANALYSIS? 

The RIM Test, or noa-participants test, indicates if rates increase 
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The Company’s Application to the Coilmission seeks, in part, approval to 

implement tlie following set of programs: 

RESIDENTIAL CUSTOMER PROGRAMS 

a Residential Energy Assessments 

e 

a Home Perforrnaiice 

Smart $aver@ for Residential Customers 

e Reach and Teach Energy Conservation 

a 

a 

e Power Manager 

Low Income Services (including Home Energy Assistaiice Program) 

Energy Efficiency Education Program for Schools 

NON-RESIDENTIAL CUSTOMER PROGRAMS 

a Non-Residential Energy Assessments 

a 

e Powersliare@ 

RESEARCH PILOT PROGRAMS 

a Efficiency Savings Plan 

Smart $aver@ for Noli-Residential Customers 

The table attached hereto as Attachment RGS-2 contailis tlie cost- 

effectiveness test results for each program. These cost-effectiveness tests 

incorporate the avoided energy costs previously discussed, as well as the current 

avoided capacity costs approved by the Commission. I n  general, the customer 

programs pass the UCT and TRC cost-effectiveness tests, but not the RIM test. 

However, as shown on this table, one prograin directed to the low iiicorne class 

(Reach and Teach Energy Conservation) does not pass the UCT and TRC cost- 
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measures. For the residential and non-residential customer programs, all 

measures tested are included in the programs. 

More details on the projected revenues, costs, and avoided costs at the 

program level are provided in Confidential Attachment RGS-3. 

Company Witness Schultz provides details regarding all of the proposed 

programs in his testimony. 

VII. MEASUREMENT AND VERIFICATION 

Q. WHY IS EVALUATION, MEASUREMENT, AND VERFICATION A 

CRITICAL COMPONENT OF DUKE ENERGY KENTUCKY’S ENERGY 

EFFICIENCY PLAN? 

Duke Energy Kentucky believes that successftil, reliable, and cost-effective 

energy efficiency programs require valid measurement aiid verification activities 

to: (1) assure that measures are installed and tracked properly; (2) verify or revise 

A. 

energy impacts; (3) monitor and ensure customer satisfaction; and (4) establish 

independent third-party evaluations and reviews to confirm energy impacts and to 

improve program delivery, efficiency, and effectiveness. 

Duke Energy Kentucky historically has coridrrcted such studies on its 

programs and will continue to do so for any new programs. 

WHAT IS MEASUREMENT AND VERIFICATION? 

Measurement aiid verification (“M&V”) of energy efficiency programs and 

Q. 

A. 

measures is an umbrella term (sometimes referred to as “EM&V,” for Evaluation, 

Measurement, and Verification). There are five types of evaluation, in general. 
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First, there is cost-effectiveness evaluation, wliich I discussed above. Second, 

impact evaluation strives to estimate the actual energy and demand load 

reductions realized from a program. Third, iiieasiireineiit typically refers to the 

metering, submetering, liours-use logger meter, statistical pre- and post-analyses, 

or other modes of measuring load reduction. Usually, measureinent is a subset of 

an impact evaluation. Fourth, Verification refers to tlie confirmation that 

customers actually installed tlie intended measures, that vendors are performing to 

expectation and that operational factors on tlie customer site are occurring such 

that the expected load savings can be realized. Finally, process evaluation refers 

to a set of review and auditing methods that ascertain program effectiveness, 

efficiency, customer satisfaction, vendor satisfaction, and other factors that 

contribute to program success. We propose to conduct these five types of 

evaluations tlxougli tlie use of tlie approaches set foi-tli in Attachment RGS-4, aiid 

which have been reviewed by an external consultant, Nick Hall, TecMarlcet 

Worlts, for consistency with national methods aiid protocols widely used for 

measurement and verification. 

Q. HOW DOES DUKE ENERGY KENTUCKY PLAN TO MEASIJRE, 

MONITOR, AND VERIFY THE PROGRAMS? 

I n  general, tlie following approach will be used for monitoring aiid verification of 

programs : 

Paper aiid Electroiiic Verification 

A. 

0 Paper or electronic verification will be completed on all applications for 

energy efficieiicy incentives by customers. As part of the application 
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process, specific customer aiid measure data will be requested froin 

applicants. Data requested will vary depeiidiiig on the program, the 

measure, the equipiiient, aiid tlie delivery of the application. Customers 

and/or coiitractors will be coiitacted for clarification and completion of tlie 

application if they fail to provide necessary information. Incentives only 

will be processed oiice verification is complete and information is entered 

into the electroiiic tracltiiig systems. Verification inforiiiation and all 

customer applicatioiis for iiiceritives will be maintained by Duke Energy 

Kentucky. 

Field Verificatioii aiid Moiiitoriiig 

0 Field verification aiid iiionitoring, in most cases, will occur 011 customer 

premises using randoiiily selected samples of approximately 5% of 

installations. On-site visits will verify the iiistallatioii of the claiiiied 

equipiiieiit in the proper application, confirm appropriate coiitractor or 

veiidor processes aiid perforinance, arid bring to light potential 

discrepancies or process improvements for the programs. Sample size will 

be larger for very large projects with sigiiificaiit iiiceiitives or energy 

impacts at risk. The size of such samples will be commensurate with tlie 

iiicreased load savings as determined by Duke Energy Kentucky. Field 

traiiiiiig aiid support will be given to auditors performing assessiiieiits, to 

eiisure quality both for coiiimuiiications and technical capabilities. 

Custoiiier Satisfactioii Surveys 

e Customer satisfaction surveys will be utilized to moiiitor satisfactioii with 
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program delivery and design, to seek additional iniproveinents to tlie 

program, and to potentially uncover latent problenis or issues with tlie 

measure/iiistallatioii. 

System Perfoiiiiance Tests 

0 System performance tests for load control resources will be conducted 

periodically to ensure that operational systems are working correctly, aiid 

that the projected load reductions are reliably available when needed. 

Load research metering samples aiid tracking also will be used to verify 

energy reductions. 

If a problem is found with the installations or operations, the contractor 

and customer will be notified for correction. In addition, subsequent work or 

projects performed by that contractor will be monitored until Duke Energy 

Ikntucky is satisfied that the installations or projects are being completed 

according to program specifications and operational standards. If the problems 

are not resolved to the satisfaction of Duke Energy Kentucky, that contractor, at 

the Company’s discretion, may be eliminated from tlie prograin. 

Duke Energy Kentucky has provided for the iiidepeiideiit review and 

evaluation of its proposed prograiiis by establisliing initial evaluatioii plan 

suniniaries that propose specific energy efficiency evaluation studies and 

activities that will be competitively bid, designed, managed, supervised, or 

conducted by independent and qualified evaluation professionals. 

Evaluation studies generally will include methods such as loggers to 

capture appliance usage times, load research metering for hourly load analysis, 
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statistical pre- and post-billing analyses using comparison control groups, 

eiigineering analysis and niodeling, reference and coinparisoris to impact studies 

conducted in other regions for similar prograins, phone atid online interviews, and 

other methods reviewed within the International Perforinaiice Measurement and 

Verificatioii Protocols, the California Evaluatioii Frainework, and the Model 

Energy Efficiency Program Iiiipact Evaluation Guide prepared as part of tlie 

National Action Plan for Energy Efficiency. Attachment RGS-4 provides an 

initial design for the EM&V analysis for the proposed Energy Efficiency 

Programs. 

WHAT IS THE ESTIMATED COST AND TIMEFRAME FOR THE 

EVALI JATION, MONITORING, AND VERIFICATION? 

Ditlte Energy Kentucky estimates that 5% of total program costs will be required 

to adequately and efficiently perform evaluations, monitoring, and verification. 

Historical iiidustry experience suggests that evaluation costs are typically 3% to 

5% of total program spending. However, tlie Company is prepared to increase 

the level of speiiding as necessary to obtain reliable estimates of tlie load impacts 

from the program. 

Attachi~ieiit RGS-5, attached hereto, generally outlines the expected 

tiinefranies and completion of evaluations; however, final scheduling will be 

based on actual program initiation and realized participation rates arid as such, 

Attaclirnent RGS-5 may be modified or revised accordingly. 
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HOW WILL THE EVALUATION, MEASUREMENT, AND 

VERIFICATION RESIJLTS BE tJTJLIZED IN THE COMPANY’S 

RECONCILIATION AND TRUE-IJP PROCESS FOR THE PROPOSED 

RIDER? 

Tlie EM&V process produces results on two main concepts: actual customer 

participation aiid actual load impacts. Tlie reason these are important to the 

reconciliation and true-up process is that tlie original evaluation of program cost- 

effectiveness utilized projected numbers for participants in the programs arid 

estimates of the load impacts. Tlie EM&V process provides actual values to 

develop tlie estimates of the true-up. 

It would be lielpful if tlie timing on availability of tlie actual participation 

and load impacts coincided. Unfortunately, that is not the case. Information on 

actual participation and verification of iiistallineiits is available more quicltly 

because it can be collected as tlie program is rolled out. However, information 011 

load impacts is more complex aiid tends to require rigorous impact evaluation 

studies, statistical billing analyses of pre- and post-usages, participant and noli- 

participant surveys, aiid related activities that take time and care to complete to 

produce unbiased estiiiiates of the load impacts. To do this, the Company must 

first wait several months to see liow many participants there are in  order to 

establish tlie sample size needed. And second, tlie Company must wait to collect 

post-installation load iiiforinatioii because a iiieasure has to be installed for a 

reasonable period of time before Duke Energy Kentucky can estimate tlie level of 
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load impact. During this process, additional infoniiation will be collected 011 free- 

riders and free-drivers to adjust tlie level of tlie load impacts. where necessary. 

The timing of tlie availability of participant and load impact results lias 

implicatioiis for the reconciliation and true-up process. I expect that for the true- 

up process anticipated at tlie end of the four-year iniplenieiitation period, tlie 

Compaiiy will have actual participant information and load impact results from 

several points in tiine over tlie program period. The true-up of load impacts will 

be uiidertalten using all of the impact evaluation studies. 

111 working through tlie EM&V process, it is important to note that the 

Coinpaiiy has a strong incentive to have these studies completed in as timely a 

iriaimer as possible. Besides being at risk for results under tlie save-a-watt 

approach, the Company needs to luiow quicltly if these progranis work in order to 

iiialte sure tlie long-term generation plan is not affected. I will add tliat the 

complexity of tlie EM&V process is not the result of the structure of any specific 

regulatory recovery mechanism; rather, it is tlie nature of energy efficiency 

programs in general. Reliable measurement and verification of energy efficiency 

iiiipacts require time. To tlie extent tliat the Comiiiission prefers stability and 

simplicity in the estimation and iniplemeiitatioii of tlie rider for energy efficiency 

cost recovery, it would be acceptable to stipulate the net load impacts for the first 

year or some pre-set start-up period of the programs, until such time as a complete 

impact evaluation lias been conducted, at which time any required change in the 

impacts can be applied going forward without affecting estimated impacts from 

the start-up period. This approach will ensure the aggressive and predictable 
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not within the control of the Company. 

VIII. MARKET TRANSFORMATION 

PLEASE DESCRIBE HOW THE EM&V ANALYSIS WILL REFLECT 

CHANGES IN THE MARKET AND PARTICIPANT BEHAVIOR OVER 

TIME. 

Evaluation, measurement, arid verification will be conducted over time to verify 

the niagiiitude and persistence of the energy efficiency inipacts achieved from 

both program participants, as well as from non-participants. Over time, Duke 

Energy Kentucky’s energy efficiency programs can affect the nature of the energy 

efficiency market such that customer behavior, vendor behavior, aiid even 

manufacturer behavior is altered. Where significant monientum is generated with 

respect to the adoption of increased energy efficiency, it is possible to transform 

efficiency markets such that customers begin to demaiid more efficiency from 

their vendors, equipinelit providers, and manufacturers. This increased demand 

for efficiency can occur from “word of mouth” interactions as well as customer 

exposure to Duke Energy Kentucky’s advertising aiid promotion of energy 

efficiency or the result of distribution channel partnerships between Duke Energy 

Kentucky aiid networked trade allies or manufacturers. 

Importantly, partnership arrangements and distribution iietworlts that Duke 

Energy Kentucky structures to deliver more efficient equipment have an impact 

both on customers that are aware of the Company’s effoi-ts as well as those that 

are not. In either case, energy efficiency is likely to be adopted, but the more that 
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Dulte Energy Kentucky is able to iiiove these markets toward more efficient 

choices for custoiiiers, the more cost-effective is the Company’s realization of 

efficiency gains. In other words, factors such as these can drive more customers 

to iinpleiiient energy efficiency measures without actually receiving the Dulte 

Energy Kentucky iiicentives offered. This results in a transformation of tlie 

market that would iiot have occurred without the actions or interventions in tlie 

market by Dulte Energy Kentucky. This market niechanisiii is often referred to as 

free driver behaviors, or sometimes labeled as spillover effects, in contrast to tlie 

more familiar concept of free ridership. 

Free riders are those customers who receive an iiiceiitive but would have 

purchased the energy efficiency equipment even without the incentive, whereas 

free drivers are those customers who purchase energy efficient equipment witliout 

an inceiitive as a result of marltet transformation. Both niarltet phenomena matter 

in tlie prudent pursuit of demand-side resoiirces and integrated resource planning. 

As such, Dulte Energy Kentucky intends to measure both free-rider and free- 

driver iiiipacts to more accurately gauge the overall cost-effectiveness of its 

energy efficiency efforts. For tlie Company’s cost-effectiveness analyses 

provided here, the Company iiicluded the impacts of free riders, but iiot free 

drivers. 

HOW WILL THIS IMPACT BE IDENTIFIED? 

These market phenomena will be measured through tlie EM&V process. Free 

ridership will be measured tlirough customer surveys, statistical billing analysis, 

pre- and post-measurement processes and related studies ainong program 
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participants, whereas free driver impacts will be measured among lion-participant 

customer populations and/or through analysis of manufacturing trends and vendor 

surveys, or other types of analyses that are able to discern the influence aiid 

contribution of these iiiarlcet effects 011 tlie adoption of energy efficiency measures 

and beliaviors. 

IX. CONCLUSION 

WERE ATTACHMENTS RGS-1, RGS-2, CONFIDENTIAL RGS-3, RGS-4, 

AND RGS-5 PREPARED BY YOU, AT YOUR DIRECTION, OR UNDER 

YOUR SUPERVISION? 

Yes. 

DOES THIS CONCLlJDE YOUR PRE-FILED DIRECT TESTIMONY? 

Yes, it does. 
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VERIFICATION 

State of Ohio ) 
) ss: 

County of Hamilton ) 

The undersigned, Richard G. Stevie, being duly sworn, deposes and says that I am 

employed by the Duke Energy Corporation affiliated companies as Managing Director, 

Customer Market Analysis; that on behalf of Duke Energy Kentucky, Inc.; and says that I 

have personal knowledge of the matters set forth in the foregoing testimony, and that the 

answers contained therein are true and correct to the best of my lmowledge, information 

and belief. 

Subscribed and sworn to before me by Richard G. Stevie on this & ? / 5 h a y  of 

November, 2008. 

My Cc 
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Attae h men t RGS-1 

BENEFITKOST TEST MATRIX 
Ratepayer Total 

Pai-ticipant Utility Impact Resource Societal 

on-electiic Bill Decrease 
&M and Other Cost Decrease 

Utility Sales Tax Cost Increase X X X 

BenefitKOst Ratio = Total Benefits/Total Costs 
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Program Cost-Effectiveness Test Results 

Utility Test TRC Test RIM Test Participant Test 
RESIDENTIAL CUSTOMER PROGRAMS 
0 Residential Energy Assessments 

e Low Income Serviccs 

e Powcr Manager 

0 I-Iome Pcrformance 
NON-RESIDENTIAL CUSTOMER PROGRAMS 
e Non-Residential Energy Assessments 

e Power Share@ 

e Residential Smart %vel@ Energy Efficiency 

Energy Efficiency Education Program for Schools 

Reach and Teach Energy Conservation 

0 

0 

0 Smart $aver@ for Non-Residential Customers 

2 26 2 26 0 77 NA 
3 1 1  2 71 0 66 10 19 
168  168  0 58 NA 

2 54 2 54 0 73 NA 
2 62 3 20 2 62 NA 
0 57 0 57 0 34 NA 

135  3 70 0 59 22 73 

NA NA NA NA 
4 35 2 41 1 04 3 48 
6 22 13  a4 3 14 NA 

Note: The NA values for the Participant Test occur because there are no costs to the 
customer to participate. The Non-Residential Energy Assessments prograin has NA 
values because the benefits and costs are captured in the Smart $aver@ for Non- 
Residential Customers prograin. 
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Confidential Attachment RGS-3 

RGS-3: Finaiicial Coiiiparisoii Detail 
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Attachment RGS-4 

Proposed Evaluation Approach for Kentucky 
res 

Residential Energy Assessments 

Energy Assessments Program provides itiformational and educational support and resources to 
customer, to help identify energy savings and opportunities to take advantage of energy efficiency 
promotions and incentives. Tlie expected energy savings from education alone is not expected to 
be significant. However, tlie awareness and satisfaction with these activities will be monitored in 
participant and lion-participant surveys to gauge awareness among customers of tlie outreach, tlie 
relative effectiveness of tlie outreach, and whether or not load reductions have occurred within 
tlie home. Iinpacts, if any, will be deduced from a billing analysis, which controls for awareness 
and recall of tlie outreach activity. A process evaluation of this program will be conducted 
annually within tlie Residential Programs Process Review. IPMVP protocols are not applicable 
to this type of program level analysis. 

Home Energy House Call is an energy audit program. The program provides a repoi? to the 
occupants recommending energy savings measures for their home. Tlie service also provides 
nieasutes that can be directly installed i n  tlie home, such as compact fluorescent bulbs and 
weather stripping. Program impacts will be computed using engineering-based estimation of 
energy savings foi the itistalled measures, in coiij~~nction with a more robust statistical assessment 
of energy use differences (savings) for tlie period of time before and after recommendations have 
been made. Tlie post-retrofit period occitrs after participants have had time to install tlie measures 
provided and/or to follow up on tlie auditor’s recommendations regarding additional measures. 
Customer surveys will be cotiducted to determine whether there were changes in household 
occupancy and to ascertain which of tlie recommended energy savings measures were 
implemented by tlie customers one to twelve months following tlie audit. Tlie focus of tlie impact 
assessments will be on kWli savings more tliaii IcW, given tlie complexity and variety of possible 
measures and energy savings recommendations. Customer surveys also will gather information 
related to free ridership and customer satisfaction with tlie audit and tlie auditor. A process 
evaluation of this program will be conducted annually within tlie Residential Programs Process 
Review. This evaluation plan is consistent with IPMVP Protocol C. 

Energy Efficiency Website provides customers with an oitline home audit tool to reduce energy 
consumption. While tlie energy savings per household may be relatively small, in  this case, 
potentially a large number of customers can participate at minimal cost. The impact evaluation 
study will utilize engineei-iiig-based estimates that are informed by user survey data. Participant 
surveys following up with customers one to twelve months after the website visit will collect 
iiiformation on energy efficiency actions taken as a result of tlie tool, changes jii Iiouseliold 
occitpancy, prior knowledge of tlie measures, future intentions to install measures, retention and 
satisfaction with tool. A process evaluatioii of this program will be conducted annually within tlie 
Residential Programs Process Review. Tlie IPMVP protocol is not applicable in this case. 

Personalized Energy Report provides a customized usage analysis, personalized for that 
customer’s home and usage characteristics, i n  a mailed or online form. Previous experience with 
statistical billing analysis results suggests that this approach is possible to rincover estimates of 
energy savings, even though these are expected to be relatively small compared to tlie total house 
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load. !ti addition to a 13iIling analysis, engineering-based estimates of savings will be developed, 
inforniecl by survey clata that is collected. The participant surveys will gather information on 
energy efficiency actions taken, prior knowledge of these measures, intentions, changes i n  other 
end uses including changes in household occupancy, persistence of savings and program 
satisfaction. A process evaluation of this program will be conducted aniiually witliiii tlie 
Residential Pi ogt-anis Process Review. This evaluation plan is consistent with IPMVP Protocol 
c. 

Smart $aver@ 

Smart $aver@ rebate program provides incentives for more efficient HVAC equipinent, both 
central air conditioners and electric heat puiiips. I n  some cases, additioiial compact fluorescent 
bulbs are provided as well. For new constn~ction installations, prototypical customer homes will 
be niodelecl using an engineering simitlation model designed for residential applications, and pre- 
and post-measitre installation usages will be conipared. This evaluation method will be 
conducted for retrofit applications as well, augmented by a statistical billing analysis. A 
comparison of estimates derived under the two methods will form the basis for insights into tlie 
predictive power of the engineering model. To maximize the estimation power of tlie billing 
analysis, a statistically adjusted engineering model will be developed that uses prior engineering 
esti niates as explanatory variables, plus weather normalization and household-specific usage 
factors. Participant and non-participant surveys will be conducted, along with vendor satisfaction 
surveys or interviews, to estimate free ridership and uncover potential vendor issues that might 
impact customer satisfaction or program effectiveness. These surveys also will provide inputs to 
tlie statistical adjusted engineering models (e.g., equipment that was replaced, any changes in 
usage or house occupancy). A process evaluation of this program will be conducted annually 
within tlie Residential Programs Process Review. This evaluation plan is consistent with IPMVP 
Protocol c. 
Energy Star Products program focuses on tlie efficient and cost effective delivery of compact 
fluorescent bulbs through innovative promotional channels. Sitice savings from this measure type 
typically will be small relative to total load, impact evaluations must be based on prior 
engineering-based estimates of kWh savings for the affected categories of ligliting. Here, 
engineering algoritlims for tlie installed lighting measures are reasonably well known. Further, 
tlie Energy Star program is a widespread and well studied program, which will allow for 
additional extrapolation of results from other studies for use in estimation of impacts for this 
program. Selective short term spot metering will be performed within randomly selected homes 
to confirm the expected engineering results and to ascertain the wattages of replaced bulbs. In 
addition, data loggers will be left within some of these Iioines to monitor tlie Iiourly usage 
patterns for the installed lights. The sampling of homes will be conducted such that results are 
representative of the participant population at large. Net savings estimation will be based in part 
itsing data froni surveys for the program. These participant surveys will gather i~~fortnatioti about 
lightiiig products that were replaced, delivery channel satisfaction and effectiveness, free 
ridership, spillover, persistence and satisfaction. A process evaluation of this program will be 
conducted annually within the Residential Programs Process Review. This evaluation plan is 
consistent with IPMVP Protocol B. 

Home Performance 

The process evaluation will review program operations and itiiplenientation systems, and conduct 
interviews with key program staff, key trade allies and partners to assess program operations, and 
to make recommendatiotis to improve program efficiency and effectiveness. A survey will be 
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pet forined on a sample of participants to assess participation issues, assess program satisfaction 
levels and drivers of satisfaction, to assess what iiieasiires weie installed and to assess tlie 
installation decisions that would have been made without tlie program. Program records will be 
reviewed to identify actions taken for ~)articipatits that do so tliroitgli one or more of Diilte 
Energy’s installation assistance services (financing, follow-ups, etc.). For participants that have 
adopted significant energy savings measures, savings will be determined tliro~igli a weather- 
normalized billing atialysis of tlie participants and a matched comparison group. For participants 
that tale actions that cannot be expected to be seen via a billing analysis, tlie evaluation will 
conduct engineering analysis informed by review of contractor records on building test results 
and tiieasiire installations along with participant survey data on iise conditions. This evaluation 
plan is consistent with IPMVP Protocol C. 

Low Income Services Program pi ovides a variety of custotnized measures installed in 
customers’ Iiotiies, based on an on-site assessment of tlie premises. Because savings can be 
expected to be observable witliin a billing analysis framework, this approach will be used with 
pre- and post-participation data. Tlie model will be weather normalized, and tlie analysis will be 
informed by survey data. A participant survey will collect infortnation oil energy efficiency 
actions taleti as a result of tlie program, prior intentions, changes in other major elid uses, any 
changes in household occupancy, persistence and program satisfaction. A periodic process 
evaluation will be conducted as part of tlie Process Review for Low Income Customers. This 
evaluation plan is consistent with IPMVP Protocol C. 

Reach and Teach Energy Conservation (RTEC) 

The evaluation will employ surveys to support tlie process and impact evaluation efforts. Tlie 
surveys will be conducted with a sample of participants to determine tlie behavioral changes that 
have taken place as a result of tlie education they received through tlie pi-ogratii, identify 
additional measures they have installed, assess whether tlie CFLs are still installed in their liotnes 
and how they are being used, as well as assess program participant satisfaction issues. I n  
addition, a process evaluation will review program operations and implementation systeiiis, 
interview program staff, key allies atid partners, with the goal of itiiproving program effectiveness 
and participant satisfaction. Energy savings will be determined via engineering analysis of tlie 
demand rediictions from tlie measures and a review of program implementation data and 
installation rates. Where liourly estimation is required, hourly itse shapes will be obtained from 
prior logger or metering data collected among comparable liotnes. This evaluation plan is 
consistent with IPMVP Protocol C. 

K-12 Education Program is an information program and is iinlikely to produce large energy 
savings and tliiis does not warrant rigorous impact study. An engineering-based estimation of 
kWli savings will be performed, with information from surveys of teachers and students about 
energy efficiency actions talten, retention of information, and program satisfaction. Independent 
process evaluatioii review tlirougli the survey feedback is assumed to be sufficient for this 
prograin, given the expected small scale of savings. The IPMVP protocol is not applicable to this 
program. 
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Power Manager provides fitiaticial iticetitives to custoiners fot tlie periodic cycling of appliances 
during super peak hours. The program is designed to induce temporary rediictions in usage that 
would not normally persist beyond one day. Given this, the focus of tlie impact evaluation will 
necessarily be tlie measurement and evaluation of short-term hourly changes in load due to tlie 
appliance cycling activity. Whole-house metering will be conducted 011 a randomly selected or 
stratified sample (stratified by usage and geography). This meterecl data will be analyzed witliin a 
statistical time-series framework to establish an estimate of “baseline” energy usage. The 
baseline will capture demand patterns in tlie absence of tlie program. This will be compared to an 
analysis of loads in  a statistical model that will be constructed to isolate tlie effect of tlie program. 
Due to tlie cliaracteristics of tlie customers i n  tlie program, it is likely that a statistical model cat1 
and will be developed for each customer. However, tlie data will be pooled when apptopriate to 
take advantage of any gains froin data pooling or aggregation. I n  addition, spot metering and data 
logger samples will be taken during tlie peak season to confirm and bolster tlie estimated savings 
derived fi-om tlie wliole house tiieteritig study. Data loggers and instantaneous demand measures 
can be done quicldy and reasonably cost effectively. This means increased precision of tlie load 
reduction estimates to bolster tlie base sample of wliole house metet ed loads. Participant and 
non-participant surveys will be conducted to ascertain customer comfort, natural thermostat 
settings, prograin satisfaction, vendor satisfaction, and related issues. There is no free ridership to 
be estimated, in  this case, since tlie estimation of tlie natitral duty cycle of tlie appliances 
implicitly accounts for what would have happened in tlie absence of tlie program. A process 
evaluation study will be conducted at least every other year, and will include tlie review of load 
reduction estimates as well as operational w e  of tlie resource within system operation contexts on 
peak. This evaluatioti plan is consistent with IPMVP Protocol C. 

Non-Residential Energy Assessments 

Non-Residential Energy Assessments provide education and outreach to commercial custoiners. 
There are three components-an on site option, an on-line version and a phone version. Program 
guidelines limit tlie use of on-site visits to custoiners with multiple facilities. For these 
participants, savings are anticipated to be large enough relative to total load that billing analysis 
should reveal savings fi-om actions taken as a result of tlie prograin. Selective spot metering also 
will be performed, among randomly selected samples. For tlie on-line and phone participants, an 
engineering-based estimation of savings will be performed and in some cases building simulation 
inodeling may be employed. Tlie analysis will leverage survey data, spot metering, and on-site 
information data collected on tlie smaller group. Surveys will be conducted to understand energy 
efficiency actions taken, prior intentions regarding these measures, changes i ti electric-using 
technologies or operations that impact usage, persistetice of savings, and program satisfaction. 
Process review will occur witliin tlie C&I Program Process Review. This evaluation plan is 
consistent with IPMVP Protocols B and C. 

Non-Residential Smart $aver@ targets HVAC energy savings among commercial customers. 
Here, evaluation activity will focus on a combination of techniques, including site visits, 
engineering-based estimation and participant billing analysis. Evaluation resoitrces will be 
leveraged by using selective monitoring with data loggers and use of intermediate estimates of 
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savings that can be used to as inputs (explanatory variables) to billing analysis. Participant 
surveys will be conducted to learn more about equipiiient that was teplaced (beyond what is in tlie 
tracking data base), prior intentions regarding equ ipiiient that was retrofitted, changes in other 
major end uses that impact electric usage, any changes in  hours of operation, persistence, and 
program satisfaction. Annual process evaluation should be conducted. This evaluation plan is 
consistent with IPMVP Protocols B and C. 

C&I Prescriptive Incentive Program offers a coinbination of incentives for various nieasut-es 
primarily related to lighting, HVAC, and motors. Here, random samples of pat ticipants will be 
selected for review and impact estimation studies. For each, some b l e d  of selective monitoring 
and site visits will be performed at a sinal1 sample of facilities, with etigineering-based estimation 
and participant billing analysis of a larger group, where feasible. Participant surveys will be 
conducted to collect information needed to estimate net impacts. Participants will be asked about 
equipment that was replaced, energy efficiency actions taken, prior intentions regarding tliese 
ineasiires, changes i n  other major end uses that impact energy consutnptioti, hours of facility 
operation, persistence, and program satisfaction. A process evaluation will be included in  tlie 
annual C&I Program Process Review. This evaluation plan is consistent with IPMVP Protocols 
B and C. 

C&I Custom Incentive Program offers incentives to custoiners for proposing uniqiie energy 
savings opportunities that fit their site needs that are not covered within the prescriptive incentive 
program. Given the uniqueness of each context, this program will be evaluated using a 
coinbiriation of selective ~nonitoring using data loggers, site visits, engineering-based estimation, 
building sitnulation modeling, and siiigle participant billing analysis. A population-level billing 
analysis would be problematic for several reasons-participants will tend to be large and diverse 
in terms of iiieasures installed and the characteristics of their operations, atid a reliable 
comparison group would be difficult to find. Participant surveys will be conducted to collect 
inforination on prior intentions regarding equipment that was replaced, changes in other major 
end uses that impact energy usage, potential spillover, changes in  Iiours of operation, persistence, 
and program satisfaction. A process review will be coiidiicted within tlie overall C&I Progratii 
Process Review. Tliis evaluation plan is consistent with IPMVP Protocols B and C. 

Power Share provides financial incentives to large customers to reduce electricity use during 
super peak hours. The program is designed to induce temporary reductions in usage that would 
not be expected to persist beyond one day. Given this, tlie focus of tlie impact evaluation will 
necessarily be tlie measureinent and evaluation of short-term hourly changes in load due to the 
interruption of activity. Given tlie MW savings attributable to this program, reasonably robust 
and precise time-series based statistical regression analysis will be applied to hourly metered load 
to obtain tlie best estimate of tlie load reduction. I n  addition, observations of cotnpliance with 
interruption requests will be iiieasured through system operations data, to confirm tlie individual 
findings for each custonier. Therefore, each participant’s hourly loads will be analyzed annually. 
This metered data will be analyzed witliin a statistical time-series fianiework to establish an 
estimate of the “baseline” energy usage. The baseline refers to customer demand patterns without 
the influence of the program, give11 tlie weather conditions or other local phenomena consistent 
with the interrupted day. This will be compared directly to actual loads within tlie statistical 
model to isolate tlie effect of the program. Since all of these participants already have hourly 
metered load, no additional metering is necessary. Where load reductions are too small relative 
to the metered load, sub-metering installations will be considered. Participant and non-participant 
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surveys will be conducted to ascertain customer comfort, natiiral thermostat settings, prograin 
satisfaction, vendor satisfaction, and related issues. There is no free ridership to be estimated, in 
this case, since the estimation of tlie natural load forecast implicitly accounts for what would have 
happened in the absence of the program. A process evaluation study will be conducted as part of 
the Demand Response Process Review. This evaluation plan is consistent with IPMVP Protocol 
c. 

The Efficiency Savings Plan (ESP) 

The process evaluation will review program operations and implementation systems, and conduct 
interviews with key program staff, key trade allies and parttiers to assess program operations, and 
to make recoinmendations to improve program efficiency and effectiveness. The evaluation will 
determine what measures were installed and which ineasures utilized tlie financing options 
available through the ESP program. A customer survey will be performed on a sample of 
participants to identify tlie range of equipment used and tlie installation decisions that would have 
been made without tlie program. Energy savings will be analyzed using engineering estimates for 
non-weather sensitive measures adjusted to reflect participant use characteristics identified via a 
telephone survey of program participants. For weather sensitive measures, participant survey 
data will be used to develop DOE-2 sitnulations of typical participant buildings. After two years 
of monthly billing data is available, statistical billing analysis will be conducted to confirm, or 
revise, the engineering estimates. 
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Home Performance Plus 

Expected Timeframes for Completion of Evaluations 

Process 18 24 
Inmact 18 30 

Residential Low-Income Services 

Reach and Teach Energy Coiiservatioii 

Eiierev Efficiencv Education Prorrram for Schools 

Process 18 24 
Impact 24 36 
Process 18 24 

Process 12 24 
Impact 24 36 

Residential Power Manager 
Impact 18 24 
Impact 24 36 

I Non-Residential Powershare@ I Impact I 24 I 36 I 

Non-Residential Energy Assessineiits - Oiiliiie 

Non-Residential Energy Assessnieiits - Phone 

Non-Residential Energy Assessiiieiits - On-site 

Non-Residential Smart $aver@ 

Process 18 24 

Process 18 24 
Impact 24 36 
Process 12 18 
Impact 24 36 
Process 18 24 
ImDact 24 36 

Iiiipac t 24 36 
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